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LOOKING BIG AT COOPERATING TEACHERS IN MUSIC EDUCATION: 
EXAMINING NARRATIVE AUTHORITY WITHIN A  
KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY 
JENNIFER L. R. GREENE 
Boston University College of Fine Arts, 2015 
Major Professor:  Lee Higgins, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Music, Music Education 
ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this narrative inquiry was to examine how cooperating teachers’ 
narrative authority was revealed or strengthened within an intentionally formed 
knowledge community established to create a safe space for cooperating teachers to story 
and restory their experiences as music teacher educators.  The conceptions of knowledge 
communities and narrative authority, grounded in Dewey’s theory of experience and 
narrative knowing, followed the research line of Connelly and Clandinin (1990).  
Concepts of interest emerging from this framework were cooperating teachers’ personal 
practical knowledge, continuity of experience between their stories, interaction with 
others in specific contexts, features of the professional knowledge landscape of music 
teacher education, and tensions arising from cooperating teachers’ positions on the 
landscape relative to the conduit.  Of particular interest was how the strengthening of 
narrative authority within the knowledge community would allow cooperating teachers to 
question taken-for-granted notions of teacher education. 
The knowledge community, which included three participants and myself, met 
twice during the course of the study, but maintained continuous communication through 
   viii 
conversations and emails.  Observations were conducted during the student teaching 
practicum.  Field notes were also an important part of the data collected. 
Data analysis and representation were situated within the three-dimensional 
inquiry space described by Clandinin and Connelly (2000) and drew on a variety of 
methods.  Issues of researcher subjectivity and ethics were addressed through enacting 
the principles of resonant work in narrative inquiry in music education (Stauffer & 
Barrett, 2009).  Four story categories emerged from the data:  stories of established 
practice, stories of influential relationships, stories of tension, and stories of possibility.  
Laying alongside the stories of each participant created a thematic dialogue that gives 
readers a seat at the table to experience their stories and a jumping off point to add their 
own.  There is potential for this type of knowledge community to strengthen practice by 
creating a space for sharing previously untold stories of practice.  The process of looking 
back at past practices, reflecting on current practices, and reimagining future practices 
within the knowledge community strengthened narrative authority in a way that opened 
the possibility to trouble certainty.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Narrative Beginnings 
My first opportunity to host a student teacher came through non-traditional 
channels.  A young man who was a student at the University of Toronto contacted me to 
ask if I would be willing to host him for his student teaching.  At the time, the Canadian 
teachers’ union was on strike, and so his original placement had fallen through.  A native 
of the state, and a graduate of a state university, he was hoping to student teach 
someplace close to home.  I was excited to begin a new journey in teacher education, and 
as it was something that already held interest for me, I accepted.  I had no previous 
experience with teacher education, and although I felt strong enough in my role as a 
music teacher to accept a student teacher, I had no real guidance or direction as to what I 
was supposed to do.  None of my colleagues had ever hosted a student teacher, so I had 
no one around me for support or encouragement.  At no time during his placement did a 
university professor or agent of the university come to observe.  I don’t remember having 
to evaluate him beyond writing a final letter of recommendation.  I did the best I could, 
and thoroughly enjoyed working with the young man, but I yearned for a sense of 
connection with others who were interested in and involved with teacher education. 
Since that time, I have hosted seven additional student teachers under more 
traditional circumstances.  These student teachers have come from two different 
universities in my own state.  Although supervisors were sent on behalf of the university 
to observe several times during each placement, they were never the full time professors 
who had known students through foundations and methods courses.  They typically were 
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local, retired music teachers who were alumni of the university.  I felt somewhat 
disconnected from the university, at a disadvantage because I did not know more about 
the background and experiences of the student teachers.  What should I expect them to 
know?  What experiences did they already have and what more would they need?  What 
had been emphasized in their coursework that I should reinforce in the field?  Even 
though I attended one of the colleges, it was as a graduate student, and so my curriculum 
was not the same as the undergraduates I was serving.  I couldn’t answer any of those 
questions.   
I did have a list of requirements that I was to fulfill in terms of evaluations and 
recommendations, and I was instructed to expect timeliness and a professional demeanor 
from the student teachers.  Most of the information contained in the online student 
teaching handbook was directed towards the student teacher.  There were but a few pages 
out of many that spoke to the cooperating teacher, leaving me with yet more questions.  
What type of feedback beyond the formal evaluations was expected?  When the 
university supervisors were observing, what were they looking for from me?  How did 
they envision the student teaching experience fitting in with the curriculum of the 
college?   
My student teachers have all been so different, each with a unique personality and 
a unique teaching style.  I have been fortunate so far that most have adapted well to my 
school environment and have shared a similar philosophy of teaching music.  However, 
this seems no more than a happy accident.  None of the universities that have asked me to 
serve in this role have attempted to understand what I know or how I function as a 
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cooperating teacher.  There is little to no communication beyond the initial invitational 
email and the requisite thank you at the end.  Although they send me letters that thank me 
for my service, and they write that what I do is extremely valuable to the college, their 
actions do not parallel their sentiments.  Perhaps they are just relieved and grateful for my 
willingness to serve and do not want to burden me with excessive information.  Or 
perhaps, like most of us, they get caught up in their busy lives and don’t make the time to 
communicate.  Whatever their reasons may be, the lack of communication puts me at a 
distance, and that distance limits my own development as a music teacher educator.  I 
experience this distance in three distinct ways:  First, I am geographically distant from 
the university and the physical spaces where courses take place.  Second, because the 
university supervisor is not a full-time university faculty member, I am distanced from 
the faculty who construct and deliver those courses.  Because I am not certain what is 
taught and valued in foundations and methods courses, I do not know whether that 
knowledge aligns with my experiences as a music educator.  My doubts about the 
efficacy of my experiential knowledge are exacerbated when the university supervisor 
and student teacher consistently conference without me present.  Third, I am distanced 
from other cooperating teachers in music education who may or may not have similar 
feelings because I have no means of identifying other cooperating teachers outside my 
school building.  
As a twenty-four-year veteran in the field, I have never stopped trying to improve 
my practices as a music educator, attending workshops, conferences, and classes, as well 
as sharing with many of my colleagues.  I have not had the same opportunities to do this 
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relative to my role as a cooperating teacher.  Few in my school building endeavor to host 
student teachers, and those who do are outside of my discipline.  I wondered if others 
were seeking ways to improve as cooperating teachers.  I wondered what others were 
doing with student teachers within their classrooms.  Most importantly, would they be 
willing to come together to share these experiences with others?   
Puzzling Through the Pieces of the Research Problem 
Putting the Pieces in Context 
As I considered my wonderings and doubts, I turned to the research on student 
teaching to contextualize the experience and explore my place as a cooperating teacher.  
It is clear that the student teaching practicum is the pinnacle experience of any teacher 
education program.  It is the culmination of the university coursework, the opportunity 
for preservice teachers to convert propositional knowledge into procedural knowledge.  
Glickman and Bey (1990) reported that student teachers named the practicum as the most 
valuable experience of their teacher preparation program.  The experience is cast with a 
triad of players:  the student teacher, the university supervisor, and the cooperating 
teacher.  Not surprisingly, much of the available research in music student teaching is 
focused on the development of the student teacher (Rideout & Feldman, 2002).  In spite 
of the fact that it is widely recognized in music education and general education that the 
cooperating teacher has considerable influence on the student teacher (Anderson, 2007; 
Borko & Mayfield, 1995; Connor, Killmer, & McKay, 1993; Conway, 2002; Dever, 
Hager, & Klein, 2003; Draves, 2008; Glenn, 2006; Glickman & Bey, 1990; Ross, 2002; 
Snyder, 1996; Sudzina, Giebelhaus, & Coolican, 1997; Zemek, 2008), in the field of 
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music education, there is little research focusing on the cooperating teacher.  There is 
some research that deals with the cooperating teacher, but it is indirect, viewing the 
cooperating teacher through the lens of the student teacher (Duling, 2007; Schmidt, 1998; 
Snyder, 1996).  Although there is a body of research focused on the cooperating teacher 
in general education (Clarke, Triggs, & Nielson, 2014), the majority of this research is 
conveyed from the perspective of university researchers.  Pembrook and Craig (2002) 
describe perspective in research narrative as a “matrix of stories: teacher stories—stories 
of teachers—school stories—stories of schools” (p. 789).  In other words, teacher stories 
are those that are told by the teachers themselves, and stories of teachers are those told 
about them.  Following the same logic one could add cooperating teacher stories—stories 
of cooperating teachers.  Unfortunately, the majority of studies in both general education 
and music education tell stories of cooperating teachers, eliminating their voices.  As 
Clarke (2006) noted, “Most studies . . . are studies on cooperating teachers rather than 
studies with or by cooperating teachers” (p. 911).   
Why is Distance Troubling?   
As I was struggling to make sense of what troubled me about the distance 
between cooperating teachers and researchers, I stumbled upon a passage in Releasing 
the Imagination (Greene, 1995) that helped me characterize this issue of perspective in a 
particular way.  In an attempt to imagine new ways of seeing, Greene (1995) turned to a 
novel by Thomas Mann in which his characters discussed the value of seeing the world 
small or seeing the world big (pp. 10–11).  Greene (1995) explained that to look small 
was to look from a distance, “through the lenses of a system” (p. 11), reducing the stuff 
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of people to statistics and measurable behaviors.  To look big was to see individuals from 
up close, not as objects, but as complex human beings who continually cope with and try 
to make sense of the messiness of human interaction within their communities.  This 
concept really struck a chord with me and allowed me to gain a deeper understanding of 
what was troubling to me about the nature of the existing research on cooperating 
teachers in music education.   
It seemed that there was a fourth reason for me to feel distanced as a cooperating 
teacher:  I could not find myself in the research.  For example, according to Weasmer and 
Woods (2003) I should be a model, mentor, or guide and if I did not fit into one of those 
categories I really should look for alternate approaches because the researchers identified 
these as important characteristics in 28 other cooperating teachers.  But who were these 
cooperating teachers?  What were their unique circumstances?  How did they regulate 
their understandings of their role as teacher educators?  Graham (2006) identified 
cooperating teachers as either maestros or mentors, the former being less desirable than 
the latter.  Now there were only two categories into which I ought to fit.  But these 
characteristics were pronouncements made by the researcher with only minimal reference 
to the actual stories of these cooperating teachers.  I found the research to be highly 
judgmental—it disregarded the particular situations in which a cooperating teacher might 
need to embody either quality.  Among these studies there was confusion between 
Graham (2006), who identified a maestro as a model, which had negative connotations, 
and Weasmer and Woods (2003), who identified modeling as a desirable quality for 
cooperating teachers.   
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By presenting the public story of the work of cooperating teachers and 
categorizing them by observable behaviors (Clarke et al., 2014; Connor et al., 1993; 
Graham, 2006; Pembrook & Craig, 2002; Schmidt, 1998; Weasmer & Woods, 2003) 
researchers did not recognize cooperating teachers as real, complex individuals capable 
of partnering in the process of teacher education.  Over and over I read the work of 
university researchers who looked in on cooperating teachers from a distant and detached 
perspective, like looking through the wrong end of binoculars, focusing on generating 
composite definitions of the nature and processes of mentoring and guiding student 
teachers.  These were not studies that looked big at cooperating teachers, and as such, 
cooperating teachers could not be seen as real contributors to music teacher education. 
As a cooperating teacher, I have served in a dual capacity helping students learn, 
and helping student teachers learn to teach.  Despite the importance and complexity of 
these dual roles, I have been distanced because I am invisible in the research, and I am 
physically and virtually removed from the site of traditional music teacher education 
programs.  Although their origins were discouraging, my feelings of distancing and doubt 
were an indication of a potential for inquiry and reflection.  Dewey (1933/1998) saw the 
identification of a doubt-filled situation as the beginning of a process of inquiry; a social 
process he believed could result in changing both the individual and the situation.  As I 
moved forward with my own inquiry, I wondered how I could narrow the distance 
between cooperating teachers and the university.  How could I identify the tensions that 
maintained that distance?  How could I look big at cooperating teachers, through the right 
end of the binoculars, in a way that honored our storied lives and narrative knowledge?  
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Like Dewey, I believed that knowledge was formed through experience and intentional 
inquiry.  I knew that others in the field of narrative inquiry had studied the experiential 
knowledge of teachers, and so I turned to this body of work to frame my research puzzle.   
Framing the Pieces with Theory 
Turning to Narrative Inquiry 
I turned toward narrative inquiry because at its core, it is an investigation into the 
lived and told experiences of individuals, often those whose voices have not previously 
been represented in the research.  It is inherently flexible, requiring an awareness of 
changing circumstances and environments, and an openness to change even as the 
research progresses.  Narrative inquiry blurs the line between the researcher and the 
researched, calling for a collaborative effort to construct meaning—it is relational 
inquiry.  It places a strong emphasis on the context of the story, the place or situation in 
which it was generated.  Perhaps most importantly to the context of this study, it turns 
from traditional positivistic social science research—what Bruner (1986) called 
paradigmatic knowing—to a theoretical defense of narrative knowing.  All of these 
aspects of narrative inquiry resonated with me deeply, drawing me to the research line 
begun by Connelly and Clandinin (1990) as a way of understanding teacher knowledge 
and experience, concepts at the heart of my research puzzle.   
Dewey’s Theory of Experience 
I knew that Clandinin and Connelly had grounded their work on Dewey’s theory 
of experience.  To contextualize their work, as well as my own, I wanted to gain a more 
thorough understanding of Dewey’s theory of experience.  I was intrigued by the concept 
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of experiential knowledge and how it undergirded narrative inquiry, as well as how it 
could relate to my research puzzle.    
Dewey (1938) believed there was an “organic connection between education and 
personal experience” (p. 25).  However, he contended that even though education arose 
from experience, not all experience would be fruitful or educative, so experiences in 
education needed to be planned carefully.  For Dewey, a miseducative experience 
inhibited further development, but an educative experience had an emotional and 
aesthetic impact that inspired the individual toward further exploration.  Thus, his theory 
of experience consisted of two principles—continuity and interaction.  Experience was 
continuous in that an individual’s past experiences always informed his or her present 
and future actions.  However, experience did not occur simply within an individual, but it 
was influenced and regulated by social contexts—the objects of the environment in which 
the experience took place as well as the other human beings who were participants in the 
experience.  Dewey stated that this process of regulation took place within a situation.  
Interaction was inseparable from the situation.  In other words, interactions were situated 
socially and historically.  Experiences led individuals to action, which in turn, changed 
the situation and the individual.  When these experiences were educative, individuals 
were led to become productive members of a society.  Dewey’s theory of experience, 
manifested in the principles of continuity, interaction, and situation, provided the 
foundation for concepts in narrative inquiry such as personal practical knowledge and a 
professional knowledge landscape (Clandinin & Murphy, 2009; Clandinin & Rosiek, 
2007). 
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Personal Practical Knowledge and the Professional Knowledge Landscape 
Craig (2011) traced the scope of Clandinin and Connelly’s research in teacher 
education, characterizing them as dedicated to a “narrative understanding of teacher 
knowledge based on meaning constructed over time” (p. 22).  Drawing from Dewey’s 
theory of experience and construction of knowledge, Clandinin and Connelly came to 
identify teacher knowledge as personal practical knowledge.  They described it as neither 
theoretical knowledge nor practical knowledge; rather, “a teacher’s special knowledge 
[was] composed of both kinds of knowledge, blended by the personal background and 
characteristics of the teacher and expressed by her in particular situations” (Clandinin, 
1985, p. 361).  Clandinin (1992) further characterized personal practical knowledge as 
being 
In a person’s experience, in the person’s present mind and body and in the 
person’s future plans and actions.  It is knowledge that reflects the individual’s 
prior knowledge and acknowledges the contextual nature of the teacher’s 
knowledge.  It is a kind of knowledge, carved out of, and shaped by, situations; 
knowledge that is constructed and reconstructed as we live out our stories and 
retell and relive them through the process of reflection (p. 125). 
Through her words we can find the expression of Dewey’s theory of experience, 
composed by continuity, interaction, and situation.  
Also drawing on Dewey’s theory of experience, Clandinin and Connelly (1995) 
developed the metaphor of a professional knowledge landscape as a “way to 
contextualize research-based understandings of teachers’ personal practical knowledge” 
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(p. 4).  This conceptualization allowed them to look at space, time, and place.  Further, 
the idea of the landscape as “composed of relationships among people, places, and 
things” allowed them to “see it as both an intellectual and a moral landscape” (Clandinin 
& Connelly, 1995, p. 5).  The genesis of this landscape metaphor was a realization that 
teachers lived their professional lives both outside the classroom as well as inside the 
classroom.  They understood that the in-classroom space and the out-of-classroom space 
were “two fundamentally different places on the landscape” (Clandinin & Connelly, 
1995, p. 5).  Connelly and Clandinin recognized tension in teachers’ stories arising from 
the difficulties of living both in the practical and relational place of the classroom and the 
abstract theoretical world outside the classroom.  They mapped these places narratively 
through the stories teachers lived and told.  Within the relative safety of their own 
classrooms, teachers were free to exercise their personal practical knowledge in their 
work with students, but these stories were secret, existing only behind the classroom door 
or shared with other teachers in other secret places.  Outside of the classroom, teachers 
encountered administrative policies, professional development programs, and curriculum 
plans they were “required to know, understand, discuss, and do something with” 
(Clandinin & Connelly, 1995, p. 10).  In negotiating the problems moving between this 
place of abstractions and the relational space of the classroom, teachers would tell cover 
stories to mask the difference between in-class practice and the prevailing mandates.  The 
out-of-classroom space could also take on the quality of a sacred story; one in which 
policies, programs, and plans were taken for granted with no sense that the story could be 
rewritten. 
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In order to further characterize the nature of teachers’ lives on the professional 
knowledge landscape, Clandinin and Connelly (1995) borrowed the metaphor of a 
conduit.  Situated at the intersection between theory and practice, they saw the conduit as 
a funnel through which theoretical ideas were poured into the out-of-class space on the 
professional development landscape.  Reddy (1979) was the first to identify how 
dominant the conduit metaphor was in language.  When individuals used phrases like, 
“you still haven’t given me any idea what you mean,” it was implied that ideas and 
feelings could be placed inside words, and that language could become a container that 
carried these ideas and feelings automatically and successfully to another individual.  If 
communication went awry it was because the speaker had not adequately inserted his or 
her ideas and feelings into words.  Reddy problematized the metaphor because, of course, 
ideas and feelings cannot be physically inserted inside language.  Effective 
communication required more effort and exchange between the speaker and the receiver.   
Clandinin and Connelly understood the problems of the conduit metaphor, yet 
they saw its usefulness relative to the theory-practice story of education.  Just as it was 
impossible for feelings and ideas to be placed inside words, so it was impossible for 
theory to be placed inside practice.  Clandinin and Connelly believed that the ideal 
relationship between theory and practice was a dialectic one, a concept they grounded in 
the work of Schwab (1983).  Schwab described a process of collaborative knowledge 
creation that would rely on the participation of all stakeholders in education in order to 
make reflective decisions based on a variety of alternatives.  However, Schwab (1962) 
also acknowledged that when theory was delivered to schools, it was often stripped down 
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to contain only the codified outcomes of inquiry, becoming a rhetoric of conclusions.  In 
this manner of presentation, theory was disconnected from the process of inquiry that 
made it meaningful.  Following Schwab, Clandinin and Connelly observed that this 
process created a language that was different than the language of teachers’ knowledge: 
The language of the conduit permeates the out-of-classroom landscape.  This is 
not a language of story, it is a language of abstraction.  The language of 
abstraction, a rhetoric of conclusions, is propositional, relational among concepts, 
impersonal, situation-independent, objective, nontemporal, ahistorical, and 
generic.  In contrast, teachers leave behind the classroom language of story, which 
is prototypical, relational among people, personal, contextual, subjective, 
temporal, historical, and specific.  Furthermore, the out-of-classroom landscape’s 
abstract language is morally laden.  Nothing comes through the conduit as merely 
theoretical knowledge to be known and understood; it always comes as an implied 
prescription for teachers’ actions (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995, p. 14) 
The gap in communication between the language of in-class places and out-of-class 
places inhibited the notion of theory and practice as a dialectic relationship and instead 
placed them in hierarchical relationship with one another.  This idea of the supremacy of 
theory over practice took on the qualities of a sacred story, particularly relative to teacher 
education programs where Clandinin and Connelly (1995) acknowledged a historical 
story in which “ideas and those who know (university professors) were given dominant 
positions over those who do (school practitioners)” (p. 68).  Their characterization of the 
conduit relative to teacher education included a description of students as being “passed 
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down the conduit from liberal arts and science professors to foundations of education 
professors to methods professors to cooperating teachers” (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995, 
p. 68).  Clandinin and Connelly, as well as other narrative researchers like Craig (2002), 
believed that “Naming the conduit, outlining its characteristics, describing its influence, 
and sharing stories of experience and resistance . . . are all ways to confront the conduit’s 
presence . . . and will spur fruitful discussions of how its future might be re-imagined” (p. 
217).  
Reading Clandinin and Connelly’s (1995) description of the institutional 
hierarchy common in university teacher education programs was like returning to a 
familiar story that had gone unread for many years.  I was beginning to awaken to the 
sacred story of theory over practice, and although I had named multiple ways in which I 
was feeling distanced from the university, the conduit metaphor opened my eyes and 
made clear my experience.  Schwab had described a collaborative process of knowledge 
creation in which multiple stakeholders would come together to reflect, make decisions, 
and choose alternative actions.  In this way, he believed knowledge and ideas would flow 
freely between theories of education and practices of education and as such, new theory 
would emerge as theory in action. This was not my experience as a cooperating teacher 
within the system of music teacher education.  I had experienced theory and practice as 
separate and distinct from one another, and theoretical knowing typically traveled in one-
way motion down the conduit towards my experiential knowing.  Furthermore, the flow 
was so strong, I could not see alternate pathways.  I could not imagine how my knowing 
could flow towards theory, or how my knowing and theoretical knowing could merge to 
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become something new.  This was my experience as a cooperating teacher: After being 
passed down through a series of required courses and programs, student teachers were 
handed down to me along with a formal evaluation tool and a guarantee that a university 
supervisor would visit to oversee the experience.  All three elements may as well have 
come from a foreign land.  I had no understanding of the curriculum the student teacher 
had traversed, the evaluation tool was generic and not designed to accommodate the 
context of my classroom, and the university supervisor spent little or no time 
communicating with me when he visited.  There was never any sense that my input 
would be welcomed or that my knowledge was valued.  For that matter, the university 
supervisor had spent little time in the university setting, so I had no idea whether he was 
able to communicate about the preservice music teacher curriculum and its values.  But 
this was “just the way things were,” and in the beginning, I did not question the 
arrangement.  Because of this tacit acceptance, the conduit was made real in the way it 
shaped my work as a cooperating teacher, and the way in which I experienced distance.   
Craig (2002) asserted that the conduit could not be questioned until it was named 
and examined.  In her work with two teachers and two principals, she investigated the 
ways in which the conduit shaped the professional landscape of schools, as well as how 
the teachers and administrators shaped the conduit.  Through their stories and their 
relationships, Craig was able to trace their awakening to the conduit, their examination of 
its impact, and their re-imaginings of its sacred story as it related to their stories of 
experience.  I wondered what influence the conduit metaphor might have on other 
cooperating teachers’ thinking.  It seemed that, like me, other cooperating teachers 
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willingly entered into a relationship with the university, and in doing so, they positioned 
themselves and their knowing at the bottom end of the teacher education conduit.  There 
is a powerful irony for me in recognizing I am cooperating with the university, yet feeling 
distanced as a music teacher educator.  I wondered if other cooperating teachers shared 
this feeling?  What if they could name and describe the conduit?  How could they begin 
to author their own stories of re-imagining?  I knew that Olson (1995) had studied the 
way in which teachers could see themselves as the author of their own lives through 
recognizing and sharing their personal practical knowledge of teaching, and so I turned to 
her work. 
Narrative Authority 
Olson conceived narrative authority relative to the Deweyan theory of 
experience, acknowledging that personal practical knowledge was dependent on the 
continuity of experience, the situation or context, and interaction with others: “Because 
the narrative version of knowledge construction is transactional, authority comes from 
experience and is integral as each person both shapes his or her own knowledge and is 
shaped by the knowledge of others” (Olson, 1995, p. 123).  From Olson’s view, 
knowledge was the lived and told stories of individuals who, in community, became both 
actors in their own stories as well as actors in the stories of others.  “Thus, narrative 
authority [became] the expression and enactment of a person’s personal practical 
knowledge that [developed] as individuals [learned] to authorize meaning in relationship 
with others” (Olson & Craig, 2001, p. 670).  Narrative became authorized because others 
acknowledged and valued an individual’s personal practical knowledge, making 
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relationships a key aspect of this conception. 
Olson drew on Bruner (1986) to explain why individuals might doubt the 
authority of their own experiential knowledge.  Bruner described two ways of knowing:  
the paradigmatic mode and the narrative mode.  The paradigmatic mode was 
decontextualized knowledge that separated the knower from the known.  The 
paradigmatic mode dealt “in general causes, and in their establishment, and ma[de] use of 
procedures to assure verifiable reference and to test for empirical truth” (Bruner, 1986, p. 
13).  From this view, knowledge could be accumulated and then transmitted from those 
who possessed it to those who did not, creating a hierarchy of knowledge authority—
whomever accumulated the most knowledge had the most authority.  According to Olson 
(1995), “this version [of knowledge gained through positivistic inquiry] left us with a 
legacy of doubting all things that have not been proven” (p. 121) and led preservice 
teachers in particular to wonder if they knew enough (p. 122).  
 The narrative mode (Bruner, 1986), in contrast, did not separate the knower from 
the known because it was based in experience.  It was transactional, highly contextual, 
and deeply embedded in social relationships.  As Bruner (1986) stated:   
It deals in human or human-like intention and action and the vicissitudes and 
consequences that mark their course.  It strives to put its timeless miracles into the 
particulars of experience, and to locate the experience in time and place (p. 13).  
Narrative knowing was conveyed through stories of experience, shared with others in a 
meaningful and reflective way.  The stories told were expressions of personal practical 
knowledge, and “since everyone is a knower who deserves to heard, all voices [became] 
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authoritative sources” (Olson, 1995, p. 123).  Still, Olson (1993) saw the tension that 
preservice teachers experienced when they tried to integrate their narrative knowledge 
with the paradigmatic knowledge they had received in university courses.  The preservice 
teachers questioned whether knowledge for teaching arose from “becoming more 
experienced” or from “getting an education” (Olson, 1993, p. 232).  Olson’s 
characterization of the relationship between paradigmatic knowing and narrative knowing 
ran in direct parallel to the sacred stories of the conduit.  She saw how the sacred story of 
readiness to teach, authored by the university and rooted in paradigmatic knowledge, 
could silence the narrative authority of preservice teachers.  However, she also believed 
that if preservice teachers could learn to uncover and name paradigmatic knowledge 
authorized by the university, they could begin to claim authority for narratives of their 
own experience. 
I found myself strongly drawn to this concept of narrative authority, but I 
wondered how it could be applied in regard to more experienced teachers.  It was in 
Olson and Craig’s (2001) joint work where they presented two cases of professional 
development, one of a preservice teacher (Pat) and one of a veteran teacher (Liz), that I 
found an answer.  Together they found “compelling evidence of the importance of 
acknowledging and developing narrative authority as an essential component of teachers’ 
professional development and the need for knowledge communities to form in order to 
facilitate teacher growth” (Olson & Craig, 2001, p. 680).  They saw that, for both 
preservice and experienced teachers, the development or acknowledgement of narrative 
authority within knowledge communities allowed them to “create new insights used to re-
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frame situations previously taken-for-granted” (Olson & Craig, 2001, p. 680).  Craig and 
Olson recognized narrative authority and knowledge communities as interdependent, and 
so I turned towards Craig’s (1992) work to further understand her conception of 
knowledge communities. 
Knowledge Community 
In Craig’s (1992) earliest work she defined knowledge communities as “groups of 
two or more people. . . . with whom we story and restory our narratives of experience” (p. 
168).  Craig originally conceived knowledge communities as a way to understand the 
professional knowledge contexts of beginning teachers and she placed the starting point 
for this conception in Fish’s (1980) interpretive communities, explaining, “Interpretive 
communities are groups of people who share interpretive strategies before the reading of 
the text. . . . the authority of the text resides in the meaning the community ascribes to it” 
(Craig, 1995a, p. 156).  For Craig, experience as expressed through stories in a 
knowledge community bore a fundamental similarity to the text in an interpretive 
community.  Also central to Craig’s conception was Dewey’s (1916) notion that 
communication was the means for knowledge to be shared and possessed by a 
community (Craig, 1995a).  In fact, Dewey (1916) felt that the essence of all social life 
was communication.  “One shares in what another has thought and felt and in so far, 
meagerly or amply, has his own attitude modified.  Nor is the one who communicates left 
unaffected” (Dewey, 1916, p. 5).  Using the knowledge community to make sense of 
experiences lived and told by teachers, Craig conceived it as a safe place in which 
teachers told and retold their stories.  Further, she characterized the interaction as having 
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a transformative affect on each member of the group.  As stories were shared, meaning 
was negotiated and renegotiated, all based on the lived experiences of each member.  In 
this way, knowledge communities provided a place where knowledge was shared and 
practice was made public, creating a bridge that eased the navigation between the in-class 
and out-of-class experiences.   
The concept of safe places, characterized by Craig (1999) as a space where voices 
were heard and personal practical knowledge was valued, became a powerful one for my 
inquiry.  Equally as powerful to me was Craig’s belief that participating in these 
communities allowed “teachers to transcend the challenges of particular situations and to 
recognize and name latent opportunities for growth that situations might hold” (Craig & 
Olson, 2002, p. 117).  For cooperating teachers distanced from the university and from 
one another, there were not opportunities to share their professional knowledge of music 
teacher education in intentional and continuous ways.  Although Craig examined 
knowledge communities that were fluid and organic, existing within the contexts of a 
particular situation, I wondered if an intentionally formed knowledge community of 
cooperating teachers could embody all the characteristics she described.  I found some 
support for this idea in her own words: 
They [knowledge communities] take shape around commonplaces of experience 
(Lane, 1988) as opposed to around bureaucratic and hierarchical relations that 
declare who knows, what should be known, and what constitutes ‘good teaching’ 
and ‘good schools’ (Clandinin & Connelly, 1996).  Such knowledge communities 
can be both found and created.  (Craig & Olson, 2002, p. 116) 
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A group of cooperating teachers meeting together would have a commonplace of 
experience, and as a result of these commonalities there would be little sense of a 
hierarchical relationship amongst community members.  Through her work with Olson 
(Craig & Olson, 2002), Craig’s characterization of knowledge communities as places 
where educators could “authorize their own and others’ interpretations of situations” (p. 
116) plainly linked the concepts of narrative authority and knowledge communities in a 
way that gave me clearer insight into my research puzzle. 
Fitting the Pieces Together 
Narrative inquiry, in particular following the research line of Clandinin (1992, 
1993, 2006, 2013), has been the birthing ground for knowledge communities (Craig, 
1992, 1995a, 1995b) and narrative authority (Olson, 1993, 1995).  Identifying themselves 
as part of the second-generation of narrative inquiry (Craig, 2011), following Clandinin 
and Connelly, Olson and Craig have continued to contribute to the conceptualizations of 
narrative inquiry, specifically personal practical knowledge, professional knowledge 
landscapes, narrative authority, and knowledge communities.  In essence, these 
researchers have moved within both formal and informal knowledge communities that 
have shaped and continue to shape their work both individually and collectively.  In fact, 
a quote from Craig (1999) regarding their collective theories has served to shape this 
research:  
When I connect my research with the work of Clandinin and Connelly and Olson, 
it becomes evident that knowledge communities are the relational places on the 
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professional knowledge landscape where the narrative authority of teachers’ 
personal practical knowledge is nurtured and valued.  (p. 399–400) 
The blending of their research contexts has helped me to make sense of my own research 
puzzle.  It has provided me with a framework for investigating the experiences of 
cooperating teachers in their unique contexts. 
Through their work, I have been able to name the significant impact of sacred 
stories from the conduit on my own professional knowledge landscape when I have 
served as a cooperating teacher.  The power of paradigmatic knowing over narrative 
knowing can be particularly strong relative to teacher education programs.  I have seen 
how Clandinin and Connelly mapped the professional landscape of teachers through the 
sacred, secret, and cover stories they told, and I have wondered whether the professional 
landscape of cooperating teachers could be mapped in a similar way.  I have seen how 
teachers come to question the validity of their own experiential knowledge, and why they 
might be reluctant to share their personal practical knowledge with others.  Olson and 
Craig examined the stories of preservice and experienced teachers in an effort to 
understand how they came to recognize their personal practical knowledge within their 
unique contexts—how their storying within knowledge communities allowed them to 
claim narrative authority.  My assumption in planning this study was that experienced 
cooperating teachers in music have developed personal practical knowledge on a 
professional landscape of music teacher education.  Like me, they might feel held at a 
distance, unwelcome, and perhaps unable to contribute that knowledge meaningfully to 
others involved in music teacher education.  An intentionally formed knowledge 
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community might provide cooperating teachers in music education a safe place in which 
to share stories of practice, reflect in community, and develop their narrative authority. 
Justifications 
Clandinin and Caine (2012) suggested that, as narrative researchers, we should 
“justify narrative inquiries in three ways: personally, practically, and socially” (p. 174).  I 
began this research with a strong sense of personal commitment to serving as a 
cooperating teacher.  However, I was distanced from the university and its paradigmatic 
knowledge.  As I was trying to develop my practices as a cooperating teacher, I doubted 
the wisdom of my own experience, and I wondered whether or not I was doing the right 
things for the student teachers with whom I was assigned to work.  I yearned for an 
opportunity to discover what other cooperating teachers were doing and for greater 
communication with the university.  I believed that mentoring student teachers was 
important, and that I could contribute to music teacher education, but I could not 
reconcile this belief with the feeling of disconnectedness from the university. 
On the professional knowledge landscape, cooperating teachers in music 
education surely occupy a place of unique challenges.  Britzman (1991) characterized the 
experience of student teaching as a unique and little examined struggle between teaching 
students while still learning to teach.  I contend that cooperating teachers face a similar 
and largely ignored struggle in their obligation to help their own students learn while 
helping a student teacher learn to teach.  Like me, cooperating teachers may feel a sense 
of distance from the university; they are neither full-time nor clinical faculty residing in 
the physical space of the university.  Thus, they may feel challenged to navigate between 
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well-reasoned practices of music teacher education authored in their schools, and their 
place in music teacher education as authored by the university.  This tension may 
manifest in frustration with the one-way flow of knowledge down the conduit, and the 
desire to merge theory and practice.  Finding a knowledge community bound together by 
others who face similar challenges may enable those cooperating teachers to share 
practices, name and examine their struggles, and claim their narrative authority in a safe 
place on the professional knowledge landscape.  Expressing in community their everyday 
experiences and interactions in and out of the classroom would be the way in which 
cooperating teachers could recognize and develop narrative authority as teacher 
educators.   
When Olson and Craig (2001) blended their theoretical concepts of narrative 
authority and knowledge communities and embarked on a research journey together, they 
were looking specifically at the professional development of a preservice and a veteran 
teacher, tracing the development of narrative authority within the knowledge 
communities they observed and experienced.  In many cases, the stories of teacher 
education told through their work centered on the challenges and tensions of leaving the 
paradigmatic knowledge of the university and entering the professional knowledge 
landscape where personal practical knowledge was developed contextually and 
relationally.  Building on Craig and Olson, I wondered if cooperating teachers, who are 
pulled back into a relationship with the university and its paradigmatic knowledge, may 
have experienced similar tensions in the development of their personal practical 
knowledge of music teacher education, and whether their narrative authority for that 
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narrative knowledge would develop within the context of an intentionally formed 
knowledge community.  According to Olson’s conception of narrative authority, these 
teachers already have claimed authority over their personal practical knowledge in the 
classroom; however, I wanted to understand how their narrative authority as music 
teacher educators has developed and how it might be strengthened. 
Purpose and Wonderings 
Based on these justifications, the purpose of this narrative inquiry was to examine 
how cooperating teachers’ narrative authority was revealed or strengthened within an 
intentionally formed knowledge community.  This knowledge community was 
established to create a safe space for cooperating teachers to story and restory their 
experiences as music teacher educators.  I wondered how other concepts emerging from 
the theoretical framework of this study would appear in cooperating teachers’ stories: 
• Cooperating teachers’ personal practical knowledge 
• Continuity of experience between their stories 
• Interaction with others in specific contexts 
• Features of the professional knowledge landscape of music teacher education 
• Tensions arising from cooperating teachers’ positions on the landscape 
relative to the conduit 
Finally, I wondered how acknowledgement of narrative authority within the knowledge 
community would allow cooperating teachers to question taken-for-granted notions of 
teacher education. 
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Orientation to the Study 
This study is presented in eight sections that follow my research journey from its 
conception to its concluding reflections.  In this section, I began with a personal story of 
how I came to feel doubt about my practices as a cooperating teacher and how that 
resulted in a sense of distance from music teacher education.  Puzzling through these 
problematic feelings, I reviewed the literature on student teaching, and I discovered that, 
while many studies existed on cooperating teachers, few were conducted by cooperating 
teachers.  Thus, my sense of distance from music teacher education was perpetuated in 
the research literature—cooperating teachers could not be seen as real contributors to 
music teacher education.  Framing my narrative inquiry with the concepts of narrative 
authority and knowledge communities, I wondered how examining the stories of 
cooperating teachers, with an eye toward their personal practical knowledge and the 
professional knowledge landscape, would uncover the tensions that led to my sense of 
distance.  In the section Review of Literature that follows, I situate my study within 
existing research, by examining a few studies in detail and showing how those studies 
influenced my ideas about knowledge communities and narrative authority.  In an 
Entr’acte, I turn toward the work of Stauffer and Barrett (Barrett & Stauffer, 2009; 
Barrett & Stauffer, 2012; Stauffer & Barrett, 2009) to show specifically how narrative 
inquiry has influenced research in music education, and I position my study within that 
body of narrative inquiry.  This leads directly to a section describing how narrative 
inquiry informs my Design and Methods, including generation of field texts, approach to 
analysis, and representation of a final research text.  In Meet the Participants, I make use 
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of field texts to present an introduction of each participant, as well as to show how this 
study unfolded.  In a second Entr’acte I contextualize the current political climate in our 
state—the landscape in which we all work—regarding teacher evaluation and student 
assessment.  The section entitled Stories focuses on the participants’ conversations as a 
community of cooperating teachers, and blends the unique presentation of these 
conversations with my analysis, allowing the reader to gain a sense of our relationships 
while simultaneously keeping an eye toward the wonderings that guided this inquiry.  In 
the final section, I reflect on the wonderings of the research, the practical benefits and 
implications, as well as the potential for future collaborations in narrative inquiry.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Situating the Proposed Study Within Existing Research 
When I began my doctoral studies, I had some ideas for my future dissertation, 
but none with a very clear focus, and certainly none that would come close to “scratching 
an itch” as Krathwohl and Smith (2005) suggested.  When it came time to narrow my 
focus and find something about which I felt compelled to write, I was stymied.  A 
facilitator suggested I look over the discussion posts I had made throughout my last 
several courses in order to find some thread that might pull things together for me.  In 
doing so, I realized that I kept returning to my experiences as a cooperating teacher to 
illustrate various points I was trying to make.  As I reflected on these experiences, it led 
me to think more about my identity as a teacher and as a cooperating teacher.  What did I 
know as a result of my experiences with student teachers?  What did I hope to contribute 
to my profession?  Perhaps most importantly, how could I improve in my role as a 
cooperating teacher?  As I sought to answer this last question through my reading and 
research projects, I first turned toward others, looking for training or professional 
development models that had been effective in the improvement of the practice of 
cooperating teachers.  Some of the studies I encountered are cited in the introduction of 
this proposal.  Then, as part of a class assignment, I executed a mini-study in which I 
interviewed various cooperating teachers from my area in order to determine whether or 
not there were other cooperating teachers who, like me, were looking outward for 
support.  Gradually, as I reviewed the transcripts and read in the area of social 
construction and narrative inquiry, especially the concepts of knowledge communities 
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and narrative authority, I realized that, as cooperating teachers, we needed to look inward 
and to each other for support and development of our narrative knowledge rather than 
outward toward the paradigmatic knowing of others that has been stripped down and 
packaged into training programs.  In many ways, my journey of thought followed the 
three-dimensional inquiry space described by Clandinin and Connelly (2000).  Based on 
the Deweyan concepts of continuity and interaction as well as situation, Clandinin and 
Connelly (2000) described the three-dimensional inquiry space as 
personal and social (interaction); past, present, and future (continuity); combined 
with the notion of place (situation). . . . Using this set of terms, any particular 
inquiry is defined by this three-dimensional space: studies have temporal 
dimensions and address temporal matters; they focus on the personal and the 
social in a balance appropriate to the inquiry; and they occur in specific places or 
sequences of places.  (p. 50, italics in original) 
My interaction with the literature prompted me to reflect on my past experiences and how 
they connected to my proposed study.  Adding the third dimension, I was particularly 
interested in the notion of place, its implications for the studies examined, and its 
implications for my own inquiry. 
A perusal of the table of contents for many dissertations in narrative inquiry 
revealed that the traditional review of literature is treated quite differently for each 
author.  Looking for a way to organize my own review of literature, I turned to the work 
of Conle (2000) who described linking studies and literature with a personal narrative.  
My search for related literature is part of my own story.  Although I cannot interact 
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personally with the authors, I can enter into a sort of conversation with those elements of 
their research that resonate with me.  These are works that have caused me to reflect on 
my own experiences as well as the potential for new ones.  Like Conle (2000), I wanted 
to situate my own explorations within a larger research community.  Did others share my 
desire to examine the practices of cooperating teachers in music education?  Had others 
created safe places for cooperating teachers to share their personal practical knowledge?  
Could these safe places exist in contexts within a school as well as across multiple 
institutions?  With my theoretical framework as my primary guide, I sought to discover 
existing research that could begin to answer these questions, as well as to inform the 
design of my own study. 
Approaching the Idea of Knowledge Communities 
Craig (1995a, 1995b, 1999, 2002, 2003, 2009) has done extensive work in the 
area of knowledge communities, beginning with her doctoral studies and continuing to 
her present work.  Most of this work has focused on preservice and novice teachers and 
the knowledge communities they have formed with other teachers.  Others have pursued 
the concept of knowledge communities in different situations.  For example, Huber and 
Whelan (1995), described the knowledge communities formed within a classroom 
between the teacher and students, as well as among the students.  Keyes (2011) 
investigation of Synetics revealed the knowledge communities formed by two of her 
subjects—John, a teacher, and Glenda, a teacher candidate—as well as the knowledge 
community that formed between Keyes and her participants.  I wanted to discover 
whether there was any literature specific to music education or specific to cooperating 
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teachers that had approached this concept of knowledge communities.  To make sense of 
this search, I turned first to a few key articles that further defined the concept in relation 
to other communities or small groups in the literature. 
Distinguishing Between Communities in the Literature 
Seaman (2008), a student of Craig’s, endeavored to illustrate the differences 
between knowledge communities and communities of practice (Wenger, 1998).  The 
detailed analysis examined both the similarities and differences between the two 
communities.  As Wenger is cited frequently in the education literature, it is important to 
understand a few of the key distinctions between the communities.  First, according to 
Seaman (2008), a knowledge community “exists to improve individual practice” and a 
community of practice “exists to improve practice or collectively redefine practice” (p. 
277).  Second, the community of practice “believes that learning is a social process,” but 
a knowledge community “believes that learning is both a social and personal process” 
(Seaman, 2008, p. 277).  Finally, members of a knowledge community “assume that 
knowledge is constructed narratively” and their processes are reflective and textual and 
members of a community of practice “do not necessarily assume knowledge is 
constructed narratively” and their conduct is active and conceptual (Seaman, 2008, p. 
277).  The concepts of purpose, learning, and knowledge construction make the 
knowledge community particularly well suited for the creation of a safe place in which 
narrative authority can begin to develop. 
Stanley (2011) provided a further distinction between knowledge communities 
and professional learning communities in her analysis of how these, and other teacher 
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communities, were situated on the professional development landscape.  As part of her 
work, Stanley reviewed an investigation in which Craig (2009) positioned professional 
learning communities (PLCs) as thrust upon the professional development landscape by 
administrators.  The expected result of these PLCs was the adoption by teachers of 
certain teaching techniques deemed important by policy makers, regardless of context 
and situation.  In contrast, Craig characterized knowledge communities as safe places in 
which teachers made sense of their experiences and practices.  Rather than focusing on 
these conceptions, Stanley offered up an alternative in her conception of collaborative 
teacher study groups (CTSG).  Designed to serve as a professional development model, 
Stanley (2011) defined her model as “a group of teachers collaborating in a shared, 
systematic investigation of teaching practice in a situation that can be with or without 
outside leadership or facilitation” (p. 72).  Stanley wisely devoted a section of the article 
to the potential difficulties of community learning models, particularly for music 
educators who often have unusual challenges in regard to teaching load, location changes, 
and isolation.  In this regard, Stanley viewed the CTSG model as having great potential to 
attend to these unique situations.  In order to ensure the success of such a group, Stanley 
focused on the structures of groups that have had some success.  Of particular interest for 
my study are the considerations of length and degree of commitment, protocols for 
ensuring open and honest examination of practice, and the manner in which members 
participate in the group.  Although Stanley did not specify the length of time necessary 
for success, she emphasized the necessity of providing substantial time to allow for the 
development of trust.  Stanley believed part of this development could be achieved 
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through the establishment of protocols to guide conversation and to enable all to 
participate equally. 
In a similar study, Ballock (2009) sought to identify the characteristics of an 
effective learning community, and she described two critical friends groups (CFGs) 
charged with engaging in school reform.  The author identified critical friends groups as a 
type of learning community involving teachers, administrators, and university professors 
whose purpose was to examine teaching practices.  The first group was in its infancy and 
the second group had more experience.  Ballock discovered that the participants in the 
first group were reluctant to share their own students’ work and she attributed this 
reluctance to a lack of time to develop trust.  Furthermore they had not yet established 
protocols that would focus their collaborative inquiry and provide a sense of safety.  In 
contrast, the second group freely shared student work and classroom practices and as a 
result, saw growth and change in their practices as well as their students’ learning.  As the 
participants in this second group recognized the positive results of the community, their 
level of commitment grew. 
Interestingly, the question of context is treated differently by each of these 
authors.  Seaman (2008) does not make mention of the context of knowledge 
communities aside from the fact that they are bound together by common interests or 
goals.  Stanley (2011) acknowledged that for music educators in particular, a community 
would most likely reach beyond the confines of a single school building.  Ballock (2009) 
examined communities that were situated within a single school and included teachers, 
administrators, and university professors.  It is important to understand who is included in 
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communities, as well as the aims of a particular community.  It is also important to 
understand how communities may function specifically for music educators and for 
cooperating teachers.  The remainder of this section will focus on studies that approach 
the idea of knowledge communities for music educators or for cooperating teachers.  
Unfortunately, my search did not uncover any that addressed both. 
Communities in Context   
Gruenhagen (2009) conducted a qualitative case study of a collaborative study 
group of elementary music teachers in a large, multi-building community music school.  
The purpose of the study was to examine the collaborative conversations that occurred 
within the group and the extent to which these conversations could serve as professional 
development.  Although the teachers in the study were part of the same school, the 
teachers taught in various satellite locations, with different teaching loads, and with 
various grade levels.  This situation is not an uncommon one for music educators and it 
was a concern for the researcher in terms of the formation of the community.  After 11 
sessions with the group, as well as two individual interviews with each member, the 
researcher uncovered several emergent themes related to the function and process of the 
collaborative study group.  Gruenhagen noticed that a core group of teachers emerged 
during the fifth and sixth sessions.  Additionally, the group spent quite a bit of time 
seeking to establish a structure and focus.  These two themes influenced Stanley’s (2011) 
notion that for a community to be successful there must be a high level of commitment 
and that there should be a certain protocol to guide the group and ensure the participation 
of each member.  Perhaps most importantly, Gruenhagen (2009) felt that in spite of their 
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disparate teaching assignments, the “core group of teachers experienced meaningful 
growth and found value in participating in ongoing conversations that were situated in 
local practice” (p. 147).  Questions remained for Gruenhagen in terms of her role as 
researcher, participant, and facilitator and how that had affected the group.  The focus of 
this research was the group itself and how it functioned, rather than the focus on 
individuals characteristic of a knowledge community.  However, the researcher did 
indicate that in most studies involving collaborative conversations, knowledge was 
recognized as socially constructed.  Gruenhagen (2009) made a strong recommendation 
for the documentation of “teachers’ stories about practice” to provide much “needed 
windows into the dynamic and complex world of music teaching and learning” (p. 148).   
Embedded in a larger look at professional development, the concept of knowledge 
communities was approached in two studies I found in the music education literature.  
Moore (2009) focused on the assessment of a large-scale professional development 
program for music educators.  The program had been developed collaboratively between 
university professors, public school supervisors, and public school teachers in a large 
school system with many at-risk populations.  The goal was to research the music 
education literature to learn more about music technology, creativity, reflective practice, 
assessment, and mentoring.  Although the program was created collaboratively, the 
structure of the group was hierarchical, and would therefore not fit the conception of a 
knowledge community.  However, part of the actual program was the establishment of 
learning communities and study groups.  Results of the study demonstrated that teachers 
perceived great benefit from this aspect of the program.  Groups met monthly and used 
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email and other electronic forms of communication.  The benefit most frequently cited by 
participants was “the sharing of ideas and interactions with other music specialists” 
(Moore, 2009, p. 328).  Another common theme was simply friendship and a sense of 
community.  Teachers clearly felt this opportunity to be in community created a safe 
place in which to share practices with other music specialists.   
In a narrative study of elementary general music teachers (Reynolds, 2012), 
Samantha, a participant, positioned herself as needing and using informal knowledge 
communities.  The focus of the study was how these music teachers “storied professional 
development in relationship to their descriptions of feeling like a music teacher” 
(Reynolds, 2012, p. 275, italics in original).  Samantha made several comments in her 
story that indicated her desire for and use of knowledge communities.  In describing her 
first year in a school district she related how she “riled everybody up” with her statement 
“We don’t need to teach the same thing [in the same way to our kids], but we need to 
meet and share with each other” (Reynolds, 2012, p. 277, italics in original).  The other 
teachers did, in fact, agree to meet and Samantha went on to story excitedly the many 
ways they shared practices not just in those meetings, but also through regular 
communication on the school districts’ Internet site.  Even though neither of these two 
studies were particularly focused on the concept of communities, it is clear that within the 
larger scope of the research the experiences of working within relational communities 
were needed and valued. 
Nielsen, Triggs, Clarke, and Collins (2010) based their study on previous research 
in which cooperating teachers “called for a more substantive and sustained dialogue for 
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their work with student teachers” (p. 838).  They formed a group of university and public 
school teacher educators they named The Teacher Education Conversation.  The use of 
complexity theory and the conception of Wenger’s communities of practice (1998) 
framed the Conversation that unfolded over a period of two academic years at a large 
school district in British Columbia.  The researchers began the first sessions of group 
meetings by establishing protocols and categorizing issues the participants wished to 
pursue.  Although some of the more pragmatic issues remained a part of the discussion, 
as the Conversation evolved, participants were more and more focused on the 
complexities of their practices as cooperating teachers.  The cooperating teachers began 
to “name constraints and enablers for them as educators of beginning teachers” (Nielson 
et al., 2010, p. 854), and furthermore, they began to imagine new ways of conducting 
their work with student teachers.  The core group for the Conversation remained small, 
but they saw themselves as a node within a network, and they believed the influence was 
felt in the larger school community.  Within the research report there was no examination 
of individual practice, as the focus was on the development of the group.  However, it 
was clear from the reporting of data from the Conversation that the group went from 
looking to the researchers for leadership and direction, to a collaborative community of 
inquirers.   
Griffin and Beatty (2012) collaboratively storied their informal mentoring 
relationship as university professors.  With Clandinin and Connelly’s conception of 
personal practical knowledge as their framework, the authors examined the development 
of their relationship.  When Griffin was hired at the institution where Beatty taught, they 
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discovered a common interest in collaboration.  Together, they submitted a proposal to 
explore a new type of faculty mentorship.  A hierarchical beginning of mentor and 
mentee gradually became heterarchical as the relationship and collaboration progressed.  
In fact, their byline reflected this prominently after the title, reading “Shelley M. Griffin 
= Rodger J. Beatty” with a footnote indicating, “Both authors contributed equally” 
(Griffin = Beatty, 2012, p. 251).  They attributed the success of their professional 
relationship to their shared interests, personality traits, trust, and time.  Additionally, 
Griffin = Beatty (2012) explored the development of narrative authority as Griffin’s role 
shifted between mentee and mentor.  As the pair socially and personally constructed 
knowledge, both realized they had something to contribute and something to gain from 
each other.  The narrative inquiry upon which they engaged further supported the 
findings of the other studies previously mentioned.   
Communities Across Contexts   
Music educators face unique challenges in regard to forming communities within 
a context:  Many music teachers serve as the only music teacher in a particular building, 
and others find themselves traveling between different buildings on a daily basis.  Often, 
if more than one music teacher is present in a single building, they do not share a 
specialty (one may be choral and the other instrumental, for instance).  Music educators 
who serve as cooperating teachers face even further isolation.  Exploring the possibility 
of creating a community across multiple institutions is very important for me in situating 
the present study.   
An email from an early career researcher to a veteran colleague in another 
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institution began a cross-institutional collaboration aimed at developing an application for 
a teaching and learning grant to improve teacher education in music (Barrett, Ballantyne, 
Harrison, & Temmerman, 2009).  Although the primary function of the team was to 
pursue this grant, of particular interest “was a mutual concern from project team members 
to combat the isolation that many music education academics experience in tertiary 
environments, an isolation that is often reflected in the early teaching experiences of 
graduates” (Barrett et al., 2009, p. 404).  Framing the analysis of the team was Wenger’s 
theory of a community of practice.  The team was formed around a project, rather than a 
commonplace of experience, and when the project came to a close, so did the group.  
However, the narrative analysis of the data revealed many characteristics that approached 
the concept of a knowledge community.  The members of the project team shared a deep 
commitment to music education as well as a desire for continued learning and growth.  In 
spite of the various levels of experience within the group, the participants viewed the 
structure of the group as “horizontal” rather than “hierarchical” (Barrett et al., 2009, p. 
414), allowing for trust and the valuing of each member’s voice.  There was a focus on 
individual development as well as the progress of the group itself.  In order to collect 
data, the researchers used individual reflections, email logs, online discussions, and meta-
reflections.  The first meeting of the project team was via a teleconference and, as they 
worked to develop the grant, email communication supplemented their teleconferencing.  
When the grant proposal was accepted, the team met face to face for the first time.  This 
time to meet was approached with care and consideration and resulted in a maturation of 
the team as each member heard and acknowledged the philosophical views of the others.  
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The themes that resonated for the researchers and for me were the transformative power 
of a community of practice, the potential for early career researchers to collaborate with 
veteran researchers, and the reduction of feelings of academic isolation within music 
education.   
In a similar attempt to combat the isolation unique to music educators, Bell-
Robertson (2011) designed an online community of practice for novice instrumental 
music teachers who taught at the middle school and high school levels.  Participants 
interacted via a wiki space and data were collected from these transcripts as well as from 
multiple interviews with each participant.  This electronic—and somewhat anonymous— 
form of communication did result in filling some of the emotional needs of the novice 
teachers, but a few factors inhibited discussions of practice.  For example, there was a 
tendency for the novice teachers to read comments but not to respond or create their own 
threads.  Often a post or question would go unanswered, and Bell-Robertson theorized 
that the time demands of novice teachers, especially in music education might have 
caused this problem.  Through interviews, she discovered that the readers still gained 
some emotional benefit from knowing others were experiencing similar problems, but 
due to the specific nature of some of the posts, some may not have felt they had the 
expertise to answer.  Other community members, however, felt inhibited by the 
anonymity of the environment and desired to know the community members better and 
meet face to face, even in a virtual environment.  Apparently, the wiki space provided an 
initial safe place for interaction, but for further learning and deeper exploration, a 
personal connection would be necessary. 
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Stanley (2009) undertook to create just this type of personally connected group 
among elementary music teachers who were geographically close, but did not teach in the 
same school districts.  From her review of the music education literature focusing on 
professional development groups, she found that many of the communities found in the 
literature looked to the university or to experts for leadership.  Additionally, some of the 
programs presented a specific sequence of instruction, rather than allowing teachers to 
create their own curriculum.  Stanley (2009) acknowledged that even though several of 
these studies displayed some success based on Wenger’s concept of communities of 
practice, what was missing were “targeted conversations around real, visible teaching 
practice and student outcomes” (p. 47).  Based on her concept of a collaborative teacher 
study group (CTSG), Stanley conducted a social constructivist inquiry into the 
experiences between three elementary music teachers and herself, as a researcher and 
participant.  The CTSG was formed with the intent of focusing on collaboration in the 
elementary music classroom.  Meetings occurred once a week for a period of seven 
weeks.  A protocol was established to encourage participation from all members of the 
group as well as to equalize the power relationship of the researcher and participants.  
One of the research questions focused on how the participants described their experiences 
within the group.  It was clear that Stanley believed that learning was both a social and 
personal process, and that the individual improvement of practice was a high priority.  
Beyond the understanding of collaboration in the elementary music classroom, the 
presentation of each participant’s story enabled the researcher and the reader to 
experience the transformation that occurred as each teacher described the sharing of 
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practice during the CTSG meetings.  Their stories allowed me, as a reader, to trace their 
discussions of practice to their actual practice within the classroom.  It is important to 
note that Stanley allowed for the development of trust through time and commitment by 
choosing teachers based on intensity sampling.  Therefore, the teachers identified for 
participation were those who seemed “to consider the sharing of ideas and observations 
around teaching practice a necessity of life” and who “wanted to add weekly meetings to 
their already busy schedule” (Stanley, 2009, p. 90).  
The hallmark of a knowledge community is that it provides a safe place for 
teachers to share practices.  Part of this safety comes in the acknowledgment that 
knowledge is constructed socially and personally in an environment where all voices are 
treated equally.  In all of the aforementioned studies, trust is cited as a necessity for the 
success of any community experience.  Time and commitment are a large part of this 
process.  A commonplace of experience binds the community together both within a 
singular institution and across multiple institutions.  The complexity of the latter can be 
facilitated with technology.  Because of the unique place of cooperating teachers in music 
education on the professional knowledge landscape, the possibility of knowledge 
communities to be formed across contexts holds great promise for the development of 
narrative authority. 
Approaching the Idea of Narrative Authority 
Rooted in Dewey’s theory of experience, Olson’s (1995) conception of narrative 
authority positioned knowledge as contextualized and narrative in nature.  Throughout 
her work (Olson, 1993, 1995, 2000; Olson & Craig, 2005) she has argued that our 
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personal practical knowledge is constantly formed and reformed as we interact with 
others.  Contrary to the paradigmatic view of knowledge as a kind of truth existing 
outside the individual, Olson’s view is of knowledge constructed through relationships in 
specific contexts.  In the paradigmatic view, knowledge is hierarchical in the sense that 
whoever possesses the most knowledge holds the most authority.  In the narrative view, 
knowledge is constructed through the continuity of experiences in community and 
becomes authorized when acknowledged and valued by others in the community.  
Olson’s (1995) work focused on teacher education students and the process of enabling 
them to “give voice to their narrative knowing” and to “believe in their narrative 
authority as teachers” (p. 127).  Aside from her work with Craig, it is more difficult to 
trace Olson’s work through other authors because it is so embedded into the 
epistemological stance of narrative inquiry.  However, I wanted to look for evidence of 
this view in the music education literature and in articles focused on cooperating teachers.  
Because of the close relationship between the concepts of knowledge communities and 
narrative authority, the aforementioned studies certainly approached the idea of narrative 
authority, but I hoped to find a few studies that put this conception in the forefront. 
Tracing Narrative Authority Through Voiced Reflection   
Clarke (2006) sought to examine the ways in which cooperating teachers framed 
and reframed their supervisory practice with student teachers.  In order to gain a deeper 
understanding of how cooperating teachers made sense of their practices, Clarke turned 
to the work of Schön (1983, 1987) and his theory of reflective practice.  Cooperating 
teachers in the study were videotaped in an advisory cycle with their student teachers 
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consisting of a pre-conference, the lesson itself, and the post-conference.  Immediately 
following the taping, the cooperating teachers were asked to reflect on each element 
using a modified stimulated-recall technique.  The cooperating teacher had total control 
of the video, could stop and re-start at any time, and identified the issues he or she 
wanted to address.  The researcher transcribed and analyzed the cooperating teachers’ 
reflections.  In tracing narrative authority, the substance of these reflections was less 
important than the understanding that “the biography and the cultural milieu that shape 
one’s advisory practices need[ed] to be explicit” (Clarke, 2006, p. 910).  Additionally, 
Clarke (2006) noted that a large part of the literature on reflective practice viewed 
reflection as incidental in nature, but he found that “there is a substantive temporal nature 
to reflection in which the elements (framing and reframing) emerge over time” (p. 919, 
italics in original).  As a researcher, Clarke certainly acknowledged the narrative 
authority of the participants through the structure of the study.  However, there was no 
opportunity for the reflections to occur in a community that would confirm this sense of 
narrative authority for the cooperating teachers who participated. 
Tracing Narrative Authority Through Written and Verbal Reflection   
The current climate of education reform has pushed forward professional 
development programs that prescribe curricula for teachers and are tailored to produce 
certain measurable outcomes for students.  This has resulted in a reduction of teacher 
agency in the classroom, and according to Latta and Kim (2009), it has closed off the 
creative space of praxis.  They believed that “opportunities for praxis must be created in 
which educators can encounter, negotiate, and articulate the complexities of classrooms 
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alongside the input of other educators” (Latta & Kim, 2009, p. 137–138).  Investigating 
the use of narrative inquiry as a form of professional development, Latta and Kim 
collected data in their graduate level curriculum courses.  They felt that teachers had little 
opportunity to engage in reflective stories and reflective writing in their lives as teachers, 
and that the graduate course could be a safe place for opening this exploration of practice.  
Data were gathered from researchers (field texts, weekly written responses, planning 
documents, and in-class discussion forums), educators (weekly written narratives, 
planning documents, and associated artifacts), and the research literature used in class.  In 
examining the data, researchers were particularly interested in how teachers expressed the 
relationship between theory and practice.  Positioning reflexivity at the core of narrative 
inquiry, Latta and Kim were able to follow the interchange between the weekly narratives 
collected and the research literature discussed.  Analysis revealed “how important 
narratives are as openings for educators to problematize their practices . . . as invitations 
to live theory, enabling their praxis, and as interdependent within the social context 
acting as a catalyst for continued renewal” (Latta & Kim, 2009, p. 140).  In their 
presentation of the results, Latta and Kim traced the manifestation of the theories 
presented in class through the presentation of teacher narratives.  Of particular interest in 
the present study was their description of the nature of knowing as continuous and 
interactive.  “Educators’ past sense making figures into present teaching and learning 
situations with potential for future study” (Latta & Kim, 2009, p. 143).  The researchers 
attended to the personal and social by acknowledging “as educators share their personal 
narratives and attend to the narratives of others, an individual and collective movement of 
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thinking takes shape” (Latta & Kim, 2009, p. 143).  Though Latta and Kim did not 
specifically name this as the development of narrative authority, their narrative view of 
knowledge as constructed in community certainly embodied the concept of narrative 
authority.  Their work has great resonance for me in terms of the potential to use existing 
research and narrative reflections to spur the development of narrative authority in 
cooperating teachers in music education. 
Tracing Narrative Authority Through Written Reflection   
In her work as a university teacher of choral methods, Blair (2012) found that 
students’ written reflections were sometimes inadequate and did not necessarily improve, 
even with prompts and suggestions.  Like me and like many of her students, Blair (2012) 
characterized herself as a “reluctant journal writer” (p. 201), yet she recognized the 
importance of this reflective practice.  After searching the literature for some 
transformative ideas, Blair and her students settled upon the idea of collaborative 
journaling with a partner.  Students in the class selected their “journal buddy” (Blair, 
2012, p. 202) and together with Blair they settled on the appropriate number of journal 
communications.  Additionally, students were required to submit an individual reflective 
response paper at the end of each semester.  Blair (2012) focused on a pair of students 
(Amanda and Chelsea) who “lived with disequilibrium” (p. 203) as they navigated 
unfamiliar experiences that were a source of tension.  Her analysis of the data was framed 
by the notion that tension can often make way for a shift in stories (Clandinin et al., 
2006).  In the presentation of the stories, there were countless examples of the way in 
which Amanda and Chelsea gave each other support and affirmation as they made sense 
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of their experiences both in the classroom and out of the classroom.  Blair identified 
several emergent themes, including pedagogical thoughtfulness, the gift of confidence, a 
sense of becoming, and seeing the teacher in the other.  Even though she did not name the 
development of narrative authority, it was clear from the data that Amanda and Chelsea 
had formed a knowledge community in which they acknowledged and valued their own 
personal practical knowledge as well as that of the other.  Additionally, it was evident 
that Blair had created an environment of trust within the classroom that allowed these two 
students to speak freely with each other while knowing that their journals would be read 
by the professor.  Blair had undertaken this study in an attempt to enhance the students’ 
learning experience.  However, she acknowledged that her experience as their teacher and 
mentor was also enriched through her engagement with their written stories as well as 
their class discussions. 
In each of the studies approaching narrative authority, opportunities for reflection 
played a key part in opening a space for framing and reframing practices.  Clarke (2006) 
focused on how cooperating teachers made sense of their practices, and by doing so gave 
those cooperating teachers a chance to story their experiences, albeit in a limited way.  
Journaling provided a particularly rich way of tracing the development of narrative 
authority for Latta and Kim (2009) and Blair (2012).  These researchers did not simply 
ask teachers to respond to a prompt, they encouraged teachers to engage with the 
literature and with each other in a continuous and interactive way.  My own personal 
experience with journaling was done in isolation and in response to particular incidents.  
Consequently, I became averse to the whole process of journaling in general.  In my 
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reading of Blair’s (2012) work, I was drawn to her idea of journaling buddies in an 
electronic environment.  As teachers in this modern age, most of us are comfortable and 
fluent in a virtual environment.  Adding reflective journaling with another teacher could 
easily become part of daily practice.  My interest in the relationship of theory and 
practice drew me to the way in which Latta & Kim (2009) intertwined their classroom 
discussions of theory with the journaling of the teachers taking the class.  The teachers 
were not simply asked what they thought about theory, but how it related to their 
practices in the classroom.  As a doctoral student, I have engaged in this type of reflection 
through online discussions with my fellow students, but as a cooperating teacher, 
reflection has occurred on a very limited basis.  Cooperating teachers in music education 
have little opportunity to make sense of their practices with other cooperating teachers in 
music education.  Without the opportunity to be in relationship with others who share a 
commitment to music teacher education, we might never be able to claim our narrative 
authority as music teacher educators nor question taken-for-granted notions of the way 
things are. 
Looking Back and Looking Forward 
I turned to narrative because narrative inquirers claim that experience is the way 
in which we come to know our world.  Experience is continuous and interactive.  
Knowing is the result of experience.  Knowing is personally and socially constructed.  
Experience and knowledge are expressed through stories.  Stories are shared with others.  
Experience and story are shaped in relationship with others.  Rinse and repeat.  These 
overly simplistic statements belie a much more complex understanding of the 
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phenomenon of experience.  However succinct, they encapsulate my worldview as 
positioned alongside that of narrative inquirers. 
Embedded in this worldview is my desire to blur the lines between researcher and 
subject.  As a cooperating teacher in music education, I want to engage with other 
cooperating teachers in music education to explore our practices.  I do not feel I possess 
certain knowledge that places me in a position of power.  I do not believe there is a 
singular truth existing outside my experiential world that I should seek to attain.  I do 
believe that through my lived experience I have developed my own personal practical 
knowledge, that when shared with others in community can shape and re-shape my lived 
experience.  This desire to relate within a community is particularly compelling for me as 
a music educator.  The nature of my teaching assignment as one of only two band 
directors in my building isolates me in a way not experienced by my colleagues in other 
departments.  My role as a cooperating teacher in music education places me even further 
afield on the professional knowledge landscape.  How do I continue to grow as a 
cooperating teacher when my secret stories of practice go untold?  How can I trouble the 
certainties of practice without a sense of how my voice is heard and valued by others?  
My relationships with the student teacher and the university supervisor unfold in their 
own places on the landscape, places that have been examined with more frequency than 
my own place as a cooperating teacher.  I feel it is time to look big at cooperating 
teachers. 
My turn toward narrative inquiry led me to the work of Clandinin, Connelly, 
Craig, and Olson.  I began to see clearly the applications of their conceptions to my own 
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work.  However, these researchers worked alongside traditional classroom teachers 
whose lived experiences were quite unique to mine.  I wondered what narrative inquiry 
looked like in music education.  What would be unique to the positioning of narrative 
inquiry in music education?  What distinctive themes might emerge?  How would they fit 
into my current understanding of narrative inquiry? 
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NARRATIVE INQUIRY IN MUSIC EDUCATION: AN ENTR’ACTE 
Barrett and Stauffer (Barrett & Stauffer, 2009, 2012; Stauffer & Barrett, 2009) 
have been key figures in the field of narrative inquiry in music education.  Three of the 
studies reviewed earlier (Blair, 2012; Griffin=Beatty, 2012; Reynolds, 2012) came from 
their anthology Narrative Soundings: An Anthology of Narrative Inquiry in Music 
Education.  In their first edited work, Narrative Inquiry in Music Education: Troubling 
Certainty, the authors devoted the first two chapters to situating narrative inquiry for 
music educators.  In the first chapter (Barrett & Stauffer, 2009) they traced the 
development of narrative inquiry as a method.  In the second chapter (Stauffer & Barrett, 
2009) they presented a discussion of the position of narrative inquiry in music education 
as “’resonant work,’ work that reverberates and resonates in and through the communities 
it serves” (p. 20).  The authors characterized resonant work as respectful, responsible, 
rigorous, and resilient—interdependent qualities that are present in all aspects of narrative 
work and “comprise an ethical grounding and imperative for narrative work” (Stauffer & 
Barrett, 2009, p. 20).  The paragraphs that follow will summarize each quality as 
described by the two authors (Barrett & Stauffer, 2009; Barrett & Stauffer, 2012; Stauffer 
& Barrett, 2009). 
Respectful 
Narrative inquiry places the researcher and participants in relationship with each 
other.  It is in this relational space that respect must flourish.  Care needs to be taken to 
present stories in a way that honors each individual participating in the study.  
Furthermore, narrative inquirers must be prepared to persist with an ethic of care 
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(Noddings, 1992) even when stories are uncomfortable or difficult.  Stauffer and Barrett 
(2009) noted that "enacting respect requires recognising that everyone involved—
inquirers and participants—is indeed 'fully human' and potentially impacted by the 
research process at multiple levels" (p. 21–22, italics in original).  Recognizing this 
complexity and the possibility of multiple perspectives and meanings is essential to 
honoring the humanness of each storyteller.  This disposition of respect begins from the 
moment the researcher enters into a relationship with the participants and continues 
through the cycle of data collection, interpretation, and writing.  Perhaps the most 
important extension of respect is the involvement of participants in the process of 
interpretation and writing, and eventually, the public presentation of the work. 
Responsible 
Stauffer and Barrett (2009) referred to responsibility as a "conscious ethic enacted 
and embodied by the researcher" (p. 22).  They recognized the difficulty in defining 
responsibility, but provided several illustrations that hold significance for me in relation 
to this project.  First, they acknowledged that those in the narrative community hold a 
strong desire to present voices that have been silenced or ignored.  However, they 
contended that researchers have a responsibility to go beyond mere presentation of these 
voices and to create safe places within the process of relational inquiry in which 
participants can story and restory their experiences.  According to Barrett and Stauffer 
(2012), attending to this responsibility in narrative research is relative to trustworthiness 
in other forms of qualitative research. 
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Rigorous 
Rigor must permeate every aspect of the planned narrative research from the 
conceptual design and process to the interpretation and writing.  “Rigor in resonant work 
is, in part, the means through which respect and responsibility are enacted” (Stauffer & 
Barrett, 2009, p. 24).  Barrett and Stauffer (2012) cautioned that narrative is not just the 
telling of stories.  It is a focus on experience that is related through stories.  Multiple 
aspects of relationships and situations shape these stories of experience.  “Rigour in 
narrative requires grappling with these shaping forces (predicated and unpredicated) in 
every phase and dimension of the research process” (Barrett & Stauffer, 2012, p. 10).  
Attention to these shaping forces requires that the researcher consistently examine how 
her own position impacts the research process.  This constant reflexivity must accompany 
the recursive process of hearing stories, writing stories, interpreting stories, presenting 
stories, and back again.  In terms of my own project, rigor demands that I maintain an 
awareness of my own lens and my own story as a cooperating teacher and how the 
process of research will shape me, and the participants, in ways we may not expect. 
Resilient  
Resilient work is work that will endure.  It is work that compels the reader to 
return to it time and again.  It is work that is artfully and richly presented in a way that 
captures the complexities of lived experiences.  Stauffer and Barrett (2009) went even 
further in their characterization of resilient work.  For me, this paragraph concluding their 
section on resiliency embodies my own stance toward narrative inquiry in music: 
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Narrative that is resilient—and resonant—aims at troubling certainty.  It speaks to 
multiple audiences and is open to multiple interpretations.  It rests on the 
principles of respect and responsibility.  It is rigorous inquiry, conducted with 
methodological and theoretical integrity.  It retains its appeal and persuasiveness 
across time and context through honest and critical storytelling directed at matters 
of social justice, educational equality, and human dignity.  At best, resilient 
narrative builds autonomy, independence, and resolve so that readers and those 
who participate in the inquiry are moved to take on resonant work themselves.  (p. 
26) 
That passage is an inspiration and a call to proceed.  My initial turn toward 
narrative and my journey through the literature approaching knowledge communities and 
narrative authority has led me to this point of entry onto the methodological landscape.  
My early conception of narrative inquiry as developed by Clandinin and Connelly has 
been given clarity and a new language for understanding.  Barrett and Stauffer have 
woven the threads of narrative inquiry as it is conceived by others to create a rich tapestry 
of the potential and possibilities for narrative inquiry in music education.  In fact, their 
story of narrative inquiry in music education has moved me toward designing and 
conducting resonant work with cooperating teachers in music education.   
Purpose and Wonderings: A Reprise 
Based on my justifications and the principles of resonant work, the purpose of this 
narrative inquiry was to examine how cooperating teachers’ narrative authority was 
revealed or strengthened within an intentionally formed knowledge community.  This 
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knowledge community was established to create a safe space for cooperating teachers to 
story and restory their experiences as music teacher educators.  I wondered how other 
concepts emerging from the theoretical framework of this study would appear in 
cooperating teachers’ stories: 
• Cooperating teachers’ personal practical knowledge 
• Continuity of experience between their stories 
• Interaction with others in specific contexts 
• Features of the professional knowledge landscape of music teacher education 
• Tensions arising from cooperating teachers’ positions on the landscape 
relative to the conduit 
Finally, I wondered how acknowledgement of narrative authority within the knowledge 
community would allow cooperating teachers to question taken-for-granted notions of 
teacher education. 
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DESIGN AND METHOD 
Why Narrative?  Positioning Myself as a Narrative Inquirer 
To answer the methodological question, “Why narrative inquiry?” I first needed 
to answer for myself, “What is narrative inquiry?”  The descriptions I found ranged from 
concise and specific to lengthy and general.  Pinnegar and Daynes (2007) simply stated,  
“Narrative inquiry begins in experience as expressed in lived and told stories” (p. 5), 
while Bowman (2009) broadly stated, “Narrative inquiry designates not so much a neatly 
unified research method or field of study as a loose affiliation of practices, a constellation 
of orientations and strategies that can serve a broad and diverse range of human interests” 
(p. 211).  A bit more detailed is this quote from Chase (2005): “Contemporary narrative 
inquiry can be characterized as an amalgam of interdisciplinary approaches, and both 
traditional and innovative methods—all revolved around an interest in biographical 
particulars as narrated by the one who lives them” (p. 651).  Clandinin and Connelly 
(2000) pointed toward the collaborative nature of narrative inquiry, writing that 
“Narrative inquiry is a way of understanding experience.  It is a collaboration between 
researcher and participants, over time, in a place or series of places, and in social 
interaction with milieus” (p. 20).   
Because narrative inquiry as method can mean different things to different people, 
it is the responsibility of the researcher to communicate her own understandings of 
narrative in relation to those of other narrative inquirers or in relation to other forms of 
research (Bowman, 2009).  Throughout my work, I have described my turn to narrative in 
explicit and implicit ways.  As I reflected on the themes that have emerged in my own 
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work, I was able to connect them with the work of others who have sought to characterize 
the qualities of narrative inquirers (Barrett & Stauffer, 2009, 2012; Bowman, 2009; 
Chase, 2005; Clandinin, 2006; Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007; 
Stauffer & Barrett, 2009).  As these themes undergird every aspect of my methodology, I 
must, as Bowman (2009) suggested, take the responsibility to make them clear before I 
proceed. 
Epistemology and Ontology 
The fundamental assumptions of any narrative inquiry are that knowledge is 
constructed through experience and in relationship with others (Barrett & Stauffer, 2009, 
2012; Bowman, 2009; Chase, 2005; Clandinin, 2006; Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; 
Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007; Stauffer & Barrett, 2009), and expressed through stories.  
Stories of human experience are complex and multidimensional and must be presented 
with an ethic of responsibility (Barrett & Stauffer, 2012).   
As narrative inquirers, we recognize reality pragmatically as the continuity of 
experience:  “What you see (and hear, feel, think, love, taste, despise, fear, etc.) is what 
you get” (Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007, p. 41).  We recognize any representation of 
experience will reflect a process of selection based on our own experience, a process we 
seek to make plain.  When Barrett and Stauffer (2012) discuss an ethic of responsibility, 
this is, in part, what they mean—making plain how we selected to attend to particular 
experiences and not to others.  The ontology of experience undergirds the three-
dimensional inquiry space, so in using narrative to represent experience, we attend to the 
temporality, the place, and the personal and social nature of experience (Clandinin & 
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Caine, 2012).  Consistently attending to all three dimensions of the inquiry space is 
another way we demonstrate responsibility.  
Relationship of the Researcher and the Participants 
Narrative inquirers blur the lines of traditional research relationships (Barrett & 
Stauffer, 2009, 2012; Bowman, 2009; Chase, 2005; Clandinin, 2006; Connelly & 
Clandinin, 1990; Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007; Stauffer & Barrett, 2009).  In the three-
dimensional inquiry space researchers cannot remove themselves from the equation.  
They “must inquire into participants’ experiences, their own experiences as well as the 
co-constructed experiences developed through the relational inquiry process” (Clandinin, 
2006, p. 47).  The knowledge community is my entry point to the relational inquiry 
space.  A constant awareness of this positioning must permeate every aspect of the design 
in order to honor the sense of respect and responsibility that Barrett and Stauffer (Barrett 
& Stauffer, 2012; Stauffer & Barrett, 2009) viewed as essential to resonant work. 
Looking Big 
Narrative inquiry focuses on the unique nature of individuals (Barrett & Stauffer, 
2009, 2012; Bowman, 2009; Chase, 2005; Clandinin, 2006; Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; 
Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007; Stauffer & Barrett, 2009).  Further, it examines the contexts in 
which individuals’ lives take place.  Narrative researchers focus on small stories and 
individual understandings.  This turn to narrative requires that researchers embrace the 
power of story (Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007).  Rather than presenting stories in the 
authoritative voice of the researcher, narrative inquirers co-construct stories with the 
participants in a way that honors each voice.  “The narrative researcher shows, rather than 
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tells” (Bowman, 2009, p. 217). 
The conception of knowledge communities aligns completely with a focus on 
looking big.  A knowledge community exists to improve individual practice; the primary 
unit of analysis is the individual (Seaman, 2008).  Although it is a relational place, where 
individuals negotiate meaning together, the group cannot have an experience or tell a 
story.  Only individuals within the group can, and should, have a voice.  As these voices 
develop and are heard, narrative authority can begin to emerge. 
Potential for Reshaping and Reimagining 
Narrative inquiry has the potential for reshaping and re-visioning for researchers, 
participants, and readers alike.  Being “wide-awake” (Greene, 1977) to stories in 
narrative research may create spaces that allow for this re-visioning (Clandinin, 2006).  
Narrative researchers are often concerned with presenting the voices of those previously 
silenced or marginalized (Barrett & Stauffer, 2009, 2012; Chase, 2005; Clandinin, 2006; 
Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Stauffer & Barrett, 2009).  In creating this space, or in 
“troubling certainty” (Stauffer & Barrett, 2009), researchers must ensure that the stories 
of participants are presented with an ethic of responsibility.  The researcher, positioned in 
the midst of participants, will both influence and be influenced by the stories that are told.  
Because this study took place within a knowledge community, participants could 
influence each other in ways that may both free and constrain the telling of stories.  
Reshaping stories may occur over time, but cannot be predicted.  In a knowledge 
community where the development of narrative authority occurs gradually in an 
atmosphere of trust, space can be created for this process.  A narrative researcher who 
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embodies the spirit of resonant work by embracing responsibility, respect, rigor, and 
resiliency must cultivate this space with care. 
Limitations and Critiques 
Narrative inquiry is not appropriate for every situation or for every researcher.  In 
addition to recognizing its potential, careful consideration of its limitations is essential to 
understanding the place of narrative inquiry in the wider context of the educational 
research community.  This contextualization highlights the issue of how epistemological 
differences divide those who would support narrative inquiry from those who would 
critique it.  
Due to the extensive data collection involved in narrative inquiry, it is not suitable 
for more than a few participants (Bell, 2002).  Best used to capture the detail of the lived 
and told experiences of the participants, narrative inquiry relies on extensive field notes 
and transcripts that provide the basis for the co-construction of texts over time.   
As Pembrook and Craig (2002) noted, outsider accounts—studies designed to 
capture the outward behaviors of teachers through the voices of others—have dominated 
music education research to date.  This focus on behaviors places truth as observable and 
objective, leading to critical commentary regarding truth in narrative (Doyle, 1997). 
Narrative inquiry is not just the presentation of stories.  However compelling and 
passionate they may be, stories are not enough (Bell, 2002; Bowman, 2009).  Narrative 
inquirers must go beyond mere presentation of stories to a careful analysis that “explores 
the assumptions inherent in the shaping of these stories” (Bell, 2002, p. 209).  This is the 
way that narrative inquirers approach the issue of truth.  Due to the relational positioning 
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of researcher and participants in narrative inquiry, the process of analysis raises questions 
regarding the nature of truth.  Doyle (1997) contended that the problem of truth is not 
limited to narrative inquiry and that “all research communities face this issue and develop 
conventions whereby claims to know can be negotiated” (p. 99).  In narrative inquiry, 
these conventions are realized when researchers attend carefully to issues of ethics and 
ownership. 
Research Design 
Participants 
The participants for this project were music educators who were concurrently 
serving as a cooperating teacher for a local university (hereafter referred to as The 
College).  In cooperation with The College, I arranged to serve as a cooperating teacher 
during the course of the research.  Because, as a narrative researcher, I would be in close 
relationship with these cooperating teachers, and because my teaching area is secondary 
instrumental music and band, I sought out participants who taught in similar areas.  
Knowledge communities are bound together by a commonplace of experiences and are 
intended to be safe places in which narrative authority can develop (Olson & Craig, 
2001).  Designing the community around the common experiences of being a band 
director and a cooperating teacher would allow this to occur more comfortably. 
Process of selection.  As a long-time cooperating teacher in music education, I 
have worked with several area colleges and universities.  During the course of this work, 
I have developed relationships with the university supervisors and professors who are 
charged with placing student teachers.  Because of my close connection with The 
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College, I reached out to the department chair for assistance.  By limiting myself to one 
institution, I could avoid issues that might arise due to differing expectations for 
cooperating teachers.  Because the knowledge community was to be formed around 
common interests and goals, I relied on The College to identify those cooperating 
teachers they knew to be particularly strong in their role.  Specifically, I was looking for 
those who had some experience working with student teachers, rather than those 
accepting a student teacher for the first time.  These cooperating teachers would need to 
be willing to make their practices public within the community, to spend time in the 
community, and to have an interest in their own development.  With the busy schedules 
that band directors live every day, this would be essential to the success of the project.  
These teachers were first contacted via email from the department chair of The College 
with a brief description about the study and an indication to contact me if there was 
interest in additional information.  Potential participants who responded to me were sent a 
letter via email explaining the study design, the length and nature of the commitment, and 
issues of confidentiality.  I was looking for no more than two to three participants due to 
the amount of data necessary for narrative research.  After a lack of response from the 
first email sent by The College, the department chair graciously agreed to send it out 
again, and from that second mailing I received three positive responses. 
Length and nature of commitment.  In our area, student teachers are placed for 
a period of eight weeks.  Because the participants and I had student teachers at different 
times during the school year, data collection ran for the entire 2013–2014 school year.  
The plan was for the knowledge community to meet several times during the year, 
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however, this plan was not actualized due to time constraints and geography.  The 
knowledge community met only twice, and not all the participants were present. 
Observations were conducted around the mid-point of each practicum.  Journaling 
was part of the plan at the outset of the study, but due to technology issues and issues of 
time, regular journaling did not occur.  We did finally settle on doing some responses via 
email, but this was only moderately successful with sporadic responses.  Each participant 
cited time as a primary reason for a lack of response, and being sensitive to their 
situations, I did not continue to pressure them. 
Issues of confidentiality and ethics.  It was made clear to all participants that I 
would carefully protect their identities by changing the names of institutions, places, and 
participants.  Recordings and field notes were only used and seen by the researcher, and 
care was taken not to use actual names in the transcripts.  Email interchange between 
group members was kept within the group until it could be appropriately transcribed for 
presentation.  Each participant was asked to honor this when working within the 
knowledge community.   
As a narrative inquirer, I saw myself as a participant in the knowledge community 
and I worked to create an atmosphere of professionalism and trust.  My own experiences 
as a band director and a cooperating teacher helped to equalize my relationship with the 
participants and reinforced all voices had contributed equally to the study.  Making sense 
of the stories told, and crafting the narrative was done in a collaborative way.  None of 
the individual stories were made public until the participant felt it was an accurate 
representation of his experience. 
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Field Texts 
Narrative research relies on rich texts that create a multifaceted view of the people 
and lives it examines.  Data collection is made a complex task, as the narrative researcher 
becomes part of the process rather than an objective observer.  Narratives are co-
constructed between the researcher and the participants during the data collection and 
continuing through the analysis.  As such, each element of data collection involves a 
degree of interpretation (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Mishler, 1986; Riessman, 2008) 
and must reflect this collaboration.  The data collection methods used in narrative 
research were grounded in qualitative research; however, they have distinctive uses in 
narrative inquiry.  The following sections detail the data collection methods I used, along 
with the implications of narrative inquiry in employing these methods.   
Knowledge community.  The knowledge community was the foundational 
element of this study.  Grounded in the work of Craig (1992, 1995a, 1995b, 1999, 2002, 
2003, 2009), it was designed to provide a safe place in which participating band directors 
could share their stories of practice as cooperating teachers.  Through this knowledge 
community the goal was to have each individuals’ narrative authority recognized and 
strengthened.  In order to reach these goals, the formation of this community needed 
particular attention regarding situation, agendas, protocols, and facilitation. 
In order for the participants to feel comfortable and free to engage, I wanted the 
environment to be relaxed and somewhat informal.  This would normally preclude 
meeting in a school environment or other institutional environment that might inhibit the 
sharing of experience.  However, due to our busy schedules, we were forced to meet 
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during festivals and during school time.  Taking advantage of the time we already had in 
common turned out to be easier for the participants who were already worried about the 
time commitment for the study.  With the busy schedules we all faced, I did not want the 
participants to feel stress from not knowing what the actual time commitment would be. 
It was natural for the participants to look to me, the researcher, to lead the 
meetings and guide the conversations.  For the first meeting I assumed that role in order 
to set the tone for the session.  As our relationships developed, although I remained the 
coordinator, the participants contributed as much to the topics of discussion as I did.  
Allowing leadership to emerge organically aligned well with Craig’s (2009) work in 
which she found that knowledge communities could not be imposed or mandated under 
another’s agenda. 
Prior to the first meeting, I asked each participant to complete the Mentoring 
Profile Inventory developed by Clarke et al. (2012).  This online survey asked 
cooperating teachers to rate specific challenges and motivators of their practices 
according to a scale of importance.  The survey only took a few minutes to complete, and 
although I did need to look up “self-aggrandizing,” it was easy to understand.  The results 
were generated within seconds, and consisted of several bar graphs and pie charts that 
displayed the relationships between challenges and motivations.  There was a page that 
assisted in interpreting the results, which could be printed and emailed to the respondent.  
The survey was designed as a starting point for dialogue, not as a way to classify 
cooperating teachers.  Since the survey was designed with input from cooperating 
teachers, I hoped it would provide some common issues for discussion.  I did not ask the 
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teachers within the knowledge community to share their results, but I hoped our 
responses would provoke active discussion of the significance of certain issues.  These 
could be the types of discussions “where tensions are revealed and where insights are 
offered that enable situations to be revisited, reassessed, and re-storied” (Olson & Craig, 
2001, p. 671).  It was my intention that several key issues would be identified at this first 
meeting that would facilitate future discussions.  In addition, the focus on the practices of 
cooperating teachers would help to avoid discussion that might turn away from practices 
and degenerate into a “bitch session” (Hogan, 1995). 
All of the sessions of the knowledge community were audio recorded for 
subsequent transcription.  In creating the transcripts, I needed to be attentive to the 
relationships that developed within the knowledge community and how stories of 
experience were created and re-created within this context.  Because the focus was on the 
strengthening of narrative authority, the themes present in the narrative were important, 
but the context in which they were storied was critical to understanding each participant 
as a teacher and cooperating teacher. 
Interviews.  A face-to-face interview with each participant began data collection 
and occurred in October of the school year.  The interviews took place in a location of the 
participants’ choosing.  The purpose of this interview was to establish a personal 
connection between the participants and myself, as well as to provide me with an entry 
point into their lived experiences. 
The structure of the interviews was very important relative to my position as both 
a researcher and a participant.  I wanted to avoid an interview atmosphere in the 
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traditional sense, where a particular protocol is developed and followed strictly.  This 
practice does not fit the ontology of narrative research where interviews are more 
relational, stories are invited, and “digressions,” often ignored by other qualitative 
researchers, become an important part of the data (Riessman, 2008).  In narrative 
research, interviews are more open, conversation is invited, and meaning is co-
constructed between the interviewer and the participant (Mishler, 1986; Riessman, 2008).  
As such, the interviewer must be constantly aware of how her own agenda may disrupt 
the flow of conversation.  She must learn to follow the trails laid out by the participant 
(Riessman, 2008).  To encourage this process, I prepared an opening question (Mishler, 
1986) to begin the dialogue, as well as a few other questions that might help to facilitate 
the conversation.  However, during the process of the interview, I made every effort to be 
open and attentive to the direction and themes of the stories, and I tried to elicit detailed 
responses with clarifying questions or comments.  Field notes were taken during the 
interview, but in order to remain actively engaged in the conversation, I recorded each 
interview for transcription. 
As I transcribed each interview, I was able to experience it again from a different 
place and time.  I found there were things that I had not been attentive to in the moment, 
things that made me wonder, or things I wanted to add to the discussion.  The interview 
was intended as my entry point into the life of each participant, but I continued 
conversations with each of them in order to co-compose field texts in the sense that 
Clandinin and Caine (2012) described.  With a basis for understanding each other, our 
conversations were not shaped by any pre-determined set of questions, but arose 
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organically from previous conversations. 
Observation in the classroom.  Experiences were shared within the knowledge 
community, and the sharing of stories constituted an experience for both the teller and the 
listeners.  However, the lived experience cannot be reproduced through stories, and in 
fact, may not even reflect the actual practices of the storyteller.  Clandinin and Connelly 
(1995) identified cover stories told by teachers who were trying to negotiate the tension 
between the dominant story of how they should teach, and the secret story of how they 
actually teach.  I have felt hesitancy when asked to share some of my practices, and I am 
not sure that I have revealed them completely to others.  I thought this might also be true 
for the participants in the study.  I wondered if they might feel reluctant, or 
uncomfortable in revealing their actual practices, and instead tell a cover story of the 
practices they believed to align with a dominant story.  They might not fully recognize 
that their stories did not reflect their actual practice.  By living alongside each participant, 
space could be opened to further explore and question our practices—both lived and told.  
In the process of telling and living stories within the walls of the classroom, participants 
may discover things about their practices and beliefs that they had not previously 
considered. 
Field notes were an important part of these visits.  My detailed notes allowed me 
to revisit these experiences with a greater richness than my memory alone would allow.  
The notes remained stable over time, while my memory could become clouded by 
feelings.  Field notes enable the researcher to move from active participant to cool 
observer (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000).  They offer a chance to step back and take a 
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larger look at how experience evolves over time.  In other words, field notes are temporal 
and situational and they allow the narrative inquirer to consider the personal and the 
social, placing the inquiry firmly within the three-dimensional inquiry space (Clandinin 
& Connelly, 2000).   
 Understanding that there would be an abundance of data to be gathered as I 
entered in the midst of the lives of my participants, I knew I would need to be awake and 
attentive to all the details.  So, I used my iPad with an attached keyboard to take field 
notes while I was in each classroom.  Additionally, I recorded any of the conversations 
that we had during the course of the day.  Not wanting to be overwhelmed with the data, 
when I was recording I did not take field notes, so I could stay actively engaged in the 
conversation.   
Analysis and Representation 
The approaches to narrative analysis (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Ollerenshaw 
& Creswell, 2002; Riessman, 2008) are as varied as the definitions for narrative inquiry 
itself.  There is some agreement amongst researchers regarding the role of the narrative 
researcher.  Stories of experience are told, researchers gather the stories in the field, and 
then leave the field to narrate the stories.  In this process of restorying, meaning is 
constructed collaboratively between the researcher and participants.  Several interim texts 
may be created and shared until a research text is written.  It is within this process that 
analysis is located. 
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Approaches to Narrative Analysis   
Ollerenshaw and Creswell (2002) provided a comparison of two procedures for 
narrative analysis within the holistic-content approach.  They identified this approach as 
centered around the process of restorying in order to understand the meaning of 
individuals’ stories.  They contended that the holistic-content approach was complex and 
not well defined, so they compared two different procedures for analyzing the same data:  
the problem-solution approach and the three-dimensional space approach. 
The problem-solution approach involved color-coding the data transcripts 
according to the elements of plot (characters, setting, problem, actions, and resolution), 
graphically organizing the color-coded elements, and then sequencing them.  There was 
no collaboration with participants in the analysis and representation of data.  The three-
dimensional space approach, based on the work of Clandinin and Connelly (2000), was 
focused on understanding people through examining their experiences and their 
relationships with others.  Analysis involved examining the data for personal and social 
interaction, continuity and temporality, and situation or place.  Inherent in this process 
was the collaborative negotiation of meaning as the researcher wrote interim texts, shared 
with participants, returned to the field texts and wrote again.  Based on the theoretical 
foundations and the purpose of my research, it was quite clear to me that the three-
dimensional inquiry space was the most appropriate to my project.  However, 
understanding the problem-solution approach helped to uncover some of the thematic 
elements embedded in the field texts and allowed me to identify the types of stories told. 
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Types of Narrative Analysis and Representation  
In some of the earlier works of Clandinin and Connelly (2000), the methods of 
narrative analysis were not well defined for me.  Aside from the process of restorying 
within the three-dimensional inquiry space, the authors resisted any strict descriptions of 
a method of analysis.  In a later publication, Clandinin (2013) sought to “return to the 
questions of what it is that narrative inquirers do” (p. 18) in response to many requests 
from other researchers who wanted to understand how to live out a narrative inquiry.  
Like those other researchers, I felt the need to understand the practice of analysis with a 
bit more definition, so I turned to the work of Riessman (2008), Clandinin and Caine 
(2012), and Nichols (2012a). 
Thematic analysis.  In thematic analysis the emphasis is on what is told rather 
than on how it is told (Riessman, 2008).  Themes are taken as a whole, not broken down 
into smaller categories, as the process of coding would do.  The theoretical framework 
and research questions guide the identification of themes in the stories.  This method has 
implications for data representation.  Since themes are viewed holistically, long excerpts 
of the transcripts of field texts would be presented along with the researcher’s text and 
analysis.  To emphasize the importance of themes, the transcripts would be represented 
with cleaned up language, without indication of repetitions or nonlexical utterances, 
improving the readability.  
Following thematic analysis, I began with the transcripts of our conversations, 
reading and re-reading, and writing notes in the margins as to the theme of that particular 
thread of conversation.  Reflecting on the themes I was finding, different story categories 
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began to emerge from the data.  At the forefront were stories of tension, mostly to do 
with frustrations over policy issues funneled on the landscape by others in power 
positions.  Also quite evident, although not as plentiful, were the stories of possibility that 
envisioned new and different ways of operating on the landscape.  Most striking to the 
research questions, stories of influential relationships uncovered pivotal relationships and 
experiences that had shaped the practices of the participants.  Finally, recognizing that the 
participants were all quite experienced, stories of established practice demonstrated the 
personal practical knowledge of each participant as enacted in his role as a cooperating 
teacher.   
Once I had identified these four major story categories, I separated and merged 
the transcripts first according to the story categories, and then according to the themes 
present in each.  I assigned a color to each story—orange (stories of tension), pink 
(stories of possibility), yellow (stories of influential relationships), and green (stories of 
established practice).  Being a visual person, the colors helped me to define and re-shape 
the field texts in a way that made sense to me.  From the color-coded transcripts, I created 
four large transcript files that contained the appropriate stories, and I doubled any that I 
felt over-lapped between categories.  From there, I identified the themes and created 
headings under which I cut and paste the sections of the transcripts that I felt belonged 
there.  Throughout the entire process, I would constantly re-read the transcripts to make 
sure I was catching the meaning, and in cases of doubt, I went back to the participants for 
clarification.  As this process unfolded, it became clear to me that although thematic 
analysis provided a method for organizing my data and uncovering themes and patterns, 
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it also presented an opportunity to explore more deeply the story themes relative to my 
theoretical framework and wonderings.  As such, I decided I would present the data along 
with my interpretations to link these elements in an intentional and meaningful way.   
The recursive process.  Embedded within narrative research is the cyclical 
process of reading, gathering data in the field, and creating interim texts until a research 
text is created.  Nichols (2012a) described the recursive process as demonstrated in two 
of her chapters published in Narrative Soundings: An Anthology of Narrative Inquiry in 
Music Education.  In “Music Education in Homeschooling: Jamie’s Story,” Nichols 
(2012b) first interviewed Jamie when she was a sixteen year old student who planned to 
major in music in college.  Curious about what happened to her after high school, Nichols 
interviewed Jamie again, five years later, when she was in college and pursuing a career 
in medicine.  The recursive process in Jamie’s story “is situated in the passage of time” 
(Nichols, 2012b, p. 8).  As she reflected back on her experiences as a homeschooled 
sixteen year old within her current situation as a college student, her story became “a 
dialogue between present and past” (Nichols, 2012b, p. 8).  In the other chapter, 
“Engaging Stories: Constructing Stories of Women’s Military Band Members” (Cape & 
Nichols, 2012) the recursive process is focused on experience rather than time.  In telling 
the stories of Doris and Pat, the researchers found that their own perspectives as band 
musicians and directors had dominated their first written draft.  Even though the 
researchers had tried to create a space for the voices of Doris and Pat, in the selection of 
segments of the transcripts to include, the researchers had to admit that they had not told 
the story that Doris and Pat would have wanted to tell.  They had situated the story 
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around the bands, rather than the women themselves.  The researchers returned to the 
transcripts and rewrote the story with particular attention to what Doris and Pat had 
indicated was important.  The result was not the story Doris or Pat would have written 
themselves, but it was a story that honored the women while not erasing the perspectives 
of the researchers. 
Nichols (2012a) pointed out that in both chapters, the first story was not the only 
story, urging narrative researchers that: 
Whether revisiting a story over time or revisiting through differing experience, 
staying with the story past the first iteration produces richer, more rigorous 
scholarship.  Narrative inquiry is much more than just telling stories, it is seeking 
and presenting the complexities of the human experience, complexities that are 
not evident on the surface or witnessed in one visit. . . . The more time I am 
willing to stay with the story, stay with the participant, stay in the recursive 
process, the deeper the insight and the better the contribution in narrative 
research.  (p. 12)  
When I connected these analytic tools to those described by Clandinin and Caine 
(2012), I could see how this process would be at work in my analysis of field text.  Most 
importantly, the field texts were gathered in relationship with my participants, and we 
negotiated meaning through continuous interaction.  Once I began to write my interim 
texts, I did not fully leave the field, but continued to be in relationship with each 
participant as they helped to co-construct the texts to represent their stories as they saw 
them.  The process continued from there as I began to construct the research text.  I read 
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and re-read with my audience in mind, and as Clandinin and Caine (2012) suggested, 
attended “again to the personal, practical, and social justifications of the collaborative 
work” (p. 173).  I was reminded of Stauffer and Barrett (2009) who equated this process 
with what they believed to be the fundamental nature of narrative inquiry, saying, “it 
requires the careful analysis of narrative data against a series of frames including those of 
the research participant, the researcher, and the larger cultural narratives in which these 
individuals are situated” (p. 11).  With these characteristics in mind, I affirmed my choice 
to present the research text along with my own analysis so that I could constantly attend 
to my responsibilities and to commit to the recursive process. 
The three-dimensional inquiry space.  An important part of the process of 
creating final research texts is attending to the three-dimensional inquiry space of 
temporality, sociality, and place (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000).  Clandinin and Caine 
(2012) said, “While there are three dimensions in the inquiry space, these dimensions are 
often intertwined and knotted” (p. 172).  It is this knotting of dimensions that gives 
complexity and richness to the stories that can bring the reader closer to the experiences 
of the participants.  It was also this knotting that made creating the final research text a 
challenging process as I worked to attend to the voices of my participants as well as the 
issues of my audience. 
To fully attend to the stories told and to the lives lived, I felt strongly that each 
participant needed to be introduced by sharing their words along with my own field 
notes, which appear in Meet the Participants.  Clandinin (2013) noted that including long 
sections of field notes gave “an immediate sense of the living experiences . . . within the 
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context” (p. 206).  These living experiences were presented in a way that honored the 
three-dimensional inquiry space.  Temporality is represented in the story of how I 
negotiated entry into the field as well as the unfolding story of our continued 
relationships.  Place is represented in the contextual descriptions of where our 
cornerstone events occurred—the first interview, observation, and knowledge community 
meetings.  The personal and the social were woven throughout the narratives.  
Understanding who they were was important to understanding their stories of experience.  
Revealing my own feelings and interpretations added another dimension to this aspect of 
the inquiry.  Their words resided with my own impressions, creating a wider space for the 
interpretations of the reader.  Our stories of practice as cooperating teachers formed the 
foundation of the work, but my own stories as a researcher showed this project as a lived 
inquiry, full of twists and turns and all the messiness of human interaction.  
 Clandinin (2013) invited researchers to consider non-traditional forms of 
representation.  She cautioned that the researcher should not use alternate forms as a 
method, but should allow them to emerge from the field texts.  As I considered my own 
field texts and wonderings, I was faced with the challenge of presenting the data in a way 
that would allow the reader to gain a sense of our relationship as a community.  Although 
we did not have a chance to meet together as a knowledge community on a regular basis, 
I became the thread that bound the four of us together as each shared similar stories with 
me that led to my sharing these experiences with the others.  When I laid alongside the 
similar stories, I could see our conversations occurring in a virtual space in a way that 
enabled me to enrich my understanding of each participant, as well as our sense of 
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community.  I decided to present these similar stories together, as if the conversations had 
occurred simultaneously.  To represent the virtual nature of these conversations, I decided 
to use speech bubbles common to the virtual conversations held via modern technology.  
Still mindful of the three-dimensional inquiry space, I considered how this representation 
would attend to each element.  Temporality was reflected in the way each presentation 
represents multiple conversations with all participants and multiple reflections made 
jointly between the researcher and the participants.  Sociality was reflected through the 
feelings and emotions that may not be overtly presented, but lurk just beneath the surface 
of the discussion.  They may be felt in the conversations, but may not be explicitly 
described.  Place was reflected in the context of the topic of each conversation, but it is 
the place of the experience, not where the discussion took place.  As a result of this 
attention to the three-dimensional inquiry space, when I laid alongside the stories, I also 
began to see more clearly the silences where voices were not present or marginalized.  
Framing the representation of each conversation with my theoretical lens by weaving in 
the interpretations allowed me to be more attentive to these considerations.  This blended 
presentation appears in Stories. 
Relational response community.  As a cooperating teacher, I was engaged with 
my participants in our knowledge community bound by common experiences.  Our 
conversations were based on our stories, lived and told, of our lives as music educators 
and cooperating teachers.  As a researcher, I was engaged with other researchers in a 
relational response community (Clandinin & Caine, 2012), a concept that closely 
parallels that of a knowledge community.  A relational response community is a place in 
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which researchers can share and discuss every aspect of their work as narrative inquirers 
from field texts to interim texts and final research texts.  Methodology and analysis can 
be strengthened and supported, and understandings can be enhanced and perspectives 
redirected.  Relational response communities are bound by a common interest in living 
out narrative inquiry, and are marked by mutual trust and regard.  “Response 
communities, while providing insights and wonders, also sustain members, and celebrate 
achievements and relationships in ways that are supportive and responsive” (Clandinin 
and Caine, 2012, p. 174). 
My relational response community was formed when a professor at Boston 
University, Susan Conkling, connected me with another student, Laura Stanley, who was 
embarking on similar research with cooperating teachers.  Laura and I engaged with each 
other in a continuous and intentional way throughout our journey as students and as 
narrative researchers.  Once assigned, my advisor, Lee Higgins, joined this community 
and the four of us negotiated our relationship in ways that challenged and supported us 
individually and collectively. 
Narrative Inquiry in Music Education:  A Resonant Reprise 
In many ways, the responsibilities I faced as a narrative inquirer—to live in the 
midst of stories, establish relationships with participants, honor their voices while 
attending to my own, stay in the recursive process until a narrative text was created—
were all quite daunting.  My passion for giving voice to cooperating teachers and their 
stories of practice as music teacher educators, practices in which I shared, could easily 
have lead to mere presentation of stories.  My desire for reshaping and re-visioning could 
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color my interpretation and representation of the stories shared in a way that would not 
honor the voices of others. 
I took my position as a narrative inquirer with a great sense of obligation to the 
participants, the readers, and the research community.  In the previous sections I have 
taken care to present my story as a researcher, along with my justifications to the research 
community.  In presenting the following two sections, I had to turn my attention to the 
story my participants would want to tell.  Returning to the work of Stauffer and Barrett 
(2009), as I constructed these final research texts, I was reminded of the qualities I must 
enact in every element of my research:  respectfulness, responsibility, rigor, and 
resiliency.  Combined, these qualities move toward resonant work that aims to trouble 
certainty in all its subtle forms (Stauffer & Barrett, 2009).  I returned again and again to 
these themes as I conducted my research and as I embraced all that narrative inquiry 
embodies. 
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MEET THE PARTICIPANTS 
This section reveals my research story, beginning with an introduction to each 
participant, to open space for a deeper understanding of each person, as well as the 
contexts in which we work.  Narrative inquiry requires flexibility, even as the research 
progresses, and so bumps and spurts and adaptations are presented to illustrate the nature 
of conducting research within the messiness of human interaction.  These stories of 
struggling to balance our relationship as a community with our personal and professional 
lives bring our experience—our told and retold stories—to life.  As the reader gains a 
sense of familiarity with how we are situated as music teachers and music teacher 
educators, he or she may be prompted to reflect on similar stories and circumstances that 
link his or her circumstances with ours.   
Laying the Groundwork 
The whole process of finding participants for the study has felt a little like a 
research version of Match.com.  I sent out my letter of invitation via The College, and 
awaited any hits on my information.  When I got an interested party, I sent them a little 
more information about the project and crossed my fingers that they would have a desire 
to participate.  Every time I hit send on the email, I prepared for rejection, or worse, no 
response at all.  Finally, ten days after my second invitation had gone out, Dan responded 
with the following words, “I would be honored to be part of your data collection process!  
I look forward to hearing from you concerning the first interview.”  I let out a little 
whoop of joy—my project was officially underway!  Eight days later, I received another 
response from Ron.  It read,  
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I’ll be happy to contribute to your work if you need more participants.  I’ve been 
at Lower Valley High School for 26 of 31 years [of teaching], and have hosted 
more than thirty student teachers over the years.  The only caveat is that I’ll be 
adding a substantial amount of new work this year (retirement voids not filled), so 
I’m about to pick up an additional building and many more students.  Still, I’ve 
been prepping for most of the summer and *should* be ready for it.  We’ll see.  :) 
There it was, another positive response, even with the warning of time constraints, a 
foreshadowing of things to come.  One more day brought one more response, this time 
from Mark: 
I would be happy to participate in your study.  My concern [is] finding time for 
the face-to-face meeting you mentioned.  This school year I am hosting 8 junior 
student teachers, 1 senior student teacher (block 2) and 3 senior music education 
interns (block 1).  Time is of the essence.  I am also hopeful that the group 
meetings could be scheduled in the early morning (7:30 a.m. or 8:00 a.m.) so that 
they do not impact the school day.  Please let me know your thoughts on my 
observations and concerns.  
A very mixed response of willingness and reservation, but I quickly responded that I 
would do everything I could to keep the meeting times convenient and that I would never 
schedule anything during the school day.  At this, I had my proposed maximum 
participants, so I decided to proceed with the study. 
Initially, I gathered some basic biographical data about each participant, and tried 
to get a very general picture of who they were and what they would bring to the research.  
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The thought I had when I designed this project was to have a balance of those who had 
only hosted a few student teachers with those who had hosted many.  I had never 
imagined those with such experience would be interested in participating in my study.  
However, based on their vast experiences with student teachers, I knew that their stories 
would be rich and full.  While I was certain they would be willing to share their thoughts 
and techniques, I wondered if they would hear each other’s stories in a way that would 
generate real reflection.  As corny as it was, I kept thinking of the old saying, “You can’t 
teach an old dog new tricks.”  At the same time, I thought maybe their willingness to join 
the study stemmed from a desire to have their practices made public, for their experience 
and expertise to be validated.  I just hoped our commonalities would bring us together to 
create an atmosphere of trust and a space in which they all felt their voices were heard. 
Setting the Stage 
Before we get to know a bit more about each participant, it is important to 
understand the basic structure of instrumental music programs, as well as the way in 
which The College sets the structure of student teaching.  In our state, instrumental music 
programs consist of large ensemble rehearsals, as well as one weekly rotating lesson.  
Ron, Dan, and I taught at the high school level and each of our schools had two bands—
one auditioned group and one group open to everyone.  Mark was an intermediate school 
director where groups were based on grade level.  Intermediate schools generally have 
rehearsal every other day, where high school band rehearse every day.  Once a week, 
students are pulled out of their other classes on a rotating basis to have a small group 
lesson.  Typically, jazz ensembles and marching bands rehearse outside of the school day, 
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although Ron did have a jazz ensemble scheduled during the day.  None of us had a field 
band program at the time of the study, although all of us have had experience with them 
in the past. 
The College with which we work has a junior student teaching program that runs 
for the entire school year.  Juniors are assigned to work with students at nearby public 
schools, lab schools, private schools, or a home school association that brings students to 
The College.  They teach small group or private lessons for approximately two hours per 
week to elementary or middle school students only.  A university professor observes and 
accompanies the junior student teachers when they go out, and there is constant 
discussion and evaluation.  Because of his geographic location near The College, Mark 
frequently has served as a host for these junior student teachers.  Senior student teachers 
are assigned to an eight-week practicum in secondary school, balancing out their junior 
student teaching experience.  Students can be placed anywhere in the state, and The 
College uses retired teachers from remote areas as supervisors.  Student teachers are 
expected to find their own living arrangements, and they are encouraged not to return to 
campus except when necessary. 
The College has not published clear procedures or a set of qualifications for music 
teachers to be considered as cooperating teachers; however they often seek out their 
graduates to host student teachers.  Once a music teacher expresses interest, The College 
puts the teachers’ information in a database, and a mass letter or email is sent out in the 
late spring asking about availability to serve in the coming school year.  No guarantees 
are made for placements, and after all placements are determined, potential co-ops are 
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notified one way or the other.  Cooperating teachers are expected to conduct mid-point 
and final formal evaluations of student teachers, as well as to write a letter of 
recommendation to complete the evaluative process.  Cooperating teachers assign a grade 
that is then considered by the supervising teacher who has the right to amend the grade as 
he or she sees fit.  Supervising teachers observe three times during the placement, and 
they arrange their visits through the student teacher.  They ask for time to speak with the 
student teacher alone, as well as time to speak with the co-op and the student teacher 
together.  A copy of the supervisor’s evaluation sheet is given to the co-op at the end of 
the visit.  Supervising teachers may or may not be university professors. 
The basic structure of our programs and of the student teaching practicum shapes 
the landscape in which we all work.  These things are implicit in our understanding of 
one another, and give us a common ground from which to begin.  While these things bind 
us together, there are also aspects of our individual situations that make us unique from 
each other.  The following descriptions give some very basic biographical information of 
each participant as well as a description of the context for this work.  
Ron 
Scratching the Surface   
Ron is a high school band director in a rural school district located 20 miles from 
the nearest small city and 60 miles from any major city.  The total number of students 
district-wide was 2,506 in 2012 (Federal Education Budget Project, 2012).  The ethnic 
profile of the school was reported as 93.4% white students and 6.6% minority students.  
The proportion of students receiving free or reduced lunch was 29.1%. 
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Ron has taught at his school for 26 of his 31 years of employment as a music 
teacher and has hosted more than 30 student teachers during that time.  Prior to his 
current appointment, he worked in another rural district where he taught chorus, band, 
and general music.  Ron received his Bachelor of Music degree from an institution in 
another state and he received his Master of Music degree from The College in 1985. 
Prior to the study I had knowledge of Ron, but did not know him personally.  His 
school was located in the same zone as mine for state festivals, so I knew our paths had 
crossed while chaperoning students.  As a long-time and well-respected band director, his 
name was prominent in music education circles.  In fact, shortly after he joined the study, 
I saw his name and bio in a newsletter for the state’s band conference.  He was to present 
a performance with the adult band that he conducted.  I felt honored to have someone 
with so much experience and presence as a participant in my study. 
Our Beginning   
Negotiating the logistics for this interview was tricky.  Not only was Ron 
challenged by the recent loss of his father-in-law and his family dog; he was 
overwhelmed at school by taking on an additional teaching load.  I wanted to be sensitive 
to his needs and meet him at a time that would have the least impact on his professional 
and personal life.  So in spite of my own personal challenges, I set out on the 1.5 hour 
drive to his community on a warm fall afternoon. 
The drive was beautiful with blue, sunny skies, and the trees just starting to turn 
their fall colors.  Never having been to the school, I was relying on my GPS, and starting 
to doubt it as I turned on ever-smaller country roads.  Farm upon farm, I wondered if 
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these were the students that attended Ron’s school.  As I neared the school, the houses 
became closer and closer together, and eventually, I came upon a few small 
developments.  After miles and miles of relatively empty roads, suddenly there were cars 
everywhere, and as the school came in sight, the parking lots were full and cars were 
parked up and down both sides of the road right in front of the school.  Even at 5:30 in 
the evening, the school was clearly a hub of activity for this community. 
After finding a place to park, I took in the school building that stretched out for 
quite a distance.  The end of the building looked to be fairly new, and above the large 
entrance was a sign that read "Aquatics."  Just past that part of the building was a jut out 
with an overhang that read "Music."  This was the entrance I was to use to meet Ron.  As 
I opened the door and walked into the band room, I was amazed at the size and beauty of 
the rehearsal space.  There were acoustical treatments hung throughout the room, and the 
chairs and stands were neatly arranged in front of the sizable percussion section.  On the 
front wall of the room hung a large banner that read “Raiders.” 
Ron greeted me warmly as I came in and smiled humbly as I complimented him 
on his space.  He offered me a seat in the band room, and then quickly asked if I would 
like a "cushy" chair instead of the posture chair, but I declined.  He straddled the chair in 
front of me, resting one arm on the back of the chair, and resting his head on his other 
hand.  Before I had a chance to ask him if it was okay to record the conversation, he 
began to tell me about his district, and the particular challenges they were facing 
regarding the music program.  He described a board meeting in the previous year, in 
which the administrators announced a significant cut to the elementary music program—
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a cut that had not been brought to the music faculty prior to the meeting.  According to 
the rules of the board meetings, public comment was restricted to five minutes.  Although 
Ron had no preparation for it, he decided that in five minutes he had to make an appeal 
for the program.  With an enormous digital clock staring him in the face, he made his 
plea to the administrators to sit at the table with the music teachers and come to some sort 
of agreement to save the elementary band program.  He surmised that he must be good at 
speaking off the cuff, because that conversation did happen.  As a result, Ron now travels 
every other day to the elementary schools in between his high school morning rehearsals.  
Consequently, he has no prep time during the school day, and he spends many more 
hours at school preparing, but he seemed satisfied that he was doing something positive 
for the students of his district. 
Ron became very animated anytime he told an anecdote about a particular student 
teacher.  He was consistently earnest and passionate about every aspect of his 
storytelling.  We quickly fell into a nice rapport as I thoroughly enjoyed his relaxed 
manner and colorful stories. 
At the end of the interview, which really became more of a conversation, he was 
leaving to pick up his wife and as we were saying our goodbyes and thanks, we were 
imagining when we might have run into each other before.  He revealed that I had judged 
his band at a state major ensemble festival about five years earlier.  I froze for a minute, 
wondering if I had given him a score that he was unhappy with, but perhaps reading my 
face, he quickly followed up with "You were very fair," easing my fears.   
I left for the ride home with my head full of the rich stories Ron had told.  I felt a 
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sense of relief that I had broken the ice with my first interview, and a sense of excitement 
that my project was finally going to move forward.  I was ready to jump in with the other 
two interviews with a bit more confidence than before, and a cautious optimism. 
Digging a Little Deeper   
When I met Ron at his school for our first conversation, I had been impressed 
with his rehearsal room.  His music department had been lucky enough to get a 
renovation project in before the economy fell.  Prior to the renovation, they did not have 
enough rehearsal space for all the groups, so they had to use the auditorium stage as 
rehearsal space, making things a little transient.  Ron was humble, yet proud of the music 
program, saying: 
It’s getting tougher here, but we’re a better than solid school.  We graduate maybe 
170–190, and we have a really vibrant orchestra and choral program, so in the 
morning, the three teachers have something like 290 kids in here.  So we have 
about a third of the school in here in the morning.  I guess that’s not uncommon, 
but by and large they play and sing pretty well.  I have an interesting year started, 
you know the band is never perfectly instrumented here, and then you peel off a 
few for Wind Ensemble and it’s such a struggle.  But I have zero oboe players this 
year, and OK, you can live with that.  I have two bassoon players, one is a really 
terrific player, he went to Carnegie Hall last year, he went on tour to Europe, he’s 
just a really great bassoon player.  And the other kid is terrible, but he’s a new 
freshman.  I have four freshmen French horn players, and three of them are either 
504 or IEP, and I was expecting the worst, but I had them for a lesson the other 
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day, and they have big, full, beautiful tone, and they are accurate with pitches, and 
the rhythm and everything, so I have a total of six horns in the band right now. 
Ron excitedly told me more details about his instrumentation, and the particular students 
he had in each section.  He joked a little about the fact that in some sections he had top-
level, highly accomplished students sitting right next to those who barely knew how to 
hold the instrument.  Even as he recognized their differences in ability, he was quick to 
point out how much he liked his students, and from the twinkle in his eye when he 
described them in his stories, I had no reason to doubt him. 
Curious about the basic structure of his program, I asked Ron to describe it for 
me.  He had already shared that he had two bands during the school day, a Wind 
Ensemble and a Concert Band, but he had noted that there was some overlap in personnel 
between the two groups, and I wanted to know more about that.  As I was coming to 
understand Ron as a consummate storyteller, he gave me a very detailed description and 
explanation of how he had set it up: 
[Referring to some over-lap between his two bands] I’ll offer kids, like, I know 
I’m not gonna have enough percussion in Wind Ensemble, and you’re a really 
good trumpet player, I can teach you how to play bass drum or something, you 
know.  So anyway, I just try to mold things—I do not have auditions here.  I 
probably should, but for me, my personal philosophy, I never wanna set up a 
situation where kids can ever say, “I’m in the good band, you’re in the bad band.”  
You know, they’re just different.  One’s bigger, one’s smaller, one plays and 
rehearses faster, harder music, and all that stuff, but . . . Anyway, it works out for 
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me OK [not to have auditions].  In April or May, I’ll start looking at who is pre-
registered for any band next year, cuz kids drop for a variety of reasons.  And 
then, the guidance officers are really nice to me, they’ll give me the whole list of 
who is pre-registered, and then I’ll send them back a list—these people should 
really be in Wind Ensemble, these people should really be in Jazz Band.  So I now 
have three drummers in the Jazz Band, which is hard, but the best of the three is a 
freshman, there’s a freshman and a junior and a senior, and the freshman plays 
way better than the other two do, but I don’t wanna kick out a junior and a senior 
and include a freshman.  But I also know the senior’s gone and the freshman has 
to drive the band next year.  So we end up, like in Jazz Band this year we have 
one too many saxophones, and two too many trumpets, we have six trumpets.  We 
really don’t have a guitar player, the girl who holds the guitar is, well, she’s 
another drummer, and she said, “I wanna just be in it, I just wanna do something.”  
So I let her play her old folk acoustic guitar, and sit in the background, and I 
never hassle her.  But otherwise, she wouldn’t get a chance to experience it.  And 
I don’t really care [that she is not a very good player].  So, you know, if she’s 40 
years old and remembers playing in the Jazz Band, then I’m good with that.  
Anyway, that was a long answer to a simple question.  But yeah, there’s probably, 
I wanna say as many as half the Wind Ensemble members, maybe even more, are 
also in first period Concert Band.  And if they ever change the schedule, that will 
really hammer me.  But I’ve only had two bands [during the school day] in the 
high school for like ten years.  Prior to that it was me trying to put together a 
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Wind Ensemble against Ski Club, and this sport, and all that stuff, and it just 
didn’t work.  Jazz Band was always at night for like 15 years until I got the 
schedule changed, and that was the same sort of thing.  One week we’d get lucky 
with a two-hour or three-hour rehearsal with everybody there, and then the next 
four rehearsals, the next four weeks would be five kids missing, nine kids 
missing, no drummer, that kinda thing.  So this is a lot better, even though 40-
minute periods go really fast. 
Ron was clearly passionate about music teaching.  It was not just a job for him, 
but a way of life.  Every question I asked was answered with a detailed story, and he 
shared these stories freely and openly.  He had a confidence and charm that drew me in, 
and even though he had many more years of experience than me, he never condescended 
or acted like he was teaching me something I didn’t already know.  He spoke in very 
realistic terms about his program, fully aware of how his groups compared to other 
similar schools in the area.  
Ron’s district had recently endured some severe cutbacks in staffing the previous 
school year that, in turn, had impacted programming.  His commitment to the music 
program led him to take on the elementary program in addition to his high school 
schedule.  He admitted that he and his wife basically had no personal time at home.  
Since both were teachers, and their children were grown and gone, they devoted their 
evening hours to planning and preparation.  In all of our conversations, Ron always had 
one eye on the clock, and time was definitely a precious commodity.  From the beginning 
of the study he had expressed concerns about finding the time to participate, and based on 
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the load he had taken on as a late career teacher, his concerns were perfectly 
understandable. 
The economic decline in Ron’s district had begun years back when Ron was first 
hired there.  When he first came, there was a huge tech company located right downtown.  
The factory took up eight blocks of the city and employed 15,000 people.  Many of the 
students at Ron’s school were children of higher-level executives in the company, and 
they drove BMW’s to school and played top of the line instruments.  About three years 
after Ron started teaching there, the company made huge cuts, and the employment 
number plummeted to 3,000.  A year or so later, it was 1,500, and then it was down to a 
skeleton crew of 50 to 100 workers. 
Ron has had almost as many student teachers as he has had years of teaching 
experience, and all have been from The College.  He took his role as a cooperating 
teacher very seriously, and his stories illustrated his dedication.  He has developed long-
lasting relationships with many of his former student teachers, and he spoke very fondly 
of them.  Even the student teachers who were more challenging provided an opportunity 
for reflection and growth.  As much passion as he displayed for teaching, it was certainly 
equaled by his passion for music teacher education. 
Mark 
Scratching The Surface   
Mark is a middle school band director in a school district located in the same city 
as The College.  In 2012, the school district enrollment was 5,365 students (Federal 
Education Budget Project, 2012).  About 67.7% of the student population identified as 
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white, and 32.3% were reported as minority students.  Students on the free and reduced 
lunch program represented 37.6% of the population. 
Mark has taught for 33 years as a band director, 13 of which have been served in 
his current location.  Prior to his current position, he taught high school band and 
marching band both in and out of the state.  Being located close to The College, he has 
served as a host site for internships, junior student teaching, and senior student teaching.  
Including all of these areas, he has worked with 106 student teachers since 1998.  Mark 
earned his Bachelor of Music degree from The College in 1979.  After taking a few years 
off to pursue other interests, he returned to The College to earn his Master of Music 
degree in 1984.  Later, he obtained his Certificate of Advanced Study, a degree that 
certifies one to be a school administrator, from another state university in 2004. 
Before the study began, I considered Mark a colleague and acquaintance.  We 
have both hosted state solo and ensemble festivals, and we have consulted each other on 
the use of the scheduling software.  He also is located in the same zone for state festivals, 
and we have seen each other frequently at zone business meetings.  Coincidentally, Mark 
was also slated to present a session at the state band conference with his seventh and 
eighth-grade band.  I looked forward to the opportunity to see him in action, and I was 
already thinking about the possibility of using the conference as a time for us all to meet. 
Our Beginning 
Mark preferred to meet me during the school day, and at first, he indicated that 
1:00 p.m. would be a good time.  Then, a few days prior to the interview, he emailed and 
told me that his schedule had been changed and he needed to meet either at noon or 2:00 
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p.m.  I chose noon, since I had other personal obligations later in the day.  After 
rescheduling my own lessons at school, I rushed out to meet him, understanding that his 
time would be limited during the school day. 
I arrived at the building one minute before noon, and went to the office to sign in 
where Mark said he would meet me.  Next to the sign-in sheet was a small vase of silk 
daisies, but no pen.  I reached into my purse and dug out my own.  The secretary 
indicated Mark had just left the office, and she paged him, since she felt he would not 
have made it back to his room yet.  Within minutes he entered the office and led me over 
to an area with a table and chairs.  I was somewhat surprised that we did not go to his 
room, but not knowing the protocol of the school, I did not question his decision to talk 
there.  The table and chairs were situated to the side of the main office and were directly 
adjacent to a large window looking out on the cafeteria.  It was lunchtime.  Mark 
apologized for the din, but we commenced nonetheless.  A few minutes into the 
interview, a student entered the office through a door right next to the large window, and 
neglected to shut the door after he came in.  The noise was almost deafening.  Mark 
jumped up and shut the door, and then suggested we enter the conference room as long as 
it was empty.  We went inside a smallish room with a long wooden table and several 
office style padded chairs.  The room had a long window that was covered with blinds, 
but looked out onto the main hallway.  It was slightly quieter than the previous location.  
Mark thought we might get displaced, but we began our conversation again. 
During the interview, I continued to try and get Mark to talk specifically about 
experiences with student teachers, but was able to get only a few examples.  I couldn't 
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help but contrast Mark with Ron, a natural and gregarious storyteller.  Mark was very 
soft-spoken, and he talked in very general terms about his experiences.  I certainly did not 
feel that there was an instant personal connection with Mark, but he was sincere, and 
clearly committed to music education.  I was relieved after revealing to him the identities 
of the other participants that he knew Ron and held him in very high esteem. 
Later in our interview, Mark did glance at the clock, and a few minutes later he 
asked how long I intended to go.  We were about 40 minutes into our time together, and I 
indicated that I was sensitive to his time restraints, so we could end at any time.  He 
shared that he had a lesson beginning in one minute, so we quickly wrapped up.  I wished 
I had asked at the beginning what his time requirements were so that I could have brought 
our talk to a less abrupt close.  I gathered my things and Mark walked me out of the 
conference room.  He headed out the door to the office, and I returned to the book to sign 
out.  As I began to dig through my purse for the pen, the secretary said, “Those flowers 
are pens," and sure enough, pulling one out revealed a pen tip at the bottom—a clever 
disguise and safeguard.  After signing out with the flower pen, I breezed out of the office 
and headed for the exterior door.  As I paused to get my sunglasses before exiting the 
building, I glanced down the hall and saw Mark engaged in a conversation with two 
students as he traveled back to his classroom.  It was a reminder to me of how I was 
entering into our relationship in the midst. 
Digging a Little Deeper   
Mark was the only one of the participants who asked me to come during his 
school day for our first meeting.  Being in the school environment made me very curious 
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about what his day was like, and so I asked what a student teacher coming in would 
experience being in his shoes. 
OK, well, I schedule kids every period of the day.  I do.  And I grab my lunch 
when I can.  That allows us to have smaller groups.  But we always get an 
interruption of some kind, where you have to reschedule a lesson, or part of a 
lesson, anyway.  But to have smaller groups, I schedule kids every single period 
of the day.  I’m up at 6 a.m., and I’m at work.  I drive my son to school and I’m at 
work by quarter to 8, and [I spend from] 7:45 to 8:30 getting anything ready for 
the day.  I have my list that I did the night before, and except in rare 
circumstances, we’ve set up our rehearsal hall the day before, as well.  This 
morning was a different example because we had a rehearsal before school with 
the orchestra.  So we had to feverishly get set up—we had like 20 minutes—and I 
get stressed out by things like that.  But the day starts here at quarter to 9.  I have 
to do a hall duty after I get ready, and that, to me, is OK cuz I get to talk with 
kids, but if I don’t have something done I need to get done, I loose that half hour.  
We have eight periods in the day, but there’s also a split period in the middle, so 
there’s actually nine periods we could teach, and we use all of those.  The kids are 
grouped based on ability, so I have five flute groups and they’re all based on how 
well they did on their performance evaluations.  So when we do performance 
evaluations the first week of school, the kids are determining where they’re gonna 
sit in band, what [lesson] group they’re gonna be in, whether they’re gonna get 
recommended for All-County or Area All-State, or Statewide band, so that one 
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performance is a biggie.  We spend the first few minutes and last few minutes of 
each lesson making sure the kids have full understanding about what’s expected.  
So we don’t have to teach for the whole period, because it’s better to know that 
they understand than to assume they do and out the door they go and there’s a 
whole week of fluff going on.  They have assignment sheets that are required to 
be turned in after every lesson, recording their practice time and their parent 
signature.  I didn’t used to do signatures, but I see a lot more apathy and over the 
past several years and it’s become harder and harder to get commitments out of 
parents and kids to do what they said they were going to do.  So we make sure 
that they sign them each week.  And the kid doesn’t get credit for the lesson until 
they get the form signed, which is a hardship for some, because they loose stuff.  
And then at the end of the day, sometimes we have meetings after school, so the 
day could end at 5 o’clock.  I personally have private students at home, too, but 
the evening commitments are pretty small.  If you were at the high school it 
would be a lot different.  I taught high school for 21 years.  I’m kinda glad I don’t 
do all that, you know, hard core marching band, pep band, winter guard, you 
know, all this stuff that was extra, and I got tired of doing all that.  Cuz when you 
try to do it at a high level, I think it takes more out of you than if you just treat it 
casually.  I have colleagues who are casual about everything, they’re gonna live 
forever. 
This last statement, made in jest, held the ring of truth.  Mark was quietly intense, and 
very conscious of time.  He would frequently state that “It’s all about time; how you use 
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it, how you waste it, how you spend it, how you plan it.”  He showed me his weekly 
lesson schedules, and I marveled at the energy he must have to be able to sustain that 
kind of teaching schedule.  He talked about how any changes to the schedule in the day 
would bring him stress, and how important it was for him that the teaching and rehearsal 
time remain sacred.  Mark relayed a story to me about a citrus fruit delivery for a 
fundraiser the band was doing.  Because the fruit arrived before his rehearsal time, he put 
the hundreds of boxes in the cafeteria so that he could still have his rehearsal.  Then he 
moved all the boxes of fruit to the band room after the rehearsal.  In fact, he had 
rescheduled our initial meeting because of a schedule change that moved his rehearsal 
time to our meeting time.  Mark was quietly driven, but he also really cared about his 
students, and had their best interests at heart.  Stories of this nature were woven 
throughout his narrative, and I sensed that this was something I would witness when I 
joined him in the classroom. 
The financial situation for Mark’s school had not been dire until this year.  The 
district was predicting a 3 million dollar shortfall for the following fiscal year.  Each 
department had been asked to look closely at their expenditures and make suggestions 
about what could be cut from the budget.  Mark was determined that the cuts should not 
affect programming, and he had laid the groundwork for support in the previous years.  
He had made it a habit to ask parents to publicly comment to the board anytime 
something good happened for their child as a result of participation in music.  He had 
established a vast email connection system that allowed him to quickly contact and 
mobilize a large number of supporters.  With these things already in place, he felt 
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confident that they could weather the storm with their program relatively intact.   
Mark was somewhat unique in the study in his position as an intermediate level 
band director, grades 6 to 8, and because he has served as a cooperating teacher for both 
the junior student teachers and the senior student teachers.  His close proximity to The 
College kept him in direct communication with the professors, for which the rest of us 
were not well positioned.  These varied aspects of his role as a teacher and as a 
cooperating teacher brought a unique perspective to the study and to our knowledge 
community. 
Dan 
Scratching the Surface 
Dan is a high school band director located in an area just outside a large city.  The 
entire school district population is about 2,600 students.  According to the Federal 
Education Budget Project website (2012), 47.6% of the students were enrolled in the free 
and reduced lunch program.  Minority students made up 23.1% of the population, while 
the remaining 76.9% were identified as white. 
Dan has taught at his school for 28 years and has hosted student teachers for 25 of 
those years.  Prior to his current situation, he was an intermediate level band director for 
five years.  He did his undergraduate work at The College from 1977 to 1981, graduating 
with a Bachelor of Music in Music Education degree.  From 1982 to 1986 he spent 
summers there to earn his Master’s of Music degree.  Dan continued his connection with 
The College through hosting student teachers and with his son attending from 2008 to 
2012 while he earned his Bachelor of Music in Music Education degree. 
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Prior to this study, I had not met Dan, nor did I know of him through others.  He 
was not part of my zone for state festivals, so we had not crossed paths in our duties as 
chaperones.  His time at The College preceded my own by several years, so we did not 
have any college connections.  I looked forward to making a connection with someone 
new to me who apparently shared my passion for music teacher education. 
Our Beginning   
After two days of extensive driving and scrambling to fit in school-work as well 
as activities with my family, I was somewhat relieved that Dan wanted to meet outside of 
his school environment.  We chose to meet at a Tim Horton's in the town where his 
school was located.  I didn't beat the buses out of my school, so I arrived there at 3:32, 
and we had agreed to meet at 3:30.  Inside the restaurant, there were only three people, all 
elderly, and none looking like they were there to meet someone.  Worried I had missed 
him, I called Dan on the cell phone number he had left with me.  He apologized and said 
he was on his way, he was just running late.  I assured him it was fine, and I got in line to 
purchase some coffee and a light snack.  After having to wait a fair bit of time for an 
elderly couple to figure out their order and discount, I arrived at the cash register to a 
slightly frazzled young cashier.  Shortly after I ordered my old-fashioned donut and green 
tea, Dan walked in.  I offered to buy him something, and he chose a traditional cup of 
black coffee. 
After receiving our food and beverage, we chose a spot to sit near the outside 
window, closer to the kitchen and serving area than to the large TV playing on the other 
wall.  Amidst the clanks of food preparation, the low murmur of other conversations, and 
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the electronic hum of the TV on mute, we began our interview. 
Dan was well dressed and put together, a slight smile always curling around the 
edge of his lips.  He was thoughtful about his responses, often pausing so long I worried 
he had slipped into a reverie.  The silences were not uncomfortable, however, and we 
relaxed into a nice rhythm, disrupted only briefly when Dan smacked an unwelcome 
wasp on the window with his stack of papers, and one more time as a worker dropped a 
tray of mugs to the floor. 
Dan often hesitated in his responses, the character of his voice betraying the fact 
that he held doubt about whether or not his stories would be accepted.  He may have felt I 
would disapprove of his methods, or there may have been some hesitation based on the 
fact that these stories would now become public; stories that probably had only existed in 
the classroom, not told to anyone beyond his school walls.  The anecdotes he shared were 
safe, mostly general stories that did not incorporate his interaction with student teachers. 
Our interview was under one hour and his was the shortest transcript.  It was an 
interesting comparison to Ron’s relaxed conversation and the quietly intense way of 
speaking that Mark had.  I knew that Dan and I would need a bit more time to get to 
know each other, and I looked forward to our future conversations. 
Digging a Little Deeper 
During our first interview, I asked Dan about his program and how it was 
structured.  He described it in these words: 
Well, I’m at the high school—I’m nine-twelve.  I have a Concert Band and a 
Wind Ensemble that meet actually every day, which is really fantastic.  Same 
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amount of time as any other class in the building.  I have this year 73 students, 
which is down from where we have been.  This year was sort of a perfect storm 
with, I think it was about a half a dozen juniors who couldn’t fit it in, and 2 
students who moved to other districts and a few juniors with AP conflicts, you 
know, singletons against band.  But, so I do the 2 bands, I teach the lessons, I 
conduct, I do Jazz Ensemble, I'm the K–12 music supervisor—and I am smiling, 
you know it's, I mean, there's no release time.  There's a stipend, and we meet 
monthly and certainly hold department meetings and the supervisors of the district 
meet, but it's more curriculum based, there's no observations or anything like that 
. . . So, sort of a typical program rotation, lesson rotation, small group lessons.  
Kids meet once a week for lessons and 35% of their grade is lessons.  30% is 
rehearsals, 35% is performances.  Until this year, I had done the parade 
band/marching band.  We just did local things, and I really, I did some soul-
searching, and re-prioritizing and I just decided that . . . I was looking to remove 
some things that created stress and anxiety, and that came up.  And I just—so I'm 
not doing marching band, and I'm loving it.  When I started here, we did field 
band, we did the field band conference and did a couple of competitive parades in 
the spring.  But that was removed via a budget reduction, and then the program 
really moved in a different direction and focused a whole lot more on concert 
performance and more of a typical band program, if you will.  And at that point, 
when I came, there weren't . . . I think the first year there were two groups, and 
then it just didn't work to have two groups, so there was one Concert Band, one 
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large group, and then because of the change in the program, those top players 
really rose to the occasion, if you will, and sort of got lost in a group of 90–110 
kids, so we were lucky to be able to split into two groups, and you know, the 
program is a lot of fun.  I work with an amazing choral colleague, who's also a 
graduate [of The College], and we really are—we joke, but we're sort of like 
brother and sister.  I mean, we have similar crazy personalities and our 
expectations of our students are about as close as a choir and a band person can 
be.  And [we are similar in] our philosophical approach to our program and 
students, so that there never is a point where we're combative.  We're never in a 
spot where we put kids in a position where the adults create issues for students or 
put students in compromising positions in terms of decision-making.  So, you 
know, it—I feel really fortunate, really fortunate. 
Dan spoke in very positive terms about his teaching position.  He clearly loved 
what he did, and as I got to know him better, I could tell from his stories that he really 
loved engaging with his students.  No matter what their problems or issues, he felt very 
strongly that music was a positive place where everyone could benefit and contribute.  
Dan even told that story to his administrators as often as he could, sharing with me how 
important it was to him to advocate for his own program.  Over the last several years, 
since about 2006, his program had undergone some pretty serious cuts in funding.  He 
was quick to point out that every program in the building had experienced similar cuts, so 
he did not feel music had been singled out, but it had definitely put him in a defensive 
mode.   
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The one aspect of his teaching that seemed to give Dan some pause was his 
decision to resign from the marching band director position.  He had shared with me that 
he had a rough time personally a couple years ago, and had been divorced from his wife.  
As a result of some of the marital problems, he had decided to get some counseling to 
help him get past some of his issues, one of which he mentioned was being too 
controlling.  I wondered if this had prompted his decision to withdraw from marching 
band.  A friend and colleague in another district may have also helped bring about his 
decision to leave the marching program, as he told a story of how this friend had taken 
marching band off his plate a few years before.  Dan seemed resolved in his decision, and 
spoke of how much it had lifted from his shoulders, but he also shared that no one had 
stepped up to take over, and there was some nagging guilt because of this situation. 
Dan was in close proximity to a small college that had a music program, and he 
did serve as a cooperating teacher for them as well as The College.  In fact, the small 
college had asked him to host two student teachers for this school year, but since he had 
already committed to The College, he declined one because he could not imagine having 
three student teachers in one year.  Most years, he would host two student teachers, one 
from each college, and it gave him a unique perspective on the two programs that he 
would share with us later. 
Connecting the Dots 
Although numbers do not speak for themselves, they help to contextualize the 
school environments in which each participant teaches.  Having a sense of the school 
population gave me a greater understanding of what each participant faced in their daily 
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lives.  As I got to know each a little bit better, I could see the manifestations of this 
demographic data in their stories of school, students, and teaching. 
Understanding their connections with each other is also important to the context 
of the study.  With their time at The College over-lapping, Ron, Dan, and Mark all knew 
each other prior to the study.  Ron remembered Dan fondly from grad school, and 
lamented that if they had lived closer, they would have been terrific friends.  Because of 
geography and state zone divisions, they had lost track of each other over the years.  As is 
often the case, the band world is a small one, and Ron and Mark shared other connections 
as well.  They had taught in the same county before Mark moved to his current location, 
so they had spent time together at county events and business meetings.  Still in the same 
zone now, they had continued their friendship and mutual respect. 
Living Alongside—The Observations 
Mark and I had student teachers beginning in mid-October, so I scheduled a time 
to visit during November.  This meant having to take a personal day from school and 
spending a day away from my own student teacher.  Ron and Dan both had their student 
teachers during fourth block, and it worked out that my spring break was the opposite 
week as theirs, so I was able to observe them without having to sacrifice my own 
teaching time, for which I was relieved.  The only downside was timing for both of them.  
The day I observed Ron was his first day back after their 7-day spring break, and the day 
I observed Dan was one day prior to their participation in the state large ensemble 
evaluation festival.  Despite these challenges, I was eager to see other cooperating 
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teachers in action and to get a chance to enter in the midst of their daily lives in the 
classroom. 
My Day with Mark—November 20, 2013 
When I arrived at Mark’s school, there were still a few students entering the 
building.  A pair of young ladies was frantically running around the bus circle wildly 
gesturing at an oncoming car.  As the car approached, one of the young girls ran towards 
it, the passenger side window came down, and the driver handed out one athletic shoe.  
After grabbing the shoe, the two young ladies ran into the building, arriving at the door 
about the same time as I did. 
Upon entering the building, I was greeted with the buzz and chatter of kids and 
adults.  A group of teachers was gathered just outside the entrance, greeting students and 
moving them towards their home base classrooms.  I entered the office just behind the 
group of teachers, and headed for the now familiar guest log with the flowerpot pens.  
The secretary instructed me to sign in and I found a nametag already prepared there with 
my name on it.  After signing in, the secretary gave me directions to the band room, 
laughing that if I got lost on the way, I could probably hear my way to Mark’s location. 
I did, indeed, hear the sounds of music, and saw the telltale signs of music-
making—stands and instruments—and I headed for the largest rehearsal room.  I poked 
my head in, and seeing no one, I backed out to look in one of the other smaller rooms.  
When I turned, I ran into a young man in a suit and tie.  I asked him where Mark was, and 
he smiled and quipped, “Well, he's somewhere."  Introducing himself, he indicated that 
he was Mark’s student teacher, Stewart.  He ushered me into the office area where he said 
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I could wait for Mark. 
The office area was small and cluttered, loaded with file cabinets, a desk, and a 
small green couch wedged into the corner.  I took off my coat and found a small corner 
on the floor next to the edge of the couch to stash my bag and coat.  Shortly, Mark 
entered the room and said, "Oh, no, she's here, we better clean up!"  He greeted me 
warmly, shaking my hand, and asked if I would be hanging out for the whole day.  He 
gave me a copy of the weekly lesson schedule, and explained how the day would go.  
Since he and his student teacher were splitting some of the lessons, he asked whether I 
would like to observe him or his student teacher.  I told him I'd like to do a little of both, 
so he showed me on the schedule how I could tell which students would be with whom.  
He also gave me a copy of the weekly schedule that included his junior student teachers.   
Mark showed me the small storage room, filled with string and percussion 
instruments, where his student teacher would be teaching the first lesson to a baritone 
player.  While Stewart would be teaching in this room, Mark would be teaching in the 
hallway, because the large rehearsal room would be used for orchestra rehearsal this 
morning.  He scooted away saying he needed to set up for the percussion lesson on stage 
due to the larger room being in use. 
When Stewart began teaching the young baritone player, I was struck by how 
much the tone of his voice resembled Mark’s speaking.  Stewart was soft-spoken and 
patient, but spoke quickly, just like Mark had done in our earlier conversations.  I found 
myself anxious to observe Mark in his teaching to see if there were any connections 
between his style of teaching and that of the student teacher.  One of the things that struck 
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me about Mark was his clear understanding of kids, and the importance of knowing 
where they were.  Stewart had greeted the student and asked for his practice sheet.  He 
talked to the student about how he knew he had a busy week with hockey.  During the 
lesson, he even made a hockey analogy regarding using good preparatory air, just like 
you would prepare the stick by coming back to hit the puck.  Further into the lesson, 
which was not going particularly well for the student, Stewart said, "You really have had 
a busy week, let's look at this more closely."  Never was he accusatory or discouraging 
about the lack of preparation, but showed understanding for the student and his life 
outside of school.  I couldn't help but wonder if this approach and attitude had been 
adopted from Mark.  I became wrapped up in the lesson and was startled by the electronic 
beep that ended class.  As the student was packing up, Stewart asked him about his 
upcoming hockey schedule, and the student listed off a litany of games and practices that 
he would have in the next several days. 
I chatted briefly with Stewart afterwards, and he almost apologized for the lesson, 
and the lack of preparedness of the student.  Stewart explained that was the reason he had 
spent so much time and used a lot of repetition on the music that had been assigned.  He 
showed me the actual assignment and compared that with what they were actually able to 
do in the lesson.  Stewart shared that he was just glad that this student was willing to stick 
with his instrument in spite of his other large commitment, and indicated that he was a 
good player, having just participated in All-County over the weekend.  Again, I wondered 
if Mark’s influence was present in this opinion. 
After this lesson, we headed over to a small black box theater for the percussion 
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lesson.  The room was dark and loaded with folding chairs.  Sets graced the stage, and a 
table in the pit was adorned with empty soda cans and stray papers.  There were no ramps 
to get the equipment onto the stage, resulting in an abandonment of chimes for this 
rehearsal.  Busy moving equipment and replacing the chimes to their original location, 
Mark paused long enough to explain that they would normally move the equipment in the 
morning, but there had been a rehearsal before school from 8–9 a.m., preventing them 
from doing much of that.  I helped move a couple of instruments, and Mark was off 
again, telling Stewart that he was going to go find the missing students while they 
continued to set up the small stage.  When he returned, he showed me a copy of the 
percussion assignments for each band piece.  He explained quickly that they would be 
practicing a piece that featured percussion, a piece that was written by a professor from 
The College who had been there when Mark was there.  Before jumping on stage to begin 
the lesson, he explained that even though it took three or four minutes to find missing 
students, it was much easier to do that than to try and make it up later.  They also needed 
to adjust parts due to a student who had left the program, so he felt the time spent finding 
students would be worth it in the end. 
Mark hopped on the stage and after talking to the kids about what they needed to 
do and when they needed to do it, they began to play.  Stewart moved to the background 
and quietly helped the snare players and bass drummer.  Mark worked quickly and 
efficiently, stopping frequently to adjust for missed entrances, wrong rhythms, or sticking 
problems.  Each time he began, he would count off 1-and-2-and-Rea-dy-Go!, something I 
had noticed Stewart doing in the first lesson.   
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In the throes of the lesson, Mark announced that there was only a minute left, so 
they had to make the last moments count.  Shortly after, the electronic beep signaled the 
end of class and the beginning of the instrument shuffle.  I pitched in and helped remove 
all the stands and instruments from the stage to the hall, where later they would be 
transported back to the band room. 
I chatted quickly again with Stewart, who told me about the upcoming lesson.  He 
would be on stage with one tuba player, and Mark would be in the hall with another one.  
He asked who I would like to observe, and hesitating a moment, I said I felt bad putting 
him on the spot, so I would go with Mark.  Stewart seemed relieved, and said he knew I 
was coming, but thought it was only 4th period, and he clearly did not know I would be 
observing him teach. 
I moved out to the hallway to catch Mark, and I was greeted by a slew of 
backpacks lining each side of the hallway.  Mark diverted his student to the storage room 
since there was little room in the cluttered hallway.  As we entered the storage room, 
Mark said, "As you can see, we have a space issue here."  With that, his student entered 
the storage room to get set up for the lesson.  Mark asked the student for his practice 
sheet, and seeing it was unsigned said, "You know you don't get credit when the sheet 
isn't signed, right?"  The student nodded, and Mark asked, "Don't you want to get credit?"  
The student emphatically said yes, and they joked for a moment about the sheet.  Mark 
introduced me to the young 6th grader, and explained how he had begun as a clarinet 
player.  Mark recounted the first day of 6th grade, in which the instrumentation was 
pretty poor, no tubas, bassoons, bass clarinets, tenor saxes, or baritone saxes.  He 
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described how he told the kids that by the end of the week he wanted the instrumentation 
to match a list he posted that included all those instruments he had mentioned.  This 
young man had responded to the call and was now a certified tubist.   
The lesson commenced with some buzzing, and I noted that Stewart had done the 
same with the baritone lesson at the beginning of the day.  I also noticed that Mark began 
by saying 1-and-2-and-Rea-dy, Go.  They moved quickly through the assigned page, then 
Mark had the tubist turn to the next page and they began to go over the new material in 
small chunks.  Throughout the lesson, Mark was quiet but moved quickly, often using 
some dry humor to illustrate his points.  At one point, he asked the student to raise his 
concentration level, and I chuckled as I could hear the choir in the background rehearsing 
their music, and a snare drum in the room vibrating at every pitch—even I was having a 
hard time focusing.  They successfully completed the exercise and then we had a brief 
discussion about the order of sharps, sharing our mnemonic devices for remembering 
them.  They moved on to a bit of the band music as Mark kept an eye on the clock.  
Towards the end of the lesson, the orchestra students burst upon the room in droves to put 
away their instruments.  Amidst the chaos, Mark brought the lesson to a close reminding 
the student to get his sheet signed for the next week. 
At that point, we moved into the office for what I hoped would be a debriefing 
session for Mark and Stewart.  I was given a seat of honor on the green couch, and it soon 
became clear that the time would be devoted to me and whatever questions I wanted to 
ask.  Unprepared for this opportunity, I tried to focus the conversation on what their 
feedback sessions were like, and we limped along, mostly focusing on Stewart.  The 
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allotted time for our talk was 35 minutes, and when the time was up, Mark excused 
himself and Stewart and I continued to talk.  We spoke about his experiences and the type 
of advising and feedback he had been getting.  What struck me the most was the idea that 
although he did not get constant observation and feedback, he was given the ability to 
teach as he felt he needed, not as he was told to do.  Stewart indicated that he felt secure 
in knowing that he had freedom, but that he could turn to Mark at any time for help and 
suggestions.  They were able to have debriefing daily at the end of the day during hall 
duty, and if necessary, they could move the conversation into the office. 
After an additional 30-minute conversation, we left the office and re-joined Mark 
as he was teaching a clarinet lesson.  This was a group for which Stewart did not have 
responsibility, so he also stood back to observe.  In a few minutes, the lesson had finished 
and the students went on their way. 
It turned out there was no lesson during the following period, so we did have the 
opportunity to have lunch, and my already growling stomach was glad.  Mark did not sit 
down to eat with us, but headed over to the high school to borrow a marching quad drum.  
Stewart, Peter (the orchestra director), and I sat down to chat and chew.  The 
conversation rotated through dreaded staff meetings, annual professional performance 
review (APPR) shortcuts, certification, and the new edTPA (Teacher Performance 
Assessment).  Soon enough, Mark popped back in to drop off his coat, and he was off to 
ready himself for the incoming trumpet lesson. 
Stewart and I joined him in the storage room where two young trumpet players 
already were warming up and getting their things organized, when another young trumpet 
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player entered the room who clearly had a different disposition than the other two.  She 
did not appear too happy to be there.  The lesson began with all three students together, 
and as Mark and Stewart had talked about, after the warm-up time, the disgruntled young 
lady got up to go into the other room with Stewart for a separate lesson time.  I stayed in 
the storage room, not wanting to make Stewart uncomfortable.  For the following lesson, 
Stewart indicated he also had one student, who he had only seen once so far during his 
placement, and surmised that it was likely he may not show up.  Minutes later, the 
student walked into the room, and Stewart went into action, taking him across the hall 
while Mark waited for his two students to enter and get set up.  I stayed in the storage 
room, but I told Mark I would hop over to observe the other lesson for a few minutes 
partway through the period. 
When the lesson began, it was clear that this group was not at all on the same 
level as the other group.  From the first buzz, they were unable to match the pitch that 
Mark had them sing.  Mark’s approach never changed.  He kept with his relaxed and 
quiet demeanor, moving the students quickly through the lesson.  At one point Mark 
asked a question about key signatures, and both students raised their hands to answer.  
Mark called on the young man, but he was unable to answer correctly, so the other 
student started waving her arm intently.  Mark gave the first student two more chances to 
answer, and then finally acknowledged the student urgently waving her arm.  I smiled at 
the way the students had engaged in the lesson as if they were in a larger class.  Once 
they finished the scales and warm-up portion of the lesson, I could hear a trumpet scale 
coming from the stage area, so I decided to excuse myself and pop in on Stewart. 
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As I entered the dark room, the trumpet student was still playing the scale.  When 
he finished the scale Stewart took him through naming the notes out loud of either that 
scale or a new one.  The student worked his way through the notes, and then began trying 
to play it.  Tone was very immature, and there was no order or sense made of the scale 
due to the tone production problems and his apparent lack of practicing.  I wondered if he 
would ever move past this portion of the lesson.  Stewart was quiet, trying to come up 
with ways to help the student produce the right sounds and use the right fingerings.  I 
noted that while the student was seated, Stewart was standing, forcing the student to look 
up at him from the chair.  I had only seen Mark stand once, and that was during a large 
clarinet group, in which he moved around behind the students.  Finally, I realized that 
Stewart would move away from the student and ask him to reach his sound out to where 
he was, trying to get him to blow more air.  Once they got past the scale portion of the 
lesson, Stewart seated himself next to the student and they went over the key signatures 
found on the back of his lesson sheet.  Shortly, the bell rang, and it was clear that the 
amount of material covered in this lesson was not equivalent to the one going on 
simultaneously next door. 
In the interim between lessons, more percussion equipment was quickly moved 
from the small auditorium to the rehearsal room.  A few students entered the room as 
Mark and Stewart were re-setting the timpani.  The first young lady pulled out a flute and 
Mark indicated she should go to the storage room and get ready.  The other young lady 
grabbed a clarinet and went off to the stage for a lesson with Stewart.  I headed to the 
storage room with the flute player while Mark finished up moving the percussion.  While 
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we were waiting, a young man with a trumpet entered the room and started to get set up.  
I wondered if he was supposed to be there, but when Mark entered there was no surprise, 
he simply got them arranged and ready to start the lesson.  He explained to me that the 
flute player had just been taking lessons for a few weeks as a 7th grader.  She had started 
on flute in 4th grade, but had not played in 5th or 6th, and now she had decided to return 
to the program.  Mark talked to the students about how the lesson would work, that while 
one was playing, the other would be silently practicing.  After blowing a few notes 
together to get warmed up, Mark turned to the trumpet player and gave some instruction 
on keys, then he showed him the etudes he should silently practice, and he turned to the 
flute player to give instruction to her.  The lesson proceeded as they went back and forth, 
each student struggling to remain focused during their silent practice time.  I couldn't help 
but flashback to my time teaching at the middle school level when I had to teach a 
saxophone/horn lesson.  It felt validating to see that Mark was handling it in much the 
same way that I had taught.  When the lesson came to an end, he said, as he had at the 
end of every other lesson, "Somebody say we're done."  And the students responded, 
"We're done!" 
At the end of the day, I accompanied Mark to his after school hall duty, because I 
remembered him saying he used that time to debrief with his student teacher.  However, 
Stewart did not come with us.  Mark spoke to several students as they made their way out 
of the building, and when the chaos died down, he reminded me that he had a faculty 
meeting and would have to end our time together.  I gathered my things from the office, 
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said a goodbye to Stewart, and made my way out of the building into the crisp November 
air. 
My Day with Ron   
On Tuesday, April 21, the second day of my spring break, I arose at 5 a.m. to 
ready myself for the trip to the southern part of my state.  I rode down the road on this 
gray day nibbling on my egg sandwich and sipping decaf coffee.  About 45 minutes into 
the trip, I wished I had gotten caffeine.  I had a late night and I was beginning to feel 
tired.   
I arrived in the bus circle as the last four or five buses were unloading, and despite 
the signs indicating no traffic or parking between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m., I entered the circle 
as per Ron’s directions and parked in one of the many available visitor parking spots.  As 
I entered the building, I saw a woman greeting students just inside the door.  When she 
saw me, she asked if I was subbing today.  When I told her I was there to visit Ron, she 
immediately nodded and said she knew I was coming.  She led me over to the check-in 
desk, and I signed my name and arrival time on the clipboard there.  I thought about how 
easy it was to be a visitor in this building as compared to my own.  She pointed me in the 
direction of the band room, and I headed down the hallway to a room I had once visited 
in the fall.   
It wasn't hard to pinpoint the location of the music suite, because there were 
already sounds of warming up, both instrumental and vocal.  I located the office easily, 
but I found it to be vacant.  I walked through the band room where many students were 
already gathered, but finding no one there, I made a loop around past the choir room, 
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through the hallway of practice rooms (where I lingered for a moment marveling at the 
similarity they held to a college practice hall, with small dark brown doors and yellow 
cinderblock walls), and back to the office.  There I found a corner for my lunch and 
draped my coat over the sheet music storage cart.  I pulled out my iPad and checked for a 
guest Internet code.  In the process of looking for a signal, Ron popped into the office and 
greeted me with a quick smile and handshake.  I immediately felt bad that I was invading 
his space on their first day back after their week-plus-a-day break.  A few minutes later, 
Ron’s student teacher, Donald, breezed in from making copies in the office, and it was 
clear that it would be a busy and possibly frantic day. 
Ron talked with me briefly about the band that was gathering, and he told me that 
they would be missing about 20 members who go to choir rehearsal every other day.  He 
asked me where I would like to be for the day and pointed out a couple of locations that I 
might sit.  As I headed over to a lone chair near the front of the band, I asked if this was 
homeroom time, and Ron indicated it was and that they would start at 7:45 a.m. and 
rehearse for 40 minutes. 
I found my seat, finished hooking into the guest access network, and then began 
to type.  Without any bell or clear indication of start time, Ron jumped on the podium and 
began the warm-up.  After a few notes, he asked the students to raise their hands if they 
hadn't played a note over break.  More than half the band raised their hands, and he said, 
"OK, that's OK, you're in high school, but now we are going to have to deal with some 
loss of flexibility and control and we're going to really have to work on our sounds."  
They continued to warm-up with additional suggestions from Ron on tweaking their 
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sounds.  After the preliminary part of the warm-up, Ron told a story to the students about 
what happened to him over his spring break—a story of woe that included owing money 
in taxes, having a flat tire, a leak in the roof and, oh yeah, his dog got sick.  I thought 
back to our first conversation that was so full of colorful stories, and it reminded me that 
the story was Ron’s preferred means of communicating his ideas and emotions. 
As the band began their first piece, just a run-through as per instructions from 
Ron, I became aware of how, as Clandinin would put it, I was entering in the midst of 
their collective stories.  I gazed around the room at the different faces and composures 
and wondered about all the reasons they had chosen to be a part of this community. 
A few measures into the piece, an older gentleman entered the room and picked 
up a clipboard from the top of the folio cabinet in the front of the room.  He slowly 
walked over to the other side of the room, near me, and got a stand, which he then placed 
right next to Ron.  He waited patiently until the band was done rehearsing, and then Ron 
picked up the clipboard and began to poll the section leaders about absences.  Once Ron 
had noted the missing students on the clipboard, he passed it back to the older gentleman, 
who thanked him and left with the clipboard in hand.  I silently marveled at the low-tech 
system of attendance as compared to my own computer-based online system that required 
me to log attendance at the beginning of each class. 
After the first piece, Ron looked backwards to announce the next piece, and I 
noticed that the interactive whiteboard had a projection of the daily schedule that 
included the rehearsal order, the lessons for the day, an announcement about payment for 
the NYC trip, and a quote "Faith is taking the first step when you can't yet see the entire 
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staircase (unknown).”   
As Ron rehearsed the second piece on the rehearsal order (Pageant of Light), 
Donald was sitting at his designated desk in the band room, baton and score in hand, 
quietly conducting along with the current piece.  I wondered what he was feeling—
nervousness at getting back on the podium after a long absence?  Or a feeling of pressure 
that I was observing?  Or even just an impatience at waiting for his turn? 
At about 8:10 a.m., the Sousa march was up and Donald jumped into action while 
Ron ran to the back of the room to observe.  Donald began with a quick indication of 
something he had noted in the score from the last rehearsal, and they started the piece.  
He seemed comfortable on the podium, and made efforts to use his left hand for 
dynamics and articulation.  As I watched I began to think about the things I would tell 
him in a feedback session.  I thought about his eye contact and how generic it was.  I felt 
the lack of connection between Donald and the students as they remained buried in their 
music and somewhat unresponsive to his gestures.  I wondered what Ron would say to 
him about the rehearsal time.  They only ran the piece once, and then Donald gave the 
students a quick break as they re-set for the next piece.  Ron jumped back on the podium 
and Donald ran to get a quick drink of water. 
They started the last piece, which had a piano part, and Ron had already told me 
the grand piano that was normally in the band room was still in the auditorium from the 
musical.  There was a keyboard set up in the back near where I was sitting.  The keyboard 
player came back and began trying to get it plugged in.  The first challenge was getting 
the power cord to reach to the outlet.  I got up to help her and we managed to move the 
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keyboard enough to get it plugged in.  Then we tried to hook it to the amp.  There were 
two outputs missing on the back of the keyboard, so I tried one of the remaining ones and 
connected it to the amp.  No sound.  No lights on the amp, even though the power buttons 
were on.  During this time, Ron was rehearsing a few spots in the piece, and then when 
he ran out of spots to cover, he came over to see if he could help.  After quickly fiddling 
with the connections, it was clear it was not going to be a quick and easy fix, so the 
young lady just played with no sound.  At the end of the rehearsal, Ron came over to 
apologize to her and thank me for helping, and the young lady quipped, "My solo 
sounded really good didn't it?"  Ron quickly responded, "Yeah, I didn't hear any 
mistakes, and the pianos were really piano!"  The rest of the students moved to put away 
their instruments and stood by the door to await the bell.  I felt mildly guilty that I had 
stepped in to help when Donald was right there, but I couldn’t resist my band director 
instincts. 
After the rehearsal, there was a make-up period scheduled, but no students to 
teach.  The three of us were sitting, and Ron started to talk to both of us about some 
family situations that were occurring in the lives of a few of his students that related to 
how he approached the first day back.  Donald shared that he was not feeling his best 
physically, and Ron agreed that he didn't seem to be his usual self on the podium.  
Donald left and then Ron asked if I had anything I'd like to talk about, so I began to ask 
one of the questions I had from our last conversation in February.  I decided to start the 
recorder and we chatted about student teachers on the podium, edTPA, and teacher 
assessment.   
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As the period was coming to an end, Ron excused himself to take the remaining 
seven minutes of the period to get ready for the next class.  Before he left he asked me, 
"Do you ever wing it?  Please tell me you do."  I responded, "More often than I'd like to 
admit."  But I added that at a certain stage in our careers, we could get away with 
winging it and still be effective.  He nodded from the computer and said he was totally 
unprepared for the day.   
When Donald entered, Ron and I had been sharing our experiences of teacher 
assessment.  Donald picked up on this, and told me he would be teaching the last of his 
edTPA lessons today, a required portfolio assessment for teacher candidates.  I found it 
interesting that he commented that it was just a hoop to jump through, as was our teacher 
assessment, when Ron had just told me Donald had been obsessed with preparing for 
those lessons. 
Ron moved from the lesson template on the computer to the interactive 
whiteboard slide, and turned to Donald and asked, “Wind Ensemble today—Lux?"  He 
nodded and said, yes.  Then Ron asked, "Warm-up today or do you want me to do it?"  
Donald responded, "You can do it."  I was briefly disappointed, but then remembered that 
he was not feeling up to par today, and guessed that was his reason for declining the 
opportunity.  I thought about how I generally negotiated the rehearsal order and events 
with my student teachers, and it was pretty similar to what Ron had just done.   
Two flute players entered the room, and Ron welcomed them as Donald sat at his 
computer.  Ron invited them to sit right in front and asked them about the class they were 
missing for the lesson.  He grabbed a flute and stood behind them, giving them a sheet of 
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warm-ups and embouchure exercises to work through.  Playing along, he took them 
through the page.  Donald got up from his computer and moved over to watch and 
observe.  At one point, he took a flute from one of the students and adjusted it, giving it 
back to her saying, "Make sure your fingers cover the holes."  Ron got the students to 
identify the notes that were most out of tune, and they proceeded to find those and try to 
fix them.  As they worked on tuning, the lesson came to a stop and Donald tried to 
demonstrate/explain why he had adjusted the flute.  He told the students the flute should 
be fully in line, including the foot joint, and Ron jumped in to "veto that" explaining that 
because the pinky is shorter, it is okay to have the foot turned a bit.  He qualified it by 
saying that 1 out of 10 professional flute players might disagree, but the majority would 
concur with him.  I found myself wondering if that was to soften the blow that he had 
made by stepping in and correcting Donald in front of the students.  Ron grabbed a tuner, 
and they all worked on getting centered while Donald drifted off to the office, from the 
sounds of it, to blow his nose.  He came back in, and as one of the students was working 
with the tuner, Ron told her to move her head joint just one millimeter and see what a 
difference it would make with the pitch.  When she played again, it was clearly different 
and he said, “See what happens when you only make a small adjustment—that was what 
Mr. Student Teacher had been trying to tell you."  Even I felt a sense of relief that Ron 
had partially validated Donald after having to correct him a few minutes earlier.  As the 
lesson proceeded, Ron clearly took the lead, and Donald remained seated to the side 
adjacent to the student flute players.  I caught his attention wandering, and wondered if 
he was thinking he ought to be more involved.  He did get up at one point and walked 
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around in a small circle, before returning to his seat.  Toward the end of the lesson, the 
students and Ron were working on sight-reading a trio, and Ron asked the student 
teacher, "Mr. Student Teacher, would you mind conducting us?"  Donald jumped up and 
said, "Yes!  Well, no, I don't mind."  They played again with him conducting, but the 
students still had similar problems.  I suspected that Ron was testing Donald as to how 
well he could conduct and help the students follow their rhythms and find their place in 
the music, especially since we had just talked about that in our conversation.  When the 
lesson closed, Ron talked to the students about the syllabus they would receive in the next 
lesson that would take them to the end of the year.  He described the content and then 
told them to “Vamoose!"  The bell rang a short time later. 
Ron quickly touched base with Donald about when he would be teaching, and 
what groups he would be doing that day.  He expressed to me that it was a weird day for 
me to observe, since they hadn't rotated Donald into all that days lessons yet.  I chatted 
briefly with Donald about some relationships we had in common, and how long he had 
been student teaching, and how long he had left to go.  As we talked, the Wind Ensemble 
students began entering the room.   
Wind Ensemble began with Ron at the podium for warm-up and tuning.  An 
electronic tuning sound, which to me sounded like feedback on an overly loud amp, went 
on in the background for quite some time.  He asked the same question of this group 
about playing over break, and for this band, there was a fewer percentage who raised 
their hands.  In much the same manner as the earlier ensemble, they just ran through the 
first piece on the rehearsal order that was posted on the interactive whiteboard.  It was the 
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same slide as in the morning, but with different pieces listed.  After they finished, he 
talked about a few quick fixes they could make, and they listened attentively, but they 
didn't go back to play anything again.   
The next piece was Donald’s, and before getting on the podium, he talked to the 
first row of flutes, apparently about a part issue, then after shuffling around a bit, he took 
to the podium.  The room was still a bit noisy, but as he looked at an oboist and asked her 
if she had her music, the room quieted down immediately.  They talked a few minutes 
about whether she had looked for it, and the first flute player, who must have been the 
student librarian, left the room to look for an extra part.  Donald quipped that she, the 
oboe player, would just have to sing her part.  A minute later the flute player returned 
with the part and the oboist was able to join in.  Donald was again quite confident with 
his conducting on the podium, and this time, seemed more connected with the students 
musically and visually.  Even though they played like it was the first day after break, he 
continued to encourage them, even speaking a word to the saxes who had some 
particularly difficult low and soft entrances.  All the while, Ron was in the back of the 
room video taping the lesson and adding a running commentary.  I hoped I would get a 
chance to hear some of the feedback, and if not, hoped to get a copy of the tape.  This 
type of feedback was new to me, and something I definitely felt would be good for 
discussion. 
Ron returned to the podium to conduct the last two pieces on the agenda.  After 
going through the first, he gave a few notes for feedback and talked about what they 
would work on next time.  Then they went to the next piece where they started at a 
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trouble spot.  Ron gave some instruction, and they tried the spot.  After doing it 
somewhat unsuccessfully, he gave them some feedback and they tried it again.  Then they 
moved to the beginning of the piece with an instruction not to take any repeats to save 
time for today.  The rehearsal proceeded, with much playing and little talking until the 
end of the period. 
The next lesson was a group of saxophones, and after they got seated, Ron 
questioned Donald as to whether they were doing this lesson together.  Donald jumped up 
and said yes, and Ron asked him if he'd like to start.  They began the lesson, and Ron 
gave feedback to Donald as he was trying to get them to play a low C on their 
instruments.  With some redirection, they began again with Donald leading the lesson.  
Ron sat in the background and I was entertained by watching his facial expressions.  A 
short while into the lesson, Ron pulled out the audio recorder and gave a running 
commentary as he had done during the band rehearsal.  When they finished the first part 
of the warm-up, even though it didn't sound very strong, Donald patted the stand of one 
of the students and told all of them, "Good job!"  I wondered if Ron would comment on 
that later.  The group was a mix of saxophone types, and as they got further into the book, 
the parts differed between them.  Donald turned to Ron to ask about how he should 
handle that.  After a quick consultation, they began again.  Donald conducted along with 
the students, but did not pull out an instrument to play along.  I wondered if this was 
consistent with what Ron did on a regular basis, since I had seen him play along with the 
flute group.  At one point, there was a fingering question, and Donald reached for a 
fingering chart to help the tenor player, and instructed the altos to check with each other 
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about the proper finger to use.  It was clear that Donald was having trouble figuring out 
the fingering chart, and he finally turned to Ron for help.  Ron stepped in quietly and 
assisted.  Once the warm-up was completed, Donald consulted with Ron about what they 
should do next in the lesson, and they agreed to do some of the band music.  Donald 
searched for his score and looked to choose a location to begin.  He suggested they start 
with the hard stuff and end with the easy stuff so they would feel good about themselves.  
Donald did all the typical things a teacher would do, including encouraging students to 
mark music, at one point commenting, "I see blank sheet music, that's not good."  Ron 
collected a few pencils to support his efforts.  He interjected at one point asking the 
students how they would mark their music to ensure they could enter on beat two.  The 
lesson continued with interplay between Ron and Donald.  At the end, Ron took time to 
explain why the tenor sax player was having some issues getting sound related to her 
embouchure and tongue placement.  He demonstrated to Donald how he might get the 
student to respond to the adjustments and then they wrapped things up. 
When the lesson concluded, Ron came over and told me that once again, there 
would be a "free" period because no students had signed up for make-ups due to it being 
the first day after break.  He told me he was going to work on entering grades, and if I 
had any questions, I could just ask.  I told him I would sit and eat my lunch, but I did ask 
him one quick question about the personnel for the groups, and instead of giving me a 
quick answer, he launched into a long story that led from the personnel issues into 
budgeting and work on a new baseball stadium that was donated.  I turned on the recorder 
when I realized I was going to get more of an answer than I anticipated.  Twenty-some 
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minutes later, he finished his answer, and feeling bad for keeping him from his work, I 
sat to eat and chat with Donald a bit. 
Ron was checking email, and at one point he asked me about four area jazz 
directors that I may know, and wondered if I thought they could work well with students, 
as he was planning a festival and was looking for a conductor.  I made my suggestion, 
giving details I knew about the person I recommended and why.  As the period was 
coming to an end, I wanted to get out of Ron’s hair so he could do some work, so I asked 
if I could peek at his "student teacher drawer" that he had mentioned in our first 
conversation in the fall.  He fumbled a bit looking for it, but eventually found where it 
was located, and I perused the material.  I was excited to find some feedback sheets in 
there, and turned them sideways to mark them so I could ask for copies.   
When I had just about finished Ron came back in the office to get prepared for the 
next class.  I requested the location of the nearest restroom and he escorted me there, 
asking Donald to start the lesson while he was gone.  On the way, he stopped at a storage 
area to show me the brand new drum set that had just been donated to the school.  Upon 
arriving at the faculty room, he quickly turned and went back to the band room.  When I 
returned, they were in the midst of another saxophone lesson.  Donald and Ron were 
team teaching again, although Ron took charge a bit.  At several points in the lesson, Ron 
turned to me to ask my opinion of certain tuning procedures and techniques.  The second 
time I was caught off guard, as I was typing, but I quickly responded with an agreement.  
I was pleased that our relationship had progressed to the point that Ron felt he could 
bring me into their community.  When Donald had finished the scale portion of the 
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warm-up and was ready to go on, Ron jumped in to clean up and emphasize a few of the 
points they had missed, in particular, the articulations.  The lesson finished with Ron 
squarely in the lead. 
The next group was trumpet players, and since Donald was a trumpet player, I 
expected that he would teach the lesson and I was not disappointed.  When all but one 
student was seated, he began with a buzzing exercise in which he participated along with 
the students.  He also demonstrated a scale before he had the students play.  Meanwhile, 
Ron was by the sink with a late arriving student who needed to borrow a mouthpiece.  
Two more students trickled in and then the student with the missing mouthpiece was 
finally seated.  Eventually five students were in place for the lesson.  Donald approached 
the lesson with confidence, not once asking Ron for help.  Ron picked up on this 
confidence and went to the computer to do a bit of work while the lesson was going on.  
Donald had each student play scales individually, after having gone through a sheet with 
all of them.  They all played with varying degrees of success, and Donald gave them each 
a few evaluative comments.  Ron moved to a position in the chairs behind the group and 
began taking notes.  Donald had the students shuffle around to work on band music, and 
like in an earlier lesson encouraged the students to take notes in their music.  They kept 
going to different spots in the music, and Donald sometimes played, and sometimes 
listened, giving feedback after each section.  As he was rehearsing a particular section, he 
moved to reach the students at the end of the row who were struggling a bit.  Toward the 
end of the lesson, Donald was experiencing some frustration with a rhythm that none of 
the students were getting right.  He turned to ask for Ron’s help, and Ron quickly took 
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control of the lesson, offering a practice strategy right away.  The lesson ended abruptly 
as the bell rang unexpectedly and the students scurried off. 
The last lesson was one I was really looking forward to observing, as it was the 
final of Donald’s video recorded edTPA lessons.  The edTPA was designed to assess a 
teacher candidate’s readiness to teach and was a new requirement in our state to receive 
initial certification.  A portfolio assessment, the edTPA required teacher candidates to 
submit three video recorded segments of a lesson, lesson plans, student work samples, 
analysis of student learning, and reflective commentaries.  Donald’s edTPA lesson was to 
be in the technology room, as there were too many identifying features in the band room, 
so he went off to prep the area.  One student came in and readied himself for the lesson, 
and a short while later another student came in.  There were supposed to be nine students 
in the group, and Donald had to have at least three for the video.  There was some initial 
debate between Ron and Donald about what to do, and they decided it would be best to 
go ahead with the lesson, but not to worry about taping unless another student wandered 
in.  Donald asked me if I thought he should do the lesson and collect the samples anyway, 
but I didn't feel qualified to answer the question.  Moving into the technology room, I 
noted that he had an agenda on one of the white boards in the front, along with several 
meter indications and groupings in cut time, 5/8, and 9/8.  It really did look like a 
combined instrumental and theory lesson, as Ron had already described to me.  I knew 
that Ron had mixed feelings about how the edTPA was manifesting itself in this 
particular student teacher, and it seemed possible that it might be over-taking its intent.  I 
saw Donald doing everything he could to dot the i's and cross the t's to do what was 
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necessary to pass, but there was never any indication that this might have a positive effect 
on building his teaching skills or the skills of the students.  I wondered if that was part of 
Ron’s concern, as he seemed to want to create meaning out of all the imposed standards, 
while Donald just wanted to jump through the hoops with no intent other than passing the 
assessment.  Do we need to dig deeper into the beginnings of these types of assessments 
to find the original intent to discover its relevance to our teaching practice?  Do we scorn 
these assessments out of fear or lack of understanding?  In practice, we believe them to 
be contrived, and perhaps these types of assessments bump up against the knowing we 
have gained through experience in our unique contexts, giving them such irrelevancy that 
we cannot relate.  With all of this swirling in my mind, the lesson and my day with Ron 
came to a close as Donald scurried off to register for classes and Ron excused himself for 
a meeting.   
Observation Day with Dan—April 23, 2014 
5:00 a.m. came awfully early, and my drive in the dreary, drizzly morning was 
very sleepy.  I stopped at a rest stop briefly to stretch my legs, and then at the last minute, 
I pulled into a gas station before arriving at the school to purchase some caffeine pills to 
ensure I wouldn't drift off while observing.  Dan and I had our first meeting at Tim 
Horton’s, so when I arrived at the campus, I was unsure of which building was the middle 
school and which was the high school.  I parked in the first lot available, and headed to 
what seemed to be the main entrance by the flag.  As I turned the corner, I could finally 
see the sign indicating that this was the high school building.  Another teacher held the 
door open for me, and I headed to the attendance and sign in area.  This system was a 
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little more sophisticated than the day before, as I had to hand over my ID, and then wear 
a sticky badge with my name printed on it (although the machine appeared to be 
malfunctioning, as the first two letters of my name and the school name were missing, 
and there was a blob of whiteness in the middle blocking out the last part of the name of 
my host teacher).  After receiving the badge, the attendance person asked another student 
who was signing in late to show me the way to the band room.  Navigating a school can 
be tricky, so I was thankful for the escort. 
Upon arriving to the band room, I saw a group of young ladies gathered, and one 
of them turned to me and asked in an abrupt, yet friendly way, "Who are you?"  I 
chuckled and answered that I was here to visit Mr. Smith and asked where he might be at 
the moment.  She gestured towards the office, and said I could check there, but she 
thought he might be out on stage.  I headed towards the office to drop my things, and a 
minute later heard the young lady say, "There's a lady in your office looking for you,” 
and then Dan appeared in the doorway.  He greeted me, and we shook hands.  We chatted 
briefly about his rehearsal on the stage in preparation for their evaluation festival the next 
day, and he indicated they would be moving equipment on the stage.  As we spoke, his 
student teacher, Kathryn, came over and he introduced us.  I offered to help move 
equipment, and even though he said he thought his 1st period study hall ladies had it 
under control, I decided to join in anyway.  After showing me the restrooms and the way 
to the auditorium, Dan went off to do errands and I proceeded to the auditorium to see 
what I could do to help.  Not only did I want to help, but I also wanted to avoid the 
awkwardness of sitting around feeling out of place in an unfamiliar situation with 
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unfamiliar students.  While carrying and rolling percussion between the band room and 
the auditorium, I had a nice conversation with Kathryn about where she was in her 
schooling and her application to grad schools.  We talked about the challenges of student 
teaching during festival preparation time, and how that had restricted her time on the 
podium, especially with the top group, but she seemed unconcerned with the situation, 
and I wondered if it was because she had some fears about getting on the podium in the 
first place.  Knowing I would not see her in this position today, I wondered if I would be 
able to ask Dan about how they were navigating through this particular experience. 
After we finished moving the equipment and had our chat, Kathryn went off to 
take care of a few things, and Dan returned to finish tweaking the set up.  I found a seat in 
the auditorium, and waited for the students to arrive.  About 20 minutes later they began 
to trickle in and take their places on the stage.  As the rehearsal was to begin, Dan called 
out, "Ladies, let's hurry up!” and they started their warm-up after instructions that they 
would do the program backwards since they hadn't had time for the last piece in the 
previous rehearsal.  Kathryn entered the auditorium and took a seat midway back to listen 
to the rehearsal. 
After the warm-up and tuning process, Dan positioned himself carefully in the 
front of the stage, gauging his distance from the edge.  After doing so, he shared a story 
with the students about how in his second year of teaching he had misjudged his distance 
and fell of the stage, passed out, broke his glasses, and got a cut on his forehead that 
required three stitches.  The students smiled and chuckled as he laughed about how silly 
he had felt.  After that moment of ice breaking, they launched into their first piece.  As 
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they played, Dan shouted out instruction and encouragement, and when they were done, 
he highlighted areas where they needed improvement.  He fielded some questions from 
the students, including a question about whether or not they would get the top rating at 
the festival.  He cautioned the students about putting over-emphasis on the rating, saying 
he understood why they would ask the question, but that he could not predict the 
outcome, and they should just go out and do their best.  He did tell them he felt that they 
were on track for a top rating, but there was just no way to guarantee that.  As they 
played their second piece, I found myself imagining what I would tell them if I was their 
judge.  I wondered if Dan would ask for my feedback at all, or if I would remain in the 
background.  He hadn't introduced me to the group as Ron did, and it was probably 
largely my fault, as I indicated that I just wanted to be a "fly on the wall" and not "get in 
the way."  If someone was in my classroom space as I was in the midst of a particularly 
intense preparation for performance, feeling the presence of an outsider watching might 
lead me to be too self-conscious to open up to any comments.  I was impressed at the 
back and forth between the students and Dan, as he again fielded questions and 
comments when the second piece came to its end.  At the conclusion of the rehearsal, he 
asked the students to take out their itineraries for the next day so they could go over the 
logistics.  There was some argument about what he had said the day before in terms of 
changing into concert clothes.  Many of the girls were upset that they could not change at 
the festival, but Dan was insistent that they go prepared to play so once they arrived at the 
school, they could focus on their performance, not on finding locations to change.  More 
uproar ensued as they discussed a Sunday performance time.  Just as the students were 
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readying to leave the rehearsal, Dan checked the time and discovered they had three 
minutes left, so he asked them to take out the march so they could at least start it.  They 
played for just the first 16 bars or so, and then he dismissed them.  They left much more 
quickly than they had come, and with a lot more commotion and noise.  I immediately 
pictured my own rehearsals and how similar that process was to begin and end a 
rehearsal.  As the hubbub died down, Dan spent a few minutes with a young clarinetist 
who was distressed about her poor tone quality.  After hearing her for a few seconds, he 
suggested she take in more mouthpiece, and the squeaky tone quality disappeared after 
she took that suggestion.  They chatted quietly for a few minutes on stage, as he talked to 
her about the schedule and asked if she was okay with all of it.  I suspected she was one 
of the students who had loudly protested about the Sunday time commitment and the next 
day's changing routine. 
After the rehearsal ended, we moved back into the band room where Kathryn was 
already busy at the computer and we talked a bit about the band's performance and Dan 
shared some info about the preparation relative to some individual students.  As the 
conversation continued, Kathryn jumped in to express her surprise at the outburst 
regarding Sunday's performance since they had talked about it repeatedly in rehearsal the 
weeks prior.  Dan laughed and said he wasn't surprised at all, and I imagined I would 
have the same response after years of experience dealing with students.   
When Dan returned from running some errands, he and Kathryn checked the 
lesson schedule to see who was supposed to be in the classroom at that time.  Kathryn 
reported that one of the students was absent, and the other student said he couldn't miss 
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his Advanced Placement (AP) class that period.  So Dan and I sat down to talk while 
Kathryn continued to do work, at one point entering the practice room to play her flute.  
As Dan and I talked, I found so many similarities to his reality, mine, and the other 
participants in the study.  I shared some of the details of my observation of Ron and of 
my own experience, and I felt for the first time that I was having a real conversation with 
Dan instead of an interview session.  Realizing we had only met on one other occasion, I 
was grateful that we had so much in common to drive our conversation. 
During the next period, again, no students showed up, and Dan and Kathryn 
shared their observation that Wednesdays were tough days for lessons, as many of the 
top-level students taking a heavy load of courses were scheduled for this day.  These 
students were also some of the best musicians, and this launched our conversation into 
the idea of knowing all of our students, and being able to adjust to who and where they 
were relative to music.  I thought about how this thread seemed to bind the participants of 
this study together, and that maybe this was a critical factor in wanting to become a 
cooperating teacher. 
At the end of this second period of time to communicate, suddenly a group of 
students burst into the room carrying lunch trays.  Dan explained that due to a renovation 
of the kitchen and cafeteria area, the school principal had asked him to host students in 
his room during this particular lunch period.  Even though the cafeteria was now 
complete, Dan indicated that the students had begged to be allowed to continue to come 
to his room.  These were students in the vocational school program, not in band, but Dan 
gave in and let them create a home in his space.  They were clearly comfortable being 
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themselves, as one young lady launched into a string of expletives when another student's 
drink leaked all over her.  Dan smiled and made a little face, while I tried not to look too 
surprised and uncomfortable.  We reflexively got up and moved to the office, where Dan 
shared a story with me about this student.  She had gotten in the face of another male 
student, and when this student walked away, she chased him down, ready for a fight.  
Dan tried to block her way out of the room, but she pushed him aside.  He followed and 
watched as she eventually calmed and the event was avoided.  The next day she came in 
and asked him for a hug, and thanked him for what he tried to do.  Dan acknowledged 
that he liked the young lady, and knew she struggled with anger, and felt he could be a 
positive force for her without constantly abrading her for her language.  I was impressed 
by his tolerance, and again, by his compassion for and understanding of students. 
After moving into his office, Dan told me that he and Kathryn really needed to 
catch up, as she had some questions to ask him for her block report, and I reiterated that I 
didn't want to interfere with the business of the day, but I asked if I could stay and listen.  
They talked briefly about logistics for the next rehearsal, and then she began her 
questions.  Her first question was regarding how Dan handled communicating with 
parents, and I quickly recognized this as the list of questions given to all student teachers 
at The College to ask when they were out student teaching.  The questions mostly 
covered the organizational and administrative components of the school system and 
community, and while important to understand for student teachers, were very specific to 
that school district.  I munched on part of my lunch while they talked, and although I was 
dying to comment on parts of their conversation, I didn't want to distract Dan from the 
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task at hand.  After a time, the bell rang, and Kathryn expressed her surprise that the 
period was already over.  They both got up to prepare for the rehearsal that would be in 
the auditorium that period. 
I moved with them to take my seat in the auditorium and watched as the students 
slowly entered.  These students were clearly different than the ones earlier in the day, and 
rehearsal began from a much more relaxed place, with the students focusing much more 
quickly.  Dan started with the warm-up and tuning, and then told a story about a 
Broadway show he attended, relating the relaxed control of the singing of one of the leads 
to the reserved, yet energetic sound his students had used during the warm-up.  The 
structure of the rehearsal was very similar to the one I had seen earlier.  These were more 
advanced students, and Dan still allowed the give and take between pieces.  At the end of 
the period, when they had finished their long and difficult piece, Dan just said, "Yeah!" a 
sentiment that was echoed from the group.  They all quickly took off to make it to their 
next class as Dan shouted out a reminder of the schedule for Friday's festival. 
As we walked back to the band room, I asked Kathryn what would come next.  
She told me it was lunchtime, and that they would go to the teachers’ room for that.  I 
was immediately grateful that there would be a break in the day, and was glad I had only 
eaten part of my lunch during our time in the office earlier.  So many band teachers seem 
to eschew the idea of an actual lunch period, sacrificing their time for the students, and 
since I am not in that category, I felt some sense of validation when Dan and I talked 
afterwards about how much we both valued that time in our day.  I shared that when my 
student teachers would learn that we would eat lunch in the staff room, they were often 
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horrified, having been told in college to avoid that room like the plague because only 
teachers with an axe to grind would frequent that location.  They were always surprised at 
how enjoyable the time was, and Dan and I agreed that not only was it a time to regroup 
and have adult conversation, but it was also an important time for us to build 
relationships with other teachers across the building.   
Our after lunch conversation led to additional discussion about how our views of 
teaching had shifted over the years, from the traditional ultimate control of the band room 
and music by the director, to a more student centered approach.  Dan shared that he had a 
life-altering shift after a recent divorce and remarriage—a shift that caused him to look at 
himself and his life differently.  He had admitted a need for therapy to address the issues 
of control that he felt, and although he said in the past he would have never turned in that 
direction, he seemed truly unapologetic and even enthusiastic about its benefits.  I agreed 
that it was human to want to resist outside help, and especially for band directors, we 
always seemed to want to go it alone, feeling it would be a weakness to ask for help.  I 
shared that I felt most good teachers would experience a paradigm shift away from 
directing and conducting being the primary focus, to the relationships we build with the 
students.  In this area I think Dan and I are kindred spirits, and while I respect and admire 
Ron and Mark, I know I could never be that dedicated or committed.  Or at least, I would 
not feel the same intensity of obligation to the program that they clearly feel.  Both are in 
the latter parts of their career, and I know they both do it because they love what they do, 
or they would have left the profession already.  It just demonstrated how success could 
mean different things to different people, and how the context of the situation would 
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shape each person's professional development differently.  It made me wonder what 
experiences had influenced our development as cooperating teachers.  How had Ron, 
Mark, and Dan navigated the professional knowledge landscape?  How had this 
landscape shaped them and how had they shaped the landscape?  How could our 
experiences be shared in community in a way that would honor our individual and 
distinct practices?  So many questions kept cropping up about our relationships within the 
knowledge community.  It almost seemed overwhelming. 
The lesson after lunch was supposed to be a flute group, but two of the students 
were on a field trip, and both Dan and Kathryn agreed that the third would never come to 
the lesson alone.  So feeling like I must be getting in the way of Dan’s time to accomplish 
various tasks, I released him from our conversation and excused myself to the band room 
to do my own reflecting.  I didn’t know what, if any, lesson would be next, and I was 
disappointed that I might not see a teaching and feedback cycle with Kathryn, but I guess 
this is really what it means to be in the midst and in the reality of a particular situation or 
context.  At least I have had some time to talk to Dan and build our relationship beyond 
our initial interview.  I think Dan felt bad also, and he asked more than once how long I 
wanted to stay.  I had planned to be here for the whole day, but admittedly, I was finding 
myself thinking about the long drive home, and how nice it would be to get back early 
and spend time with my family on what is supposed to be my break from school.  But, as 
it turned out, a student arrived for a lesson.   
The student came in and got her instrument and music and then sat down to wait 
for the lesson.  Kathryn was typing at the computer, and after a time, she turned around 
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and commented that maybe the others in the group were not going to show up.  She 
looked towards the office where Dan was talking to an unseen person in the hall outside 
his office, then referred to a large binder on the table.  She attempted to adjust the 
interactive whiteboard to display the day's lesson, and expressed some frustration that it 
wasn't working and abandoned the immediate effort.  She spent a moment asking the 
student where they should be in the book and what they had done the week before.  She 
then asked the student if Dan played along during the lesson, but when the student said 
yes, but on baritone and not trombone, Kathryn turned away from the stash of teaching 
instruments and sat back down saying she didn't have to learn that instrument in college.  
She stalled again, moving to shut the band room door that opened to the hall.  It became 
clear that this was not a group that she was really teaching, and that she was just covering 
for Dan, hoping he would soon take over.  Although she asked the student about starting 
with some "lip slurs or something," the student began with what seemed to be an etude.  
It was clear from her sound that she could have used the warm-up time.  Response was 
not there and she was not confident in her technique.  When she got to the end, Kathryn 
commented about the musicality of the end and how there should really be a ritardando 
there to bring it to a close.  I thought back to my conversation with Ron about how 
student teachers often don't know what to address or how to address it, so they just ignore 
it and go on.  My co-op teacher instinct wanted to jump in and help, as it was clear that 
Kathryn did not know what to do with this student and I could sense her discomfort.  
Finally, she got up to go to the file drawer next to the office, and I thought maybe she did 
so in part to get Dan’s attention in the hopes he would come to her rescue.  She was 
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partly successful, because Dan finished his hallway conversation, but he did not 
immediately enter the room, and she did not produce any material from the drawer.  I 
recognized so many of the signs I had seen in my student teachers, and even in myself 
when I didn't know what to say to a particular student.  Filler phrases, like, "I was going 
to say something, but I can't remember what" (followed by a long pause), "Do you ever 
use vibrato?" (when the tone itself is not strong), and others.  At least she wasn't over-
talking like many student teachers tend to do.  After four or five times through the same 
short etude, she went to the interactive whiteboard and pulled up Smart Music, a play-
along software program.  The computer was slow, and Kathryn expressed frustration 
again, that the student echoed, about how slow the Internet was here in the school.  She 
finally found a piece, apparently not one they were working on, but she commented that 
although she didn't know what the baritone part looked like, it was a really cool piece.  
She started the program and the young student did her best to follow along.  I wondered if 
this was standard practice for the lesson, or if it was because Dan wasn't there.  Again, 
the cooperating teacher in me wanted to ask, “What is the point of this lesson?  What did 
you want to accomplish?  What skills did you reinforce or establish?”  Would Dan ask 
the same questions?  Would he normally watch her the entire time?  Was this just part of 
the Wednesday lesson thing they had described?  The piece lasted eight minutes or so, 
and when it was over, Kathryn asked the student if there was anything she wanted to go 
over or re-try, but the answer was negative.  So Kathryn pulled up another piece on Smart 
Music, most likely to kill the rest of the time in the lesson.  After pulling up several 
pieces that were too hard for the student, I finally spoke up and suggested the Alfred 
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Reed arrangement of Greensleeves that had a nice baritone solo at the beginning.  
Kathryn asked the student if she wanted to play that, and she nodded, so they spent the 
last three minutes of the lesson doing the beginning of the piece.  I really tried to temper 
my judgment of Dan for not coming to the rescue with the fact that he was facing the 
state evaluation festival over the next two days with his bands. 
As I reflected on the day, and our conversations, I started to get a clearer picture 
of the landscape on which Dan operates every day.  His frequent stories about talking to 
administrators in defense of his program seemed to be an important element of his basic 
philosophy.  He seemed to understand the importance of consistent advocation, even 
away from times of dire need and stress.  I couldn’t help but wonder if these references 
were picked up by his student teachers, and if it had any influence on they way they may 
eventually approach their own professional landscapes.  He told many stories of how his 
philosophy impacted his teaching.  He shared that he really saw many non-musical 
benefits to participation in music, and I recalled that during our first conversation, he 
mentioned the same ideas.  Like me, Dan has realized over his career that it is not just 
about teaching music to young musicians, it is about teaching and knowing students who 
have some passion or love for music, and meeting them where they are. 
The end of the day was fast approaching and there were so many questions about 
being a co-op that I still wanted to ask.  In particular, I wondered what Dan’s student 
teaching experience had been like.  However, the day ended and the question went 
unasked.  I decided to send him a list of follow up questions via email once the week had 
passed and he could answer without being caught up in his upcoming performances.  As I 
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drove home, I couldn't help but think back to my own student teaching experience, and it 
was with great discomfort that I realized what I had just observed was exactly what had 
happened to me.  When I student taught, the high school band was preparing for festival, 
and so I barely got any podium time with them.  I had one day in which my co-op was 
absent at his brother's wedding, and I remember being so excited for that one day.  
Kathryn had gotten three days to get on the podium when Dan was sick, and I wondered 
if she reveled in the time, or was reluctant to take on the band without him.  It also struck 
me that what I observed in the last lesson was pretty close to my own experience with the 
middle school students when I student taught.  The band director went into his office, and 
I was left alone to do the teaching.  I was very confident (maybe overly so) and I don't 
remember the feelings of desperation that Dan’s student teacher clearly felt, but I do 
remember feeling resentful that I was not being observed or getting any feedback.  
Suddenly, the commonalities I had felt between Dan and me were becoming a reason to 
question my own value as an educator.  How could I reconcile our seemingly similar 
philosophies with what I had witnessed today?  Dan was entering the evaluation festival 
short of three students who were going on an art field trip, and he seemed to accept this 
without distress.  Had he tried to work with the art teachers to reach a compromise?  Or 
had he let the pendulum swing so far from control that he was sacrificing the quality of 
his program?  His concert was taking place on a Sunday due to athletic contests.  Was 
this a good thing because it freed students to do both, or was he just being run over by the 
athletic director because he perceived a new weakness in Dan?  If we were so similar, 
what did that say about my own teaching?  Had I let my own standards slip in favor of 
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catering to the students? 
I realized that Dan was dealing with a much different culture and community than 
the others in the study.  While the budget constraints for my school have been limited, 
and are relatively fresh for Ron and Mark, Dan has spent many more years watching his 
program decline due to budget and scheduling conflicts.  His road was much rougher than 
ours, and I was reluctant to judge, but I couldn’t help question if he had lost some of the 
integrity of his program, as well as his own integrity. 
Dan responded to my follow up email with some brief replies to my questions, 
certainly not enough information to be useful for the study.  He indicated that both bands 
got Silver ratings, and that he was happy with that.  However, after this email, he stopped 
responding to any of the other requests to meet at the end of the year.  I feared his voice 
would be absent in many aspects of my project.  Finally, in an email response to some 
interim texts, Dan shared that his new wife was 39 weeks pregnant and expecting any 
day.  This gave me new insight as to his absence from much of the study, as she would 
have been newly pregnant when I visited him in April.  For an older man at the end of his 
career with an already grown son, this must have been life changing in every respect.  
The Bumpy Parts 
Finding the time to meet as a knowledge community turned out to be the most 
challenging aspect of this study.  I had originally planned for us all to meet once per week 
during the student teaching practicum, but since my participants did not have student 
teachers at the same time, I decided to stretch things out to encompass the entire school 
year.  Based on their geography, I determined we would have to find some alternate ways 
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of meeting, since physically coming together would be difficult, if not impossible.  Since 
Ron, Mark, and I were in the same zone, I assumed they would be chaperoning for a 
festival that was occurring the first weekend in November.  After contacting them for 
confirmation, we agreed to meet on the Saturday morning after the zone meeting.  I was 
hoping to have Dan join us via Skype, but his schedule would not permit that.  I 
proceeded anyway, wanting to take advantage of this time that three of us would be 
together.  I had told Dan I would send to him the transcript of the meeting so that he 
could add any comments afterwards.  I did send it to him a few days later, and he 
responded that he had received it and would get to it as soon as he could, but he never 
responded further. 
Prior to the first meeting, I had asked my participants to sign up for Edmodo, an 
educational website resembling Facebook, that was password protected.  I had hoped that 
we could use this forum as a sort of journaling outlet.  My goal was to post certain 
questions or scenarios and ask for their responses.  However, only Mark activated his 
account, and after several requests for the other two to join, I abandoned the effort.  They 
suggested that email was the best means of communication, so I agreed.  Several times 
over the course of the school year I sent out questions or prompts for comment.  Ron was 
the most faithful in responding, and the most detailed, while Mark and Dan were more 
inconsistent.  I had also asked the three of them to take the Mentoring Profile Inventory 
(Clarke, 2012) to use as a conversation starter for our first meeting.  Ron completed the 
profile and gave me a copy, but Mark indicated that he had started to do it and never 
finished.  Since Dan did not join us for this first meeting, I never asked him about it and 
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he did not share it with me. 
Sensing that things were going to be difficult in terms of meeting in person, I 
suggested that we try Skype.  I already had an account, but I upgraded it to include 
multiple participants and tested it out in mid-November to be sure that it worked.  I sent 
an email to everyone asking for their Skype addresses, or if they did not have a Skype 
account, asking them to set one up.  Ron immediately threw up roadblocks, saying he did 
not have time to figure out how to create an account.  In an effort to help him out, I timed 
myself creating an account, which took just over two minutes, and I sent him that 
information along with detailed instructions.  Dan told me he only had access to a school 
computer, and relayed to me that his IT department told him that it did not have Skype 
capabilities.  Mark had not responded at all, but I dropped the idea since Dan was 
definitely unable to make use of it.  It seemed as if we would never find a means to meet 
together physically or virtually. 
There was to be another zone festival in late January, and hoping to recreate the 
same scenario as before, I contacted everyone to try and set something up.  Initially, all 
agreed to meet on Friday afternoon, but due to a snow day just before the festival, Ron’s 
school schedule was changed and he was not able to come Friday.  Mark wasn’t able to 
come on Saturday at all, and even though Dan had said he would consider traveling to us, 
he was unable to come.  Rather than waste the opportunity to be in the same place at the 
same time, I decided to go ahead and set up conversations with Mark and Ron separately. 
Knowing that both Ron and Mark were presenting at the band directors 
conference in March, I had hoped that would be an event that would bring us all together.  
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Again, it was not to be.  Ron’s presentation was on Friday night, but he would be coming 
in with his group and then leaving with them immediately after the performance, so I 
would not get any opportunity to meet with him.  Dan was not planning to attend the 
conference at all.  Mark’s presentation was Friday morning, and he was planning to leave 
with his band afterwards, but he was returning on Saturday to help chaperone the honor 
band students.  Not wanting to miss an opportunity to get to know him better, we set up a 
time on Saturday afternoon to have some conversation. 
Feeling a bit desperate that we had not yet had a full meeting of the knowledge 
community, I asked everyone about the possibility of a group phone call.  I had installed 
the Tape-a-Call app on my phone, and knew that it would allow for multiple calls on my 
particular phone.  Trying to find a time to have this joint call was like trying to put 
together pieces of different puzzles.  Nothing seemed to fit.  Contrary to his initial 
indications, Mark was only willing to meet before school or during school hours due to 
evening family commitments.  Ron was so busy at school that he could not meet during 
the day, and his before school was too early for Mark.  At this point, I was having 
difficulty getting any kind of response from Dan, but since I could not get the other two 
to agree, it seemed pointless to keep pursuing Dan.  At least I knew I would see Ron and 
Dan the following month for the observations, so I turned my focus on that. 
Ron had suggested that things might slow down for him in June, and knowing that 
Dan and I would also have similar slower schedules at the high school due to exams, I 
had some renewed hope that we could at least meet via conference call.  When I realized 
I could do this via Skype, I immediately contacted everyone for a common time.  Since 
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Mark had always indicated that during the school day was his preference, I hoped that 
even though his students would still be in classes he would still be willing to meet at this 
time of year.  After some back and forth, Mark and Ron agreed on a common time.  I had 
not heard from Dan, so I set the time according to what worked for the rest of us and sent 
it out to everyone.  Finally, Dan responded and indicated he would be proctoring at that 
time.  Once again, the full group would not be there, but I proceeded to meet with the 
other two, anyway, not wanting to go back to the drawing board for a common time. 
The day of the meeting came, and I decided to execute the call from my school 
because I had to proctor in the afternoon.  I successfully connected to Ron via Skype, and 
then a few minutes later I was able to connect to Mark.  After doing the introductions, 
Ron’s call was lost.  I reconnected with him, but no sooner had he rejoined the 
conversation than Mark’s call was dropped.  I tried several times, unsuccessfully, to 
redial him, getting only an operator message that the number was unavailable.  I talked 
with Ron for about twenty minutes, and then we decided to try again the following week.  
For that attempt, I stayed home where the network and bandwidth would be more 
reliable. 
On June 22, 2014, excited and nervous, I sat down at my home computer to begin 
our group call via Skype.  First I dialed Mark, and after a few tense moments he picked 
up with a bright and cheery voice.  One successful connection.  I greeted Mark and asked 
him to hold on while we tried to connect with Ron.  After a few rings, he answered and it 
seemed like we were going to be good to go.  I had not heard from Dan one way or the 
other, so I decided to try his number just in case he might be available.  As Ron and Mark 
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listened in, we heard the electronic voice of Dan’s voice mail.  I was momentarily 
embarrassed for him, and for me.  It was almost symbolic of Dan’s disconnection from 
the group, and even though I had a hundred simultaneous thoughts about what I could 
have done better to incorporate him into the knowledge community I knew I needed to 
just move on with Ron and Mark. 
Despite the challenges of the conference call, we had a wonderful discussion.  I 
got more and more excited as we kept talking, and found myself wishing that we had 
more time like this.  I don’t know what had opened the floodgates, whether it was the 
lightened load at the end of the year, or whether we had just finally gotten to the point in 
our relationship that we could comfortably talk not just about what was, but what could 
be.  When Mark had to excuse himself for his meeting, I was saddened that our time had 
come to an end.  But at the same time, I was elated at the success of the conversation.  
Perhaps there was some hope for knowledge communities to be formed intentionally 
around the commonality of being a cooperating teacher.  In spite of our busy schedules at 
school and our personal commitments, maybe persistence could win out in the end to 
create long-lasting bonds that encouraged the continued sharing of stories.   
This was to be our last opportunity to meet, and even though we had talked about 
trying to meet over the summer, the reality of finishing the project overtook me, and I 
decided that it was time to leave the field.  Because Ron, Mark, and Dan all knew each 
other, there was already some connection there, and I had made it a point in each 
conversation to retell the stories they had told me so the experiences could be shared in 
that way.  The two times that Mark, Ron, and I met helped to unify our relationship 
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somewhat, and allowed for the creation of a space for sharing.  Especially during the final 
meeting, things really started to click between us, and I was a bit sad that the study was 
coming to an end, but hopeful that my persistence had broken through the challenges 
enough to create a long lasting relationship.  Knowing the project had not gone according 
to plan bothered me somewhat, but I had many similarly insightful conversations with 
each participant, so I turned toward creating a final text, laying our stories side by side.   
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SCHOOL CLIMATE AND THE POLITICS OF EDUCATION:  AN ENTR’ACTE 
In the previous section, I described the participants in this study and how we 
began to tell and retell our stories of experience.  Being true to the three-dimensional 
inquiry space, I tried to portray each participant within the social and temporal 
dimensions of his school context; for example, I gave details about the community in 
which the school was located, how the band program was organized, and the types of 
classes and students the teacher saw each day.  Those aspects of context were directly 
observable.  However, as we became more comfortable sharing stories within our 
knowledge community, the professional knowledge landscape—the context for our 
work—became mapped in greater detail.  The participants told stories of how an 
economic downturn had caused budget and program cuts, and how new student testing 
procedures were time consuming with seemingly little benefit to our music programs.  
These stories of context were less directly observable.  They were about political 
decisions made far away from our schools, yet the decisions had impacted our daily 
experiences and that impact was felt in the climate of our schools.  
Teacher Evaluation and the Common Core   
In some of our conversations, we shared stories of how our districts were 
approaching assessment and student learning objectives (SLOs), as well as how these 
were enacted in our classrooms.  Based on the Common Core State Standards Initiative, 
an SLO was an academic goal that a teacher set for students at the beginning of a school 
year.  Although they were initially intended as a measure of student growth, they became 
used as a value-added measure in teacher evaluation.  Essentially, a percentage of each 
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teacher’s effectiveness was judged by how many students were able to meet or exceed the 
goal.  There were standardized tests for mathematics and English Language Arts (ELA), 
by which mathematics and English teachers were judged, but music was a non-tested 
subject.  In some school districts the evaluation for teachers of non-tested subjects was 
tied to student scores on one these two standardized tests, but in other school districts, 
teachers of non-tested subjects were allowed to create their own SLOs and assessments.  
Connected to stories of SLOs were stories of state-mandated annual professional 
performance reviews (APPR).  At the time of this inquiry, teachers’ effectiveness was 
determined based on the following formula:  20% of the evaluation came from a student 
growth score based on an SLO and approved growth model; 20% came from other locally 
selected measures of student growth; and 60% came from standards-based evaluation 
through observation by principals and other administrators.  Among school districts in 
our state, non-tested subjects were treated unevenly; consequently, many teachers had 
become skeptical about evaluation procedures.  The teachers in our knowledge 
community struggled with the time-consuming nature of creating and administering 
student growth measures, the validity of those measures, and whether those measures 
provided subject-specific diagnostic information that was relevant to our teaching. 
Mark was able to create his own SLOs, and it was no surprise that he designed a 
measure that would take limited time from his rehearsal.  He explained, “And then this 
Friday we have to give our SLO test and that will take 4 minutes, and that’s it, because 
we’re not going to waste a whole rehearsal giving an SLO test.  The kids will come to 
rehearsal, the [multiple choice] test will be on their stands, there will be a pencil there, 
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and all they have to do is go through it and fill in what they think are the right answers.”  
Everything about Mark’s test was efficient from its form to its execution, yet there was 
intent for the content of the test to be relevant to his music classroom.  However, a 
district data manager told Mark that the results needed to be understood by a non-
musician.  In essence, there was a conflict between Mark’s desire for the test to contain 
music content, and the district’s desire to obtain measurable, understandable data from 
which to evaluate Mark.  I shared Mark’s disdain for the idea that the test should be 
dumbed down just for data distribution, thus making it a completely futile exercise.  
Although Mark had made an effort to do what was necessary, his plans bumped up 
against administrative demands resulting in his decision to dig his heels in and keep the 
same test, anyway, regardless of the consequences.  Mark felt strongly that his students 
were best served by having rehearsal time, and he felt his time should be spent preparing 
for rehearsal rather than on designing and administering assessments. 
Referring to the first year of SLOs, Ron commented, “Last year we were funneled 
like everybody else—the board of cooperative education told us what we were going to 
do and it was ridiculous.”  I thought it was ironic that without knowing about the conduit 
as a funnel, Ron had chosen that language to characterize his feelings about student 
assessment.  Ron was frustrated by a lack of meaningful, subject-specific content in the 
SLOs and assessments, which prompted him to plead with his administration for a music 
performance-based test.  He was challenged to defend his reasoning for giving a 
performance assessment rather than a pencil and paper assessment.  Drawing on his past 
use of the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale (Watkins, 1954), Ron was able to 
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convince his administrators that it would be a valid and reliable assessment to measure 
student growth.  Ron was desperately trying to keep the focus of assessment on 
diagnosing student growth in music, when the real point of any of the required 
assessments was to judge the effectiveness (or ineffectiveness) of teachers.   
Perhaps most difficult were the formal lesson plans and prompt questions that 
Ron was required to submit in advance of his standards-based observation.  Each task in 
his lesson plan had to be attached to a state or national standard, and a specified number 
of standards had to be addressed in each plan.  Ron remarked that, in the previous year, it 
had taken him 8 to 10 hours to fill in the online forms and gather all the materials.  This 
preparation took much more time than it would normally take to plan for a week’s worth 
of lessons, let alone a single class period.  However, Ron wanted to make the effort to 
plan a meaningful class even though it might have been easier just to check the boxes and 
teach a lesson that would fit the model presented.  Ron’s district required that he use 
certain instructional strategies during the lesson.  He explained, “We’re supposed to 
question 60% of the kids individually in the class, and then give them wait time of 4 to 7 
seconds before we take the response.”  I remarked that this type of questioning could 
consume the majority of the class period when over one hundred students are enrolled in 
a single band.  Ron agreed, and he thought the administration might give him some 
leeway if he could show them the math.  Still there were other strategies, like bell ringers 
and ticket out activities that were expected.  These instructional strategies were designed 
for the traditional classroom, and they were unwieldy for a large rehearsal setting.   
For Dan, time did not seem to be as much of an issue.  At the forefront of his 
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concerns about assessment and evaluation was the removal of teacher creativity and what 
he described as “roboticizing” education, forcing all teachers to fit a mold.  He articulated 
what the others may have felt regarding teacher evaluation when he asserted that many of 
the concepts pushed by administrators, like differentiated instruction, cooperative 
learning, and authentic assessment were already being practiced in the music classroom.  
He firmly believed that music was a place for all students, no matter their academic 
ability; in fact, he believed that some students would succeed in music more than they did 
in other academic classrooms.  Dan still felt that he had more control over pedagogy and 
curriculum in his music classroom than did his colleagues in traditional academic areas.  
He did experience some doubt when it came to formulating lesson plans to be submitted 
in advance of his observation and he sheepishly admitted that he needed to draw on his 
fellow teachers for advice and direction in this area.  As an advocate for music education 
holding onto his beliefs, Dan wanted to ignore as much of the teacher evaluation process 
as he could, “shedding the garbage” and attending to what he felt was more important.   
I was able to ignore most of the issues surrounding performance evaluations 
because my district had decided to tie music teacher evaluation to the students’ English 
Language Arts (ELA) test scores.  I found the assumption that my effectiveness as a 
teacher in a music classroom could be assessed via my students’ scores on their ELA 
exams to be ridiculous.  Furthermore, I was rated “effective” rather than “highly 
effective” because the English teachers in my building had not met their SLO.  Yet, I 
took some comfort in the fact that I could continue on in my classroom as I had before, 
focusing on providing a solid music education to my students.  This complacency has 
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allowed me to continue on in my classroom as if nothing was different, but when I moved 
outside my classroom, I still lived in a climate where teachers were the bad guys.  I still 
felt helplessness when I watched our governor and state legislators wrest control of 
education out of the hands of teachers unions and into the hands of the state.  In truth, it 
seemed that it might not be possible for music teachers, or teachers in any of the non-
tested areas, to continue on as if nothing was different.  
Although we all had concerns about how our effectiveness was being evaluated, 
we were less concerned with our rating than with how new assessments affected our 
instructional time and whether the new assessments provided a diagnostic benefit for our 
work with individual students.  Sharing our stories together in our knowledge community 
allowed us to raise concerns about a process that we knew to be flawed, and a process 
that did not recognize teachers as knowledgeable professionals.  Our years in the 
classroom giving formal and informal assessments gave us a knowledge base from which 
we could draw.  However, the performance evaluation and testing standards thrown at us 
from the conduit, without any room for our own input, caused all of us to struggle to 
reconcile our understanding of how to assess students’ growth in music with an untenable 
system of judging teacher effectiveness.  
Ironically, even as we were telling stories of creating SLOs, administering 
assessments, and preparing reams of paperwork for observations by our administrators, 
we were in the midst of living new stories about the evaluation of our teaching 
effectiveness.  New laws were being passed that 50% of each teacher’s effectiveness 
score would come from state-approved student-growth measures, and an outside rater 
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(not the school principal) would be engaged to provide a portion of the standards-based 
evaluation.  Among parents in our school districts, concern and even agitation grew about 
how much instructional time was lost to testing, and whether the content of tests was 
developmentally appropriate for their children.  Among the state legislators who voted 
for these new laws, there seemed to be a general lack of awareness about the content of 
the new law, as well as ignorance for the everyday lives of teachers and students.  What 
was communicated clearly from government leaders and policy makers, however, was 
that teachers and schools were failing.   
School Budget and Program Cuts 
In the years immediately preceding this study, overall economy in our state 
reduced school budgets.  School districts like mine, with a high property tax base, have 
felt the effects less than districts in urban and rural areas of the state.  The cuts to school 
programs that ensued affected nearly all academic disciplines, and many school music 
departments lost full-time teaching positions and program funding.  As Mark, Dan, and 
Ron told their stories about the effects of budget cuts in their school districts, I became 
acutely aware of the differences in our situations.  I felt guilty that I had been relatively 
sheltered from the storm, yet I also was glad that my school district provided resources, 
and I had not experienced the stress of staffing and program cuts that the others had 
experienced.   
Dan shared that, in 2008, his program was reduced from two bands to one band, 
and from two instrumental teachers to one.  Since that time, the second band was 
reinstated, but not the second band instructor, leaving him as the only band director at the 
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high school.  Dan indicated, “When those cuts were put into place, they were broad-based 
reductions, from the top on down.  From the bus drivers to the custodians to the support 
staff as well as all the academic areas.  So it wasn’t that the electives were targeted, and it 
was clear that [the cuts were] difficult for the administrators.”  Dan believed that the 
administrators in his district recognized the positive aspects of the music programs at the 
same time they were being forced to reduce programs overall.  It was a challenging 
situation that had put him on the defensive to advocate for his program as much as he 
could. 
In contrast, Mark was more proactive about advocacy—he saw it as a way to 
stave off potential cuts in programming.  Mark shared that, over the years, he and his 
colleagues had built up a network of parents who would attend school board meetings 
and thank them for the various musical opportunities that their children received.  During 
the previous school year, when a new superintendent had tried to cut the music program, 
Mark and his colleagues sent an email out to over 5,000 parents, 400 of whom showed up 
at a school board meeting to successfully fight against the cuts.  At the time of our 
conversations, Mark’s district was facing a 3 million dollar shortfall in their budget, and 
he was disdainful of what he perceived to be wasteful spending.  “It’s amazing what’s 
allowed to go on here in my district.  Yesterday, all the 6th graders all went skating for 
three periods.  Skating—at the local ice rink.  Transported there by district buses.”  Mark 
was prompted to write to his district administrator suggesting elimination of overtime pay 
for the high school’s auditorium supervisor.  Mark believed the auditorium supervisor 
was pushing work to evening hours in order to earn overtime pay, when most tasks could 
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realistically be accomplished during the school day.  Although Mark felt he would be 
accused by the auditorium supervisor of “taking bread out of his kid’s mouths,” Mark 
believed that if budget cuts were a necessity, administrators should try to make those cuts 
in areas that would have the least impact on school programming and students. 
Ron saw tremendous inequity in a situation they had experienced in his school—
he said jokingly that his story trumped Mark’s ice skating story.  A graduate of Ron’s 
high school had gone on to become a very successful CEO for a movie company.  Having 
played baseball at the school, this CEO decided he wanted to donate 2.2 million dollars to 
the school to build a new baseball stadium.  In spite of urging from district administration 
to use some of the money to reinstate programs that already had been cut, the CEO was 
insistent that the money go towards a stadium that was not only wildly expensive, but 
would be designed as a single use stadium.  Ron told the story of the dedication event 
with a mixture of awe and incredulity: 
So, the CEO was going to have an opening day ceremony, and I said [to the 
athletic director], “Well, if there’s gonna be a lot of people here, we have kids 
who would perform for that.  Do you need music?”  And he said, “Sure, yeah, 
fine!”  So then as it goes forward we are finding out who’s gonna be there besides 
the CEO and his entourage.  The president of the Baseball Hall of Fame.  Hank 
Aaron.  Johnny Bench.  Joe Morgan.  Goose Gossage—the famous pitcher.  All 
these people are coming here, you know!  And they started this thing with a video 
that was made specifically for our baseball team.  So it opens up, “Hi, I’m Hank 
Aaron, I wanna talk to all you Trojans out there—and they’re showing this on the 
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huge screen in the auditorium.  And then they cut away, “Hi, I’m Derek Jeter, I 
expect to see some of you kids in the majors someday.”  They cut away again, 
“Hi, I’m Bud Selig.”  Then they go into this cut where it’s an ESPN show, you 
know, and it’s just like the show on TV with the actual guys, and the cameras are 
flying around and then they introduce Johnny Bench, Joe Morgan, and Goose 
Gossage, and all these people who come up.  And our groups performed—
women’s chorus, string quintet, brass, jazz band, and then at the end, in come 50 
strings and the chorus members wander in and we do this giant curtain opening 
and there’s the rest of the band, so we have 200 kids all performing together.  And 
then everyone goes outside to the field and this thing is unbelievable.  Anyway, 
we decided to perform with the selfish thought that maybe this guy will continue 
to thrive and will notice that we have a good music department, and maybe he 
will get us a keyboard that works, or an amplifier. 
Ron’s school district employed 470 people, but they had to cut 77 positions, 36 of which 
were teaching positions, and entire academic programs were devastated.  Ron’s wife, 
who taught third grade in the district, was given a budget of 50 dollars for the entire 
school year, forcing her to use personal money to purchase classroom supplies.  It was 
easy to share Ron’s incredulity at the inequities between the treatment of a majority of 
students and teachers, and the treatment of a baseball team.   
As I compared Ron’s stories with Mark’s and Dan’s stories, I could see that each 
was in a different place of understanding school district administrators and their 
decisions.  Dan had been the first to experience broad-based reductions, and he had 
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gotten to the point that he was able to recognize that the program cuts had been difficult 
not just for him, but for the administrators who had to make the decisions.  Advocating 
for his program had become a part of Dan’s lived story, and it permeated every aspect of 
his told stories.  He never missed an opportunity to speak to an administrator about the 
importance of the music program.  For Ron, the cuts were recent, and the timing of the 
baseball stadium gift added to the raw disbelief that was prominent in his stories—not 
only his stories of school, but also his stories of home, because his family budget was 
paying for third grade students’ school supplies.  Ron had not reached a point in his 
navigation of these new waters that he could place his school stories of budget troubles 
within a larger narrative of economic downturn—he had not previously told this story to 
those outside his building.  Mark was facing looming budget cuts in his district, and his 
stories centered on what he saw as inequities in his school.  Although he expressed some 
discomfort at pointing out those problems, when faced with the inevitability of cuts, he 
wanted to make sure he had a voice in how money was spent and how money might be 
saved because he wanted to minimize the impact on his own program.  Mark had already 
been living a story of advocacy, and he had some confidence in the knowledge he had 
gained through prior advocacy experiences.  
What impressed me the most about our conversations was the fact that amidst 
their losses, Dan, Mark and Ron had found ways to compensate and continue to offer 
high quality music education to their students.  Dan had become a teacher and advocate, 
focusing on the benefits that music could have for the students in front of him and taking 
every opportunity to promote these benefits with his administrators and within our 
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knowledge community.  Ron had taken on teaching in two additional buildings to avoid 
loss of program, and he was contributing his own money to keep things going, at least in 
his wife’s classroom.  Even though this was painful and stressful for him, he felt that he 
was doing the right thing for students.  He even took the opportunity to capitalize on the 
stadium dedication by showcasing the music students at a very public event with the hope 
that they might reap some benefit for their program in the future.  No one dwelt on stories 
of the past when things were better; each was able to re-cast the present with an eye to the 
future in at least a limited way.  
Within our knowledge community we were able to tell stories of testing, 
evaluation, and program cuts that affected the school climate in each building.  The 
knowledge community provided a space for Dan, Mark, and Ron to reflect on their 
stories in an environment where they knew they would be heard and understood.  Even as 
we told and reflected on these stories, we could not help but sense a shifting political 
milieu.  It was not so much the budget cuts or the evaluations of our effectiveness that 
had already occurred that we found troubling.  Instead it was the uncertainty with which 
we were living out our stories on the professional knowledge landscape that shaped all 
the other stories we told and lived. 
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STORIES 
In this section, I present the common stories of all the participants with a specific 
focus on how our knowledge community revealed our narrative authority as cooperating 
teachers.  As described in Design and Methods, sometimes the conversations presented 
here occurred in real time; however, our knowledge community had few opportunities to 
be in the same place at the same time.  Therefore, the stories in this section were created 
most often by laying similar conversations that occurred between each participant and me 
side by side.  I became the thread that bound the four of us together, and because the 
participants knew each other prior to the study, a sense of community existed between us.  
It was important for me to demonstrate this sense of community by presenting our stories 
together, as if they had occurred simultaneously.  To demonstrate the virtual nature of 
these conversations, however, I have presented them using speech bubbles common to 
modern methods of communication.  To give the reader a sense of temporality, I have 
presented the conversations in a specific order.  Stories of established practice were the 
stories we shared in the early stages of our relationships, and as we dug deeper into these 
practices, stories of influential relationships began to emerge.  Once we were comfortable 
in our relationships with one another, we were able to share stories of tension.  At the 
time this study was concluding, these stories of tension shifted toward stories of 
possibility. 
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Stories of Established Practice  
What are Stories of Established Practice? 
Stories of established practice are stories of what we do as cooperating teachers, 
the expression of our personal practical knowledge.  They are the lived and told stories of 
our daily interactions with student teachers and include everything from the structure of 
the practicum to feedback techniques to the basic philosophies of being a cooperating 
teacher.  These stories clearly demonstrate a sense of narrative authority built through 
years of experience, but they do not always illuminate the pathways by which 
professional knowledge was gained.  They are stories that are often untold and 
unexamined.  They are important to understand because they represent the common 
threads among us, and consequently, they became the starting point for the discussions 
within our knowledge community.  Either descriptive or reflective, once these stories 
were shared, a safe space was opened for reflection, negotiation of meaning, and the 
acknowledgment of narrative authority. 
Descriptive Stories 
These stories are detailed and descriptive, and are situated in our present work 
with student teachers.  The focus is on what we do, not on how or why these practices 
evolved.  Together, these stories provide a basis for understanding what we do as 
cooperating teachers and a glimpse into the in-class space of our professional knowledge 
landscape as music teacher educators.   
Structure and pacing.  One of the most basic aspects of our role as cooperating 
teachers is structuring and pacing the student teaching practicum so that we can provide 
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the best possible experience for the student teacher, yet continue to effectively serve our 
own students.  This negotiation is worked out over time and tailored to the particular 
needs of the student teacher.  This conversation thread centered on some of the key 
concepts each of us had developed in our individual situations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  When I first started my work as a cooperating teacher, I am not 
sure I had a good understanding of pacing.  Now that I have been 
around the block a few times, I feel like I have a better handle on it.  
But I’m curious, what do you do to integrate the student teacher into 
the classroom? 
Ron:  So to most student teachers I say the same thing—get on the 
podium right away.  They’re on the podium every day at least, for 
a chunk of time, which is painful for me, you know, when you’re 
trying to prepare something.  But with small group lessons I give 
student teachers the option.  Do you want to inaugurate yourself 
by observing a whole rotation (six full days of teaching)—which I 
don’t really recommend, I’d rather they observe for a few days, 
see how kids respond to me, manipulate their own thinking about 
it, and then jump right in.  Or do you wanna jump into your 
favorite strong instruments, which might be the hardest to teach, 
by the way.  Or do you really wanna jump right in and just say, 
“Why don’t you assign me something random, one period per day, 
so we have a chance to plan it before hand, debrief it afterward, 
and get ready for the next rotation.”  And then they just keep 
rotating in until they are teaching all the lessons. 
Me:  That’s very similar to what I do now, they observe for a few 
days, and then we decide which lessons they would be comfortable 
with so they can get their feet wet.  I also try to get them on the 
podium as soon as possible, although with our concert schedule this 
year, we had to wait a week for that. 
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Mark:  By the time the students get to senior student teaching, they 
don’t observe anymore.  I mean, observing is over-rated, so they get 
thrown right in to the deep end of the pool. 
Mark:  With the student teachers I have, I give them some 
guidelines for their conducting, and away they go.  And the only 
buffer that I give them is that I’ll say that the first time you conduct, 
I’ll give you ten minutes.  So your plan is to do 10 minutes.  And 
maybe the second or third time this time it’s for fifteen minutes, and 
then twenty minutes, and then finally, the third week they’d get like 
an entire rehearsal.  So it’s not really reality until they get to the full 
rehearsal, but I think it’s necessary to pace it to be a little on the safe 
side.  ‘Cuz they can look at the clock and say, “Oh good, only one 
more minute to go,” and then off they go. 
Me:  That’s a really good idea, pacing the time on the podium and 
gradually increasing.  The reality of being on the podium in front of the 
students can be really overwhelming at first.   
Mark:  Yeah, that’s why in lessons I try to give them a cross-section 
of reality.  Some of the students I give them are ones who need extra 
individual attention, but then say, you are an oboist, I would give you 
an oboe student so you could actually teach something you felt really 
comfortable with.  And then I might give them a group lesson—I 
think doing a group lesson is important—and the group’s usually 
Dan:  Well, the first couple of times I like to give them an 
opportunity to observe.  Observe lessons, observe rehearsal, so that 
they get a feel of what we’re doing and then sort of the flow of the 
program.  And rehearsal sometimes it will only be a warm-up.  
Although usually, you know, I have them jump right in, and I’ll 
have them—you know we’ll talk about—but I usually just let them 
take part of the rehearsal, and I’ll say, “Why don’t you take the first 
half,” or “you take as much time as you need and then after we’ll 
talk about,” you know. 
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Me:  Right, especially that junior year, so when you go off for your 
eight-week placement senior year, you’re already sort of aware of 
what needs work. 
Mark:  Yeah, which is really important since with me they jump right 
in with their own students to teach.  And since I am not observing 
them all day long, I build in one period a day where we just sit and 
we talk.  And I put it right in the middle of the day, “OK, here’s what 
happened so far, what do you think about this, and here’s what’s 
coming up this afternoon so we’re on the same page.” 
Mark:  Yeah, most of the kids get two lessons a week, too, one with 
me and one with the student teacher.  You know, the student teacher 
might work on basics and things we’ve talked about like breath 
support, embouchure, and all that stuff.  And I’d be working on 
counting, or working on their solos.  So I can check up that way 
rather than me observing.  I know I don’t want someone looking 
over my shoulder all the time, either. 
just two, but it gives them a different perspective of how you have to 
manage your time.  Especially with the junior student teachers I will 
make sure by the end of the year they have taught a variety of 
different instruments—like a trumpet, trombone, and clarinet in the 
fall, and then a flute, a tuba, and percussion in the spring.  I think 
that’s a good idea.  Cuz it’s all about finding out what your 
weaknesses are as a student teacher, too.   
Me:  So even though you aren’t observing them every day, you follow 
up. 
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As we shared our various strategies on integrating the student teachers into our 
classrooms, it became apparent that Ron, Dan, and I had similar approaches, and Mark’s 
was quite different.  Dan was not as articulate or confident in the way he described his 
structure, but he agreed that observation was a part of the early experience, as Ron and I 
Me:  Right, that doesn’t really give you a sense of reality, either.  In 
the real world, you would only be observed two or three times per 
year.  
Ron:  You know, I was just talking to my friend Johnny, and I’m 
sure you do this, everybody probably does this, and if they don’t 
they should—I have my student teachers write me a letter of 
application so I can look at their written presentation, and then I 
send them out on mock interviews with our administrators.  And I 
send them around the district to observe other music teachers.  Not 
because I feel that they have a need for more observation, cuz like 
Mark said, they get plenty of that in lab school and pre-student 
teaching, but I think they’ll be more effective as a high school band 
director if they know where these kids came from.  So I want them 
to get out and see the junior high band, the elementary band, what 
the buildings look like, what the behavior is like in the middle 
school cafeteria. 
Me:  That’s a great idea!  I think it might be nice to take it even a 
step further and have them experience an administrative 
observation.  I am very intentional about observing them every day 
and giving them feedback, but it is often very music-specific.  It 
would be good for them to experience an administrative observation 
where the focus is going to be less on the content and more on the 
delivery.  It would also give them a little more vocabulary in the 
professional arena so they have a little bit more of an idea what to 
expect when they are out there in the real world. 
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had shared.  However, Mark did not value the observation piece, and put the student 
teachers right in the schedule from the beginning.  His approach was very different, in 
that he would teach at the same time the student teacher was teaching, and then touch 
base with the student teacher during their daily meeting time, as well as catch that student 
again for another lesson to check up on what had been done.  This is the same way that he 
structured the junior student teaching lessons.  He would be teaching during that time, the 
university supervisor would be a more constant observer, and Mark would just stick his 
head in from time to time.   
It was interesting to me that Mark’s approach seemed to be more centered on the 
students.  His student teacher would give one on one instruction to the students who were 
in need of additional attention while Mark would teach the other students in the group in 
a different location.  Mark felt that he did not want to look over shoulders all the time, 
and dividing the groups while both he and the student teacher taught definitely lined up 
with his philosophy of time and efficiency.  Given that Mark would teach an additional 
lesson to the students assigned to the student teacher, he felt he was ensuring that his 
students received the ultimate benefits from the experience.  Ron, Dan, and I were more 
focused on the student teacher, giving our full attention to their acclimation into the 
program.  For us, the processes of observation, reflection, and feedback were central to 
the way in which we approached the experience.  Gradually increasing the teaching load 
until they were teaching full days, we were giving them an experience as close to reality 
as we could.  Ron even went so far as to create a mock interview situation for his student 
teachers.  Since Mark’s approach was so different, I was curious how his student teacher, 
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Stewart, might feel given that he was not being observed on a regular basis.  Stewart 
shared that this structure gave him a sense of confidence that Mark trusted him enough to 
allow him the freedom to teach his own students.  I wondered, though, if later in the 
experience he would long for teaching time with more of the students, instead of the 
limited few he was assigned. 
Within our knowledge community we did not discuss the differences in our 
approaches, we simply presented them and provided some affirmation of understanding.  
There was certainly potential for us to challenge our own taken-for-granted notions of 
how things were done, especially since we did have some disparate views.  For this to 
occur, we would really have to dig deeper into the pathways that had brought us to our 
thinking in the first place.  What experiences had led to the development of these 
practices?  Because Mark was involved with junior student teachers, was he creating an 
image of that experience within the senior student teaching practicum?  Were Ron and I 
just following the suggested guidelines of The College without real consideration of how 
it may be structured differently?  Did Dan have a clear routine, or was it more dependent 
on the situation?  As veteran cooperating teachers, I think this process of inquiry would 
need to evolve over a longer period of time.  Perhaps we would eventually arrive back to 
the same method with which we had started, but at this juncture there was no indication 
that any of us would be influenced by the other.  On a personal level, Mark’s approach 
did make me think more about getting student teachers going right away, so I 
communicated with my student teacher prior to her arrival and asked her to create a short 
scale lesson that she could teach in each group lesson.  It allowed her some active 
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teaching time early on and gave me a sense of her ability and confidence level.  So even 
though we had not fully explored the topic as a knowledge community, our sharing of 
stories did nudge me toward a spirit of inquiry and experimentation. 
Preparing for the practicum.  Related to the idea of the structure and pacing of 
the practicum experience, Ron, Mark, and I talked about the planning and communication 
that could occur prior to the arrival of the student teacher.  With the practicum only 
extending for eight weeks, the use of time becomes very important.  In this excerpt we 
shared our current practices and wondered if others outside our knowledge community 
had similar approaches.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ron:  Hey, it just occurred to me—I don’t think this is 
anywhere in the questions, but as I age I wanna get it off my 
chest or else I’ll forget—every student teacher I’ve had—well, 
not every, but most student teachers I’ve had—take it upon 
themselves to come visit early.  You know, they come in—and 
I’m sure they do it with you, too.  And Mark, they’re there with 
you a lot anyway—but they’ll come in, spend a half a day, 
observe the program, whatever it is.  But I wonder if that’s 
something that colleges—I don’t know if it could be mandated, 
but certainly, if student teacher eliminates all the first day 
quirks by already knowing what he or she is walking into, 
there’s a basis for face to face communication, there’s a walk 
around tour, they’ll know a little bit more about the schedule, 
and the simple, logistical things like where to park and where 
to enter, and getting a badge.  All those things could be done 
prior to the first day, and I think that would set them up to 
concentrate on the teaching aspect and the musical aspect. 
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Me:  Yeah, I have definitely done that, at least with my last five or six 
student teachers, and especially now, with all the procedures you 
have to go through to get into the building, it really is helpful. 
Mark:  Yeah, we do that as well.  As a matter of fact, we actually have 
them come as soon as they get back to school, before classes start, so 
that’s a good point. 
Me:  Do you do that with the junior student teachers, also, have them 
come in early? 
Mark:  We do.  Usually the college program is in place, they start up 
before we start up, so their first teaching day back we’re not even up 
and running yet.  And I have them come in and I meet with the 
supervising teacher and the student teachers, and we lay out the 
whole semester then.  So when they come back the second time, 
they’re actually teaching, they’re not observing.  So we get it all in 
place ahead of time. 
Me:  That makes sense, cuz their time is much more limited to begin 
with, so you wanna make the most of it once they get there. 
Mark:  Right.  Especially in the fall.  They actually loose a week out of 
their teaching simply because we start later. 
Me:  Right.  And I know, Ron, cuz you shared with me a lot of your 
communications, that you do a lot of back and forth with your student 
teachers via email before they get there, also. 
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In the midst of sharing our basic practices with student teachers, Ron brought up 
the idea of having student teachers visit prior to the practicum.  Making an assumption 
that the rest of us did this as well, he wondered aloud if it was something that The 
College could encourage, if not mandate.  This conversation occurred towards the end of 
our meetings as a knowledge community, so he assumed it was a best practice we all 
shared.  Because he knew and respected our storied practices, it was logical to him that 
we were already doing this.  His story just skirted the edge of being a story of possibility, 
but stopped short of really questioning an established practice.   
It has been my experience that as teachers or cooperating teachers, we engage in 
what we believe to be best practices based on our personal practical knowledge, and we 
make an assumption that everyone around us must also be doing the same.  However, 
sharing these practices as part of a knowledge community can begin to test our 
convictions by either confirming our practices, or causing us to re-think them.  To me, 
that is why sharing stories as part of a knowledge community is so important, because we 
can begin to examine and reflect upon every aspect of our what we do rather than to 
become complacent in our established practices. 
Ron:  Oh yeah, especially with this one.  We did a lot of debating 
about literature so we were able to settle on the most appropriate 
pieces before he started. 
Me:  Yeah, I always do that, too.  It is really helpful to have the 
ensemble music picked out before the practicum starts. 
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Common characteristics of student teachers.  The four of us noted several 
common characteristics we saw in student teachers as they embarked upon their 
practicum experiences with us.  These topics were gateways that led to further discussion 
regarding the techniques we used to address these stumbling blocks.  We started with the 
student teachers’ desire to display knowledge and related to that, their tendency to over-
plan and over-explain, and we concluded with general discomfort on the podium. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ron:  At the high school I do see a significant number of student 
teachers who want to display.  And not in a bad way, maybe it’s just 
I’m 21 and they’re 17, how do I elevate myself?  Let me prove what 
I know, especially on the first observation day.  First time the 
college person comes, they want to teach the entire textbook in one 
lesson plan, and, well these four alternate fingerings will work under 
these text case scenarios, if you want a good resonant Bb on the 
clarinet you must use blah, blah, blah, blah, Ginger.  You know that 
cartoon?  Have you seen that?  The Far Side.  The guy’s talking to 
his dog, and it’s, “Good boy, Ginger; Let’s go for a walk, Ginger; 
Let’s play, Ginger”—and all the dog’s hearing is, “Blah, blah, blah, 
Ginger; blah, blah, blah, Ginger.”  That’s the way the kids are 
sometimes. 
Mark:  It’s like Peanuts, where the adults are “wha, wha, wha.” 
Me:  Yeah, it think that’s so true.  I don’t typically talk much during 
rehearsal, but when I do I see the glazed look start to come over their 
eyes. 
Mark:  I put it right on my music stand and I impress this upon my 
student teachers—it’s all about time and everything we do is habit-
forming.  Why do we set a warm-up routine?  Because we want to 
build habits.  Why should we stop talking and let the kids play?  
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Ron:  Oh Mark, just the other day I put up a quote on my Smart Board, 
something like, “Everything we do is habit-forming, excellence 
therefore is a habit, not an accident”—that’s Aristotle. 
Mark:  And I’m sure you found out, too, that the student teachers will 
do lesson plans early on, and they’re just too extensive.  You’ll never 
get through it. 
Me:  Yeah, try to address everything in one band rehearsal. 
Mark:  Mm hmm, yeah, or show how much they know in one lesson. 
Ron:  For me, I talk a lot about hierarchy, and what not to worry about, 
because you can’t fix everything on the to do list immediately, anyway, 
so, anyway . . . 
Dan:  I think that is one of the most challenging things for student 
teachers—to write a lesson plan that’s reasonable to accomplish in a 
40-minute class period. 
Because we want them to have face time on their horns.  You don’t 
skip steps along the way to prove what you know or to impress the 
supervisor.  Like you, Ron, I’ve had student teachers who have a 
certain way of talking to me and doing things, and the supervisor 
comes and it’s like I didn’t know who they were because they’re 
putting on a show.  And we have to have a chat about those types of 
things. 
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Me:  Do you find that the student teachers need the most work on the 
podium?  I’m curious because I know they do their junior student 
teaching where they teach in smaller group environments, and my 
experience has been that they’re a little more comfortable with that. 
Dan:  I think so.  In terms of lessons, that’s always the strongest part 
of a student teacher’s piece is that small group lesson piece.  It’s just 
the large ensemble and the preparation piece that is more problematic.  
Score reading, anticipating the problem areas, proper repertoire 
selection, you know. 
Ron:  Yeah, I guess so.  I think in terms of the comfort zone question, 
yeah, I think you’re right.  In terms of innate capacity to conduct and 
do the job, once you draw it out of them, I don’t think that they’re 
unprepared, but I don’t think it comes naturally. 
Dan:  You know, it sort of depends on the individual.  I think one of 
the traits that I observe frequently is that most of them have a quiet 
speaking voice on the podium. 
Mark:  Most students who senior student teach have had very little 
podium time.  Usually it’s with their peers in a class who can play 
everything.  So what do you fix?  They’ve worked on stick 
technique, they’ve conducted music majors who get it all, and they 
haven’t thought about what it’s like to get in front of a middle 
school group and still be clear and concise and have good rehearsal 
skills.  So that’s the shift right there; getting from the campus 
setting which is somewhat ideal, to getting in front of middle 
school kids here which is reality.  So I think that’s a big thing. 
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Ron began this conversation thread by comparing the student teacher spouting off 
all the technical information they knew to the students with a Far Side cartoon in which a 
dog owner instructs his dog to behave better.  Mark immediately picked up on that theme 
Dan:  Yeah, you know I think the other thing is just the pacing.  
Some days it’s a crap shoot how much time to spend on these four 
measures.  It’s the law of diminishing returns, so you sort of reach a 
point where it’s not gonna get any better, so you move on, and 
that’s not necessarily where a student teachers’ head might be at.  
They have this plan, and they’re going to follow it because that is 
what they think they are supposed to do.  They don’t think about 
different ways to approach something if what the students think you 
said and what you think they understood . . . you realize, well, not 
everybody did understand that.  Now what. 
Me:  Right, and I think for me that’s an example of how they get 
caught up in the technical aspects of what they know, and are less 
concerned with what the students are doing.  They forget to listen 
instead of talk. 
Mark:  Whether it’s balance, whether it’s working on the technical 
things and the faster parts so the kids have a better grasp of the 
technique, and then how to layer the rehearsal so that we’re 
working on all the voices, not just ignoring the background parts 
because we’re a flute player on the podium, so we’re just 
concentrating on flutes—that’s the big thing, too, to try to get them 
to see and hear the whole group.  I think the biggest thing with the 
students who get on the podium is they’ve looked at the score, 
they’ve marked their scores, but then they get up there and they try 
to take in the whole score and they don’t listen.  And that’s the 
biggest thing.  Let the kids play and listen, and comment on what 
you hear.  And I think when they start to learn that, then it makes a 
big difference. 
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with the Peanuts cartoon in which students only hear the adults to say “wah, wah, wah.”  
Ron and Mark equated this technical knowledge to speaking in another unintelligible 
language.  After a good chuckle we went on to talk about a few characteristics that we 
have found in student teachers with whom we have worked.   
All of us in the knowledge community agreed that student teachers often want to 
display what they have learned.  They are so excited to begin their teaching experience 
that they want to share everything at once.  At times, they talk too much and forget to let 
the students play and engage.  Even though we all had recognized this in our student 
teachers, we each characterized it in a different way.  Ron and I looked at it through the 
eyes of the students who would glaze over at too much information.  Mark saw it as 
something that would draw student teachers away from the efficiency of time and the 
necessity of habit building.  Dan did not comment on this directly, but had clearly seen 
that student teachers would try to fit everything they knew into one lesson plan.  Again, 
we all agreed that over-planning was a typical issue for student teachers and ran 
alongside their desire to show what they know. 
Because student teachers from The College do a year of junior student teaching 
working with small group or individual lessons once per week under the supervision of a 
professor and a cooperating teacher, if available, it had been my observation that the 
senior student teachers were more comfortable in the small group setting, and a little 
more timid on the podium.  Dan immediately agreed, but Ron was more reluctant.  He 
agreed that the student teacher may feel less comfortable, but that did not translate to a 
lack of preparation.  He expressed that it was his responsibility to coach this skill to bring 
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it out.  Mark pointed out that their previous podium experience would have been in an 
ideal setting in front of their peers, and that the reality of standing in front of young 
students could be intimidating.  Although we all had made similar observations about 
student teachers, our reasoning about the underlying causes and context for this 
observation was markedly different and spoke to our view of The College and our roles 
as cooperating teachers.  Ron did not feel they had not been prepared well by The 
College, he just felt it was his job to continue to guide them as they gained more 
experience.  Dan seemed to allude to the fact that it was individual traits, or perhaps 
inherent teaching ability that would dictate a student teachers’ success, not their level of 
preparation by The College.  Dan was able to identify these issues, but he did not indicate 
his role in addressing them with the student teacher.  Mark saw the preparation for large 
ensemble instruction to be lacking because it took place in an ideal setting not necessarily 
applicable to the reality of teaching.  He insisted that student teachers needed time in 
front of real students, and it was his feeling that The College could not provide this alone.  
This may be what motivated him to collaborate with The College to create an internship 
program at his school that he described in another conversation.  Although our underlying 
assumptions were different, sharing these stories within our knowledge community had 
the potential to allow us a greater depth of understanding of these common issues by 
recognizing the differences as well as the similarities in our viewpoints.   
Choosing repertoire.  As the sharing of stories narrowed down to more specific 
aspects of the practicum, the first logical topic was the selection of the repertoire to be 
conducted by the student teacher.  Ron shared this in an email:  “I often feel that student 
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teachers (before beginning the experience) envision that it will be a way for them to 
conduct the ‘big composition’ of their choice.”  We all agreed with that sentiment, but we 
each had developed different methods to guide student teachers through the process of 
repertoire selection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  Oh yeah, it’s a crapshoot, especially with all the freshmen.  And 
this year was one of those years that even after hearing the band, I 
picked stuff that they are really having trouble with.  Sometimes you 
hit it and sometimes you can’t quite estimate where they’re gonna be 
in another month.  It’s tough. 
Ron:  I try to be good at it, but it is hard.  So anyway, when the list 
comes from the student teacher I would say, “that’s an excellent 
piece of literature, but it only uses three percussionists and we have 
12 of them sitting in the room for that group.”  Or, “yes, but that one 
requires a bassoon duet and unless you’re going to re-write the 
whole thing for something alternate, we don’t have two bassoons.” 
Me:  Yeah, reality check.  I mean, you have to pick what works for the 
group—the people that are in front of you. 
Ron:  Before beginning the experience, student teachers often want to 
pick some magnum piece of literature, you know.  “Oh, you’ve got 
this in your library, I wanna do that.”  Well, no you don’t.  But I can 
adjust that with a lot of conversation in advance.  This student teacher 
has been asking me for months about literature.  I always send a copy 
of the library ahead of time, but I couldn’t be ready to help him 
narrow down the choices until I heard the band and could determine 
what the capabilities would be.  I don’t know if circumstances are 
different for any of you? 
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Ron:  You know, I don’t want to be demeaning, nor defeating to a 
student teacher who’s trying to select really good literature, but I’m 
here in the boat already.  And I want to make sure there are 
opportunities for student teachers to deal with transitional changes, 
different stylistic components, fermatas, key changes, thin scoring, 
solos—all that stuff. 
Dan:  I have my programs set for concerts, usually, before they 
arrive, so I’ll give them a piece rather than sit together and make a 
decision.  Sometimes that happens, but usually I’ve got a 
programming scheme in mind, and I just buy things or pull it out of 
the library and I give them something that I know that the group will 
enjoy, and that will be a challenge for them, but nothing really crazy 
because they conduct both groups.  If they are very skilled then I 
might give them something a little more challenging. 
Mark:  I choose the music for the student teachers.  For example, this 
year my student teacher starts on October 21st and we have a concert 
on November 7th and there would be only three rehearsals for him.  
So I gave him the scores ahead of time, and we are already working 
on the music at school. 
Me:  Yeah, I think sometimes the reality of the situation gets in the 
way, but literature selection is such a tricky thing, I think that it is 
worth discussing.  I mean, I think we were probably all guilty of 
over-programming when we first started teaching.  I know I was. 
Dan:  Sometimes beyond when we began teaching, I can remember 
some of those. 
Ron:  Oh, for sure.  I’d like to think I’m better at it now, but it is still 
hard. 
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What is clearly evident in this conversation is that all of us had a particular 
method of dealing with literature selection, but we all came at it from slightly different 
angles.  Ron and I were more similar in our approach, while Mark and Dan took the 
opposite side of the issue.  In this conversation was a slight crackle of potential to shake 
things up a little and challenge each other to think more intentionally about our processes. 
I approached literature selection similar to Ron, in that the student teacher and I 
exchanged email before the placement began in order to narrow down repertoire choices.  
Ron and I both demonstrated conviction about this process, although we did not 
necessarily defend this choice outside of our comments indicating that literature selection 
can be difficult even for veteran teachers.   
Mark and Dan both chose the music for their student teachers, but each for a 
different reason.  Mark indicated that the student teacher would arrive amidst preparation 
for an upcoming concert.  However, I couldn’t help but wonder if he could still have 
guided his student teacher through a selection process at a timely moment well before the 
practicum began.  Dan chose the music because he wanted it to fit in with his overall 
programming scheme, and because he felt he had a better handle on what the students 
Dan:  Well, and it’s finding pieces that are—well, my words at our 
first concert were, “This is a work in progress.”  And it wasn’t an 
awful performance, but this is how we do it.  It’s a spiraling 
situation and it is a work in progress throughout the entire year.  
This is continual skill development and that work you do in the 
ensemble starts from the first day of the school year and goes until 
the very last day, and the literature that you choose facilitates that 
development. 
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might like to play.  It is interesting to note, however, that with his current student teacher, 
he gave her three options and they discussed them together and came to consensus.  For 
him, decisions about repertoire selection seemed dependent on his level of planning and 
preparation for the year. 
Within our knowledge community, there was some agreement that literature 
selection could be a difficult process even for veteran teachers, and that it was dependent 
upon our ability to gauge our groups from year to year.  However, there was not a unified 
approach in how we facilitated student teacher engagement in that process.  As a practice 
in which we storied dissimilar approaches, there was potential in this conversation to 
trouble certainty and nudge each other to consider alternate ways of doing things.   
Rehearsal planning.  We had previously discussed what we felt was a common 
weakness for most student teachers.  Getting on the podium in front of a room full of 
young students has been an area of discomfort for many of the student teachers with 
whom we have worked.  We also discussed some of the strategies we used to lessen this 
concern. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  We have talked about weaknesses on the podium, do any of you 
have particular techniques you use to help them get through the 
rehearsals? 
Ron:  The first ones, for me, I almost script it for them.  I want it to be 
their words and I want it to be their experience, but I script it and say, 
“Your total job is to get up there, keep your eye contact on them, 
memorize whatever you have to do, smile at them, give them 
appropriate feedback and get off there successfully.  Don’t try to 
rehearse the band the first day.  Don’t get caught into that trap, 
because you won’t get out of it.”  And if they get up there and they  
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Mark:  Yeah, we script it, too.  And the biggest think is to tell them 
to enjoy it, establish contact, and to listen.  Because most student 
teachers have a 90-page lesson plan that can’t be accomplished in 
fewer than 40 rehearsals, and they wanna do that in their 10 
minutes.  They wanna show the kids everything they know, and I 
tell them the kids don’t really care what you know, they’re in band 
to play, and the more face time, the better.  So let them play and 
listen and then comment on what you hear, and make it positive and 
then off you go. 
Me:  Right. 
Mark:  So we usually start with about 8–10 minutes the first time, 8–
10 minutes the second time, and we’ll extend it to 15, which to 
student teachers on the podium seems like an eternity.  And the 
student teacher I have now, he’ll be on the podium for the fourth 
time on Monday, and he’s gonna get observed, so we’ll go 20 
minutes.  But we’ve scripted the whole thing there, too, as far as 
what he should work on. 
Ron:  I think I told you before, but the average student teacher, if not 
guided would get up there, hear segments, stop the band and try to 
rehearse something, and pretty soon there’s 100 kids watching two 
kids play poorly out of tune throat tones on clarinet.  What the heck 
are you doing?  Let all the kids play.  Everybody wants to fix the 
world in one meeting, I think.  And maybe that’s the way they’re 
trained, but . . . 
have a 4–9 minute successful experience, it’ll propel them back up the 
next day, and kids then suddenly have a relationship with them.  But if 
they get up there, try to extend it to 15 minutes—I’m gonna show you 
everything I know about everything in the world—then it’s almost a 
doom situation. 
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When Ron and Mark indicated that they “scripted” the lesson plans for their 
student teachers, I was at first shocked.  How could they take away the already limited 
autonomy for student teachers to plan and respond?  What would they learn by just 
parroting something someone else said?  However, as the discussion continued and over 
several more conversations, I came to understand their use of the word “scripted” in a 
Me:  You know, I help my student teachers plan ahead for 
rehearsals, and we talk through the approach for each one based on 
our reflections of the last one, but I’ve never gone as far as to script 
it out.  I usually don’t even ask for the formal lesson plan as long 
as we have had the time to discuss it. 
Dan:  Yeah, you know—and I probably shouldn’t say this—lesson 
plans?  I mean 28 years doing this, you sort of have a—I don’t want 
to say a routine, because it’s always a challenge, but it is a routine.  
You know what the struggling points are going to be and you know 
what’s gonna have to be addressed before they even start.  So I have 
come to use Post-it notes on my score and break down sections right 
in the score.  And I share this process with my student teachers. 
Me:  You sound like me!  I use Post-it notes in the score, too, but I 
haven’t shared that with my student teachers. 
Dan:  And I’ve got the Smart Board, so I put the game plan for the 
day with the bar numbers.  Sometimes we’ll put what we’re looking 
for, here’s what we need to accomplish—I did yesterday.  I hand 
wrote it up there.  Here’s what our focus is, as far as what I need you 
to think about while we’re playing and have that visual. 
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different way.  These were not like the scripted modules sent out by Common Core 
writers for use in multiple classrooms.  Ron and Mark were guiding the student teachers 
in the areas of focus for the rehearsal.  Within the time frame they would allot for the first 
time on the podium, which for both of them was quite short, they would help the student 
teacher structure the rehearsal to keep things more broad and positive.  It was more 
important for them to allow the student teacher to feel some success on the podium, as 
well as create a positive relationship with the students, than to give them the 
responsibility to plan themselves.  Although it was never my intention to throw a student 
teacher to the wolves, I allowed each one to plan for rehearsals within certain parameters, 
with a lot of discussion and reflection in between.  In fact, I usually did not require them 
to show me a lesson plan as long as we had already discussed the details of what they 
would be doing during the rehearsal. 
Dan was not as clear as to how he handled planning with student teachers.  He 
seemed to focus on his own practices as a teacher, and sheepishly admitted to the fact that 
he no longer did formal lesson plans.  He had developed different strategies to plan, 
including using Post-it notes in his score, and posting a rehearsal plan on the interactive 
whiteboard.  The latter was something I did, and I knew Ron did as well, but it was not 
something that came into play when we were discussing planning or helping student 
teachers plan.  This was the first of many topic areas in which Dan shifted the focus off 
of his practices as a cooperating teacher and onto his practices as a teacher where his 
narrative authority was strong.  As a knowledge community, we were not able to elicit 
more of his stories due to his limited participation.  It was clear that all of us had a strong 
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sense of narrative authority as teachers, and through our conversations, we could begin to 
reveal our narrative authority as cooperating teachers, but this was dependent on 
continuous interaction within the knowledge community, something Dan was unable to 
accomplish. 
Active rehearsals.  Moving from the more general to the more specific, this 
presentation is focused on our belief that active engagement during rehearsals and lessons 
is a best practice for music educators.  We have come to this belief through our 
experiences as performers, as well as our experiences working with young students.  The 
conversation centers on our own personal practical knowledge, but there is a great deal of 
emphasis on the need to share this with our student teachers.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ron:  I have to advise.  How are you going to get a bag filled with 
tools if you don’t have the experience yet?  So I wanna fill their bag 
with tools while they’re there.  Student teachers obviously wanna 
rehearse something.  Whatever it is—technique in the clarinets, or 
intonation in the low brass, or musicality in the percussion.  But I’ll 
give them guiding statements to give to the students.  Like, “Alright, 
listen to what we’re about to do here, you tell me if they’re in tune, 
especially when we get to the third measure.”  Or “Alright, 
everybody look at your parts, we’re on measure 18, when you get to 
measure 21, see what you hear compared to your part and I’m gonna 
ask you afterward.”  And I’ll just pick some kid to keep ‘em alert 
and keep ‘em on task.  I don’t know if that’s the greatest suggestion, 
but it works OK for me. 
Me:  Do you think the student teachers are pretty adaptable to being 
able to come up with ways to keep kids engaged in rehearsal, or do 
you have to really spoon-feed that? 
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Mark:  I encourage my student teachers to give them something 
to listen to, also.  Or something to finger silently, so if they’re 
working with the low brass and the woodwinds have a different 
line say, “I want you to finger through silently and do the 
articulation and the dynamics with your voice”—ch, ch, ch, ch, 
you know, and sometimes the kids are silly about it, but the 
whole idea is—I explain to them that everything we do is about 
time.  I tell the students that all the time, too.  Everything is about 
time, and everything we do is habit.  So if you get in the habit of 
always using our rehearsal to better ourselves and the group by 
being fully engaged whether we’re playing or not, then that’s 
what our goal is.  This is a performance class where everybody’s 
effort all the time will help determine where the performance will 
be.  And if you’re not playing you’re fingering through or you’re 
doing articulation, or you’re listening for how your part fits in, 
then I think it’s starting to better use the time.  So I say to the 
student teachers—the kids wanna be told what to do.  So if I’m 
rehearsing one line, these kids over here who aren’t playing 
wanna be told what they’re supposed to do, and they’ll do it, you 
know.  And if you get in the habit of always telling them what to 
do, then the fact is, that they are more engaged.  Because once 
you start losing the kids, it takes a long time to get ‘em back. 
 
 
Me:  And I wonder if student teachers really notice that type of 
engagement when they are observing.  My student teacher got up on 
the podium and rehearsed the clarinets alone, and didn’t really give 
them good feedback, so I’m pretty sure they had no idea what they 
were supposed to do differently, and on top of that, the rest of the 
band drifted off and weren’t ready to play again.  So when I got up for 
my part of the rehearsal, I tried to demonstrate how you keep 
Mark:  Are you talking about if you’re rehearsing one section what 
does everybody else do? 
Ron:  Yeah. 
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Ron:  No, I don’t think so.  Because by and large, music majors, 
when they were in high school, they were engaged.  And they might 
have been really good performers, but they weren’t even noticing 
that the third trumpet players were spitting on each other.  And in 
college you just develop the mindset that everybody’s engaged all 
the time. 
Me:  Everybody’s into it all the time, yeah. 
Ron:  So I just don’t think they have that skill set yet, that’s a 
weakness in most of them, I think. 
Mark:  I think that the bottom line is the student learning.  Whatever the 
teacher has to go through to get to that point, it really comes down to that 
being the most important thing.  And it’s like face time with 
instruments—you can describe things and talk about all you want, but the 
more the kids have the horn on their face, the more they’re gonna learn 
because so much of it has to do with how the notes feel.  You know, we 
talk about how the note looks on the page and how long it is and where it 
starts and where it ends, and then the kids all understand that, but they 
can’t do it because they haven’t had enough face time with it.  And that’s 
a real thing with student teachers because they wanna express how much 
they know, but the kids don’t care how much they know, they just wanna 
play.  I think that the more the student teachers allow the kids to play, the 
more face time on the instrument, the better.  And I used to stop and want 
to fix every little thing, and it was hard not to!  But the fact was, the band 
plays better when they play, because we reduce the frustration level.  So I 
think that’s the most important thing. 
everybody engaged, and then afterwards I asked her, “Did you notice 
what was different about the way I rehearsed than the way you 
rehearsed?” and she hadn’t really noticed that everyone was doing 
something, whether they were clapping instead of playing or listening.  
It doesn’t seem to be a natural skill. 
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Me:  Right, yeah, I’ve found the same thing.  I used to try to pick 
everything apart, and you don’t really think about the kid that’s 
sitting there for half the rehearsal and hardly played two notes, so 
now I’m much more conscious of how I help student teachers plan 
rehearsal. 
Mark:  Yeah, and the kids don’t care what you know, they come to 
play, and they want to express themselves through their instrument.  
Maybe they’re playing in your ensemble or in the lesson because it 
gets them out of that math class with that teacher that is always 
yelling at them.  Or maybe they’re learning how to play their horn 
cuz it’s an escape from the realities of school.  Maybe they’re playing 
the horn because it’s the only reason they really want to be in school.  
So if they come to play in your band or in your lesson cuz it’s the 
only thing they wanna do in school and you don’t let ‘em do it . . . ?!  
You know, what’s the use there? 
Me:  Yeah!  I think that has to be one of the biggest things that I see 
with student teachers—the whole idea of keeping the kids engaged in 
rehearsal.  Even in the lessons sometimes they talk too much.  And I 
love your strategy of having them teach an entire lesson without 
saying a word!  I think that would be a great exercise even for me. 
Mark:  Right.  And if the student teachers would think about role reversal, 
you know, if I was sitting here and this kid was teaching me, what would I 
wanna be doing?  I’d wanna be trying it out, learning something new that I 
could apply.  And whether it’s an ensemble, with the senior student 
teachers or the junior student teachers, it’s just so important that they 
understand that. 
Me:  Yeah, a lot of times when I observe the rehearsals with student 
teachers, I’ll just use a timer and turn it on when students are actively 
engaged, and off when they are not.  Then I will ask the student teacher 
to estimate what they thought their talking versus playing time was. 
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After revisiting this conversation and reliving the moments in which we told these 
stories, I was struck by a distinct sense of irony.  We were talking about the importance 
of active rehearsals in which our talking time would be limited, yet in our defense of this 
practice, we were talking quite a bit.  Our passion, exhibited by the length of our 
speaking demonstrated a strong sense of narrative authority in this practice and a desire to 
aggressively defend it.   
Each of us shared our own experiences as well as several specific techniques that 
we used to guide student teachers in planning for active rehearsals.  This was one of the 
first times that we engaged in a real exchange of ideas rather than simply storying our 
existing practices.  Our personal practical knowledge was similar, but we used slightly 
different approaches in helping our student teachers develop their own techniques, 
creating a really dynamic atmosphere that further unified our knowledge community.  
There was a sense that each of us experienced a freeing of our narrative authority as we 
storied our practices with affirmation from the others in our community, opening the door 
for further communication.  
Mark:  Yeah, yeah that’s a good idea. 
Almost every time they will way underestimate their talking time and 
overestimate the active time.  It is really hard to plan a rehearsal so that 
all of the students are engaged for the whole time, or at least a good 
majority of the time, but it is really worth it in the long run. 
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Success on the podium.  In a previous conversation, we talked about planning for 
rehearsals with student teachers as well as the pitfalls they experience on the podium.  In 
this brief conversation we story our observations of student teacher discomfort on the 
podium, and how this manifests itself in their responses to students in the classroom.  We 
discuss some of the challenges student teachers have in giving appropriate feedback, and 
the ways that we try and help them overcome this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  Right.  I totally agree on both points.  One that student teachers 
often have difficulty reading kids, and two that you can't really teach 
it until it becomes an issue.  It has to come through experience.  It's 
just like any other textbook knowledge, you know, you could teach it 
and they could hear you, but it's not gonna help them deal with it until 
they actually have to deal with it.   
Ron:  That just made me think, too, unrelated to anything that 
we've talked about before, but let's say a student teacher can't 
possibly have the type of awareness that we do from experience 
of how the student is reacting to his or her methodology.  So 
student teacher says something that's too conservative or too 
radical, too demanding or too boring—whatever it is—and I don't 
think that student teachers are very good at reading the student's 
reactions.  I also have student teachers who say to me after a 
lesson, “Holy cow, I felt like I was talking to a brick wall.”  Well, 
then we have the obligation to talk about how you can adapt your 
own methods during the course of a lesson to find the lock on the 
door and put the key in it and open up the room.  But I don't 
know where to fit that in until it arrives.  You know, you can’t 
just meet with a student teacher and say, you're gonna have kids 
like this and this and here's how you should speak to kid A and 
kid B.  But I think that's a really important set of feedback—not 
the content but the delivery.  How you reach every different type 
of learner. 
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Ron:  Yeah, yeah, I agree. 
Me:  And again, I think that just comes with repetition and 
experience.  And, you know, I think our role as co-ops is in giving 
feedback and helping them to be aware of those things.  That’s the 
only thing that can help them overcome that, along with practice and 
repetition.  Do you have any particular methods of giving them 
effective feedback for improving?  Because you can only script so 
much at the beginning, eventually they have to be able to adjust and 
hear on the podium as it’s happening. 
Ron:  Right. 
Me:  But, yeah, I do totally see that in student teachers, and I see it on 
the podium sometimes, too, where their perception of what the kids are 
absorbing or hearing is completely different than what I’m seeing 
happening or what’s probably actually happening. 
Ron:  Right, right.  Do you notice that with student teachers a lot of 
their perception is disabled because they’re concentrating so hard on 
what they’re trying to do? 
Me:  Yeah, I think that’s what it is, especially on the podium.  They’re 
so nervous and they’re so worried about all these different things that 
they can’t react to what’s actually happening in the room. 
Dan:  And the way they react to what they hear, or don’t react at all—
you know, what were you looking for?  You have to tell them. 
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Mark:  Yeah, and it's the scripted answers that I hear, instead of 
them just listening and thinking well. I always say, start with the 
big and then narrow it down.  So if you're not sure what to say, 
you know, comment on tone quality, comment on posture, 
comment on balance, things that everybody's capable of listening 
to.  Comment on quality of sound.  If you start there, we can tune 
euphonium and find the problem was Billy over here is playing a 
G-sharp and you should be playing G-flat, and that way you're not 
trying to nit pick right away, which can be irrelevant. You start 
with the big ideas first. So I encourage them to do that.  Cuz most 
of them, as Ron said, they know what's gonna be the problem or 
what could be the problem, and they want to tell the kids how to 
fix it.  And then if it wasn't a problem, they're all prepared to say 
it, so they give either a version of that, or they don't know what to 
say because they were gonna say that, but they don't need to now, 
so what do I say instead?  So I encourage them to start with just 
listening and the big concepts first, and I think that helps them, 
especially early on, when they're not sure how to fix things. 
 
Mark:  Oh, yeah. 
Ron:  It’s pretty common, I think.  And then, if they hear 
something—let’s say the bassoon player—and they say, “Wow, your 
G is really out of tune, you should consider using your auxiliary key,” 
and the bassoon player says, “I did.”  Hubadahubadahubada!  “What 
do I say next?”  So they have a limited number of types of feedback 
that they’re prepared to give and they’re not responsive yet, that’s 
what it is, they can’t hear and respond as fast as they will in a year or 
two or ten. 
Ron:  Feedback is an area where I notice that some student teachers 
have a preconceived notion of what the feedback’s gonna be before 
they hear the student play.  And then that comes out of their mouth 
because they think it’s what they’re supposed to say, but it’s kind of 
irrelevant to the situation at the time. 
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This conversation further explored what we had all agreed was a common area of 
concern for student teachers.  Getting on the podium in front of a large number of 
students can be intimidating for anyone and nerves can have a negative impact on 
performance.  We shared several strategies that we used in our own classrooms, and it 
was interesting to me that our approaches were consistent with how we storied ourselves 
as music educators. 
Part of the discomfort student teachers felt had to do with an inability to process 
what they heard and to give appropriate feedback.  Mark encouraged his student teachers 
to focus on the big concepts first before trying to be too specific.  I could easily see how 
Me:  Right.  I don’t know that there’s any way for us to totally solve 
that.  The student teachers just have to just keep doing it, keep 
getting on the podium, and we have to keep giving them feedback 
and guidance.  I do tell my student teachers, “Rehearse this one 
thing, and then tell them exactly how they did on that thing.  Don’t 
let yourself get distracted by the other things that you hear at the 
same time.”  It’s almost like they’re frightened that they might miss 
something, I don’t know.  I guess they not only have to learn to hear 
differently, but they have to get over the fear of getting up in front of 
these 80-some kids, that they don’t know, and they don’t know 
what’s gonna come out of their horns. 
 
Mark:  It’s like me and my first rehearsal of the year, and the kids are 
playing, and I just think, “What am I going to do with this?”  But 
after eight weeks I know it’s gonna be OK.  And I think of my 
student teachers getting up there and the kids play and it doesn’t 
sound like the college lab band did.  And they’re thinking, “Oh my 
goodness, this is worse than I ever imagined it would be!  What am I 
gonna do with them?” 
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this would fit with his time efficient strategies in rehearsal.  Ron’s primary concern was 
on the development of all students, regardless of their individual ability.  His goal was to 
help student teachers find a way to give productive feedback that could be adjusted to 
accommodate every type of learner.  My approach was more focused on giving specific 
feedback, which may or may not be entirely positive, and I also believed that all students 
should be kept engaged in the rehearsal process.  My strategy was based on research I 
had discovered, using the direct instruction model of cycles of feedback from Yarbrough 
and Price (1981, 1989).  Although Dan did not figure prominently in this presentation, we 
did talk about helping student teachers to give feedback.  I had asked him if he ever found 
that student teachers were so tied to the lesson plan that they followed the steps without 
really making sure each one was complete before going on to the next one.  My 
experience was that student teachers did tend to just go through the motions without 
completing feedback cycles.  Dan had seen this type of lesson occur in which the student 
teacher never let the students know “Was it right, or wasn’t it?”  He handled this by 
conferencing with the student teacher after the teaching episode, which seemed to be his 
comfort zone for giving feedback. 
All of us demonstrated a strong sense of narrative authority in the ways in which 
we worked with student teachers in this area.  In storying our experiences within the 
knowledge community, we affirmed our independent observations and acknowledged our 
individual experiences.  As we observed student teachers, we saw them confronted with 
the messy reality of experience in the real world.  Their previous experiences practicing 
teaching episodes for their peers had been ideal and decontextualized, and therefore they 
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were often uncomfortable with the unpredictable nature of teaching school age students.  
Part of this observation was an awareness that our narrative authority had developed over 
many years, and that student teachers would not be able to fully develop their sense of 
narrative authority in the span of eight weeks.  Our work as cooperating teachers was to 
open the door to this development by sharing our experiential knowledge while we 
helped them to gain their own. 
Stepping in.  One of the most delicate tasks that we deal with as cooperating 
teachers is when to step in when a student teacher is floundering during a teaching 
episode.  We don’t want to undermine their authority in front of students, but we also 
don’t want to witness a complete train wreck that could do just as much harm to the 
students as the student teachers.  This brief presentation touched on how we typically 
handled this situation in practice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  We’ve talked about the fear that student teachers sometimes 
have of getting on the podium, have you ever had issues with a 
student teacher kind of crumbling in front of the kids? 
Ron:  Oh yeah, yeah. 
Me:  How do you handle that?  Do you have that conversation with 
them after the fact, or do you step in while they’re still on the 
podium?  What are your philosophies on that? 
Ron:  That’s a good question.  I let student teachers know in advance 
that they have the option—do you want me to step in when you feel it’s 
necessary, when I feel it’s necessary, or not at all, and if not at all 
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Dan:  You know, what I will do, too, is sometimes I’ll interject in 
the middle if there’s a—you know, I’ll sit at the table or I’ll stand 
in the back.  Because, sometimes you think that you’re speaking 
loud enough, and I wanna, from a percussionist’s vantage point, 
see straight on what’s happening there [gestures to podium], but 
here, also [in percussion section].  And sometimes there’s 
confusion about where they’re starting, so I’ll interject,  “Miss So-
and-So, how about if you tried this?”  So I’ll do that in lessons and 
I’ll also do that in rehearsal.  But I make sure that the student 
teacher’s comfortable with that.  And I make it clear, I’m not trying 
to usurp power, and I’m very careful about that, but I just thought 
it would help to sort of re-focus. 
Me:  So what about you, Mark?  What’s your philosophy on 
intervening if there’s a train wreck?  Do you let ‘em hang out there and 
figure it out, or do you step in? 
(but I feel it’s necessary), what’s the cue.  What am I gonna say 
to get you to finish that experience so that we can talk about it 
later.  I let it be their total choice.  So I’ll say, “Do you want me 
to totally ignore anything that I see—if you’re getting into a 
problem with a ritard, fermata, re-start on an anacrusis, or 
something like that—and talk about it later?  Or do you want me 
to go in the back of the room and quietly, without calling 
attention to myself, mimic what you should do, or what I think I 
would do?  Or, if you’re comfortable, I’ll gladly come up and 
show you, here’s what I would do if this were me.”  But I want it 
to be their decision, cuz that takes thunder out of them if I step on 
the podium and fix a problem that they’ve got.  Some student 
teachers are fine with that, I would say that’s 20%, maybe, not a 
lot of them.  But some of them are happy to have me in the back 
of the room gently nudging them through it.  That usually 
happens on the successive day, anyway.  So we’ll talk about it, 
and I’ll say, “Hey, this is what happened at measure 46, let’s see 
what you’re doing.  Let me sing, I’m gonna be your band for you.  
You lead me through that, and I’ll tell you what I see.  So then we 
go through it that way. 
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The necessity to step in with a student teacher happens at least once during each 
placement.  It seems to be an inevitability.  I remember the first time I had to step in 
when a student teacher was on the podium.  Mass confusion was ensuing in the ensemble 
while she was trying to conduct them through a successful run of a piece in compound 
meter.  Students were dropping like flies, and starting to buzz with each other, while she 
continued desperately to keep the piece going.  The look on her face when I intervened 
was something I would not soon forget.  It was a mix of disappointment and disbelief 
mingled with a slight sense of relief.  It was uncomfortable, to say the least, and it made 
me wonder how other people dealt with similar situations.  I saw it happen in Ron’s 
classroom when I observed and I felt the discomfort, although Ron was able to diffuse it 
somewhat, and this event prompted our discussion.   
Ron tried to be up front and present all the options for a difficult situation.  He felt 
it best if a student teacher could weigh in on how they would receive immediate feedback 
in a difficult situation.  He wanted the student teacher to feel comfortable knowing how 
he would step in, and when he would step in, and what would happen afterwards.  Dan 
seemed to have a similar approach, although he cited power relationships as his 
hesitation.  He felt it important for student teachers to know that he was not trying to 
“usurp their power,” but to help them “re-focus” for success.  Mark did not expand on his 
practices in this area, but with his attention to the efficiency of time, I could imagine that 
Mark:  Oh, no, I don’t make them suffer for too long.  [shared 
laughter] 
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he would step in when it meant that doing so would save rehearsal or teaching time. 
The brevity of this conversation belies our general reluctance to have to step in, 
even as we acknowledged that it was sometimes necessary.  I could imagine this 
conversation occurring more deeply among newer cooperating teachers who were 
experiencing this for the first time.  We had all experienced having to step in, but there 
was no sense that Mark or Dan had developed any real strategies for dealing with this, 
and my doubt was clear.  While Ron’s sense of narrative authority was strong, the rest of 
us were not able to claim narrative authority regarding stepping in.  I do think having the 
conversation was helpful in that it put us all in the same boat, and I think I will recall this 
conversation the next time I encounter the issue of having to step in.  Perhaps the others 
will, as well, thus offering a chance for them to reflect and strengthen their practice in 
this area.   
Giving feedback.  One of the primary responsibilities of a cooperating teacher is 
to give feedback to student teachers.  Aside from the formal evaluations mandated by The 
College, there is not much guidance given to cooperating teachers about how to handle 
this aspect of their role.  After exploring different feedback methods myself, I was very 
interested to discover how other cooperating teachers handled giving feedback to their 
student teachers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  I’m not even sure I knew I needed guidance on this when I first 
took on the role of cooperating teacher, I sort of found my own way, but 
in terms of giving feedback to student teachers, what vehicles do you 
use for that, or how do you negotiate that process? 
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Dan:  Well, first we will talk about preparation.  And I’ll share 
here’s most likely where you’re gonna have issues, or what’s not 
gonna work, or it’s probably a good idea to try things this way.  So 
that’s preparation.  And then while I’m observing I’m trying to  
catch a vantage point, both visually and aurally, about what the 
person on the podium is doing.  And I’ll write notes down in terms 
of facial features and gestures.  I’ve shared with Kathryn about 
better utilization of the left hand and prep for the cues, and eye 
contact.  They may not be looking at you, but you need to look at 
them and give them that.  So really it’s me listening and then 
writing and then sharing, sometimes with the score, sometimes 
not.  And then the next time around, I’m gonna look at whether 
they’ve incorporated those things or not.  And if not, then certainly 
remind them again.  If they had ideas of their own, hey, you know, 
that worked really well, but I think it may be even better if you did 
try this.  Or, your left hand still isn’t . . . I haven’t been good about 
videotaping.  So it’s more about just verbal feedback.  
Mark:  Yeah, I meet with them and go over all the things that went 
well, and I’ll just ask some questions, like, “How could this have 
gone better?”  Usually we’ll talk about the kids knowing their notes 
[laughs].  But also they’ll talk about verbal communication and being 
able to show it in the stick.  And I have to remind them that although 
we want the kids to watch all the time, like their counterparts at the 
college do all the time, some of the kids will be struggling with the 
technical part of it, and you could be inflating balloons and they 
wouldn’t know it [laughs].  It’s just the way it is.  We’ll talk about 
what went well, and what we can do to make things better for the kids 
and the next rehearsal we’ll kind of target those areas. 
Dan:  Yes, when we do the recap, I usually start out by asking, “Well, 
how do you think things went?  Did you accomplish what you set out 
to accomplish?” 
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Me:  Right.  Yeah, I use a lot of verbal feedback, and I take notes 
while they’re on the podium or teaching the lesson.  Sometimes I 
prompt them to reflect first on how things went, but sometimes I 
will take the lead.  Depending on what we are working on, I will 
sometimes just script what they have said and what the student 
response was.  Then when we reflect after the lesson, they can 
objectively evaluate their delivery and gauge the students 
understanding when they are not in the thick of it.  That is where 
videotaping can also be really helpful, although I don’t do it as 
often as I should. 
 
Ron:  I videotape student teachers every day.  And I turn the 
screen around so I can give them real time commentary.  So I am 
critiquing them as I watch them, and so I’ll say, “OK, look at your 
eye contact there, far too late to be meaningful for those clarinets.  
Alright, now here comes the dynamic change, your left hand’s 
reflecting it, palm up, you’re bringing it up, but your right hand 
went nowhere.  What about the cutoff—look, the percussionists 
are back there (and I swing the camera) hitting each other with the 
tambourine and your eyes are in the score.”  So every day I 
videotape student teachers and then I tell them, “I’ll either watch it 
with you,” or “Why don’t you just camp out in some unused 
practice room, watch it, and then ask me questions about it.”  A lot 
of them these days are letting me use their phones for that, so that 
they can capture it all, or have a little flip camera and then we put 
the USB in and they keep it.  
Mark:  Yeah, when I am trying to get the junior student teachers to 
realize they are talking too much, I will videotape each of them and 
then have them watch each other’s recording to give peer feedback.  
Then they will make a comment like, “They talked for too much of 
the lesson,” and then they realize, “Oh, yeah, I do that, too.” 
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Me:  I just read a recent JRME article about teacher talk and self-
awareness of how much time you’re actually talking.  The whole 
study was asking the question of whether or not you can train a young 
teacher to be aware of how much they talk.  Their first guess as to how 
long they had talked was way off, and then they watched videos of 
their peers so they could see it in others. 
Ron:  Yeah, there are just some things that are conveyed much 
better in a videotape.  For example, Donald is conducting this 
Whitacre piece and he looks all kinds of legato.  And he’s got 
something that I thought initially, “What a wonderful way to 
conduct phrase to phrase,” but there it is in Black Horse Troop, and 
it’s also in McMorrian Suite.  So he likes to grab this left arm and 
bring it around like that [demonstrates], and that’s really great for 
specific types of musical ideas, but not as a tick.  So I said to him on 
the video this morning, “OK, watch out for the left arm.  There—at 
the moment you gave that gesture, it was a time filler, it was a space 
filler, but it wasn’t a picture of what’s going on in the score.”  So 
that’s one.  And I said, “Watch out for your ictus because I don’t 
know where it is right now—it might be in your wrist, it might be in 
your fingertips, or it might be in your head, which is preceding the 
arrival.  So where is it that you want the kids to perceive the beat?”  
So I know he’ll recognize that in the video, but if I just referred to it 
verbally, I don’t think that he would get that. 
Dan:  Yeah, I think generally student teachers respond very positively 
to videotaping. 
Me:  Yeah, aside from the teacher talk issue, I have found videotaping 
to be very helpful with expressiveness and clarity on the podium.  I 
will ask the student teacher to watch the video with no sound to see if 
they are expressing the music non-verbally to the extent that the 
students will be able to pick it up.  Sometimes they just aren’t, so the 
silent video helps them put that into perspective.  
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Giving feedback is potentially one of the most valuable things that we do as 
cooperating teachers.  Despite its importance, it seems that this, like many other facets of 
our role, is just assumed and we muddle through as best we can.  The opportunity to 
reflect and share our stories of feedback within a knowledge community could have a 
tremendous impact on our practices as cooperating teachers. 
Within our knowledge community we all storied slightly different approaches, but 
with a clear sense of purpose and responsibility.  Mark and Dan both spoke of giving 
verbal feedback, and each had particular aspects they mentioned.  For Dan it was finding 
a “vantage point” to get a picture of their facial expressions, gestures, and speaking 
volume, something he had previously storied as a common problem in student teachers.  
Mark talked about stick technique along with the fact that at times, middle school 
Ron:  Yeah, yeah, I do.  I would say if you had time it would be great 
to have both done—maybe within the same day.  “Why don’t you 
listen to this rehearsal on your own, make some evaluations and then 
let’s listen to it together and I’ll clarify what I was trying to talk 
about there.”  That would work great, I think. 
Me:  There really is such potential for feedback with the videotaping, 
I really have to be more intentional about doing that, especially now 
that they have to do if for the edTPA. 
Me:  Ron, you said you will sit and watch the video with your student 
teachers.  Do you think it makes a difference listening to it together 
and evaluating it together rather than having them do it on their own 
and then come talk to you about it? 
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students would just not be able to watch the conductor.  My stories were less about 
specific issues, and more about particular feedback techniques that I used.  Ron had a 
well-developed procedure for videotaping students with a running commentary, 
something he also did during the small group lessons with an audio recorder.  What is 
clear in each story is a strong sense of narrative authority relative to music teaching, 
followed by the belief that it was important to encourage this same development in 
student teachers.   
Within our knowledge community, we did not move beyond simply storying our 
practices in terms of feedback techniques.  However, the potential for future discussion 
that could impact our practices was certainly there.  I was drawn to Ron’s methods of 
videotaping with commentary.  Hearing him story these practices, and watching him 
execute them in the classroom had a huge influence on the way I viewed the use of video 
and audio.  Based on these experiences, I decided to alter my feedback methods to 
incorporate some of his techniques.  Had I not participated in these conversations, I 
would not have had the impetus for that type of change.  Additionally, I knew that I could 
go back to Ron with any questions or wonderings and our conversations would further 
strengthen our narrative authority as well as keep a space open for sharing as a 
knowledge community. 
Philosophy.  Part of our discussions of our practices as cooperating teachers 
centered on our general philosophies of working with student teachers.  This conversation 
was generated from our observations of what qualities cooperating teachers should 
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possess, as well as what they should be prepared for when welcoming a student teacher in 
their classroom.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ron:  Yes, I think I would urge cooperating teachers to remember 
that there’s always more than one correct answer to every issue and 
problem, and that not every entering student is incapable of having 
some good answers.  I tell my student teachers that I have only two 
things they don’t:  age and more experiences.  That doesn’t make 
me better, stronger, smarter, faster, it just means I have more to 
share, and more background basis for whatever commentary and 
opinions I offer. 
Ron:  You’ve got to do it for the right reasons, of course.  Maybe 
this doesn’t happen anymore, but it did when I went out student 
teaching—“Oh, I got a student teacher, I can’t wait to go sit in the 
faculty room and smoke or watch TV or play crossword puzzles.”   
So these days, you have to be, in my opinion, a hands on, very 
caring, and alert cooperating teacher so you can sense things as 
they’re happening, just like you would with a student.  You support 
the progress and improvement with the right kind of feedback, nip 
the problems early in the bud, provide resources, provide time, and 
provide guidance. 
 
Mark:  Yes, and you need to be organized, you need to be patient, 
and you need to have good interpersonal skills.  And you need to 
have confidence in your program, and in yourself, because you’re 
gonna see them do things sometimes that you think, “Oh my 
goodness, where did they learn that?” or “Why are they letting that 
go?”  And I think that how you deal with that, I mean, you’re still 
talking about young teachers here.  You know, you can’t just jump 
in and say, “No, that’s awful, what are you doing, what’s wrong 
with you?”  They’re kids too, you know.  So you have to be 
patient.  There should be a certain expectation that they’re gonna 
have certain foundation skills, but the fact is, everybody has to 
develop their own style, too. 
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Ron:  Yes, you can’t be offended if the students respond better to a 
youthful student teacher—but do be wary if that responsiveness 
goes into the wrong direction.  I’m just happy as a lark when a 
student teacher comes in and has a certain magnetism that brings 
out the best in a pocket of kids that I hadn’t been able to reach.  
Great!  Good for me—I don’t take it personally, it’s not like I’m a 
bad teacher, it’s just that he’s better for that kid than I am, and I’m 
happy with that.  So I guess you shouldn’t do it if you are 
personally motivated with an arrogance of your own valuability to 
the school. 
Mark:  And I think if you’re really high-strung and a control freak, 
it’s not gonna work very well.  I think you need to be able to chill 
out, and be able to stand back and watch the students develop a little 
bit.  Watch them struggle a little bit on their own, and then come in 
and help them out.   
Me:  That is often difficult for me, although I think I am getting better 
at laying back a bit more.  I think I am just so compelled to help, that 
it is hard to let them do what they need to do. 
Mark:  Yes, and I think new cooperating teachers need to be 
encouraged to let the student teachers teach.  They’re not coming to 
observe for weeks and weeks, it’s their hands on time, it’s they’re 
podium time.  Co-ops really need to keep in mind, “What can the 
experience be for the student teachers, what should it be, and what 
can I do to enhance that?”  And I think some cooperating teachers 
are hesitant to turn over their groups, if you wanna use that term, to 
their student teachers.  And the potential to make the experience 
less than it should be or could be is there, and they need to be  
 
Me:  And sometimes student teachers connect with our students in a 
way that we can’t.  And we have to have the confidence in ourselves 
to allow those connections to happen, like Mark alluded to, even 
when they may seem to be on the wrong track. 
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Me:  Yeah, I remember that with my poor first student teacher, I think I 
had him observe for almost two weeks before I let him teach.  Poor guy! 
reminded that it’s OK to take that chance and let the students actually 
teach. 
 
Ron:  Every time I talk to a new cooperating teacher, they ask me 
about questions of pacing.  Like, “When do you have them start?”  
“How often do they get on the podium?”  And it seems to me that 
we’ve all worked out our pacing issues and how to get everything 
accomplished without losing our own time with students.  And 
we’ve learned how to optimize that eight-week time frame to 
maximize the experience for the student teacher. 
Dan:  Well, and unfortunately, this last block is a tough block here 
in terms of having podium time.  Once this week is over and the 
evaluation festival has passed, I think my student teacher will have 
her last observation next week.  So, I told her she would have as 
much time as she needed next week, so when she is observed, she’d 
feel comfortable about the progress from the last time to this time.  
The other problem this block was that I got the stomach bug and was 
out four days right at the beginning, and it altered the process of 
integrating her into the program.  So the first time she was observed, 
she conducted a warm-up because we hadn’t had the opportunity to 
sit down and pick a piece.  And then the second time she had her 
piece, but it was only the second time the group had played it, and 
here we are with the evaluation festivals.  But, it’s the way the real 
world is. 
Ron:  I always say that the podium is the best teaching spot.  Get on 
the podium right away.  Student teachers have so many barriers to 
break down on the podium, they need to get up there right away 
because that’s where they will make their biggest impact and biggest 
self-improvement.   
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More so than in any of our earlier conversations about established practices, we 
each demonstrated a strongly developed sense of narrative authority surrounding the 
ideas of what a cooperating teacher should do and how they should be.  It was clear from 
our conversations that each of us had a strong sense of responsibility toward giving back 
Me:  Yeah, as motivated as I am to be a cooperating teacher, I’ve 
had to think twice about accepting student teachers when I was not 
in a good situation.  For instance, during third block we are usually 
preparing for our band trip and competition, and my colleague and I 
are already sharing podium time since we team-teach through that 
process.  So having a student teacher would really limit the amount 
of podium time.  I only did that once when I was told I was really 
needed, and I ended up sacrificing a lot of my podium time for the 
student teacher, so it wasn’t a great situation.  But it is hard to say 
no, when I consider it such an honor and a privilege to participate in 
the teacher education process. 
  
Mark:  And going back to letting them teach, I think as important as 
wanting to help a student teacher is having a structure in place in 
your program that will allow the student teachers who come to you 
to be successful.  So I think there needs to be some forethought put 
into that so that you’re bringing students into a situations that’ll be 
beneficial to them, and a positive experience for them. 
 
Mark:  Well, I do think it’s our responsibility to have student 
teachers.  I mean, if we want to promote the profession in a positive 
way, and have some say in what the product is, then we should 
provide the opportunities.  It is a real opportunity to influence the 
future.  It seems like something that everybody should do.  I mean, 
if we’re not actively involved in helping out the next generation, 
then we can’t quibble about the result, can we? 
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to the profession through working with student teachers.  Our philosophical stories had 
been woven throughout our other stories, and were just made more explicit in this 
conversation.  With the exception of Dan, these stories were consistent with other stories 
and with my observations, indicating to me that these were not cover stories, but firmly 
held beliefs enacted in their work with student teachers. 
True to form, Mark’s philosophy of having student teachers jump right in and 
teach is reflected in his story of his philosophy.  Although he does not overtly mention 
the issue of time, he does talk about how cooperating teachers need to be organized and 
prepared so that the experience can be a successful one for student teachers.  Dealing 
with so many junior student teachers in one week, it is not surprising that he would 
emphasize organization and preparedness, and he certainly exemplified that in all of our 
conversations and in the observation. 
Ron was careful not to elevate himself in his description of the relationship 
between cooperating teacher and student teacher.  He had confidence in his own sense of 
narrative authority, but did not privilege his own knowledge above that of his student 
teachers.  He seemed to have found a balance between exerting his narrative authority, 
and allowing his student teachers to develop their own.   
Dan was honest in saying that his student teacher this year may have not had the 
best opportunity to get on the podium due to the timing being close to the state evaluation 
festival, as well as his unexpected sickness.  He was apologetic, but qualified the issues 
by saying that “It’s just the way the real world is.”  I couldn’t help but wonder if he really 
meant that.  Knowing through our other conversations how committed he was to serving 
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as a cooperating teacher, I wondered if maybe there was some guilt over the experience 
that was unfolding for him with this student teacher.  Perhaps the circumstances of this 
practicum were causing him to question his narrative authority within the context of his 
relationships within this knowledge community.  He never spoke overtly about his 
philosophies, although in our first interview, he had told stories of how much he enjoyed 
watching student teachers succeed and get jobs and become colleagues.  Ron and Mark 
had such strongly developed and articulated philosophies, I wonder if this inhibited Dan 
from sharing more in this area.  He spent a great deal of time telling stories of his 
philosophies as a teacher, an area where he clearly had a well-developed sense of 
narrative authority.  But because he lived on the fringes of our knowledge community he 
did not have the same opportunity to share and articulate his own philosophies of being a 
cooperating teacher as the others had. 
This conversation was grounded in the idea that we may have something to share 
with others looking to become cooperating teachers.  Comfortable in our narrative 
authority, we were able to articulate some of the things that we felt most important for 
cooperating teachers to understand, while at the same time acknowledging when we 
knew our own work had fallen outside these stories.  The knowledge community 
provided space for this to occur, and as a result we even discussed the possibility of 
writing an article or presenting at a conference. 
Reflective Stories 
To make sense of our practices as teachers, we must engage in a process of 
reflection.  This reflection is based on past experiences and contextual awareness.  As we 
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reflect contextually as knowers, we engage in a process of inquiry—trial and error—to 
come up with solutions to problematic or doubtful situations.  This process results in a 
shift in practice.  Just as experience is continuous and interactive, so is the process of 
inquiry and change.  They are not discrete steps, but a continuum through which we 
move back and forth.  In fact, it is through this process that our personal practical 
knowledge develops.  The next set of stories focuses on each of these elements not 
exclusively, but by putting the concepts of contextual awareness, trial and error, and shift 
in practice in the foreground. 
Contextual awareness.  In these conversations we shared the importance of 
context in a broad sense as related to the state of music education programs today as well 
as the importance of context when working with individual students.  This awareness 
permeates every aspect of our practices as teachers, cooperating teachers, and as caring 
humans.  By sharing these stories in our knowledge community, we reaffirmed their 
importance in the place of experience and inquiry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  What do you really see for these student teachers down the road?  
What’s music education gonna look like for them?  Are these 
traditional programs going to be around?  Because they’re getting 
eaten away little by little by retirements that aren’t replaced and 
programs that are cut at the bottom level. 
 
Mark:  I think the graduates coming out need to expect to have to be 
more flexible than we were.  I mean, I came out and I wanted a band 
job and I got a band job.  And that’s what I wanted to do.  The thought 
of taking a vocal job never even occurred to me.  I wouldn’t have 
known what to do, but students coming out now may have to be 
flexible, because their jobs probably aren’t going to be single-faceted.  
You know, Ron, in a way his job is that way this year.  He’s been in his 
school for what, 20 years? 
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Ron:  There?  28. 
Mark:  28.  And he’s actually changed his program this year to 
accommodate cutbacks.  And I think the students coming out now 
need to expect that.  They’re not going to be just band or chorus or 
orchestra.  They’re gonna have to move past that, so they better be 
prepared. 
Me:  I always worry about—I mean in some ways I feel a little 
guilty, because my school is relatively unaffected by budget cuts, and 
the student teachers are in this flourishing program, and yet that’s 
likely not gonna be what they encounter when they go out.  What do 
you all do to help prepare them for what reality will really be?  You 
are both in relatively strong programs, also. 
Ron:  Yeah, you know, my program is good, but I always want to 
recognize that my first job was hell, it was terrible, and I learned 
the most from my first job, so I’m OK with that.  So I always send 
my student teachers to the middle school to observe.  Not that they 
need to observe all of middle school, but I want them to see middle 
school behavior.  And they’re likely gonna get a middle school job 
before they get a high school job, I mean, statistically.  And I also 
give them the opportunity to work with the lowest kids in the 
program as well as the upper.  You know, they wanna shape 
phrasing and talk about whatever, but they need to take the kid 
with the distractibility IEP and a motor deficiency who takes OT 
three times a week because he can’t hold a pencil and try and teach 
him a flute lesson, or whatever it is, so I’m OK with that. 
 
Mark:  We do the same thing, and we do that with our junior student 
teachers, not just our seniors.  You have to have some reality check 
in there, but we offset that by giving them the superstar, too.  So this 
is what you can be hopeful for, and this is reality.  So, yeah, we do 
the same thing. 
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Ron:  For me I think the most successful ones recognize it every 
day.  And maybe the ones with the Pollyanna blinders on are not 
going to get it anyway, I don’t know.  But they all came from a high 
school somewhere, and if they came from a large, well-supported 
school, that’s great, but if they came from a small, rural school, then 
college is just a nice bubble in the long-term view of things.  I 
haven’t had a really astounding student teacher who was only 
interested in the upper crust kid, have you? 
Me:  No, but I’ve definitely had some student teachers who had 
outside knowledge of my school’s reputation for excellence in 
performing and when they got here they were a little shocked that we 
still have a range of abilities from the hotshots to the very low 
functioning students.  My experience has been that many student 
teachers want to teach high school because they think the students  
Me:  I remember my first job, it was a heavy dose of reality.  I’m 
from another state, and we did schools on a county system, so 
they didn’t have small rural schools there, they’re all big, kids 
just got bussed from farther away.  So my first job in this state 
was in a K-12 building with a total student population of 600 
students.  I didn’t even know schools like that existed.  So I walk 
into this job and it was already two weeks into the school year, 
and I’m like, “I have how many kids in my senior high band?  
And I’m the only band director grades 5-12?”  But I did learn a 
lot from that program.  But I also remember the realities of this 
isn’t a musical experience for me, this isn’t musical fulfillment, 
and I always worry that the student teachers—I mean when you 
come out, you think that’s what teaching is gonna be, and that 
you’re just gonna have this wonderful musical experience every 
day like you have in college, and it’s really not.  I wanted to give 
my students the same experience I had in high school and 
college, but it was such a different context it couldn’t work the 
same way.  It was fulfilling in other ways for sure, but not as a 
personal musical experience.  Do you find that your student 
teachers realize that in student teaching, especially when they 
work with these challenging kids? 
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With all the cuts and trims to traditional music programs, the future of music 
education may look quite different than it does now.  It is essential to be aware that our 
student teachers may not experience the same reality that we experienced as students and 
that we are experiencing as teachers.  Ron, Mark, and I talked about the ways in which 
we try to ensure that student teachers see this reality as much as possible.  We all 
demonstrated an acute awareness of the different realities of different settings.  Ron and I 
had difficult beginnings as teachers in difficult situations, and Ron was now dealing with 
covering for a position that had not been replaced after retirement.  After 28 years of 
teaching high school, he was now picking up the students in two different elementary 
buildings in addition to his high school load. 
We also talked about the realities of teaching that often surprise young preservice 
teachers.  We had all learned through experience that there are a variety of levels of 
students that we teach.  Some are ideal music students and some are much more difficult.  
Some, as Ron mentioned, may even have special needs of which we need to be aware.  
This was a particular area of concern for me, as I re-storied my own realization that 
teaching music was not going to be personally fulfilling musically.  It is something I 
will be more capable and they will be able to do all this great 
literature, but the reality is that most programs just aren’t there and 
most high school students are just not that mature.  Again, the focus 
can’t be on having a personal high music experience through 
teaching.  There are rewarding elements, but that comes mostly 
through teaching break-throughs—and even those are not daily.  Put 
that together with the fact that traditional programs are changing, 
and the future has a really different look for our student teachers. 
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share regularly with my student teachers.  I learned that my musical fulfillment would 
come by maintaining my connection with performing in an adult band of other music 
teachers, and my fulfillment at school would come through teaching moments. 
Within our knowledge community we shared our awareness of the state of music 
education both past and present.  We understood that the current climate of music 
education could be a problematic situation, and through our own experiences were trying 
to guide our student teachers to a greater understanding and awareness of what they may 
face as new teachers.  The future will always hold doubt, and therefore will always 
require inquiry and reflection.  Sharing these stories in our knowledge community 
allowed us to continue that process in a relational and educative way. 
Knowing our students emerged as perhaps one of the most important aspects of 
our practices as teachers.  In this conversation, we shared specific stories of students and 
how we have contextualized their place in our programs and adjusted our teaching 
accordingly.  We also shared ways that we try to pass this on to our student teachers, to 
give them a glimpse into the ways in which we come to know about students. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  When student teachers come to you with questions or problems, 
what do you think is their number one concern? 
Mark:  Their number one concern?  Not understanding the kids and 
where they are coming from.  The student teachers come in and they 
perceive life as they see it, like they’ve experienced it.  They don’t 
realize that Johnny over here who can’t get his act together lives out 
in Eastview in a house that has a dirt floor, things like that.  And not 
seeing what all those other things are, you know, it’s like us walking 
in and somebody seems like they’re not in a bad mood, and you   
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Me:  No. 
Mark:  It’s on North Hill, it’s a big housing project—low income 
housing—and we’ve got kids there with five kids in the family with a 
mom who doesn’t work and the dad’s not there.  And they have a 
different way of looking at life, you know, than some kid who is 
paying $50,000 a year to go to college. 
Me:  Right. 
Mark:  I think that’s the biggest thing, they have to step back and not 
get on Johnny’s case because he didn’t remember his book.  I mean, 
he probably didn’t remember anything that day. 
Me:  How do you counsel student teachers to be more aware? 
realize that their entire life fell apart somehow.  So I think it’s trying 
to understand the kids that they’re teaching, and not everybody’s the 
same.  You know, in my school you have grandchildren of Pulitzer 
Prize winners sitting beside that kid who lives in the house with the 
dirt floor.  Or you get kids from Northville—you know where 
Northville is?   
Mark:  Well, usually I can help them with who the kids are that have 
some sort of need, whatever it is, whether it is an IEP or an 
emotional thing, or if it’s just something nobody really knows about 
that comes to me through other kids.  And we had a kid who was 
studying with a junior student teacher, a tuba player, and he forgot 
his mouthpiece and his book because it wasn’t a band day.  And the 
student teacher started to say something, and I just stepped in real 
quick—I hadn’t gotten to the student teacher before the kids got 
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there—and I said to the tuba player,  “Go down to the office and get 
me such and such,” and then I said to the student teacher, “His dad 
had brain surgery two days ago, he’s going to be in the hospital in 
New York City for the next month, sorry I didn’t get to you before he 
walked in the room.  So the mouthpiece and the book aren’t really 
important today.”  And I gave him a mouthpiece and a book.  So it’s 
a matter of trying to get on the same page with the kid. 
Me:  Do you think student teachers get that?  Do they pick up on how 
important it is? 
Mark:  Oh, yeah, they do, they do.  You know, we talk about it.  Be 
thankful that you don’t live in the situation that some of these kids live 
in.  You know, they’re not fakin’ it—it’s just not working for some of 
them for whatever reason, and we usually know what the reasons are. 
Me:  Right, yeah, that’s a really good point.  You never know where 
you’re gonna teach. 
Mark:  Yeah, yeah, exactly.  And you can’t assume everybody has 
the same experience.  You know, I grew up in a supportive 
household.  I had four brothers and grew up on a farm.  I got up at 
5 o’clock in the morning, and went down and fed cows and horses 
and threw bails of hay and took a shower and went to school.  And 
I was ready for lunch by 9 o’clock, you know.  And I knew that not 
everybody that I was friends with had that kind of life—that was it 
for me.  And I think it’s important to keep your eye on the ball as 
far as where the kids are coming from.  And also, where I grew up 
everybody I knew was white.  There were no African American 
students, no Asian students, none of that.  Where I teach now, it’s a 
lot different.  So you better be sensitive to other people and 
cultures.  I think it’s a matter of just looking at each kid and trying 
to find out how to work with that kid based on their situation. 
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Me:  Yeah, and it’s not always easy if it is outside your personal 
experience.  This year I’ve had two students who have undergone 
gender transitions.  And that’s a completely new thing for me.  
Oddly they are both in the same lesson group, they’re both 
trumpet players, and they were both females who now identify as 
males.  And I do what I can to help them out, but it’s awkward 
for me because I’m not used to it—I still stumble over pronouns 
when I talk to them.  But I got an email from one of the student’s 
mom—I’ve actually known both for a long time—saying, 
“Thank you, thank you.  We go to these support groups for 
parents of LGBT kids and I was wondering why my kid wasn’t 
having the same struggles that a lot of these other parents were 
describing, and I finally just realized it’s because of band.  
Because it’s a place where they can go and just be accepted for 
who they are.  For their contributions musically, not their 
physicality or what gender they are or were.”  And I had never 
really thought about that.  But it is a safe place for a lot of 
different types of kids who don’t fit in anywhere else.   
Dan:  It is, yes.  And they can be themselves, they can be 
expressive in a supportive environment. 
Me:  You know, I think it’s our responsibility to know the kids and 
where they are, and be the person they need us to be at the moment.  
And we are uniquely positioned to do that because we see them in 
small groups. 
Dan:  Absolutely.  Well, we have to be aware because we’re asking 
them to put themselves out, to expose the under layers of 
themselves.  We encourage them to be expressive, and to be 
expressive you have to be a little bit adventurous.  That girl that I 
was goofing with when you observed—the clarinet player at the 
end—is a sophomore.  She’s been in the alternative school room, 
which is actually right across from the entrance to the stage. 
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Ron:  Yeah, you know, I got a phone call the other day from one of 
the band parents.  She told me that they were having dinner with a 
band family, whose son is a senior mallet player, and his mom 
started to slur her speech during dinner.  And that usually means 
stroke or something like that, so they take her to the emergency 
room, then they rush her to ICU.  She has a massive growth at the 
base of her brain, connected to her spinal column.  So they put a 
shunt in yesterday, and they’re trying to relieve the pressure, but 
she’s gravely ill right now, and her son is in school today.  So, I’m 
not a counselor, Dr. Drew, or anything like that, so I never really 
know what to say, but I know it’s difficult for kids like that to 
concentrate on things in school, while also thinking about their own 
parents dying, just like Mark was talking about earlier.  That’s 
terrible for them!  So I just try to inject a little bit of humor in the 
rehearsal, a little bit of nonsense, so that it’s not work, work, work, 
because at this time of year the academic pressure is really kicking 
in, anyway.  So I don’t feel like I have to throw out all of my own 
standards, I just have to be willing to lose 30 seconds here, 45 
seconds there, in order to make it a better experience for kids.  I 
might be wrong on that, but that’s my philosophy, anyway.  And 
you know, today was a pretty good first day back after break, all 
things considered. 
Me:  I saw that room.  I kinda guessed that’s what it was. 
Dan:  Yeah.  She’s not the best academic kid.  She doesn’t come 
from the best home situation.  In fact, mom is a terrible example 
based on what I hear.  And she can be pretty sassy, but she loves to 
play clarinet, and I like her a lot.  Just because she’s got all this 
baggage, you know, it doesn’t matter to me.  When she was put in 
alt school, her first thing was that she told me and the teachers 
down there, “I’ve got to go to 2nd period band.”  She’s one of the 
most regular, reliable persons at lessons.  She’s a great kid, not a 
great academic kid, not a good behavior kid, but one of those kids 
who really loves and needs band.  And she’s one of those kids I’m 
really gonna remember, you know?  So you’re right, we have that 
privilege of being able to interact with kids more personally.  I 
think you do in every classroom, but it’s the way you approach it. 
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Throughout all of our conversations, I was struck by the ways in which Mark, 
Dan, and Ron had come to know their students.  The presentation above only scratched 
the surface of the stories we shared.  As we shared more and more stories, I came to 
realize what a human endeavor teaching is.  Of course, we work alongside students every 
day, but we don’t often take the opportunity to step back and reflect on the relationships 
that we build.  Being able to share these stories in community allows us to take this step 
back and to acknowledge the caring and nurturing practices that we have developed 
through our experiences.   
Ron actually shared two stories in which parents had reached out to him with 
sensitive information about the families of his students, but only one is represented 
above.  This demonstrated a real trust and awareness within the community of his caring 
nature.  Dan and Mark were wide-awake to the situations of their students, and both 
worked in communities of high financial need and cultural differences.  I was even 
surprised, upon reflection, to realize how much I had come to know about my own 
students and their individual needs and backgrounds.  For me, certainly, and most likely 
for all of us, the importance of this knowledge evolved slowly, over time and through 
experience.  I found myself wondering if this was something that could be shared with 
student teachers, or if it was something that had to develop on its own.  When I lived 
Me:  Yeah, it is really important not to lose sight of the students in 
front of you.  I think we could easily do that sometimes, we see them 
as this whole entity—the band.  We have to remember that they are 
all individuals with their own unique needs. 
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alongside Mark for a day with his student teacher, I watched a lesson that the student 
teacher, Stewart, taught to a young euphonium player.  I noticed that he was very gentle 
with the student, who clearly had not practiced, and that Stewart had an awareness of the 
student’s life outside of school on the hockey team.  Knowing that contextual awareness 
was so important to Mark, I chatted with the two of them about this during our time 
together in the morning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mark:  Yeah, getting to know the kid, it's important that we number 
one, set a high standard, but also we have to remember we're not the 
only thing they're doing.  And some teachers, especially at our high 
school, they assign as if the kids only have math, or English, or 
science, and that's why the kids are up until two in the morning.  But 
I think we have a fairly realistic approach.  I won't speak for you, 
Stewart, that's how I feel about it. 
 
Stewart:  Yeah, I think it helped that I played hockey when I was 
younger, so I could do analogies to hockey, or to other sports.  And I 
have realized who will go the extra mile and who won't, and with 
who I can only do this much, and after that point they won't focus or 
they'll get frustrated and just quit for the day.  So I try to write my 
lesson plans towards that, but in the case this morning, he didn't get 
practicing in because he was going non-stop and he had All-County.  
So it's just taking a step back, showing him this is how you should 
practice it, so that you can do it in the most efficient way, so you’re 
Me:  One of the things I remembered from when we talked a month 
or so ago that stuck with me was you talked about knowing the kids 
and where they are, and adjusting the lesson.  And I noticed that in 
the first lesson with the baritone player, Stewart knew that he had 
hockey and that he had late practices and that he hadn’t practiced his 
music a lot.  And they talked about that and he adjusted the lesson 
accordingly.  So is that something you talk about together? 
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Me:  That's great.  Cuz that first lesson could have easily gone a 
whole different direction, and you could have been really nasty and 
said, “I can't believe you didn't practice,” and I was impressed with 
the way you handled it.  And it made me think of what you had said, 
Mark, about knowing the kids and knowing what they're doing 
outside of school or what might be affecting the amount of time they 
have to practice. 
 
Mark:  With the euphonium player you're talking about, right? 
Stewart:  Yeah. 
Mark:  Yeah, I mean just the fact that he went to All-County, you 
know, that he wanted to do that, because he missed a hockey 
game to do that.  You know, for him that was a big deal.  And the 
fact is he's just a solid kid, you know, who does what he can with 
the time he that he has—because he doesn't have a lot of time.  
But we never have to get him for lesson, so he's responsible.  So, 
it's that whole thing, you know, what do you lean on?  Do you 
want the kid to be a superstar and you push 'em really hard?  Or 
do you take what you have and kinda ease it along, because our 
role is to get kids ready for the next level?  And if we don't alter 
things a little bit, they may not make it to the next level because 
we made it a bad experience.  So it’s always that type of 
balancing act.  You know, you do it all the time.  [Sighs]  As 
much as we don't wanna have to sometimes—it isn’t easy.  And 
we wish they were all superstars, it’s just not the way it is.  
not up until 12 o'clock playing baritone.  Because I'm pretty sure his 
family doesn't want that.  When I was younger I was never told how to 
practice, and I didn't learn until college, and it was bad.  So being able 
to help them realize how to practice now, in the most efficient way 
will make it more enjoyable and productive.  When you can just show 
them to practice it this way, it will help.   
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In another conversation, Mark shared how he had learned from his own 
cooperating teacher to “listen first, react later.”  This was probably one of his first 
experiences in realizing the importance of contextual understanding.  So as a student 
teacher, this seed was planted that eventually grew to shape his practices as a teacher and 
as a cooperating teacher.  This small story gives us a glimpse into how Mark is sharing 
his experiences with his student teacher, Stewart, in a way that allows him to begin to 
develop his own sense of narrative authority regarding contextualizing information about 
students.  As a narrative inquirer, I was so excited to be able to observe this interaction.  
As part of Mark’s knowledge community, I had heard his stories related to context in 
teaching, and I was alert to his past experiences.  Observing Mark’s student teacher and 
seeing similar sensitivity was like zooming a lens in on the value of continuous 
experiences shared in relationship.  Even the process of restorying these events allows for 
continued reflection and growth for all of us.  We can be awake to the storied lives of our 
students outside the school walls and outside the boundaries of our band programs, seeing 
them not just as music students, but as individuals within a particular context and with 
particular needs.  Furthermore, we can encourage our student teachers to develop this 
awareness. 
Trial and error.  Part of the process of inquiry, according to Dewey, is the 
process of testing our hypothesis after reflecting on a problematic situation and its 
context.  This may lead to further inquiry and re-testing, or trial and error.  Trial and error 
is in itself an experience that is continuous and interactive, and can be educative.  In fact, 
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that is how personal practical knowledge is developed.  In this conversation, we share 
stories of this process of trial and error and how it has led us to our current practices. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dan:  I used to do it on a sheet of paper, and it was just really 
cumbersome, and took up too much rehearsal time.  So now I’ll just 
put a Post-it note right in the score with the specific notes about that 
section so that I can go quickly without having to waste time—I’ve 
got it right there.  So I do talk about rehearsal techniques that have 
been successful for me, and share those things, because it’s all a 
whole new ballgame for the student teachers and they need to build 
their bag of tricks.  
Me:  Right, it’s all about the experience, you learn by doing, by trial 
and error. 
Me:  Do you ever guide student teachers through the planning 
process by modeling self-reflection?  Like, saying, “This is how I 
would structure this based on my experience,” or “After this lesson 
you observed me teach, I would do this differently  
because . . . ?” 
Dan:  Yes, I do.  You know, I probably shouldn’t say this, but lesson 
plans?  I mean 28 years doing this, you sort of have a—I don’t want 
to say a routine, because it’s always a challenge, but it is a routine.  
You know what the struggling points are going to be and you know 
what’s going to be addressed before they even start.  So I talk with 
student teachers about how I have come to use Post-it notes on my 
score to break things down. 
Me:  Just like like me! 
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Mark:  Yeah, you know being experienced I can assemble things a lot 
more quickly in my head than I used to.  And my lesson plans now 
are a guide, but they’re not set up with a bullet for every kid 
anymore.  I used to write four page lesson plans for each group, but I 
couldn’t even read through it in a half-hour lesson anyway, so that 
wasn’t really useful.  And something I have learned about rehearsal 
technique is the more the kids play, the better, and I really try to pass 
that on to student teachers.  I used to be really guilty of not doing 
that, and so I put a reminder on my music stand when I’m 
conducting—“They’re here to play”—they don’t wanna hear me talk. 
Me:  Yeah, I have done silent rehearsals to emphasize that.  It 
throws the students for a loop, and it usually works pretty well if 
you do it spread out enough that it’s kind of a new thing and then 
they are all attentive.  But I’ve also learned that I don’t have to 
point out every mistake.  If I’m doing my job in lessons and 
teaching them good foundational skills, they should know if they 
played G-sharp instead of G-natural, or whatever.  And if I repeat 
it—often for a different rehearsal focus—a lot of that will get better 
without me having to say anything.  Then I can focus on the 
ensemble stuff—like being a traffic cop—fitting in entrances and 
passing phrasing, that kind of thing. 
Mark:  Yep, yeah, exactly. 
Me:  One of the toughest things I find in planning myself, and in 
helping student teachers plan is dealing with percussion. 
Ron:  Recently, for me recently is 10 years, probably, I'm a pretty 
good percussionist, but I felt a void in percussion for my own 
ensembles, so I just started re-doing assignments.  You know, student 
teacher comes, and the average student teacher hands out the music 
and expects that kids are gonna know who plays first, second, third, 
and who's gonna take the snare.  So I have to say, you hand out the 
music, the upper classman, strongest personality is always going to 
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play what he or she wants and the shy kid without the abilities is 
gonna play nothing, and you're not even gonna notice because you're 
worried about those two clarinets, and it's gonna go by you in no 
time.  That’s a mask for me having done this to myself, it was me, at 
one time in my career.  Never again.  I worked hard, I got the music 
ready, I'm ready to give the concert, “Make sure you all look snappy, 
did you go out and buy a white shirt?” Yadda, yadda, yadda.  I get 
out in the concert and after the concert Mom comes up and says, 
“Daniel didn't play a single note.”  Well, duh, cuz I wasn't monitoring 
it.  It only happened once in my life and it will never happen again.  
So, back to the point of the story—I’ve been going through the 
percussion music myself, now, and I determine what are advanced, 
medium, and easy parts in everything, and then I list it that way, and I 
tell kids, “You're gonna do the dry run, and then I'm gonna meet with 
you and we'll fix it up.  I want you to select a battery part, a timpani 
part, and a mallet part in our program of four, five, or six tunes.  You 
won't be playing those every day, but I want you to select at least a 
battery, a timpani, a mallet, and if you don't play mallets, look for the 
titles that say "E" by the mallet parts, cuz I can help you with those.  
If you don't play timpani, look for the titles that say "E" by the 
timpani.”  So the kids all lay this out, and then I notice, Matt, snare, 
snare, snare, snare, snare, bass.  And then I get with him and I say, 
“Yeah, but Matt, I don't want you to play snare on everything, 
because I want you to be a mentor to so-and-so on timpani.”  So from 
that I developed a main player and a back-up system, and then, with 
11 or 12 percussionists you can still play a tune that only uses 5, but 
then you say, “OK, Matt's playing snare and Karen is the back up, 
and then, “OK let's do that again, hey back-ups in,” and all the second 
rotation of percussionists come in, and they have to hold the same 
standard to what you just worked on.  So everybody's engaged, 
everybody's looking at hopefully, a more masterful player, they're 
getting paired up with somebody who does something well.  And 
most importantly, when somebody's absent there's always coverage 
because they're trained, and you don't have to rely on somebody 
sight-reading.  And if somebody doesn't show up to the concert, 
you're not hung because somebody's trained for the part.  So, you 
know, it's a whole days meeting with student teachers to go over what 
I do, and then to encourage student teachers to go out and figure out 
what they wanna do with percussion, cuz it's not just an art, it's a 
science with the percussion section. 
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Me:  Right.  I think if there’s one thing I hope my student teachers 
leave with, it is take care of your percussionists.  Don’t forget 
about them in the rehearsal, make sure they have interesting things 
to play.  Because I was guilty of that in my early years of 
teaching—I didn’t give them enough to do, or cultivate them.  And 
it’s been in later years that I’ve realized that they come to play.  
And sometimes they would only play three cymbal crashes the 
whole period.  And as a kid, why do you want to stay in band if 
that’s all you’re gonna do?  It’s just being aware of what the 
experience is like from their perspective, and it took me a while to 
get that.  And percussion is often an area of hesitation for student 
teachers. 
Ron:  Yeah, do you find that, too?  It’s a challenge in finding the 
right time to get them integrated.  I have a hard time knowing when is 
exactly the right time for every specific personality in order to push 
through that door they don’t want to enter.  I try. 
Me:  You know, I had a horrible percussion methods teacher as an 
undergrad.  He was a grad student and he didn't believe in 
teaching rudiments, so I didn't learn the rudiments.  And no joke, 
my first day at student teaching, I get to the middle school and the 
band director is having rehearsal, and he says, “You know what, 
we have All-County auditions coming up, so can you take the 
percussionists back in the other room and work on their 
rudiments?”  And I was like, "Oh shoot.”  So after that I went out 
of my way to take percussion lessons and just get with anybody I 
knew who was a good percussionist, and now I'm really 
comfortable with it.  And now I love playing percussion, 
especially playing mallets, so if I have percussion ensemble and 
somebody doesn't show up, I'm like, “Oh, I'll play their part,” 
because I enjoy it. 
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A conversation that began with a question of reflective modeling of planning 
quickly led to stories of how our practices had changed over the years, both in terms of 
our planning and rehearsal techniques, as well as some specific practices with percussion.  
We all shared the times when we had moments of realization that what we were doing 
wasn’t working.  There was no shame in our admissions, but a definite sense that trial and 
error was part of the process of learning to teach.  The real key is that without reflection, 
trial and error will not result in educative learning.  Certainly trial and error could occur 
without real reflection, but without carefully considering the options and then the 
outcomes, the process would be random and would not move us forward. 
I think having student teachers makes us even more aware of this process that 
Ron:  Yeah, it’s toys, it’s so cool.  I keep saying to myself that before 
I retire, I'm going to have a really smart, good, cohesive curriculum 
in place for percussion with all the things that I know are right, I just 
can't find time to ever do it. 
 
Me:   Oh, you and me both, you know, I'm constantly trying to figure 
out how to fit everything in for the percussionists for lessons, And 
every year, I'm like, “Well, maybe I'll try it this way this year,” and 
I'll do it in a different sequence.  And it is difficult when we have so 
much more to accomplish, especially the freshmen, I mean some of 
them don't even know how to play maracas or castanets, they just 
never have touched those instruments, let alone timpani, because 
their band director in middle school always tuned it for them, and all 
the sudden they're like, what I do?  It's a challenge definitely to get 
them to a certain level.  And every year I change the way I want to 
do it, and this year's no exception. 
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must occur, and we storied the importance of revealing our narrative authority to them so 
that they could continue the process of developing their own sense of narrative authority.  
Modeling our reflective thinking regarding our past experiences and processes of trial and 
error not only helps with specific issues or problems, but also gives student teachers a 
glimpse into the way teachers come to know in their individual situations and contexts.  
Realizing that we all make mistakes, but we can reflect and make changes in community 
with others is a powerful message for student teachers.  In turn, as cooperating teachers 
we are motivated to continue our own trial and error as a model for them. 
Shift in practice.  From the process of inquiry comes a shift in practice.  Through 
reflection and trial and error, we make adjustments to our practices as cooperating 
teachers.  We would continue this adjusted practice until we felt doubtful again, and the 
process would begin anew.  In this conversation, we talked about how our practices with 
student teachers have shifted over the years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  I thought it was interesting throughout the interview when we 
first talked, you mentioned a lot of times that you felt you weren't a 
good judge of people, and you even said something like that in one 
of your emails, and yet your stories about student teachers 
demonstrate that you seem to have a really good understanding of 
who they are and where they are, so I just wondered why you felt 
you weren't a good judge of people? 
 
Ron:  I don't know that I'm not, and I don't know that I feel that I'm 
not, I know that my wife is better at it.  And unqualified, she really 
knows people from first impression on, you know, she gets it.  A lot 
of times I think—maybe this is highly uncommon—maybe I've 
worked backwards.  I think I began my own teaching career with a  
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Me:  Right, right.  I think I've found myself doing the same thing.  
When I first had student teachers I was much more directive about 
what I wanted them to do and what I thought they should do, and 
now I find myself thinking in my head, “OK, I wouldn't do it that 
way, but is it necessarily wrong for them to do it that way?  Maybe 
it'll work this way.”  You know, so I find myself much more 
hesitant to speak up right away, and I'm the same way, I sort of try 
to give them a little space to be—to do something different that I 
 
bank of knowledge here [gestures low] and a bank of confidence 
here [gestures high].  And I think I've gotten the opposite now, I 
think my knowledge and skills and abilities are so much 
improved, but my confidence about that—I don't like going to 
certain state conferences because I'm not gonna sit at a table and 
blow my own horn about, my band does this, and we do that, and 
everything, it's just not my comfort zone.  So when I listen to 
student teachers, these days I'm much more likely to move more 
slowly in responding.  Because a lot of times when I was younger 
and more confident, but less able, I think I would listen to a 
student teacher talk about, “Well, I conducted in rep class the 
Hindemith Symphony, Third Movement, whatever, whatever,” 
and I would jump right on that and say, “Yeah, but you're talking 
about kids who read music and they're college music majors 
playing on secondary instruments, and you'll never use that with 
a common high school group.  And if you did, because you had 
technically able kids, you probably wouldn't do it very well for an 
audience because it's beyond the audiences’ capacity to 
understand.  So get your head out of the clouds dude!”  And I 
don't do that as much, and maybe that's unfair to student teachers, 
because I move more slowly at giving my opinions, which I think 
are valid.  But, maybe my opinions are tempered . . . I’m not sure 
how to really say that.  I think I am a good judge of character, but 
I'm less willing to act and react on that because the leash is longer 
for me now.  If a student teacher's making a specific error or 
miscalculation or poor judgment or giving false information or 
especially if they're doing something inefficiently that could be 
done faster and more promptly for the kid, then I'll say 
something.  But if I have a difference of opinion, these days I 
don't say much, you know, because I can learn, too. 
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Mark:  There should be a certain expectation, you know, that 
they're gonna have certain foundation skills, but the fact is, you 
know, everybody has to develop their own style, too.  And if I were 
to look at how I taught, you know, 30 years ago, compared to what 
I do now, it's completely different.  You know, we were taught to 
be kind and gentle and not hurt their feelings, and it's even worse 
now—you have to be kinder and more gentle, and not hurt this 
range of feelings.  You know, the kids wanna have—this is the 
student teachers and the students—they want to have a worthwhile 
program where they can feel like they contribute, and they want to 
have competent instruction, they want to feel safe, and I just want 
them to have a good experience, and anything beyond that is kind 
of unnecessary.   
Me:  Right, I probably did that backwards when I first took a 
student teacher, I think I was way too rigid, you know, I didn't 
leave them any wiggle room to get their feet wet and really get 
their chops developed.  It’s harder to sit back and watch them do 
things differently than I would, but you are right, they have to 
develop their own style, and I saw that first-hand with one of my 
student teachers not so long ago.  I had given him a copy of one 
of my PowerPoint presentations to use as a guide for music 
theory.  Instead of re-working it for himself, he tried to use the 
exact presentation and he got all out of order, had trouble 
verbalizing it, and it was clear by the end of the lesson that it 
would have to be re-taught.  We talked, and I told him just to use 
my presentation as a guide for content, but deliver it in a way 
that was comfortable for him.  He came back the next day with a 
story about how his family makes cookies with “The Smith 
Process” and he applied that to the musical process for figuring 
out intervals.  The class was totally sucked in, and they got it!  
That was real confirmation for me that I do need to let the 
student teachers teach as best suits them. 
 
might not have done, or might not have thought about doing.  It’s 
interesting that you have come to that same place, as well.  
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The common theme for all of us in this conversation was giving up control and 
letting student teachers develop their own style of teaching.  Ron and I, particularly, 
talked about how we have come to shift our practices by “lengthening our leashes.”  It is 
not that we think our advice or opinions are not valid, but we have come to realize that 
there may be different ways to approach different situations, and we open the possibilities 
for our own learning if we allow space for this to occur.  Ron even suggested that through 
my work, others might avoid making the same mistakes we did.  Although I agree that 
having as much knowledge as possible can be helpful, the emphasis is not on a blueprint 
model, but on opening pathways of communication between ourselves and other co-ops 
so that we can engage in collective inquiry.  When we are gathering data to make our 
informed choices for our trial and error solutions, doing it in community gives us a 
broader base from which to draw, and a safe and solid support system from which we can 
Ron:  Yeah, well, hey, your work here is going to help younger people 
avoid lots of those kinds of mistakes and setbacks. 
Me:  Well, partly, that’s my hope, you know, is just the 
communication piece and learning from each other.  To me that just 
seems so critical.  And I guess I’ve always done that, but never 
really thought about it in that way until I started my doctoral work 
and realized how important all of the collegiality is, and the 
relationships we build, and how much we learn from each other.  
And the more we reach out, the more we gain. 
Ron:  Sure, yeah, true. 
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develop and reinforce our narrative authority.  There are countless examples in our stories 
of other shifts in practices, both large and small, this is but one example that raises the 
shade on our awareness and opens the potential for us to see these shifts throughout our 
stories. 
 Stories of Influential Relationships  
What are Stories of Influential Relationships? 
Stories of influential relationships are stories that reveal a broad and complex web 
of relationships that form unique knowledge communities outside our own, a 
conceptualization present in Craig’s work (1992).  These are the stories that bring the 
past to the present.  They are contextual and relational, illuminating the continuous and 
interactive nature of experience.  They are reflective, often evidencing the process of 
problem solving and the development of personal practical knowledge.  When these 
stories are shared, the cycle of relationships and experience continues in a way that 
impacts both the teller and those who experience the telling.   
Our Knowledge Community 
The conversations presented throughout this project story the development of our 
knowledge community.  However, there were a few conversations that storied very 
specific connections.  These conversations were situated within our responsibilities as 
cooperating teachers and in each case connected us in particular ways that strengthened 
our narrative authority and our knowledge community.  The first presentation is focused 
on the benefits of prior contextual knowledge of our student teachers and the second is 
focused on selecting literature with student teachers. 
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Benefits of prior knowledge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A tangible benefit from my relationship with Mark was a more contextual 
understanding of my student teacher’s past experiences.  Through our discussions I had 
learned that she was participating in the new internship program in which The College 
Mark:  I think that the senior student teachers that I’ve had come 
out of college being deficient in the amount of podium time that 
they have had.  And the time they have had has been in front of 
their peers, who don’t quite present the same challenges that young 
students do.  So through our school summer program we’ve started 
taking some juniors and giving them the opportunity to conduct 
there.  And so Stewart, my senior student teacher this year, was able 
to get up on the podium the first day he was here. 
Me:  That’s great, because their junior student teaching is so focused 
on the lessons, which is good experience, but since they only get the 
large group time in the very short eight weeks of senior student 
teaching, it can be hard for some student teachers to get the 
experience they need. 
Mark:  That’s why we started the internship program for the college 
students where they come one day a week for five hours.  Anne was 
here yesterday and she got to do two band rehearsals every time she 
came.  And then by the time she went out second block student 
teaching, she’d been on the podium about 12 times, so it was good for 
her. 
Me:  And she happens to be my student teacher right now.  And I did 
see that she was very comfortable on the podium.  It was very evident, 
which I haven’t seen before. 
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students were able to conduct a large group rehearsal in the public school setting, 
something they did not do during their junior student teaching.  Not only did I recognize 
how this had impacted her own comfort level in front of a group, but I felt more 
comfortable getting her on the podium more quickly than I might have done had she not 
had this experience.  Later, I shared with Ron how meaningful this had been, and I told 
him that, “just knowing Mark and knowing the types of things I could imagine him 
saying to her was helpful to me.”  This was a small, yet significant, example of how 
sharing in our knowledge community could strengthen our relationships as well as our 
narrative authority.  Through our interaction, I was able to be more informed about the 
background of my student teacher, Mark received positive feedback from the results of 
the new internship, and restorying the experience with Ron made me understand how my 
relationship with Mark led to a greater depth of understanding.  There is no way to 
measure the impact the conversation may have had on Ron, but having experienced the 
telling, the potential for reflection was there. 
Selecting literature. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  When you sent me the communications between you and your 
student teacher, I had to chuckle when I saw your note about 
Rhosymedre.  When I was in communication with my student 
teacher this summer about literature I suggested that she check the 
level four pieces in the state list, because that’s about the level that 
Concert Band would be at the time she would be with me.  So she 
came back with Irish Tune and Shepherd’s Hey.  I had to tell her, 
well we only have 3 french horns (and one’s only in rehearsal every 
other day), so that’s not good for Irish Tune and— 
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Ron:  And have you played Shepherd’s Hey with the clarinet section? 
Me:  I know, I told her our clarinets are almost all freshmen, and 
the upperclassmen aren’t strong enough, so those tunes would not 
work for our particular ensemble.  And so I suggested Sea Songs, 
because that’s a nice piece that’s doable—the key is a little 
unfamiliar—and fun to play.  And since it is a march, and 
somewhat short, I suggested she do it with Flourish for Wind Band; 
do a little Vaughan Williams thing.  So she came back and said, 
“Oh, I really love Rhosymedre, could I do that instead of 
Flourish?” and I was thinking, “I have done that piece before, there 
is something about it . . . ”  So I pulled the score and as soon as I 
looked at it I was like, “Oh, yeah, 4/2 time!”  And I told her if she 
was really committed to it, they are capable of playing it, but it’s 
going to be a hard sell, and a rough road in rehearsal, and it has 
been a little bit so far.  There are just so many rehearsal challenges 
there. 
 
Ron:  You know, I did that with a student teacher a while ago and one 
of the challenges is that the scoring is thin, so some sections sit there 
for a long time.  So I had the student teacher develop a Finale file that 
had some of the melody and layers, and then print it out for 
everybody in the band and almost rote-taught the rhythmic aspect of 
it.  And then apply the chunks directly to the spots in the piece where 
it was extracted from so they could make the connections.  Something 
like that, anyway. 
Me:  Yeah, I do that often for my pieces.  I call them rhythm source 
sheets, and I take some of the hardest rhythms out of the piece for 
everybody to look at and learn.  But I didn’t have Anne do that, and 
her first time up on the podium was semi-disastrous.  Kids were lost 
and then got unfocused . . . 
Ron:  What goes on in percussion in that, there’s not much, right? 
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In an effort to share with me and be helpful for this study, Ron made it a habit to 
include me in on his communications with his student teachers, as well as to send me 
copies of past communications.  Many of these emails had to do with literature selection, 
and one in particular caught my eye since he was addressing the particular challenges of a 
piece that my student teacher had also chosen.  As we discussed the process of getting to 
this piece, we shared our common experiences with the intricacies of a few standard 
pieces of repertoire.  We were truly speaking in the language that only band directors 
Me:  Yeah, but I will say that sitting in rehearsal and observing while 
she’s working on it makes me much more conscious of how  
kids shouldn’t sit.  And I know I have changed my rehearsal tactics  
a lot over the years, having realized that it’s no fun to sit there while 
the clarinets are being rehearsed.  There’s no reason you can’t have 
good enough ears to have everyone play, sing, or clap while focusing 
in on what the clarinets are doing. 
Ron:  Yeah, engage more than—better than us, huh. 
Me:  Not much, and I told her that ahead of time.  We have 11 
percussionists, so I had her write extra parts to keep everyone busy.  
Mostly mallet parts, but she also wrote some triangle parts and things.  
But even with that, the piece leaves a lot of kids just sitting for a long 
time, so active rehearsal techniques become really important. 
Ron:  Well, I’m a trombone player, and if you play in the symphony 
and you’re trombone, you get tired of counting to 82 measures of rest, 
and then having the conductor stop. 
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know and it created an immediate atmosphere of camaraderie.  Ron offered a suggestion 
as to how he had approached this piece with a former student teacher, and it paralleled 
my own practices in rehearsal.  This strengthened my own sense of narrative authority, 
but at the same time, it caused me to reflect on the fact that I had not insisted that Anne 
use this method in her rehearsal.  Ron gently wondered how we were handling the lack of 
percussion parts, and I was glad that this time I could share that I had attended to one of 
the rehearsal challenges.  Finally, Ron and I shared our similar experiences with 
rehearsals that left us unengaged for great lengths of time, and I reflected on how this had 
heightened my awareness as a conductor and teacher.  Ron affirmed that this awareness, 
if shared with our student teachers, could enable them to be even better than us at 
engaging students.  Our work with student teachers can and should be mutually 
beneficial, and storying this within our knowledge community enhanced our narrative 
authority.  Additionally, the continuity of our experiences helped to strengthen our 
relationship and opened a door to further conversation. 
Knowledge Communities with College Professors 
Because the four of us all hosted student teachers from the same institution, and 
because we had all attended The College either as graduates or undergraduates, it was not 
surprising that we told of our experiences there within our knowledge community.  Even 
though we did not attend college during exactly the same years, we had relationships with 
many of the same college professors—relationships that might be called knowledge 
communities.  The stories we told were about how they influenced our lives as young 
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teachers and the ways in which our teaching practice has been shaped by our 
relationships with them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dan:  I wanna say my mentor was Ted Albright.  He was kinda old 
school.  I was fortunate to play in his band my freshman year, and you 
didn’t mess around in rehearsal.  But I think from what I heard from 
other people he had mellowed a lot over time.  But he was someone I 
would remember, and was a mentor in terms of my teaching 
techniques and styles.  I took away so many teaching techniques from 
his rehearsals—his rehearsal analogies, his philosophy, his 
expectations. 
Mark:  Oh yeah, he was a big influence on me as well.  He was 
also the bassoon professor, and I took bassoon class with him.  He 
really influenced me because he was really passionate about what 
he did.  I saw him ream out classmates who didn’t take it seriously, 
and I thought, “This guy’s really intense.”  I remember a kid 
played something and he was like, “What the hell was that?”  And 
it went downhill from there for that kid.  And he was always trying 
to get us to blow, and he actually told me on my bassoon final that 
I over-played it just a little bit.  And then he said, “But that’s OK.”  
And in rehearsal, he was just so into it, and he expected a lot in 
rehearsal—you better come prepared—but then he’d go to the pub 
and have a beer with you on Friday night.  And I thought that was 
kinda neat because he drilled into our heads that rehearsal time 
was about working and that we had a responsibility to the music.  
Nothing drove him crazy more than somebody who didn’t take 
rehearsal seriously.  And we were playing all this good literature, 
but when rehearsal was over, it was like all was forgotten. 
  
Me:  He seems to have had such an impact on you both, I’m sorry I 
never got to meet him or work with him. 
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Mark and Dan both had been undergraduates at The College and their time had 
overlapped slightly.  Although I never knew Ted Albright, it was clear that he had a 
major influence on Dan and Mark.  Dan was less specific about exactly how this 
influence had permeated his practices, but when the conversation had turned to mentors, 
he was very quick to mention Ted.  Mark was able to acknowledge directly the ways in 
which Ted influenced him.  Through my conversations with Mark, as well as my 
observations of him, it was clear to me that time was a precious commodity and that 
rehearsal time was sacred time.  Based on my conversations with Mark, I could see how 
Ted might have been a primary influence on these values.  While both Mark and Dan 
mentioned that Ted was a real stickler in rehearsal, Mark also found that he was a real 
Mark:  Yeah, yeah.  You know, he was really human.  He wasn’t one 
of those fake people who kinda strutted around with a clarinet in their 
hand, like “I’m a professor.”  And when people did things well he 
really gave them credit for it.  If they screwed up, it would be—you 
just didn’t want to screw up.  And that struck me, too.  I think I treat 
my students that way a little bit, too.  You know, rehearsal time is 
sacred and you can’t mess around.  
Me:  Do you think your student teachers pick up on the idea that 
rehearsal is really important? 
Mark:  Oh yeah, we talk about it, too.  One day after a concert the 
chorus teacher didn’t have rehearsal and Ice Age 2 was the movie.  
Every period.  And I had a student teacher, and I said to him, “Let’s 
go teach in another part of the building.”  I couldn’t even stand to be 
in the same hallway. 
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human being.  He was approachable and did not hold a grudge.  Mark voiced that he felt 
he might treat his students the same way, and I had certainly observed this sense of caring 
and understanding he had for his students while still being very serious and focused 
during rehearsal.  Hearing these stories from Mark within our own knowledge 
community gave me a strong sense of who he was as a teacher.  All of the pieces started 
to come together as I heard and experienced his stories as well as lived alongside him in 
the classroom.  His knowledge community had now become a part of our knowledge 
community.  And although Dan did not expand on his relationship with Ted, by sharing 
with us, he had reflected back on his experiences and opened the possibility of a renewed 
influence.   
In this presentation, Ron and I each share about a specific technique that we 
learned from Randy and were now passing on to our student teachers.  When we shared 
these stories, we were at The College doing chaperone duty for an honor festival.  Our 
location likely prompted us to think about our past experiences there. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ron:  I got this from Randy Sommers, he made me do this, and I 
just thought it was great.  I do this with student teachers about 
halfway through their time with me.  We just write a short excerpt 
filled with conducting problems—rhythm only—and first I’ll write 
one and I’ll make him be my singer.  I’ll start up a recorder and I’ll 
conduct him and make him sing the rhythm that’s on the paper, 
including dynamics and accents and rests and all those kinds of 
things.  Short, you know, four measures long, something like that.  
And then we’ll play the recording back and see if he sang what was 
on the paper. 
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Me:  Well, you know, it’s funny, there is one thing that I really try to 
impart to my student teachers, and it is a concept I picked up from 
Randy Sommers, too.  It was in one of his conducting classes, and I 
remember he was talking about rehearsal techniques and he said, 
“Give them one thing to think about, rehearse that spot, give them 
feedback on that one thing.”  And that really stuck with me over the 
years.  It wasn’t until I was doing the coursework for my doctorate 
that I realized that it was from Yarbrough and Price—it’s a big deal.  
It’s called direct instruction or cycles of instruction, and that’s a real 
researched effective teaching strategy, and I was like, “Oh, hey!”  It 
was really affirming. 
Ron:  Yeah, sure, yeah. 
Me:  Oh, so he doesn’t see the paper. 
Ron:  He doesn’t see the paper.  And the whole purpose is for me 
to be a picture of what’s on the score.  And so then, I’ll have him 
write his own and I’ll say, “Really be reflective while you’re 
writing as to how are you going to conduct me if I won’t see the 
excerpt.”  And so then he’ll conduct me the next day.  I’ll sing it 
and I’ll follow exactly what he gives me.  So I suspect that 
Donald’s gonna be really good at that—he’ll be fine.  But still, it’s 
a valuable exercise, you know?  I just feel like for the kids who do 
look up in the 9th grade—and there aren’t very many of them—I 
want them to have something to look toward so it encourages them 
to look up more. 
Me:  Right.  Sounds like a great idea. 
Ron:  Anyway, I’m not telling you anything you don’t know about, but 
that’s what I try to impart to student teachers. 
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Randy had an impact on both Ron and me, and even though our time at The 
College was long past, his influence was still felt in our everyday work with student 
teachers.  Our knowledge community with Randy had been dormant for many years, but 
we were still able to connect our current practices with these past experiences in a way 
that honored our relationship to Randy, as well as strengthened our knowledge 
community with each other.  Sharing these stories was a way of validating our practices, 
confirming Randy’s initial influence as well as validating the years of experience using 
these techniques since then.  We were acknowledging our narrative authority in this area 
as we were discovering the continuity of our experiences. 
This type of influence is then carried on by our student teachers when they 
experience these techniques for the first time.  Often, though, we are not aware of how 
their own narrative authority develops or is constrained as a result.  Two years ago I 
worked with a student teacher, Michael, who really struggled with the concept of cyclical 
teaching.  It seemed to be the opposite of his own experience, and therefore was 
constraining his early narrative authority in rehearsal techniques.  Almost a full year after 
Me:  And it really does help the student teachers to filter out all this 
stuff that’s coming at them to say, “Alright, you remember hearing 
in this one section that the trumpet 2’s weren’t playing A-flat?”—
or whatever—“so give them that instruction, play it as many times 
as it takes to get ‘em all to do it right, and you give them feedback 
after each time whether it was better or not.”  And then they leave 
that part of rehearsal knowing exactly what they have to fix about 
that particular section, even if they never fix it in the time that you 
have.  And that’s been the one thing that I’ve hit on that has helped 
my student teachers the most.   
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Michael finished his student teaching, I received an email from him in which he talked 
about this: 
The first thing I wanted to talk to you about was the concept of cyclical teaching 
that we talked about while I was up at your school.  It was hard to adjust to at first 
for me, but I wanted to let you know that I’ve been working on it ever since, and I 
believe it really makes a significant difference in a rehearsal.  Also, when I played 
in rehearsals this semester I watched for it in my professors’ teaching, and saw 
where some rehearsal time may have been wasted.  Basically, I just wanted to 
thank you for introducing the concept to me! 
When we reflect on the continuous nature of experience and relationships, we are able to 
look back and examine the present.  It is rare that we get the opportunity to write a new 
ending to the past.  This small communication demonstrates the importance of our 
relationships over time and place, and the ways in which our knowledge communities are 
stitched together in a rich fabric of experience. 
Knowledge Communities with Our Cooperating Teachers 
Because the student teaching experience holds so much influence for the student 
teacher, it seems likely that a cooperating teacher would reach back to that experience as 
a way of guiding their work.  There are no training programs for cooperating teachers in 
our area, so much like the process of learning to teach is influenced by the 
“apprenticeship of observation” (Lortie, 1975, p. 62), we are left with only our own 
experiences to guide us.  In this way, some of us formed a knowledge community with 
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our own cooperating teachers.  In this conversation, Ron and Mark traced the influence of 
their cooperating teachers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  How much interaction do you have with the supervisors for the 
juniors and seniors?   
Mark:  Well, Don Holder supervises the juniors and he is here at least 
once a week, plus we communicate once or twice a week via email.  
Same with Gary Williams, who will be supervising during second 
block with the senior student teacher.  Also, there’s a composition 
program with some of our students over here, and Gary’s been 
commissioned to write two pieces for our bands over the past several 
years as well. 
Me:  Great.  So you have pretty well established relationships with 
those people. 
Mark:  I also student taught with Gary Williams. 
Me:  Oh really?  Well, that’s funny. 
Mark:  Yeah, in 1978 at North Valley High School.  So we go back 
over 30 years. 
Me:  Wow.  So you worked with Gary as your cooperating teacher 
and now as a supervisor.  What kind of influence has he had on you 
as a cooperating teacher?  Like, do you remember things from when 
you were a student teacher?  Do you emulate some things he did? 
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Mark:  Well, I see Gary a couple times a week—as a composer 
himself, he is working with some of my composition students—
so we chat about a whole range of things.  And we pretty much 
decided that nothing’s changed in 30 years.  Kids wanna learn, 
motivated teachers wanna teach, the problems of years ago are 
just replaced by the problems of today, whatever those may be.  
Many are related to teachers having different visions for their 
programs than the administrators they work with, knowing that 
the administrators are overwhelmed by a multitude of things.  So 
I think that the big thing that we’ve talked about is how things 
haven’t changed.  That being said, you know, we have a lot of 
special programs at our school—composition programs, 
composers coming in from outside.  Like we're working with 
two student composers from the college here, and they just 
delivered their pieces to us, which are on our March 6 concert.  
And the opportunities we've created for our students are a little 
bit more comprehensive than what I experienced when I was 
student teaching, or even when I was in school as a high school 
student.  We're trying to find something for everybody within, 
you know, they can all be in the band program or the orchestra 
program, but we want some kids interested in being a conductor, 
some kids interested in being a composer.  Or maybe they don't 
know if they're interested in being a conductor or a composer, 
and by us offering that opportunity for the first time, they might 
decide, gee, this is something I might wanna pursue.  And 
several have indicated that they want to do that.  We have a 
student who came back this week—it was exam week, so a lotta 
high school kids come back, teach our kids—and she asked me 
to guide her through putting a portfolio together for 
compositions because she wants to be a composition major.  
Now, the reason that she knows that that's an area of interest is 
because she wrote a piece for our band four years ago, and now 
she wants to pursue that.  So I think that providing a many-
faceted program in which kids can express their interests in 
many different areas outside of the band program, I think is 
something that's different than what's out there now and before. 
  
Me:  Did Gary influence that program in your school, or did you have 
it already? 
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Me:  And since then, the student teachers or student observers you’ve 
had through that time—do you ever hear of them going off and then 
starting similar programs where they are? 
Mark:  Well, every now and then I’ll get an email asking how we 
started the composers thing.  And I say, “We just picked up the 
phone and called somebody!”  [chuckles]  We decided who we 
wanted to go after and we called him up.  And so just by asking we 
got things going.  I think I told you the Alfred Reed story from years 
ago.  He was here at the college, and somebody at one of the 
sessions said, “Mr. Reed, you write such beautiful music, why don’t 
you do more commissions?”  And he said, “Nobody ever asks me.”  
I’ve always remembered that. 
Mark:  Well, what happened was, I reconnected with him in 2005 
after being out of state for a while.  I asked him if he’d write a piece 
for our concert band, because I knew he was really pushing the 
composition.  So he said, “Sure!”  He wrote a four-minute piece in 
four movements (chuckles).  And that’s how we got that whole 
composition thing going, because we wanted to do commissions.  
We didn’t have enough money to go after any big names, so we 
started with somebody that we knew who was in the business, and 
who’s local and had local ties, and would be interested in and be 
great with kids.  So that’s how we got reconnected there. 
Me:  Well, cool! 
Mark:  And since then he has written some other pieces for us for 
some big events.  So things like that have kind of grown out of that 
first initial commission that he did in 2005. 
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Me:  That’s really cool.  And to me it’s unusual that you would have 
a continued relationship with your former cooperating teacher 
because I student taught in my home state, and I didn’t maintain any 
contact with my cooperating teacher, not that I would have wanted 
to.  I did get the experience of teaching 7–12, but I barely got to 
teach at the high school, and there was certainly nothing remarkable 
or inspiring about my co-op. 
Ron:  Oh, I had both—remarkable and inspiring.  At my college we 
student taught for an entire semester.  Split the experience.  We had 
junior student teaching like everybody else did—went downtown, 
did the lab school—but my student teaching was not focused toward 
one career path because I didn’t know where I would be getting a 
job.  So I did 7–12 everything for eight weeks.  I had junior chorus, 
senior chorus, junior band, senior band, all the instrumental lessons 
7–12 and two or three classes a day of middle school general music.  
And it was hard! 
Me:  Yeah, but what great experience! 
Ron:  Oh yeah, and it turned out to be handy—I’ll get to that in a 
minute.  So it was hard, but I did that for eight weeks, and then I left 
that and I went to a guy who had been—for 30-some years—a really 
successful high school band director, but was in his first year of 
leaving that, and now he’s an elementary band director.  So I’m 20 
years old, and he’s walking around the room, staring at the ceiling, 
listening to a kid, and then he hears a squeak.  And I’m thinking, 
now I know what causes clarinet squeaks, but he didn’t even have to 
look at Bobby.  He says, “Bobby, keep that left index finger away 
from that A-flat key, don’t forget that.”  He knew the characteristics 
of clarinet squeaks, so he didn't really have to look at the kids and he 
was right!  And it was really intimidating.  He was a really good 
musician—actually, he’s still alive.  He was in Ashford, which is a 
podunk place, but he had bands of 150 in a school that graduated 
120.  And they go out and they march the parade, and they're 
marching 180 people, and they go to Florida, and all that kinda stuff.  
And—well, this is unrelated, but it'll speak to why I like to host 
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student teachers, I think—he went to undgrad school at a time when 
they were just beginning the wind ensemble concept in any school.  
And he was a trumpet major, but as a child his father was a band 
director, and his dad had him play clarinet and bari sax in a Dixie 
Land combo when he was a teenager.  So he goes to undergrad as a 
trumpet major—they start the wind ensemble and the jazz band, and 
they need more trombones 'cuz they don't have enough trombone 
majors.  So he picks up trombone.  Now he's playing trumpet in the 
band and trombone in the wind ensemble and jazz band.  He leaves 
undergrad, goes to grad school, where he is a clarinet major and a 
percussion minor.  He leaves grad school and he goes to study at 
Peabody where he is a sax major.  And he could just play anything!  
And then he could sit down and play cocktail piano!  And, ultimately, 
when I met him he didn't give two squats about playing music because 
it was a natural gift to him.  He didn't work at it; he didn't have to 
work at it.  He would look at the ceiling, tell Bobby everything 
perfectly oriented, what he needed to do to fix his problem, and then 
when the kid went back to the classroom he'd look at the clock and 
say, "I gotta go over to Sears and pick up my chainsaw, it's in for 
repair," and then he'd go pick up his chainsaw and go chop a log 
before he would come back and be a great teacher.  And I was so 
intimidated that, uh...(big sigh).  So, this guy inspired me to go 
practice more and pay attention.  He inspired me to go home and 
practice every instrument.  And it wasn't because I was commanded to 
for class proficiencies, it was because I had just observed somebody 
who was damn good at everything he did, and I wanted to be that.  So, 
you know, I'm not great—I suck at bassoon, I play oboe OK, but I 
don't prefer to, and everything else I'm like a level 5 or better.  I can 
play duets with high school kids.  I'm a pretty good flute player, 
actually.  And so as it turns out, my very first job, of all things, was 7–
12 everything.  I had a junior band of 40, a senior band of not very 
big, 35 or 40, a junior chorus of like a million, and a senior chorus of 
60, four classes of 7th and 8th grade general music back to back every 
day on a 10-week block where you would just basically get classroom 
management underway, and then they would switch and you'd get 
new kids.  52-minute class periods with 7th grade general music—and 
all of the lessons 7–12 and I did Mame.  That was my first job.  And it 
was hard.  But had I not had that 14 weeks of student teaching with 
that experience, I never woulda guessed that I could ever, ever do all 
those kinds of things at once. 
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Me:  Wow, that’s cool!  So you had a good influence as a cooperating 
teacher who had a lasting impact on you. 
Ron:  He did on me, yeah. 
Me:  And now you’re continuing the cycle. 
Ron:  I hope so, maybe, we’ll see. 
Me:  I’m a little jealous of both of you, I really can’t recall anything 
about my co-op that made my experience better for that moment or 
for the future.  Except, I guess, as an example of what not to do as a 
co-op. 
Mark:  I had a couple of moments like that with Gary.  One time 
we were at marching band practice in the fall of 1978, and some 
kid showed up late, and Gary was over there kinda chewing him 
out for being late.  You know, why couldn’t you be more 
responsible, da-dut-da-dut-da-da.  Well, come to find out the 
reason he was late is because he had to take his father to jail 
because his dad was beating up the mom.  And he still came to 
marching band practice—late.  So that was a good lesson in listen 
first, and then react later.  Cuz Gary was trying to show me that he 
wasn’t gonna let that go, you know, just waltzin’ in late [laughs].  
So we chatted about that a few times.  And I remember that when I 
get into situations with kids and I think there’s something more 
going on here than meets the eye, so let’s find that out first before 
we jump on somebody. 
Me:  Yeah, I remember you telling me a story about that almost 
happening with one of your student teachers and a tuba player. 
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Mark:  Yeah, that was with a junior student teacher.  The tuba 
player forgot his mouthpiece and book because it wasn’t a band 
day.  And the student teacher started to say, “You know you 
really”—and I just stepped in real quick—I hadn’t gotten to the 
student teacher before the lesson—and said, “David, go down to the 
office and get me such and such.”  Once the kid had gone, I said to 
the student teacher, “His dad had brain surgery two days ago, he’s 
going to be in the hospital in New York City for the next month.  
Sorry I didn’t get to you before he walked in the room.  So the 
mouthpiece and book aren’t really important today.”  And I gave 
him a mouthpiece and a book.  So it’s a matter of trying to get on 
the same page with the kid.  Know their situation. 
Me:  Yeah, so the cycle continues there, too.  That’s a great lesson to 
pass on.  You said there were a couple “what not to do’s” with your 
cooperating teacher, Gary.  What was the other one? 
Mark:  Well, my first time in front of the band, Gary said, “Mark, 
pick something out of the library over there, and you’re gonna do it 
with the band today, we’re gonna sight-read it.”  So I thought I knew 
the literature a little bit, but I didn’t know that much about it.  I’m 
opening drawers and I took some ballad out.  I was looking for 
something that had lots of long notes in it.  So I picked something 
that I thought was appropriate, but it was over their heads.  And I 
sunk for a bit.  So Gary said, “Don’t aim so high next time.” 
[laughter] 
Me:  Ouch!  That’s harsh. 
Mark:  Yeah, I was scared to death to get on the podium.  I was 
excited, too, because I wanted to do it, but I was scared to death.  I 
thought they weren’t gonna play, you know, and I was worried how I 
was dressed.  I’m not a sharp dresser like Ron is, you know.  But I 
just think that the student teachers really need to be walked through 
this stuff.  If we’re gonna allow them to work with our groups, we 
can’t be worried about time.  We can’t think, “Oh my goodness, I  
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As we shared our stories of supervising teachers, Mark revealed that one of the 
supervising teachers with whom he worked, Gary, was also his cooperating teacher from 
many years back.  I was intrigued immediately by this relationship, and I began to ask 
him questions about how their continued relationship had manifested itself in his 
practices as a teacher and cooperating teacher.  Gary had begun to publish his 
compositions widely shortly before he retired.  In retirement, he had become more 
focused on this part of his career.  As a result, Mark was able to use him as a consultant 
for his student composition program.  In fact, Mark shared that this program did emerge 
from a reconnection with Gary in 2005.  I wondered if any of Mark’s student teachers 
had gone on to begin similar programs in their careers and he did say that he would get an 
occasional question about how he did it.  Based on his personal experiences, this was a 
simple matter of asking.  He had already developed a close relationship with a composer, 
and he recalled a conversation with the famous composer, Alfred Reed, in which the 
could be getting so much done, but this kid’s up there, screwing it all 
up, and not working on anything of any value.”  So I think it’s really 
important that we make sure they do work on things like choosing 
music and getting in front of the group because you don’t want the 
students to get turned off, either.  And I know Ron’s kids and mine 
have been in it enough times now that they understand that they have 
a role in all this, too.  So I think that’s kinda neat to see, too.  The 
kids are very patient.  I don’t know if yours are, I assume they are. 
Ron:  Oh yeah, they’re very patient with the student teachers. 
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asking was put in the forefront.  His knowledge community with Gary had led to the 
creation of a new aspect of his program that may not have existed had it not been for their 
relationship.  And now Mark was forming a knowledge community with his students and 
student teachers, giving them a place of experience from which to base their future 
practices. 
As I lamented on my own uninspiring student teaching experience, Ron jumped in 
to share the nature and structure of his student teaching practicum.  His two assignments 
had given him a broad range of experiences in choral and general music, as well as 
instrumental music.  His second cooperating teacher was a gifted musician, and had made 
a huge impression on Ron.  Even though he recognized that his cooperating teacher 
would rather be chopping logs than teaching students, Ron was inspired to develop 
proficiency on all of the instruments.  He made it a point of sharing that this inspiration 
came from real life, not from classroom requirements.  Even though he may not have 
explicitly understood Dewey’s concept of experiential education, he was awake to how 
this was enacted in his own development.  The narrative authority he developed during 
his student teaching carried him through his first teaching job, and all of this experience 
was being shared with his student teachers and with our knowledge community. 
At times, we may learn by example of what not to do.  Mark shared two 
significant experiences with Gary that caused him to reflect on how he might differentiate 
his own practices from what he observed.  One of these had to do with his first time on 
the podium as a student teacher.  In our earlier discussions, Mark had storied a very 
structured approach to getting student teachers on the podium for the first time.  His own 
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first experience had been very unstructured and left him with feelings of failure rather 
than success.  The minimal feedback that he had received from Gary was, “Don’t aim so 
high next time.”  This event was significant enough for Mark to restory within our 
knowledge community and it was evident that it had propelled him to take a very 
different path with his own student teachers, and in the process he was able to write a 
new ending to the story.  The other story that he shared was a lesson in “listen first, react 
later.”  Even Gary realized his mistake, reflecting on that moment with Mark on more 
than one occasion.  For Mark, this incident illustrated the importance of contextual 
knowledge of understanding the context of students’ lives.  This became a very important 
marker for me in my observations of Mark, and I even observed this in his student 
teacher, Stewart.  The story he shared about a student teacher and a young tuba player is 
but one small story in a much broader landscape of caring and understanding. 
Dan’s voice was not present in these stories, but via an email reflection he did 
share that his student teaching experience had been great.  He said, “I recall the 
expectations he placed on me and the things that he had me do and modeled my 
interaction with my student teacher[s] on those ideas.”  My own recollections of my 
cooperating teacher did not match those of Dan, Mark, and Ron.  Although I loved my 
students, and I got a broad instrumental experience, I did not receive much, if any, 
feedback from my co-op.  Sadly, I can’t even remember his name.  In some ways, I 
believe that I also learned what not to do through my own experience.  Providing 
reflective feedback has always been of paramount importance to me as I have worked 
with each student teacher.  I do not want them to leave their placement without having 
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had the opportunity to reflect with me as well as to develop the skills to be self-reflective.  
My own experience propelled me to dig deeper into observational techniques, and this 
has become an important story for me. 
All of us had unique experiences as student teachers that have continued to steer 
us toward continued exploration and growth.  Storying these experiences within our 
knowledge community allowed us to reflect on how and why we do what we do as 
cooperating teachers.  We looked back to our earliest influences, looked at our current 
practices, and caught a glimpse of how we had begun to influence others.  This kind of 
reflection enabled us to strengthen and affirm our narrative authority together as we 
recognized the continuous and interactive nature of our experiences. 
Knowledge Communities with Student Teachers 
Sharing stories within a knowledge community has the potential to affect those to 
whom the story is told as well as the teller.  It is not unreasonable to believe that during 
the eight weeks of the student teaching practicum that a knowledge community would 
form between the student teacher and the cooperating teacher.  It is assumed that the 
student teacher will leave the experience having benefitted from the relationship with the 
cooperating teacher, but cooperating teachers are also affected by the interaction in both 
small and profound ways.  Some cooperating teachers view the experience as a form of 
professional development and renewal for themselves, as well as for the student teachers.  
In this presentation, we share some of the ways in which we have been impacted by our 
relationships with student teachers, some of which have continued beyond the student 
teaching experience. 
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Ron:  See, you know, when your seniors graduate, you give them a 
little speech, or whatever it might be, you know.  I always say the 
truth, but they don't capsulize it, so I say, "If you've been in this 
band since freshman year, you have played this number of pieces, 
been here, done this” and all that kind of stuff.  “And you've had 
these seven student teachers," and I list them out, and you can 
watch the kids faces go [breath of air in].  You know, that's really 
nice.  And how arrogant would I be to think that I'm the only 
person that can do something good for the kids, so . . . yeah.  And, 
you know, first thing you ask me is always true for me.  I forget a 
lot more than I learn these days, I'm afraid, and so I want people to 
come in and show me fresh ways of doing things.  And everybody 
always has—this is kinda cool [gets up]—everybody always has a 
way of saying things that you’ve never heard before.  Kids, you 
know, especially 9th graders wonder,  “Now if I'm sharp do I pull 
out or push in?”  I have my ways of saying it, but some student 
teacher once said, “Well when you want your pencil to be sharper, 
you push it into the pencil sharpener, don't you?”  And it makes all 
the sense in the world to them.  So, check this out—I never saw 
this before and I don't use it 'cuz it's a total coincidence.  But, let's 
see—one sharp is the key of G, which if you have an imagination, 
you can make with one line.  D is two sharps; A is three sharps; E 
is 4 sharps; it works to that far [demonstrates how many strokes 
are used to make the letters on the whiteboard as he talks]. 
 
Me:  Wow!  That’s so cool! 
Ron:  And the student teacher showed the kids that and the kids 
remembered that, and I thought, “Are you kiddin’ me?”  I’m talking 
about all the great educational ways to do things, and students 
remember that.  OK, sorry, I get a little animated. 
Me:  It’s really cool the ideas that others can bring into our 
classrooms, even something as simple as that! 
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Dan:  Yeah, I see hosting student teachers as a real benefit.  For 
example, I'm a clarinet person, a reed person—although I think I 
play a pretty good brass instrument, and percussion—but to have 
an expert who is there to share the tricks of the trade, of the 
trumpet or the horn or the baritone or the flute or something that, 
you know, of course, after 32 years I know things, but I don't 
know all those specifics.  So to have that person in and interact 
with the kids, those opportunities, that's what it's all about.  But I 
really like having the student teachers in my classroom.  I think it 
keeps me on my toes by watching and being able to observe the 
way that they interact with students, and sometime some of the 
interesting approaches that they take.  And I also watch the 
reaction of students to what the student teacher does.  A 
mannerism, a conducting gesture, the way they look, the tone of 
their voice—you know, you sort of do a little self-reflection when 
you see how they react to that individual, "Wow, do they do that 
when I'm up there?"  You know, it's sort of a little system of 
checks and balances. 
  
Me:  Yeah, I totally agree.  I had a student teacher who was a 
trombonist and he gave me a way of thinking about a flexibility 
exercise that was so simple and seemingly obvious that I was a little 
embarrassed not to have thought of it myself, but it really helped the 
students negotiate the slur much better.  I can still remember that 
moment.  And I have certainly learned a lot by just observing 
student teachers.  I am always intrigued by how they may approach 
things differently than I would.   
Ron:  Or get you to do things you normally wouldn’t have done.  I 
had a student teacher, Danny, he came here as a double bass major 
and tuba minor, so he did half his experience with the orchestra and 
half with the band.  Anyway, he encouraged me to start the local 
Tuba Christmas here.  We never had one in this area, so he said, “I 
went to this,” so we did it together and he led me through it, and it 
was cool.  So then I hosted Tuba Christmas here for probably 15 
years.  It had a good effect on a lot of schools, boosted the low 
brass programs.  And Danny went on to teach orchestra, and he’s 
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Dan:  There are several former student teachers who are teaching in 
the county with me and I run into them at festivals and whatnot.  
There have been a few I have invited to come back and play in the 
pit orchestra for the show.  We do a guest artist in January, and a 
former student teacher who’s a pretty well known musician in the 
Boston area is gonna be the guest artist.  So I guess I have a little bit, 
but not in a collegial way on a consistent basis. 
Me:  Yeah, I see a lot of my former student teachers at festivals, and 
one plays in the adult band with me.  I have kept in touch with most 
of them, and I want them to know that I am available for anything 
they need in the future, and that I want to know what they are up to 
so I can continue to learn from them. 
Mark:  Yeah, there are several of my former student teachers all 
over the country now that I keep in touch with.  One in particular 
just got a job in Massachusetts and we’ve communicated a lot.  And 
every now and then I get that “What should I do?” email.  And I’m 
interested in what they’re all going, you know, and a lot of them 
taught in our summer program, so they know I have a vested interest 
in what they are doing, too. 
Me:  Do you keep in touch with your student teachers after they 
leave?  Does the relationship continue? 
taken his youth orchestra to China and all kinds of great places.  
And we have him once in a while for guest conducting, and we get 
to have a nice talk, you know.  And he’ll say in front of kids—now 
he was here with me about 25 years ago (I’m like 104 already, I just 
take Dick Clarke pills so I don’t look old)—this was one of the best 
teachers I ever had, and he’ll put his arm around me, and that’s 
great—I really appreciate that. 
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Ron:  Yeah, I love to hear from former student teachers about what 
they are doing.  I had a student teacher once who had decided at the 
end of his student teaching he just wasn’t ready to teach.  He really 
wanted to, but didn’t feel he had the capacity, so he went and got a 
gig as a tenor sax player with the Air Force Band.  So he did that 
until he felt ready, then he called me and he said, “I just thought you 
might like to know I’m gonna enter teaching now.”  And that was 
cool!  And I had a terrific French horn player—hey, what’s your 
major? 
Me:  Horn. 
Ron:  Horn, OK, great!  This is interesting, I’ve never heard of this 
before or after—she is in the Marine Corps, the President’s Own—
she would take a wooden matchstick and break it, and put it 
crossways in one of the tubings to break up a harmonic in a way that 
she wanted it broken up, so that she could hit a partial the way she 
wanted to hit the partial. 
Me:  Wow, I’ve never heard of anybody using a matchstick.  I heard 
of people using little pieces of plastic to stuff in the first valve slide.  
I experimented with that in college, but I just thought it was kinda 
gimmicky, so I didn’t decide to use it—but a matchstick?! 
Ron:  I would think that would be dangerous, you know, when is it 
gonna dislodge?!  So, anyway, she’ll call me and we’ll just talk about 
stuff, and that’s really nice.  And one of my former student teachers 
was teaching at the American School in Belgium.  And that was 
really nice to know her.  And it’s just nice to know people and feel 
like in any way at all I’ve had any kind of positive impact on them.  I 
just wanna make a good solid influence so they have a better life in 
some way.  That sounds Pollyanna, doesn’t it? 
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All of us have valued our relationships with student teachers, both for what we 
could offer them and for what they could offer us.  Ron became very animated and 
excited when he spoke about the contributions his student teachers made.  He freely 
recognized that they may reach some of his students better than he could, seeing that as a 
benefit of the relationship rather than feeling threatened by it.  It was clear that he had 
built some very strong relationships with former student teachers, and that his student 
teachers had liked him enough to continue the relationships beyond the practicum.  All of 
us mentioned some continued relationships, and the fact is, our narrative authority is 
validated when we get those communications from “I’m now becoming a teacher,” to 
“Help, what do I do?” to “Thanks for all you did for me.”  Even just a chance to shoot the 
breeze with a former student teacher and catch up with their lives feels good.  Eventually, 
some of these former student teachers may become colleagues, or we may have 
opportunities to invite them back in an official capacity.  Having these knowledge 
communities with our former student teachers enriches our practices, even though they 
may lay dormant for years.  Looking at the experience of working with a student teacher 
as an opportunity to expand our knowledge communities, strengthen our narrative 
Me:  Well, a little, but that’s OK, I get it. 
Ron:  But that’s what keeps me in the career for so long.  It’s certainly 
not the monetary benefits. 
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authority, and help them build their own narrative authority opens a space for impacting 
our practices and beliefs in ways that would not be possible otherwise. 
Knowledge Communities Within the Greater Community 
This conversation with Mark took place after he had presented a clinic with his 
band at the state band directors’ conference.  At this presentation, his band performed a 
college student’s composition, and it sparked some further discussion about how 
composition figures into his program.  He began to reveal a bit more about his past 
connections with people in the band composition world, uncovering an even wider 
knowledge community that had supported the development of his narrative authority in 
this area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mark:  We have a student here whose grandfather is Rufus Denton.  
Do you know who Rufus is? 
Me:  No, I don’t. 
Mark:  He’s a composer and jazz trumpeter.  He taught his career at 
a nearby university.  Each fall we ask the kids a question about who 
in your family is musical and what do they do?  We had this new 
student come in to our school district and she said, “Well, my 
grandfather’s Rufus Denton.”  So I called him up and said, “Come 
down, let’s get together.”  So I now have a relationship with him, 
and his far-reaching influence is something that we can take 
advantage of because we have this relationship that’s gonna benefit 
all the kids.  And we try to do that with others as well.  David 
Collins is a good example.  You know, I can pick up the phone and 
call him or email him anytime.  I feel perfectly comfortable doing 
that because we’ve had a relationship and he’s somebody who 
worked with us and is interested in doing it again.  And it was 
surprising to me that he said that he would like to write a piece for 
us again sometime—this is David Collins!   
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Me:  I’m sure working with Gary Williams and David Collins has had 
an influence on your involvement in composition and commissioning 
activities.  Do you think the rich history of that in the band world has 
influenced you at all? 
Mark:  Oh, it certainly has.  I worked with Frank Battisti for three 
years when I was in high school, did you know that? 
Me:  No, I didn’t. 
Mark:  Well, of course, Frank was one of the biggest proponents of 
commissioning new works for band.  He was at New England and in 
1971 he had the idea of starting a wind ensemble you had to audition for.  
So it was called the Massachusetts Youth Wind Ensemble, we called it 
MYWE, which is what it was.  And the very first year, you know, they 
published this information about this group, and I was in the 10th grade.  
So I went down with some of my friends to New England Conservatory, 
and I was a nervous wreck because I thought I was behind the other kids.  
I'd been to military school, I'd been away and come back and I didn't 
know quite where I fit in with everybody.  So I went down and 
auditioned.  They took 9 trumpet players and I was the last one, I was 
number 9.  But I got into the group, and it was to this day the best 
musical experience I've had.  I was in the group for 3 years.  Every 
Friday a bunch of us would drive in, we would rehearse from 4:30 to 
7:30 every Friday night.  And it was a 70-mile one-way trip, you know, 
to get there, so it took us an hour and a half to get there even though the 
speed limit back then was 75 miles an hour.   And that was a great 
experience.  And then I kinda lost touch with Frank after that.  I kept up 
on what he was doing a little bit, but I got back in touch with him when I 
started working here.  We had this idea—we wanted to have a big 
project, and the first commission that he had ever done was for Warren 
Benson to write a piece called Night Song in 1959.  So I thought, gee, it's 
gonna be 2009 in a year, why don't we see if we can do like an 
anniversary thing.  So I emailed him and said, “Hi, you remember me?” 
and he was like, “Oh, yeah, the trumpet player, yeah”—he didn't 
remember.  But I just remember when I was in college, Alfred Reed 
came and it was a big deal.  And one student asked in a seminar, 
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Me:  How old is he now? 
Mark:  I think he’s probably 83 or 82.  And still all over the world, 
you know, he’ll be in China one week and he’s at SMU the next.  
And every time we have a concert I send him a copy of the program.  
And he’ll always write back and say, “Oh, I’m glad to see you are 
doing such and such.”  He’s very interested in how school music 
programs are going because he was a public school teacher himself. 
Me:  So he has also had some influence on your own commissioning 
projects? 
Mark:  Oh yeah.  I think we have a responsibility to keep things like 
that going.  And I also want my students involved in that process.  
Like our collegiate composer Juan, he came several times to work 
with the kids and get their input.  And that’s a commission we didn’t 
have to pay for. 
“Mr. Reed you write such beautiful music for band, why don't you do 
more commissions?”  And he said, “Nobody asks me.”  So I remembered 
that and I thought, “Well, if Frank Battisti could come it would be pretty 
cool, but how do I get in touch with him?  He won’t say yes, will he?”  So 
I emailed him and he said, “I'd love to come.”  And I was like, whew.  So 
now he's coming, right?  So we set a date and we did this big thing.  Gary 
wrote two pieces, one for middle school band, one for the high school 
band that is a companion to Night Song—so now we had that tie in with 
him.  We had two of the directors from the college come and conduct.  
Frank has been back once since.  The kids don't relate to him, but he really 
cares about keeping commissions and band music alive, so it’s great to 
maintain that connection. 
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Mark’s connection to the band composition world went even further back than his 
own student teaching experience with Gary.  His participation in the MYWE with Frank 
Battisti had perhaps been his earliest encounter with commissioning projects.  Battisti 
was a strong advocate for commissioning works for public school bands written by the 
top composers of the day.  Mark felt that his time in the MYWE had been one of the best 
musical experiences he had to date.  With his positive feelings for Battisti, it is not 
surprising that he would have been influenced to become a better musician and to take up 
the mantle of commissioning projects.  His continued relationship with Gary had kept this 
in the forefront for him, spurring him to invite Battisti for a special anniversary concert 
honoring his first commission.  Mark recognized that Battisti did not connect well with 
the students, but he continued to maintain their relationship for the professional support 
that it gave him.  He was quick to mention that their work with the collegiate composers 
Me:  The kids seemed to connect with him well.  I noticed some of 
them were getting pictures with him after the concert. 
Mark:  Yeah, but I mean I think that's the fifth year we've done 
that.  We're in our 9th year having students writing pieces for our 
groups.  They go over their final compositions with me on Tuesday 
next week.  We have a concert Wednesday and Thursday and then 
we start the new student compositions, so that's always pretty 
exciting.  And we'll perform those on May 6th.  But the whole idea 
of band being a performance class, you know, we will have had 3 
concerts in a week's period of time—Thursday, and yesterday, and 
next Wednesday.  And then on Thursday we'll start new music.  
And I know that we can get everything learned by May 6th 
because we've established this idea that band is a performance 
class.  And they come to work.   
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gave his students an inside view of the process while giving them someone younger with 
whom they could connect. 
Mark began the conversation with a brief story of how he had connected with a 
local composer and jazz musician, Rufus Denton, who had a granddaughter in Mark’s 
program.  He talked about his routine of asking students about any musicians who might 
be a part of their families.  The web of connections, his greater knowledge community, 
was of great value to him, and he made it a priority to discover, maintain, and re-kindle 
these relationships.  Within these knowledge communities his narrative authority had 
been developed and strengthened, creating a space that facilitated their continued 
existence. 
Stories of Tension 
What are Stories of Tension? 
Stories of tension are stories of jolts in the road, impairments to travel on the 
journey to become better cooperating teachers.  Lodged in the one-way stream of the 
conduit, these stories bump up against the narrative authority of each participant, causing 
them to question their professional knowledge.  They encompass negotiations of stories 
of relationships and mandates with The College, and student teacher stories of frustration 
and struggles.  These are stories that had not previously found a resonant voice.  Rooted 
firmly in the present, they dangled giant question marks for the future.  Left untold and 
lived out in secret there would be no opportunity for negotiation of meaning, but told 
within the space created by our knowledge communities, they could become starting 
points for questioning sacred stories and envisioning new stories of possibility.  
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Collegiate Stories 
Collegiate stories took place on the part of the landscape occupied by The College 
and the cooperating teacher.  They centered on relationships with The College as each co-
op worked to navigate the changing requirements and mandates for hosting student 
teachers.  They also explored the impact of the lack of communication and understanding 
between The College and cooperating teachers. 
Co-op teacher day.  Each year The College hosts a professional development day 
for cooperating teachers.  The invitation is also extended to the university supervisors, 
many of whom are retired band directors from around the state.  The main part of the day 
is a keynote speaker, who is a prominent figure in music education research.  The speaker 
is also engaged to present to the current music education students and faculty.  For co-
ops, the day begins with a luncheon on campus, followed by a two to two and a half hour 
presentation by the keynote speaker, and the day concludes with a brief presentation by 
the chairperson of the music education department.  The day is intended as an outreach to 
the cooperating teachers working with The College, but it has manifested some 
unintended tensions within its audience. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ron:  I’m embarrassed to admit this, but I’ll just say it—I’ve never 
once, not ever, gone to the cooperating teachers conference.  They 
bring in super terrific names, but I’ve never once gone.  For me, it’s 
a big hassle to write the sub plans so that kids get an equitable 
instruction while I am gone.   
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 Ron:  Yeah, yeah, me too.   
Mark:  Well, I went to it once, 15 years ago, and I thought, I’m glad 
they did this.  I support everything that the college education faculty 
does, but it was just one more day.  I look at it with all the other 
interruptions that we have, and it’s another day of lost teaching time. 
Me:  Right.  I know this year, it’s not only a missed day of 
instructional time, but since I had my student teacher at that time, 
it’s a missed day of their time with me.  Not that they need my 
feedback every day, but since they are only there 8 weeks, I think it 
makes a difference.  And even though they are trying to do it 
differently by starting at 1:00 p.m., since I am driving an hour and 
45 minutes to get there, I would still miss most of a day of teaching 
because I’d only be able to teach 2 periods and then have to leave. 
Ron:  And if you do miss school, if you’re any good at what you do, it 
takes time to prepare for it and to follow up on being absent.  And 
while a speech by the NAfME guru-of-the-moment might give me a 
little surge, it doesn’t help me as a co-op. 
Me:  Yeah, I get it.  And, you know, the first time I went I had all 
these expectations of this being a nice round table discussion with 
co-ops from all over where we could give feedback and have 
discussion about our practices, but it turned out to be a guest 
speaker talking at us.  I can’t remember who it was now—it was 
probably a really well-known education person–but to me, I would 
rather have the time to talk to my colleagues, talk to the college 
professors, make sure we’re all on the same page, give feedback, 
and share practices so that we understand each other rather than to 
be talked at for an afternoon. 
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Mark:  I wonder if the state also puts pressure on higher ed to have 
things like the co-op teacher day?  And also, the colleges in this area 
are under a lot of pressure to do outreach, so maybe they do it as a 
response to that. 
Me:  Right, there are a lot of pressures on them now from the state, 
too. 
Mark:  Especially with all the new requirements for student teachers. 
Me:  Yes, somehow there’s got to be a way to bridge the gap.  I don’t 
know what it is, but I think maybe one of the professors hates me now 
because I spoke up at a conference where he was touting the co-op 
teacher day.  At the last co-op day, there were very few teachers there 
and I think that is partly because it is during the school day. 
Ron:  Well, I don’t have a student teacher next year, and I thought 
maybe they were punishing me because I never go to the cooperating 
teachers conference. 
Ron:  Well, no general in Washington understands what warfare is like 
in the trenches. 
Mark:  Gary and Victor went to the co-op teacher day this year to 
hear the speaker, something about philosophy of this and philosophy 
of that.  Gary said Victor leaned over after about a half hour of this 
mumbo jumbo and said, “he hasn’t talked once about long tones, 
moving music stands or moving chairs.”  Which is the reality of 
what people really do every day. 
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As is evident in all of the stories told by Ron and Mark, they are very dedicated to 
their students and are quite reluctant to miss any instructional time.  Ron had never gone 
to the co-op teacher day, and Mark had only once attended.  Dan did not participate in 
this thread of storytelling, but he did share that he had never attended the day, either.  For 
them, the merits of the day as it was currently structured were simply not worth the 
missed time.  Although I had attended, my motivations were as a doctoral student 
interested in hearing the presentations of the prominent music education researchers.  
This was the world in which I was living, and I did sacrifice my teaching and co-op 
teaching time.  I have to admit, after sharing our stories, this contrast made me question 
my own dedication to my students.  Was I somehow less committed because I frequently 
had attended the co-op teacher day?  And I did disguise the level of my participation, not 
revealing to the others that I had been somewhat of a “regular” at this event.  However, I 
do experience the tension of having to leave sub plans and clean up after a missed day, 
and I do agree that teaching time is valuable.  We all told stories of time as a primary 
deterrent for attending, but my story remained only partially told, because I felt it was 
constrained by the dominant narrative of time told by the others.  I did this, in part, to 
maintain a common ground with my participants, but also wondered if this made me 
dishonest to them and to myself. 
Time was not the only prohibitive factor discussed in the community.  Ron clearly 
expressed disdain for the traditional professional development model of the “guru-of-the-
moment” and even I agreed that being talked at was not an effective way to develop my 
skills as a cooperating teacher.  Mark was not specific about the aspects of the program 
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that he supported, but they were apparently not strong enough to cause him to attend 
again.  All of us agreed that the idea behind the day was a good one, but that it lacked 
something in execution.  The program simply was not meeting us where we were.  In 
spite of this agreement, Ron expressed some guilt in not attending, saying “I love my job 
and I don’t want to leave it for [the co-op teacher day].  So that’s terrible, I know, 
because it’s free education right next door and I should be doing it.”  In particular, for 
Ron, there was a real internal conflict between his obligation to his students and his 
perceived obligation to The College and his role as a cooperating teacher. 
For Ron and me, these conflicts cast a shadow of doubt over our relationships 
with The College.  At a conference presentation by one of The College professors, I had 
spoken up about the problems that we had felt and revealed in our knowledge 
community.  This process of sharing in community had validated my previously held 
concerns, and gave me the courage to address these in this public setting.  Although the 
concerns and suggestions were acknowledged, I immediately felt that I had alienated 
myself from this particular professor.  I was plagued with a sense that I had become 
persona non grata as far as he was concerned.  Whether this was actually the case, I do 
not know, but the feeling was real and became a part of my story that I retold in the 
community.  Ron also shared that he wondered if he had not been given a student teacher 
the following year as a sort of punishment for not attending the co-op teacher day.  
Although we discussed the other possible reasons that we had not been assigned student 
teachers, I understood that for Ron, the story of punishment had become a real one that he 
lived and then shared in the community. 
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As teachers in the age of accountability and government mandated programs, we 
all understand the pressure to conform to rules and regulations.  Mark acknowledged that 
The College might be feeling pressure to provide programs like the co-op teacher day.  
This pressure may extend to ensuring that the core of the program includes a keynote 
speaker of some renown, since this fits the dominant narrative of professional 
development that pervades education in general.  As we considered this thought, and we 
began to think of the motivation of The College in a different way, our discussion trailed 
off and picked up with a new topic. 
While the intent of The College was certainly a positive one, meant to extend an 
open hand to cooperating teachers, there were definitely some unintended consequences 
that created stories of tension that bumped up against our narrative authority.  Although 
The College was surely aware that teachers would have to make a choice to give up 
teaching time to attend the day, they were likely not aware of the other issues that we felt 
in a very real way.  As a long-time cooperating teacher for The College, Ron felt a sense 
of obligation that he could not meet, leaving him with feelings of guilt and alienation and 
casting a sense of doubt on his narrative authority.  Likewise, I felt guilt and alienation 
from speaking up and from hiding my full story from the knowledge community, 
constraining my own sense of narrative authority.  Mark seemed more secure in his 
decision not to attend, and perhaps provided a grounding voice for our community, 
calling for us to consider another piece of the puzzle. 
Underlying all of these other tensions was a sense that the day was just not 
meaningful for us as cooperating teachers.  The language we used evidenced this when 
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Ron commented, “No general in Washington understands what warfare is like in the 
trenches,” and when I said, “There’s got to be a way to bridge the gap.”  Rather than 
formatting the day as a true round-table discussion where knowledge could flow amongst 
all the stakeholders, it was structured as a professional development opportunity that 
really had little to do with our practices as teachers and as cooperating teachers.  If the 
day had more relevancy and importance to us as music teacher educators, we might have 
been willing to relinquish some teaching time.  There was so much un-tapped potential 
that was not met, leaving us stranded at the bottom end of the conduit even as we were 
invited within.   
edTPA.  This academic year was the first for edTPA in our state.  The edTPA 
was designed to evaluate a teacher candidate’s readiness to teach through the assessment 
of a portfolio of video clips of instruction, lesson plans, student work samples, analysis of 
student learning, and reflective commentaries.  Having attended a few academic 
conferences in the year prior to this research, I had already developed somewhat of an 
understanding of what it entailed.  Most of what I learned had to do with the tensions that 
were already swirling around this latest assessment tool marketed by Pearson.  It was 
clear to me that there was not overwhelming acceptance of this tool in the collegiate 
arena.  Certainly for our state, it was pushed forward much too fast, making it difficult to 
adequately communicate with all the stakeholders, in particular, the cooperating teachers.  
In my earliest conversations with Mark, Dan, and Ron, there was little 
understanding of what the edTPA was, or how it would impact our roles as cooperating 
teachers.  Mark and I both had student teachers second block, but his student teacher was 
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due to graduate in December, so he had an opportunity to opt out of the process.  
However, later in the year, Mark hosted another student teacher, and he encountered the 
edTPA at that point.  Ron and Dan both had student teachers during the third block.  All 
of us had different experiences with our student teachers in negotiating this new terrain, 
but all were fraught with tension.  The first vignette represents our thoughts and feelings 
before we had experienced the edTPA, the second vignette describes our thoughts as our 
student teachers were preparing their portfolios, and the final vignette looks back in 
reflection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  It’s new this year. 
Me:  So, in terms of knowing what’s expected of the student teachers, 
and now that we have this edTPA thing we have to deal with this 
year, how do you stay connected with what the college wants them to 
know? 
Ron:  Give me the acronym again? 
Me:  It’s edTPA. 
Ron:  edTPA, OK.  So I’ve hosted 35 student teachers—I couldn’t tell 
you what that is. 
Mark:  Oh, are you talking about all the state requirements?  Well, I 
don’t see that as much as the student teachers do.  The college is 
responsible for making sure that they’re meeting the requirements, 
but for me, providing the experience, it won’t be much different than 
it was last year. 
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Mark:  Yeah, the details are more internal with the college.  I have 
copies of all the documents, and I will try to make sure that I point the 
kids in the right direction to have all of that done, but ultimately I’m 
not responsible for seeing that they get it done. 
Ron:  I don’t think that it’s gonna make a hill ‘o beans of difference 
except that the outside rater puts a new variable in there.  And it’s 
gonna make them more nervous. 
Ron:  Oh, OK.  Well, I haven’t read about it, and nor will I probably 
have time.  Honestly, I don’t think it will change the way I look at 
the career nor how well kids have to be prepared for it.  I do monitor 
what is currently being asked of us, and I alert them about APPR and 
SLOs, but I also recognize that kids are from all over who come to 
the college, so some of them are not going to work in the state, 
anyway, so why delve so deeply into that until it becomes a national 
issue.  I’d rather talk about delivery, personality, follow through, 
integrity of the position, whatever it is.  So I’ll have to look up 
edTPA, I don’t know what it is. 
Me:  Yeah, it’s basically like APPR for student teachers.  They have 
to video themselves teaching a lesson, write up a lesson plan and a 
reflection about the lesson, all of which gets graded by an outside 
rater.  I only know this because I have a student teacher coming in 
two weeks, so I’ve already gotten all the stuff.  Though since it is 
not fully fleshed out for us, they’re not sure exactly what the student 
teachers are going to need, so we just cross our fingers and hope.  I 
feel the same way you do, I can’t imagine that it’s going to change a 
whole lot, because I always recommend that the student teachers 
video themselves and watch it—they can be their own best critic 
sometimes.  So I don’t think it’s gonna change a whole lot of what I 
do, but . . . 
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Prior to the student teaching experience, Ron had no knowledge of the edTPA.  
Since Mark and I were hosting student teachers during the second block, when this 
conversation took place in October, we had already received the handbook from The 
College, but Ron had not received it.  My prior introduction to the edTPA made me 
curious about how the process would play out, which is what prompted me to raise the 
questions. 
The immediate response we all shared in community was the official story The 
College had given us, that they would shoulder the burden and we could conduct the 
student teaching experiences as we always had done.  Even though Ron did not know the 
details, he could not envision that it would alter his approach to the student teaching 
experience.  None of us expected that things would change a great deal for us in the end.   
Me:  I think it’s gotta have to put a little bit of pressure on.  I mean, 
you know how it is when you’re making a recording as a musician—
they press record and all of the sudden you clam every note because 
it’s just that pressure of knowing it’s rolling.  So I imagine we’ll 
probably do several lessons and take the best of the bunch to submit 
for real. 
Ron:  Do you know if it has to be a specific lesson?  Do you have to 
identify ahead of time I’m doing this lesson, good or bad? 
Me:  I don’t know.  I would imagine not.  I would think that you just 
pick the one that you wanted to submit, which would make sense, but 
then usually these requirements don’t make any sense, so time will 
tell, I guess. 
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As we began to feel the tensions associated with the unknown, we asserted our 
narrative authority in areas in which we already felt confident.  Ron spoke of how he 
would alert student teachers to state requirements, but he prioritized the importance of 
preparing student teachers in day-to-day teaching skills over spending time navigating 
this new terrain.  I asserted that I was already using video as a feedback technique with 
student teachers, making this familiar ground relative to what I understood to be a part of 
the edTPA.  Although not explicitly stated as part of this conversation, we shared a sense 
in community that we had all previously navigated the waters of change regarding 
education initiatives funneled through the conduit and our experiences told us this would 
be just one more program to absorb until the next one came along. 
When we spoke about the details of what the requirements were for edTPA, we 
were fuzzy, and there was a shadow of doubt cast over our narrative authority.  Although 
we were veterans in the trenches of educational warfare, this was a battle for which we 
had no plan.  Not one of us had a clear sense of how it would be enacted.  Always 
concerned with time, Mark seemed content to leave it with The College, as they had 
suggested, but Ron continued to question the specifics with me.  Because I was the 
person who seemed to have the most knowledge about edTPA, Ron looked to me for 
answers, but I did not have them.  The discomfort we felt was palpable, with the only 
consolation being that we were all in the same situation and that we had a place to share 
our feelings about it within our knowledge community. 
In the spring, I observed both Ron and Dan about halfway through their block 
with the student teachers.  At this point, Dan and his student teacher had identified the 
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lesson group that would be used for the video recorded lessons, but they had not yet 
begun the process.  Although Dan seemed to have some understanding of the 
requirements, he was still telling the official story of The College—that he would offer 
support, but that the responsibility was on his student teacher to plan and execute the 
lessons according to the guidelines.  She seemed comfortable with this, and although she 
shared the overall disdain for this new requirement, she was not overwhelmed with how 
she would fit it in.  On the day that I observed Ron, his student teacher was to teach his 
final edTPA lesson.  Ron’s stories of tension surrounding the edTPA had intensified, 
because his student teacher had struggled with balancing its requirements with his day-to-
day responsibilities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ron:  Alright.  Well, then my student teacher is an anomaly, he really 
seems all-consumed with the edTPA.  And I’m going to put the onus 
on me, but I got the packet mailed to me like 6 days before the student 
teacher arrived, and there’s not a chance I’m gonna open that and read 
it—it’s really long and it’s got a lotta stuff. 
Ron:  What’s your observation about how edTPA has impacted what 
your student teacher was doing? 
Me:  Nominally.  We did several video sessions, so she had at least 
3 lessons, maybe more to choose from.  And then she was going to 
wait until student teaching was over to go back and tweak the lesson 
plan according to the video and then write the reflection.  So she 
didn’t try to do it all during student teaching time.  We decided to 
just do as many iterations as we could of a lesson that would work, 
and then she’d have a lot to choose from–pick the best one and make 
it work. 
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Me:  I know, I didn’t read it either! 
Dan:  Yeah, the education professor sent it to me, and there it sits. 
Ron:  I read, like, the first 6 pages of it.  So my student teacher is very 
well-spoken and he described this edTPA process to me.  And I took 
his description, which I think is accurate, but I don’t even know what 
the heck edTPA stands for—Educational Teacher Performance 
Assessment? 
Me:  The ed was apparently made up by the company as a tag, but 
TPA is Teacher Performance Assessment. 
Ron:  Yeah, it probably stands for Excellent Pearson. 
Dan:  Well, my student teacher and I have been talking about the 
edTPA, and the stipulations for your control group, like you have to 
have one student that’s O negative blood . . . It’s these ridiculous 
pieces incorporated in this group. 
Ron:  Well the amount of consideration my student teacher has been 
giving to this is way over the top.  So where a normal student teacher 
would come and be watching and questioning so they can plan what 
they would do when they get this group, there was not a lot of 
observation on his part, more note-taking and multi-tasking by “ear 
observing” while he was working on edTPA plans.  And at All-
County, he sat with his computer all weekend instead of observing 
the conductors, so I felt like I had to say something to him about the 
missed opportunity for stealing ideas. 
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Me:  I noticed talking to him that he was way more consumed by it 
than my student teacher was. 
Ron:  Yeah, so when the edTPA lesson came, it quickly became 
what you always fear about APPR lessons.  It went from playing a 
few notes to looking at the board for meter classification.  And 
pretty much the whole lesson turned out to be that because it’s 
assessable, I guess.  And since he’s got to do three in a row, I can’t 
change the course now, I should have interjected earlier and 
designed the lesson with him, because there’s plenty of things that 
are assessable that keep the kids playing.  But it went in that 
direction, and I feel bad.  But I also feel like I want to talk to the 
professors and find out what it was supposed to be.  
Me:  When I talked to the professor, she said things happened so fast, 
that they didn’t have time to prepare, and she said the college was 
going to take it on their shoulders and between them and the student 
teachers, they would figure it out so it wouldn’t impact us much. 
Dan:  Yeah, I will do whatever my student teacher asks me.  I’ll help in 
any way I can to facilitate, but it won’t change much about what I 
usually do. 
Ron:  It’s just that I’m thinking in the long run, those students that 
were in his edTPA lesson are going to be turned off.  My concern is 
not so much that it’s not what I would do, but if that is what you do in 
your lessons, then what’s the inspiration for those kids to come to the 
lesson?  They’re not gonna come back.  And you definitely don’t want 
to do that to low brass players when you want those kids in the 
program. 
 
Me:  Right, we have enough to worry about. 
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What was most striking to me was the varied experiences we all had dealing with 
the same set of requirements.  Each of us had taken a different approach with our student 
teachers, and each of our student teachers had brought their own unique stories to the 
experience.  Still present were our earlier stories of tension regarding the limited time to 
absorb the handbook as well as our general disdain for the requirements.  Although these 
stories were still present, they were now manifesting themselves in a very real way as we 
lived and re-lived our experiences.  For Ron, in particular, the reality of enacting the 
edTPA with his student teacher had collided with his earlier story of pushing the 
assessment to the background.  He found himself unable and ill-equipped to guide his 
student teacher through the process while still maintaining his sense of integrity about 
what the student teaching experience should be.  His student teacher thrust edTPA into 
the foreground, and Ron simply did not have enough knowledge prior to the first lesson, 
and then he felt it was too late to intervene.  My student teacher and I had agreed at the 
outset that the edTPA should have minimal impact on the overall student teaching 
experience.  We had a brief discussion about what learning theory might work and 
determined that the music theory class would be the best arena in which to carry it out.  
Ron:  I don’t know if edTPA didn’t exist how different of a teacher 
he would be, but had I had some more lead on it, I could have been a 
better liason or mentor.  I just didn’t know anything—I still don’t 
know, really, because I don’t want to . . . 
Me:  Well, you have to believe that some of those energies devoted to 
edTPA would have been transferred to other things. 
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At that point, we decided to record multiple videos across several days, so that she would 
have an array of video recorded lessons from which to choose.  Although she wrote 
lesson plans for each class we recorded, she decided that she would not do the formal 
versions or reflections for edTPA until after the student teaching experience had 
concluded.  As a safeguard to ensure she would be able to successfully meet the 
requirements, I had extended an open invitation for her to return and re-teach any of the 
lessons.  In this way, we were able to carry out our relationship in much the same way I 
would have done in previous years.  Dan did not offer any specifics about how he and his 
student teacher were going to carry out the requirements, but it was clear that he did not 
anticipate offering anything more than support as it was requested. 
I was also intrigued that Ron, who knew the least about the edTPA at the 
beginning of the study, seemed to demonstrate the greatest understanding of it at this 
point.  He had turned to his student teacher as his primary source of information for the 
specifics of the edTPA, and because his student teacher was so consumed by the process, 
he was able to give Ron a more thorough understanding than either Dan or I had 
obtained.  In fact, I was embarrassed to discover that my interpretation of the process was 
flat out wrong.  I had it in my head that the student teacher was to submit only one video, 
lesson plan, and reflection.  It was through discussion with Ron that I discovered this 
assumption was incorrect.  So although my experience with edTPA had less tension than 
my anticipation of it, my narrative authority was suddenly bumped by my realization that 
I did not fully understand the process.  Had I not been in community with Ron, I would 
have remained ignorant.  This bump made me realize how important our relationship had 
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become.  It also made me consider how there had been a shift in our knowledge 
community.  I had been considered the “expert” on edTPA in our conversations prior to 
student teaching, but now Ron had acquired more knowledge than I had.  This shift was 
admittedly uncomfortable, but at the same time I was gratified to see how our knowledge 
community was having a positive impact on all of us, myself included.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  So in your path of gaining knowledge as cooperating teachers, 
what kind of logistical or technical roadblocks or challenges have you 
encountered? 
Ron:  Well, most recently it’s been not being informed about the 
edTPA early enough.  The extremely late delivery of the humongous 
new handbook left me completely out of time to actually read it, so I 
entered with almost zero understanding of the “new normal.”  As 
you know, that was pretty critical.  It disabled me and it made me 
unsure if I should step in and say to the student teacher, “Hey, get 
your concentration off of edTPA and get it back on the kids and day-
to-day teaching.”  I didn’t know if I should take that position, or if I 
even had that jurisdiction because I simply didn’t have time to read 
the 604-page document that was sent to me one day in advance.  
Well, it’s not that bad, but still. 
Mark:  It would be the same for me.  When I get information in my 
program that is new, the first question I always ask myself is, who 
else needs to know?  And with the edTPA I was finding out about 
what my responsibilities were either as they happened or after the 
fact.  And I found that was a little bit cumbersome.  It puts the 
cooperating teachers in a situation where it looks like we don’t know 
what we’re talking about, or that we haven’t done our homework, 
and it’s simply a communication thing.  So I think the college needs 
to be proactive in letting the teachers know what changes are coming 
before they come.  I’m certain that information can be shared with us 
far before it is shared with the students we are working with, as long 
as there’s a will to do that.  
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Me:  Yeah, that’s a really good point.  You both hit on the same 
things I was feeling.  You know, I’ve been doing this for a while, and 
I felt fairly confident about my skills as a mentor, but then throw 
edTPA in the mix and then all of the sudden I felt like I was 
incapable of helping my student teacher through the process because 
I didn’t really understand it fully.  And that was a big part of the 
problem. 
Ron:  Yeah, we just needed time and our own education.  Someone 
needed to speak with us in advance.  Getting the blue handbook and a 
cover letter at a terrible time of the year just didn’t work. 
Mark:  There just wasn’t enough time to deal with it. 
Mark:  I think that the supervisors that I worked with had an 
understanding, but they found it was cumbersome and time-
consuming, taking away from some of their other responsibilities. 
Me:  Right.  And because of edTPA the college did away with the 
whole portfolio thing they used to do.  And even though they still 
encouraged students to do it, and my student teacher did a lot of it, I 
think the things that were part of that portfolio were more valid than 
what they were trying to go through for edTPA. 
Ron:  Yeah, absolutely, they will walk out of my school with the 
portfolio.  They will walk out of here with whatever they can steal and 
whatever we freely give them that can turn out to be a resource for  
Me:  Yeah, and I don’t know how your supervisors felt, but at least 
the supervisor I was working with didn’t really have a full 
understanding of the process either, I don’t think. 
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Mark:  Exactly.  And I think one of the things not taken into 
consideration by the state is the fact that the changes that are 
occurring are not happening just with student teachers.  When we talk 
SLOs and we talk Common Core and all the other changes that are 
going on, it’s exhausting to try to absorb it all.  And we find that 
we’re teaching less and less just to do the documentation required by 
the state.  And I find that I ignore as much of that as I possibly can, 
but it’s still too time-consuming.   
Me:  Yeah, I agree. 
Mark:  The reason that I mention that is because I think it would 
behoove the education department at the college to streamline things 
as much as they possibly can in terms of what they’re asking the 
cooperating teachers to do, and to explain their expectations and 
requirements in as much detail as possible so that we don’t waste time 
trying to figure it out on our own.  edTPA was simply not brought to 
our attention in a timely fashion. 
Me:  Right.  I don’t remember—at least in my time of hosting student 
teachers—anything of this magnitude throwing up roadblocks.  You 
guys have been doing this longer than me, do either of you remember 
anything else like this? 
Mark:  I don’t. 
Ron:  Well, not in recent memory. 
success in the future.  And with the couple of edTPA videos that 
they’ll never know what happened to, that gives them really nothing to 
hang onto and guarantee success. 
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This conversation occurred in our last group meeting in which I was asking some 
broad questions to bring our relationship to a close and to summarize our experiences 
together.  Of all the tensions we had shared during the year, the edTPA proved to be the 
one that bumped the hardest against our narrative authority as cooperating teachers.  Even 
months after having lived these stories, they were still as problematic in their retelling as 
they were in the moment. 
The lack of time to absorb the requirements of the program was still a common 
theme for all of us, but it had taken on an added dimension.  It had “disabled” us in a way 
that we had not experienced before and it brought the discomfort of doubt into an arena in 
which we had a strongly developed sense of narrative authority.  The edTPA was simply 
a language that we could not speak fluently.  It even made Mark feel as if the student 
teacher perceived that he was not prepared or not doing his “homework.”  The 
assumption was that The College was just not willing to share the information, creating a 
real sense of disconnect.  Additionally, Mark felt The College had wasted his time 
leaving him to try and figure things out.  He pointed out that with all of the other 
administrative mandates that we deal with now, our teaching and preparation time is 
already diminished.  I wondered whether the fact that The College did not “streamline” 
the expectations was from a lack of awareness of our day-to-day teaching lives, or just 
followed their official story that they would shield us from these responsibilities?   
The College supervisors also contributed to the tensions in the administration of 
the edTPA.  The supervisor that worked with me either did not have a clear 
understanding of the process, or chose not to enlighten me.  At no point in any of our 
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conversations did he detail the process.  When he asked me if I had received and read the 
handbook, I indicated I had only time to skim it.  He told me the official story, that 
between The College and the student teacher they would figure it out.  Even at the time I 
don’t think I realized how disabling and distancing this really was.  Mark indicated his 
supervisor understood the process, but that he felt it to be an added burden that took away 
from other responsibilities.  Though the supervisors may have shared our sentiments 
about the negative qualities of the edTPA, it did not seem that they were able to bridge 
the communication gap, leaving us to try and navigate this foreign territory alone. 
All student teachers had been required to do a block report, a massive document 
usually housed in a three-inch binder, that consisted of lesson plans, reflections, school 
building administrative structures, home and school communication, and much more.  As 
a result of the new requirements for the edTPA, The College suspended the requirement 
for the block report, although they encouraged student teachers to do as much of it as 
they could.  Mark and I both felt strongly that the block report was a much more tangible 
benefit than the edTPA, but this feeling was particularly intense for Ron.  His mentoring 
philosophy included the sharing of materials and resources so that each student teacher 
would leave with concrete ideas for the future, so for him, the block report was not an 
option.  This was a clear example of how our narrative authority was challenged by a 
policy shoved onto the landscape.  An aspect of the student teaching experience that we 
believed to be educative was pushed aside in favor of a mandated assessment that we did 
not fully understand in the way it had been developed or executed. 
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In our combined years of hosting student teachers, none of us had ever 
encountered anything that had derailed our work quite as much as the edTPA.  Every 
aspect of the program was tension-filled, from the way in which it was communicated to 
us to the impact it had on the take away for student teachers.  While the official story 
from The College was meant to comfort us and assuage our concerns, the lack of 
communication only served to create more tension.  We were disabled in a way that 
impacted our work as cooperating teachers, constraining our narrative authority and 
making us question our place on the professional development landscape of teacher 
education. 
Supervisors.  The supervisors play a key role in connecting the cooperating 
teacher and The College.  They can be an advocate for the student teacher as well as a 
source of support for the co-op.  When the relationship is not strong, or there is 
disagreement over the evaluation of the student teacher, tension is produced that can 
impact the student teaching experience in a variety of ways.  In particular, it creates a 
sense for the cooperating teacher that their voice is not heard or valued, leaving them 
disconnected from the college and unable to work to improve the experience.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  Do you ever feel any sense of tension when the university 
supervisors come to observe?  Have you ever been in disagreement 
with them, or felt uncomfortable when they were there that you 
weren’t sure you were doing the right things, or have you always had 
a good relationship? 
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Me:  No, never.  I think you and Mark are in a better position for that 
because you are geographically closer to the college.  Usually my 
supervisor will have some sort of information like, oh, this was a great 
student, did all this stuff, but not anything real specific. 
Ron:  Are your supervisors ever required to go to the college ever for 
meetings, I mean, they must be? 
Ron:  Well, let’s see.  In terms of discomfort, the only time I feel 
discomfort is when I think that the student teaching supervisor from 
the university is—I don’t want to be characterizing someone in a 
general way—but the young person who doesn’t really have a lot of 
experience but did finish the doctorate and is now a textbook 
person.  You know, once in a while I run into them.  And they’re 
giving appropriate suggestions, but they’re not the most meaningful, 
on-task suggestions that are responsive to what the student teacher’s 
doing.  It’s like they’re pulling it out from chapter 6 of some manual 
that they have in the back of their brain or something.  So that’s the 
only time I feel really any sense of discomfort, and then I want to 
get into a conversation with the both of them and direct it back 
toward what the real problem or issue might be, or what the 
compliment should be, or what the supportive feedback should be 
for that student teacher.  So I don’t feel a discomfort on my behalf, 
but I guess it’s on behalf of the student teacher. 
Me:  I feel a similar sense of discomfort for the student teacher 
because my university supervisor is a retired band teacher from my 
area.  He doesn’t know the student teacher at all before the student 
teaching experience begins and that puts us all at a disadvantage 
because we are shooting in the dark. 
Ron:  So you don’t work with the university professors as supervisors? 
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Me:  Yeah, they go a couple of times, I think.  They might go once 
every block that they’re supervising student teachers.  And I think 
they all—I’m not sure if they’re required or they’re strongly 
encouraged to go to the coop teacher day?  And they have their own 
meeting sometime during that day, I think. 
Ron:  Huh.  Well, I’ve had a mix of college professors and retired 
teachers, and most have been very respectful of my opinion and my 
experience.  There was one time, years ago, when one of the 
professors was observing the student teacher teaching a theory class.  
He was a brilliant man, I like him a lot, and he could have said 
anything, but all he really wanted to harp on at the end was “that’s a 
green chalk board, make sure you use yellow chalk because research 
says it shows up better.” 
Me:  [laughing] Oh, geez. 
Ron:  And he goes on and on about yellow chalk, and I’m thinking, 
how about the pacing of delivery and grammatical context, and did he 
call on the kids, how was the classroom management?  No, he wanted 
to talk about yellow chalk.  I don’t remember how the conversation 
ended, but I just thought, man-o-man this is far off the mark. 
Me:  Yeah, there are probably a lot of other things to worry about 
besides the color of the chalk. 
Ron:  Boy, oh boy. 
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This conversation began because of my own discomfort with my relationship with 
my supervisor.  I was curious to know if anyone else had similar experiences.  Although 
my supervisor was a (long ago) graduate of The College, as was I, he was not directly 
involved in the curriculum, and had no prior interaction with any of the student teachers.  
I was distanced from The College and felt unable to be an equal partner in the education 
of the student teacher.    
I didn’t feel that our interactions would result in any real growth for me or for the 
student teacher.  The supervisor’s feedback was often “off the mark” from the feedback I 
would give, and there was never an opportunity for three-way discussion.  In fact, the 
supervisor would meet with the student teacher without me present, and then bring me in 
afterwards, creating a sense of hierarchy that my feedback was secondary to his.  I could 
never tell if his comments were based on his own experience or if there may be some tie-
in with the college curriculum.  I was not even sure to what extent he was communicating 
with The College or they with him.  The supervisor and I shared some common ground in 
that we had taught together in the same county, had collegial relationships, and played the 
same instrument.  These commonalities made our personal interaction fairly comfortable, 
but our prior connection did not ease the discomfort I felt within our professional 
relationship.  This undermined my narrative authority and cast a shadow of a doubt about 
my place in music teacher education. 
 Because Ron and Mark were geographically closer to The College, they worked 
with supervisors who were professors.  Working with the junior student teachers gave 
Mark even more time with The College professors.  I found myself jealous of that 
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connection they had with The College professors.  Ron did talk in general terms about his 
sense of discomfort for the student teacher when the supervisor was a “text book” scholar 
who may have had very little public school experience, or when a supervisor became 
caught up in the details and lost the big picture.  However, the strength of his narrative 
authority seemed to allow him to address this in a direct and professional way.  Ron told 
the “yellow chalk story” with a sense of humor.  However, the tale was anomalous and 
did not define his overall relationships with supervisors. 
Because Ron and Mark did not really share my misgivings relative to the 
relationship with the supervisor, this thread of conversation did not evolve.  I did not 
continue to share my stories since they did not resonate within our knowledge 
community.  There was respect for my experience, but I did not feel comfortable reliving 
my stories in that context.  However, we would return to this later in our stories of 
possibility in which we re-imagined the pathways of communication and knowledge 
sharing to and from The College. 
Challenge and validity of evaluation tools.  One of our obligations as 
cooperating teachers is to complete formal evaluations of our student teachers to be 
passed on to The College.  Feedback and reflection is a regular and daily part of what we 
do as cooperating teachers.  However, while this type of evaluation is authentic and 
occurs in the moment of relevance, the formal evaluations are summative, after the fact, 
and often become problematic.  Because the questions are generalized, they may not fit 
every situation, and in fact, may not even be fair.  Since the questions were designed by 
The College, and may not be relevant to current teaching situations, this brings up issues 
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of validity.  Additionally, there are questions as to how these evaluations may be used, if 
at all, by The College.  And, of course, there is the issue of time and efficiency in 
completing them.  These are some of the things we discussed within our knowledge 
community. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  Do you ever wonder if anybody at the college actually goes 
through the formal evaluations and looks at them carefully? 
Dan:  Right, I know, yes.  But I do like the fact now that the 
evaluations are online. 
Ron:  I thought the online evaluation was terribly cumbersome.  
The first time I did that it was not something you could put down 
and walk away from and come back to.  It was screen after screen 
after screen and there’s no real barometer to let me know how far 
into the new evaluation I was.  So I did it, but I did it starting at 4 
p.m. and I finished at 6:05 angry.  So I wrote a note saying “please, 
just get in place the ability to save and return so that I don’t have to 
do it in a two-hour block, because I don’t have a two-hour block.” 
Me:  Wait—Mark, did you also do your evaluations online? 
Mark:  I did. 
Me:  Oh, see, I didn’t.  What happened there? 
Dan:  Maybe it just started this last block. 
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Mark:  I don’t think it was required.  I actually think my student 
teacher brought me a hard copy, but it was available online. 
Me:  So for all the time that it takes, do you think the summative 
evaluation connects at all with the type of feedback that you give them 
all along? 
Mark:  I think that it does to some extent, but I think that the 
evaluation that takes place on the spot, immediately after the teaching 
moment, is the most valuable of all.  Summative evaluations require 
the teacher to have some recall about things that may have taken 
place some time ago.  I set aside 45 minutes with the student teacher 
every day to assess what they’ve done so they get some immediate 
feedback.  So I think that’s where the value is.  And the summative 
evaluations are more general, and sometimes far after the fact. 
Ron:  I did not get a hard copy this year, and whatever 
communication I got, in my mind I was led to believe that online 
was the new way.  For me, since I’m OCD about this stuff, if I’m 
going to check a box, then I want to also justify exactly what I 
mean in that specific spot.  So in the old days I would get out the 
old-fashioned typewriter, check the box, and put a comment right 
by that box so they knew exactly what I was referring to.  And in 
the online version, you have only check boxes or Likert-type 
scales, but then the commentary is at the bottom of the entire 
section, and it refers back to the section in general, not a specific 
task or skill or observation or anything like that.  So I spent a lot 
of time scrolling back up to look at what I had selected for one 
specific sub-section, and then scrolling back down to the 
comment box to justify exactly what that response was referring 
to.  And it was just really too cumbersome for me. 
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Ron:  I fully agree with Mark.  And also, in the summative 
evaluation, some of the areas may have a contextual or cultural 
bias.  And if they have any sort of bias, that takes away the 
possibility for a student teacher to be really successful and 
effective in his or her own way.  It’s sort of a two-way bias—my 
feelings on how the student teacher is doing compared to my 
standards, coupled with the standards specified by the college.  An 
example might be something like “appropriate grammar and clear 
delivery.”  For me, at my age, appropriate grammar might not be a 
phrase that is Twitter-based, like “Hashtag wow, that was cool!”  
But if that is highly effective for kids, than who am I to evaluate 
negatively on that?  If the kids really connect with the student 
teacher because of something like that, like Mark said, I want that 
period of time right after the teaching to say, “You know, I don’t 
say it that way because of my age, but that was really good for 
kids.” 
Me:  Right.  Well, when you talk about bias, I think of one of the 
questions that has always bothered me is regarding how they use 
technology.  We’re very lucky at my school to have many resources, 
but some student teachers may be placed in a location where there 
isn’t available technology to use.  And then I think it’s unfair for 
them to be evaluated based on the fact that their individual situations 
might be very different. 
Dan:  Yeah, the one that gets me is cultural differences.  I know it has 
to be such a generalized tool, but cultural differences?  
Me:  Mark, do you have to do evaluations for the junior student 
teachers? 
Mark:  I’m usually teaching at the same time my juniors are teaching, 
and I’ll just do drop-ins for like 10–12 minutes, because we have 
enough students that it’s hard for me to give up that two-hour block 
twice a week.  For me, that’s 6 teaching periods.  So one of the  
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Each of us within the knowledge community had experienced some tension 
regarding the formal, summative evaluations required by The College.  No one took issue 
with the fact that it was something that we had to do, but there were issues with the new 
online system, the time it took to complete, the contextual validity, and the design of the 
tool itself.  There was even some question about how these instruments were used by The 
College once we had completed them. 
Dave mentioned that he really liked the online evaluation, Ron found it 
cumbersome, Mark seemed to take it in stride, and I was not even afforded the 
opportunity to use the new format.  Once again, I felt disconnected from The College.  
Why was I not informed of this change?  Even if it was not in place in time for my use, 
why wasn’t I consulted about the new format?  In the enactment of this change, Ron 
discovered flaws in the system that forced him to sit at his computer for two hours, 
professors called me and said, “Mark, I’m not getting as many 
evaluations from you on the student teachers as we would like.”  
And I said, “You’re not going to.  I can give you assessments every 
couple weeks, but I just can’t do it every time.”  And there was one 
year I had 11 juniors, 4 on Tuesdays, 4 on Thursdays, and 3 on 
Fridays.  That was a huge disruption to the day, but I never once 
complained about it because I had agreed to do it.  But I certainly 
wasn’t going to sit there and do 11 observations every week.  
That’s why they have a supervisor with them.  So we’ve come to 
the agreement that my written evaluations won’t happen every 
single time they come. 
Me:  Yeah, phew, that would be impossible to do and keep your own 
schedule and sanity. 
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unable to save and return later.  Since it was important to him to make the evaluation as 
meaningful as possible, he felt he had no other option.  Did The College really want us to 
just check the boxes and be done with it?  Did they not recognize how the design would 
impact the cooperating teachers in the field?  Ron’s experience coupled with Mark’s 
story of evaluating junior student teachers highlights a problem of expectations between 
The College and these co-ops.  At best, there was a lack of understanding of how the 
execution of formal evaluations would impact the limited time of the cooperating 
teachers, and at worst, there was an intentional ignorance that constrained our narrative 
authority and cut off communication.  
All of us had issues with the relevance, and therefore, the validity of the 
evaluation.  We all agreed that there were many questions that were problematic based on 
the location of the particular student teaching placement.  The tool was so general that it 
lost meaning in many instances, and even though it required some reflection on the part 
of the cooperating teacher, it lacked any means for encouraging reflection with the 
student teachers.  The check box versus narrative format further stunted any real 
reflective feedback.  The day-to-day immediate feedback, given in the moment of the 
teaching episode, carried much more weight with each of us in the knowledge 
community.  Could there be a better way to create a summative evaluation that could 
attend to these problematic situations?  Because we all believed that the evaluation was a 
necessary and required piece of our work as co-ops, at the time we could not imagine a 
new story that would bring cooperating teachers and university professors together to 
create a more meaningful evaluative tool.   
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No student teacher for next year.  Within our knowledge community, we 
consider having a student teacher as an honor and a privilege.  The role of the 
cooperating teacher is one we take very seriously, and we demonstrate that clearly 
through giving our time and resources.  We believe that we are having an impact on the 
future of music education.  When that opportunity is not afforded to us without any real 
communication from The College, we are left to wonder what we did wrong. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  So, in your email, you included something about the fact that 
you don’t have a student teacher next year? 
Ron:  No, isn’t that interesting. 
Me:  And neither do I. 
Ron:  Is that right? 
Me:  Yeah, and I talked to one of the professors—I guess her 
husband has taken over the assigning.  I saw her at a conference and 
so I said, “What’s the deal, I don’t have a student teacher next 
year?”  She said that due to pressure by the students, they have 
expanded the area in which they place student teachers, and none 
requested my area.  She said a lot of co-ops who have had student 
teachers before now do not have one. 
Me:  Yeah, and she seemed frustrated about it because teachers that 
they would like to have working with student teachers, co-ops they’ve 
worked with for a long time don’t have them. 
Ron:  Oh, well, now I get it a little bit. 
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Ron:  Oh, no kidding. 
Me:  Yeah, but like you said, you’ve been working with student 
teachers from the college way longer than I have, and you would 
think somebody would have said, “Hey, you know, Ron’s been 
working with us for a long time, and he didn’t return our email, 
maybe we oughta get in touch with him”—you know? 
Ron:  Yeah, well, when it was the other professors doing it, they 
would always send a hard copy letter, an email, and make a phone 
call. 
Me:  Right, that is how it should be. 
Ron:  You know, I thought there was a little bit of short gut here if 
your total basis for excluding me is that I didn’t make your deadline 
with an email.  Uh, hey, I’m busy, pal.  Pretty much what it comes 
down to. 
Me:  Right, well, I mean, gosh, even our administration tells parents 
not to expect immediate responses from teachers when you email 
them because they’re really busy.  You know, anybody should know 
that.  You can’t just send out one email and expect that you’re gonna 
get 100% response.   
Ron:  I thought maybe they were punishing me because I never go to 
the cooperating teachers conference. 
Me:  There’s really a disconnect between us and the university that I 
think they need to address.  Because of the fact that you’ve worked 
with student teachers for many consecutive years, and now you don’t 
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After almost thirty years of consecutive service for The College as a cooperating 
teacher, Ron was not assigned a student teacher for the upcoming school year.  When the 
invitation email was sent out, Ron did not reply immediately.  By the time he got back to 
it, he was told the deadline had passed and his services would not be needed.  Was Ron at 
fault for not replying on time?  Yes.  Should The College have followed up in his case?  
Absolutely.  With all of the extra things he had on his plate for this school year, it was 
understandable that he would have missed the email.  Yes, there was a new professor in 
Ron:  Yeah, true.  I’ve always been willing to correspond, to be 
reflective, and all those kinds of things, but I definitely have never, not 
once gone to the cooperating teachers conference because I value the 
teaching time and I don’t want to miss it for something that’s a choice. 
 
Me:  It’s interesting, because I’m sure every college does it 
differently—have you ever hosted anybody from other universities? 
Ron:  No, no.  And it just baffles me.  I went to a university about 50 
miles down the road for my undergraduate.  I’ve asked them 
numerous times, and I know they do send student teachers to this 
local area, but I’ve never gotten a student teacher from them.  And I 
have a good relationship with them—maybe I need to donate more 
money or something, I don’t know.  But it’s always been The 
College until this new change for next year that will remain 
unspoken.  [shared laughter]  Oh well. 
have one for next year with no real explanation as to why. 
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charge of assignments, but because of Ron’s years of service, it seems unbelievable to me 
that someone did not notice and at least make a courtesy call. 
What a blow this was to Ron, and since I had not been assigned a student teacher 
either, I could understand his bewilderment.  Being denied the opportunity seems almost 
punitive and causes us to question our narrative authority.  For Ron, this did not just 
bump into his narrative authority, it was a head on collision.  It even caused him to 
wonder if he was being punished for not attending the cooperating teachers day.  Coupled 
with the fact that his alma mater had never sent him a student teacher after repeated 
requests made it particularly difficult.  He even looked for an outside reason for this, 
thinking maybe he needed to donate more money.  For me, I had responded to the email, 
and a few weeks later got a reply saying my services would not be needed.  Even though 
I had only worked with five student teachers from The College, the impersonal nature of 
the reply left me feeling inadequate, like the feeling I had in elementary school when I 
was the last person picked for the kickball team.  It led me to question one of the 
professors, who gave what seemed to be a reasonable explanation, and I wondered why 
this couldn’t have been made more transparent to all those potential cooperating teachers 
who responded to the call.  Although we were not aware of it at the time, the whole 
experience reinforced our positioning at the lowest end of the conduit of music teacher 
education. 
Sharing this experience together in our knowledge community made it more real 
for me, and although I was sad that Ron did not have a student teacher either, there was a 
sense of relief that I was not alone.  And I think I was able to ease his feelings of disbelief 
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and sadness by sharing the explanation I received from one of the professors.  I don’t 
know this for sure, but I imagine that Ron had to feel some of the same relief I did to 
know that he was not the only cooperating teacher who had been rejected by The College.  
This shared experience definitely deepened our bond, and I was grateful for our 
knowledge community as a place that I could safely share my disappointments without 
shame or fear of ridicule.    
Practicum Stories 
The stories of tension told about the practicum experience were not about the day-
to-day challenges that we faced in our role as cooperating teachers, but more about the 
situations over which we had less control.  They were stories of how we negotiated the 
loss of our own teaching time as well as the timing of the experience.  They were also 
stories of frustration we felt with student teachers who resisted our help, and stories of 
knowing other cooperating teachers who did not care enough to help.  These are not 
dominant stories in the arena of stories of tension, yet they demonstrate a strong sense of 
narrative authority.  The tension exists in the fact that this narrative authority is not 
recognized and may not be valued by others. 
Use of time.  This conversation centered on the times of the year in which we 
have hosted student teachers, and the specific challenges of giving up our own teaching 
time.  That topic led to some discussion about how others may handle placements in ways 
that do not benefit student teachers.   
 
 
 
Me:  Have any of you ever hosted student teachers first block? 
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Ron:  Yeah, I’ve had them several times first block, and I always 
write that I don’t prefer it, but I’ll take them if they need to.  But 
really, it’s just a lot of lost time and from my perspective, selfishly 
but importantly, I don’t get a chance to know my kids as well as I 
need to if I hand them over right away to a student teacher. 
Me:  Yeah, I hosted one time first block and I swore I would never do 
it again.  Cuz, yeah, you loose that time to establish the relationship 
with the kids.  And honestly, I spent a lot of time with the student 
teacher talking about stuff, which was probably great for her, but then 
I lost my own preparation time. 
Ron:  Sure, yeah, yeah. 
Me:  Which is really critical in that beginning part of the year, so I’ve 
always wondered why our college eliminates the third block and uses 
first block.  I understand why some colleges do because of marching 
band, but since that is not an issue for them, it just seems kinda silly 
to me to send them out knowing they’re probably not going to teach 
at all in the first two weeks of school before lessons get started. 
   
Mark:  I haven’t.  I have had juniors, of course, first block, but I’ve 
only had senior student teachers block two and block four. 
 
Mark:  Right, right. 
Ron:  I’ll bet it’s because of weather. 
Me:  That’s what I’ve been told, but I don’t know for sure.  But they 
probably would loose as many days from weather as they would loose 
just by things not getting going yet in the fall. 
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Me:  Right.  I noticed that, too.  I have a student teacher right now, as 
you know, and have a lot less podium time.  And I think, wow, if I was 
always this efficient with my rehearsals, I would get so much more 
done.  And when I know I only have maybe 10 minutes on certain 
days, to get through some piece, that really motivates me to be 
organized and fast. 
Mark:  Yeah, and I think some cooperating teachers are hesitant to 
turn over their groups, if you wanna use that term, to their student 
teachers.  And the potential to make the experience less than it should 
be or could be is there, and they need to be reminded that it’s OK to 
take that chance and let the student teachers actually teach. 
Dan:  I’ve had student teachers first block, but it has been years that 
I have had two student teachers.  When that happens I usually have 
one first block and one fourth block or one second block and one 
fourth block.  That way there’s time in there where you sort of . . . 
you know, as great as a student teacher is, I wanna say there is a 
clean-up period—and I don’t mean that in a bad way, but they’re 
your kids, and when you’re handing over your podium time and 
rehearsal time to someone who operates things differently, and in 
most cases has a different level of intensity, it takes some to reign 
them back, you know? 
Mark:  That changes the way I operate even when the student teacher 
is with me.  I’ve picked up the pace in rehearsals because he’s been on 
the podium a lot, which gives me less podium time.  So I re-evaluated 
what I’m doing, too.  I talk faster and we do much more repetition 
because I want them to actually do it in the rehearsal.  So it’s made me 
operate faster when I have the time with them. 
Ron:  Oh, yeah.  I think they’d loose fewer from weather. 
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Dan:  Oh, yeah.  And you know, after my student teachers return 
from their seminars, I’ve asked them about their friends in other 
districts.  Just for my own curiosity, I wonder how their experience 
compares to others.  And sometimes I hear, you know, my friend 
at such and such only does warm-ups and that’s it, and then I’m 
thinking, wow, if you’re gonna do it, and you’re going to take a 
student teacher, then you need to give them the opportunity to sort 
of run the program, to get that experience in a controlled 
environment.  You’re still answering phone calls, and emails, and 
dealing with student behavior, but in terms of the “pure” teaching 
piece?  Yeah, give them that experience.  And it all works out, you 
just have to deal—you know, you accept that when you accept 
taking a student teacher. 
Mark:  Yeah, and placement is a real issue now where I work, 
because teachers are spread so thin, because they are having to 
teach in several different areas beyond their instrumental passion, 
or whatever they were trained to do.  So, when a student teacher 
goes into those situations, they’re seeing examples of teaching in 
many different areas, but they’re not necessarily seeing excellence.  
Number one because the teacher is not an expert in all the areas, 
but number two, the cooperating teachers are somewhat depressed 
about their situations, so they’re not giving 100% and that trickles 
down to the students and the student teachers see that.  And maybe 
they think, this is reality, so when I go out and get my own job, this 
is what I’m gonna have to expect.  You know, some teachers will 
allow their reality to dictate their programs, rather than trying to 
change their reality.  It’s really depressing to see.  And there is a 
senior student teacher I know who is placed with a veteran teacher 
who’s kind of mailed it in, and this teacher just sits at the desk all 
day and the student teacher’s doing the teaching, and that’s it, you 
know.  And the fact that the college is still sending senior student 
teachers there is depressing. 
  
Me:  Yeah, that’s just as bad as the teachers who never let the student 
teachers really teach. 
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Of all the stories of tension told within the knowledge community, these occupied 
the least space.  However, the timing issues demonstrated a narrative knowledge that had 
not been acknowledged outside our group.  We shared similar frustrations at hosting 
student teachers in the first block, and in practice, asked not to be assigned student 
teachers during that time unless there were extenuating circumstances.  The prevailing 
reason was that in the first block, student teachers would not get as much teaching time, 
because it has often taken up to two weeks to put lesson schedules in place for a full 
teaching schedule.  Secondarily, there was some concern that by hosting a student teacher 
in the first block we cannot get to know our own students and establish a routine.  
However, for The College, that meant the only other options were block two and block 
four, because no student teachers were placed during block three.  Although he did not 
mention it in this specific conversation, when I observed Dan with his student teacher 
during the fourth block, he was preparing his band for the state evaluation festival.  As a 
result, four weeks in to the student teaching placement, his student teacher had yet to 
spend any significant time on the podium.  Based on everything else that he shared in the 
knowledge community, this issue of timing impinged upon his sense of narrative 
authority regarding the need for teaching time for student teachers.  All of us had 
previously accepted and adapted to the college schedule for placements, but none of us 
had questioned it until we began talking about it within the knowledge community.  We 
all acknowledged and accepted that the role of the cooperating teacher would require us 
to give up some control in the classroom and to adjust our teaching accordingly, but it 
had not yet pushed us to further inquire into how the situation could be improved. 
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All of us in the knowledge community saw our role as cooperating teacher as one 
of great import, honor, and trust.  When we saw other cooperating teachers abusing the 
position, it butted up against our narrative authority creating a sense of helpless tension.  
My own experience as a student teacher further flamed my sensitivity to those who 
treated student teachers as adjunct teachers.  Dan and Mark both spoke to their own 
frustration at seeing student teachers placed in situations that were not beneficial to them 
or to the students being served.  Mark acknowledged that with budget cuts and extra 
teaching loads, some cooperating teachers might still have good intention and a good 
approach, but little experience or narrative authority in their new teaching areas.  He felt 
that the sense of discomfort that comes from being in a situation that is difficult could 
overcome a cooperating teacher and “trickle down” to a student teacher who may 
interpret this as a reality they could not conquer or question.  Through all our 
conversations throughout the year, one of the things about our role that we all felt 
strongly about was the idea of helping our student teachers become a new generation of 
music educators.  By sharing our personal practical knowledge with them, we hoped to 
give them a strong foundation on which they could build their own personal practical 
knowledge, and through their own sense of narrative authority offer their unique 
contributions to the profession.  This belief is why we felt such tension when we were 
confronted with those cooperating teachers who did not share our philosophy of working 
with student teachers, and yet they were still given the opportunity by The College to host 
student teachers. 
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Student teacher troubles.  We all face challenges in working with student 
teachers.  Each one comes with a unique set of strengths and weaknesses, and as 
cooperating teachers we fully expect this.  As we had previously discussed in our 
knowledge community, we had all learned some of the common issues and had 
developed strategies to address these things.  However, in this conversation, Ron and Dan 
share stories about a few student teachers in particular who challenged their narrative 
authority. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ron:  So this student teacher is on the podium, and it’s not terrible 
conducting or anything, but she goes with a French horn lesson and it 
is readily apparent immediately that every French horn player we 
have plays better than she does, and she is a senior horn major at the 
college. 
Me:  You said earlier you had a story about a challenging student 
teacher.  
 
Me:  Wow. 
 
Ron:  And, you know, that wasn’t even a good French horn year, it 
was just a very low-skilled student teacher.  So it continues to go 
downhill.  The college supervisor comes out to observe this girl, and 
the entire brass lesson the kids were on the wrong partial and playing 
all the wrong intervals, not any melodic content at all, and no hint of 
cognizance from this student teacher.  And the supervisor did what 
she had to do, which was essentially ream her a new one at the end 
of it, and suggest that she choose something else, you know, maybe 
you’re not cut out for this. 
Me:  That must have been really uncomfortable, like watching 
someone discipline their child in public. 
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Ron:  Oh, it gets better.  So we were at the state honor band festival, 
and the kids are on stage, and I put my bags in one of the seats in 
the auditorium.  When I come back, there’s my bag and on it is a 
piece of paper with orange crayon that says, “I really need to speak 
with you about something very personal, may I talk with you 
please?”  Signs her name, face up.  Creepy enough, alright, so I take 
her aside, and she says, “Well, some of the difficulties that I’m 
having, I am . . .  ” and she lists a litany of disabilities.  “I’m 
ADHD, I’m this, I’m that,” and so, I listen for a little while, and I 
say—the best I could come up with at the moment—“Look, I’m 
glad you told me, but ultimately, neither the kids in front of you nor 
their parents, nor the administrators who hire you care so much 
about that as you do.  Find a tool that allows you to work with those 
disabilities that can effectively make you a great teacher, that’s 
what we’ve got to work on.”   
Me:  Wow, how did you handle that? 
Ron:  So I work with her on—she couldn’t stop the band, for 
instance, and say something evaluative and relevant.  She couldn’t 
stop the band and say, “wrong note in the French horns.” She 
couldn’t stop the band and say, “let’s do that again.” So I designed 
for her some kind of chart that she could keep on an extra stand 
during rehearsal. I tell her to instruct the kids “I’m listening to you 
and if I stop conducting, unless I cut you off, please keep going, 
because I just need to write a note.” I made a matrix for her—what 
measure is it, circle rhythm or tone or instrument or whatever, I 
don’t remember exactly, but it’s an organizational tool to help her 
get to the end, cut ‘em off and say, “OK, at measure 155 the 
clarinets played F natural”—something to organize her. So we go 
on another few days, it wasn’t too long, and it was not getting any 
better.  So I called the department chair at the college and I say, 
“With Miss So and So’s ADHD and everything else, how do I 
help her improve?”  And he said, “Oh, she gave you that one, 
huh?”  So he said there’s no documentation of that whatsoever, 
and she used that in her collegiate coursework. Never made it past 
the lowest band, got D’s in all her class work, but made it through 
to student teaching. And I really respect the department chair, but 
he tells me not to fail her, but to do it with her recommendation 
and evaluation  
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and anything else that you give out to potential employers. I agree to 
do it, but ask why.  And he said that because this is an institution, 
she registered for student teaching, I have to place her.  I put her 
with you for a reason—which is a compliment for me—and if she 
can’t make it with you, where am I going to go next?  And I 
understood that.  So this girl got a very low grade, and her 
supervisor and I wrote everything truthful about her—nice person, is 
going to be good at something, public school music education is not 
that something at this point in her life.  Please evaluate her in later 
years, blah, blah.  And I later discovered that she got a teaching job 
in the state. 
 
Me:  No way! 
Ron:  The job wasn’t in band, but in an area that paid very well, and I 
don’t know if she’s still teaching or not, but she got hired, right out, 
first year. 
Me:  Wow. 
Ron:  With terrible recommendations. Couldn’t play anything.  That 
one, I felt like I went above and beyond the call of duty, and I went 
to sleep happy knowing that if anybody was going to do anything 
for her, I did everything I could do for her.  Including telling the 
truth, and including warning potential employers, so it’s too bad.  I 
am not a counselor in any way, I don’t have the personal tools to 
deal with that, but they’re a developing professional and if they’re 
gonna make it into the field, I feel an obligation to attack every 
weakness in some way.  So there’s my story. 
Me:  So that was probably the weakest student teacher you’ve ever 
had? 
Ron:  Yeah, well, it was my second weakest. 
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Dan:  Well, I had to be pretty blunt with him a number of times 
because he was late.  So I spoke with him about the fact that if this 
were his program and he consistently showed up late, I can tell you 
there would be some issues.  And things happen in everyone’s life, 
but it can’t be a consistent thing for your own well-being, a non-
tenured teacher, it’s not going to fly. 
Me:  Uh, oh—it gets worse?! 
Ron:  Not worse in terms of ability, but worse in terms of arrogance 
and total inability to understand that he wasn’t here to be our gift to 
music education.  He spent a lot of time on the phone organizing the 
next gig, rented a room from one of our elementary band directors 
and was a total slob and that person got offended.  He put Ramen 
noodles down the drain at her house, it got plugged, he tried to 
plunge it, the pipe broke and he flooded the entire kitchen.  So he 
calls me and I’m there doing plumbing at midnight on a Saturday—
for my friend, not for him—and he was a dismal failure.  That one 
kinda hurt me because he had a lot of skill but didn’t know how to 
use it.  And the other person just didn’t have any skill. 
Dan:  I had a couple like that one.  One student teacher wasn’t 
really interested in teaching.  He was interested in technology and 
was more interested in his laptop than teaching kids.  The other one 
was a piano major who played trumpet and bordered on a mediocre 
trumpet player, and I don’t think he really wanted to be a teacher, 
either, so had a sort of chip on his shoulder.  And generally student 
teachers are very interested in the feedback that you share, positive 
and constructive.  And he really wasn’t.  It’s not an ego thing, but I 
think I’m pretty successful, and if you’re not interested . . . And the 
way that he associated with the kids, it was sorta clear that he had a 
different agenda.  He was more interested in grad school than he 
was learning the craft of teaching. 
 
Me:  How did you handle that? 
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Dan:  These days, absolutely.  You know, I think with those two 
individuals in particular, you talk with the supervising teacher and 
share your observations, and the positive things, but you also share 
your concerns, and share what the steps were that you suggested and 
then what the reaction from the student teacher was. 
Me:  Did you feel you had a good enough relationship with the 
supervisors that you could be honest? 
Me:  In any profession, pretty much. 
Dan:  Oh yeah, absolutely.  I think it’s important to be honest if I’m 
going to write a recommendation.  I’m not going to blast somebody, 
but you can write something in a way that anybody who reads it will 
understand where you’re coming from without saying “this guy’s a 
jerk.”  I may have said, like you Ron, “I just don’t think that they’re 
ready to teach at this point in time.” 
Ron:  Yeah, yeah, if it has to be said it has to be said. 
Dan:  It has to do with my professional credibility.  I don’t want to 
derail a potential teacher, but I also don’t want to send a message “gee, 
everything was fine” when, in fact, it wasn’t.   
Mark:  And that is why I tell the college not to send me any dogs.  
I don’t have time to deal with that. 
Me:  I have been blessed, I have not had any student teachers that 
have been that difficult.   
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In a way, these stories are outliers, anomalies on the landscape.  The tension in 
these stories comes partly from sheer disbelief, but shared within the knowledge 
community we can sense the troubling of our narrative authority.  While Mark and I 
could only experience this through the telling, Ron and Dan had lived these stories and 
were reliving them as they shared them with us. 
Ron was clearly surprised at the performance level of his problematic student 
teacher.  The deficiencies in her teaching went far beyond anything that Ron had dealt 
with before and lay outside the narrative knowledge he had developed in his work with 
other student teachers.  However, he did not give up on her, but tried everything he could 
in order to help her overcome some of her difficulties.  In spite of his best efforts, he did 
not see significant improvement, and reached out to The College for help.  The fact that 
this student teacher had been placed with him “for a reason” was a compliment for him, 
but I could not help wondering why they had not given him a heads up before she started.  
Instead, he was blindsided.  Although he was assured that he could and should be honest 
in her evaluations and recommendations, she was still offered a job immediately after 
graduation.  Dan hit upon this key area of tension when he spoke of “professional 
credibility.”  Both he and Ron had written honest letters of recommendation indicating 
that their student teachers were not ready for the profession.  Even considering having to 
write such a letter makes me break into a cold sweat.  As stressful as such situations must 
be, neither Ron nor Dan wanted to risk their professional reputations by ignoring an 
unprepared or inadequate student teacher.  They were forced to temper their nurturing 
with a heavy dose of reality.  After all Ron had gone through with his student teacher, to 
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find out she was hired right after graduation was a real blow to his professional 
credibility. 
Mark and I were both grateful that we had not yet encountered any difficulties 
such as these.  Mark had requested that The College not send him any student teachers 
that would need remediation.  In his milieu, he simply did not have time to deal with that.  
Although I did not share this with the group, I wondered if The College was careful about 
who was assigned to me because of the reputation for excellence of my school’s music 
program.   
Ron had existing knowledge communities within The College with whom he was 
able to share these stories as he was living them.  He felt comfortable enough with his 
supervisors and professors that he considered them part of his community, although the 
lack of prior communication made me question whether the relationship was seen the 
same way from the other side.  Ron’s narrative authority was affirmed within his 
knowledge community when he discovered the placement had been purposeful, even 
though it was challenged when their story of struggling met with the student teacher’s 
story of finding a job.  For Dan, it seemed that he was reporting back to the supervisors, 
rather than sharing information in the collegial manner of a knowledge community, 
indicating that he may have viewed it in some way as a hierarchical relationship.  In 
either case, it would have been easy for both Ron and Dan to hide what they might have 
viewed as a deficiency on their part, but they were able to tell these stories of tension 
within our knowledge community, a place they had come to know as safe and supportive. 
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Stories of Possibility 
What are Stories of Possibility? 
Stories of possibility are stories that look to the future and seek to inspire change.  
They reflect the recognition and acknowledgment of our narrative authority as it has been 
confirmed and validated within the knowledge community.  These are stories that arose 
towards the very end of the study, and emerged organically as we began to look to the 
future rather than dwell in the past and present.  Although these stories were short, and 
did not have time to fully develop, they are exciting in the promise they hold to question 
our taken-for-granted notions of the way things are.  These stories of possibility directly 
address the stories of tension we told within our knowledge community.  In fact, 
Clandinin et al. (2006) noted that tensions often opened the possibility for a shift in 
stories.   
Co-Op Teacher Day 
This conversation thread, albeit brief, is packed with possibilities.  Even as we 
had talked about the tension surrounding the cooperating teacher day, we began to get an 
inkling of the “what if.”  Rather than accepting the day for what it was and feeling like 
we could not change the system, there was a sense of empowerment that we might be 
able to suggest a different way of doing things.  Not only was this about the timing of the 
day, but also on the focus and intent.  The thought was emerging that there could be a 
shift from the traditional guest speaker format to a sharing session amongst other 
cooperating teachers.  This demonstrated a sense that we were placing our narrative 
authority, gained through experience, and shared within our knowledge community, as 
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more beneficial than receiving the paradigmatic knowledge promoted by a single 
individual.  We were imagining more of a two-way flow of knowledge between our 
narrative knowing and the paradigmatic knowing in the university.  There was a feeling 
that we had something to share, and that we were willing to hear the stories of others, 
extending our knowledge community beyond ourselves and beyond the focus of this 
study.  Yes, it was just a glimmer of possibility, but the potential is there to move from 
questioning taken-for-granted notions, to taking action for change. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Me:  I think it’s a great idea to have the coop teacher day, but I don’t 
know—as busy as we all are—how you would effectively get a bunch 
of co-op teachers together to have a dialogue. 
Ron:  Well, if they want to have an effective conversation they should 
do it right after dinner on Friday night at the honor band festival.  
Everybody’s there anyway. 
Me:  Yeah, that’s a great idea. 
Ron:  You get your kids back from dinner, they’re on stage, you’ve 
done all the hurdles to get them there, it would be prime time to 
gather.  Saturday morning, of course, you already have the regional 
meeting, but after that there might be time.  I don’t know—maybe 
they’re so wrapped up in trying to make sure that it is in cooperation 
with somebody coming from NAfME or some renowned speaker, 
when maybe the focus could be, let’s have a conversation among co-
ops and just see how we’re interrelated. 
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Amid all our stories was a small interchange between Ron, Mark and me that 
provided a tiny peephole into another story of possibility.  We were talking about our 
frustrations with the state conference when we shared a fleeting moment that began to 
question the taken-for-granted notions of professional development. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
In one of our last conversations, we came back to this thought, and then 
afterwards, Ron responded with a reflection via email that truly demonstrated a re-
thinking of the traditional approach to professional development. 
 
Me:  I get a ton out of talking to people about what they’re doing, 
even if I might not use all of it.  It’s all about building those 
connections. 
Ron:  I’d like to talk more with you, you know. 
Mark:  And though I would much rather be talking to the two of you 
right now, I have to cut out for a meeting. 
Ron:  So I think the only realistic and immersive way to get good 
professional development is for you to be able to have conversations 
with people that you know and trust, and to get their answers and 
adapt them with your own opinions and then formulate what you’re 
gonna do about it. 
Me:  Right, yeah, it makes so much sense to us, I don’t know why it 
doesn’t make sense to administrators. 
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Q & A Topics 
Ron Lancaster 
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 at 8:43 a.m. 
To:  Jennifer Greene, Mark Adams 
That’s pretty verbose, but leads to this easy observation:  the best PD opportunities are 
those which actually and truly Develop me as a Professional.  I might gain from a 
training on some new technology-for-all (Smart Board lessons, the latest-and-greatest 
computerized grading system, etc.), and I’ll certainly appreciate a review and even a 
practice session for emergency situations and the like (like lockdowns, evacuations, and 
all processes associated with each).  But as for an actual PD workshop . . . it will only 
help me if it makes me more advanced, more efficient, more knowledgeable, more 
skilled, etc. 
The bottom line is that the best way to get that kind of PD is through collegial 
communication on a targeted topic.  One of many examples:  when we’re all gathered at 
an All-County event, I might envision a bartering like, “Hey, Joe, do you have a few 
minutes to teach me Montuno, Son Salsa, and a couple of other common techniques on 
LP instruments so I can make better use of my Jazz Band’s second drummer on Latin 
tunes?  In exchange, I’ll be happy to help you with (fill in the blank).”  Or in the same 
venue, we could all decide to meet in a room to get a Finale/Sibelius refresher course—
“The Top 10 Best Time-Saving Shortcuts in Finale,” or “Restringing Your French Horn 
Valve when it breaks 1 minute before your Band’s Adjudication,” or “How to help the 
Level 6 Classical Pianist who just joined your Jazz program.” 
I need (and want) to talk about Success Strategies with advanced colleagues that I trust.  
I need to know how to fit 16 hours of work into each 8-hour day.  ☺ 
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Again, even though these conversation threads and reflections were brief, there 
was a true sense of looking forward to new possibilities.  We were beginning to question 
the status quo relative to professional development.  There was a realization that what we 
were doing already in our knowledge community could be considered professional 
development.  The sharing of ideas amongst colleagues became the conceptual focus, and 
Ron had even proposed a particular time and place for this to occur.  After almost a full 
school year of conversation and storying our practices, our knowledge community had 
developed to the point that there was trust and respect for each other, as well as for other 
professionals within our extended community.  This had finally allowed us to consider 
shifts within our stories of tension and look to the future and to possibilities and promise 
that could lead to further relationships and professional growth.   
As an outgrowth of these conversations, we came upon the idea of writing an 
article in which we could share our professional knowledge.  Within our knowledge 
community we had strengthened our narrative authority and had become awake to the 
understanding that we had something to share with others.  Not surprisingly, there was a 
strong desire to help those who were just embarking on their journeys as cooperating 
teachers, to give them a starting point from which they could begin to inquire into their 
own practices as we have done.  When speaking with Mark about his conference 
presentation, he said, “There may be some teacher there [at the presentation] who’s in a 
situation that they have no control over.  If we can give them an idea, then we’ve 
succeeded.”  This embodies the spirit of sharing professional knowledge, not from a 
position of privilege, not as if it is the only answer, but in a relational way that promotes 
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inquiry and reflective thinking. 
Expanded Relationship with University 
This was the very last piece of our very last conversation together.  Mark had 
already excused himself for a meeting, and since Dan had been unable to join us, it was 
just Ron and me.  We were riding on the wave of momentum generated during the earlier 
parts of our talk in which we had begun to imagine new and different ways of 
approaching various problems we had shared in our stories of tension.  In this thread, Ron 
reflected on how the relationship between the cooperating teacher and the university 
might be expanded.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ron:  I also wonder, if we could set up a more revolutionary 
experience.  I’ve never yet had a supervising teacher come on the 
first visit and then spend a long time with me before or after the 
observation to say, “Here’s what I’m going to be looking for, and 
here’s what we noticed in this college student for the last three and 
a quarter years.”  I wonder if it would be a good idea to do four 
visits [one before the student teaching block and three during] by 
the supervising teacher, or at least an extended first visit to have the 
real focus of that be for the supervisor to know more about me and 
my program, my students, our limitations, recent occurrences that 
might affect what’s going on in the classroom.  And then for me to 
know—this might be bad because of bias—but for me to know 
from the supervisor, having observed this person during the junior 
year, are there any voids, does the student teacher need help with 
content or delivery, more with conducting or small group teaching, 
more with knowledge of symbolic and textual information or more 
with learning how to teach kids artistry and interpretation—those 
types of things.  That might set up a little bias, but it also may give 
me a color-by-numbers approach, so that I know what I’m 
expecting when I’m actually observing the student teacher. 
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Me:  Right.  And I’m sure they must get some sort of written, formal 
evaluation for their junior student teaching, so that would be helpful 
to have, if nothing else, to read through and say, “OK, well, here’s 
some things they pointed out as weaknesses, so I’ll make sure that 
we address those things early on,” or “Oh, here’s some strengths so 
I’m gonna throw them in so they can do this stuff early.”  Yeah, it 
would be really helpful, cuz eight weeks is not a lot of time. 
Me:  Oh, I totally agree.  Just to know what their experiences have 
been in coursework, and how their junior student teaching went—that 
can be a key clue as to how you need to guide them or what 
experiences you need to make sure they get while they’re with you.  
And I think you and Mark are in a better position for that, because 
you often get the university professors as your supervisors. 
Ron:  Yeah, yeah, sure.  But just filling in the gaps in advance will 
save time.  Like, for instance, my wife, as a fourth grade teacher, 
relies heavily on the third grade teachers to tell her learning styles, 
desires, motivational techniques for every individual kid so she 
doesn’t have to loose the entire month of September. 
Me:  Right. 
Ron:  We don’t have that problem with returning sophomores, 
juniors, and seniors, but of course, every September is still 
somewhat of an unknown with freshmen.  And so we’re losing a 
ninth of the school year really learning what makes freshmen tick, 
on average.  But with a student teacher only here eight weeks, I 
don’t wanna lose that time learning how they tick.  I’d like to know 
a little bit more in advance without being invasive.  I don’t wanna 
know behavior problems or incidents or anything like that.  I wanna 
know what the quality of the person’s performance has been at the 
college level for three years. 
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This conversation is a clear demonstration of how the development of narrative 
authority within the knowledge community could lead to questioning taken-for-granted 
notions of practice.  In this case, questioning and re-imagining the structure of the student 
teaching block was the focus.  As Ron reflected out loud, the shift towards his realization 
that the result of our interactions could effect change was real and palpable.  As he shared 
his ideas and received affirmation from me, there was a real sense of empowerment that 
permeated the conversation.  We were imagining a free-flowing exchange of knowledge 
between cooperating teachers and the university supervisor in a way that would eliminate 
Ron:  Yeah, well, if I’m 21 years old and I had Mark for junior 
student teaching and he said XYZ, and then I go to Stella for senior 
student teaching and she said ABC, which is really different than 
XYZ, then I’m confused at the age of 21-22, what do I do?  So 
maybe even just having the college provide us with any sort of 
transcript for the junior year would allow us to figure out, oh, this 
person’s already heard that 90 times, let me support that with my 
commentary. 
Me:  Yeah, even if it’s to help contextualize the junior student 
teaching experience, especially if it is a very different situation than 
the one they are placed in for senior student teaching. 
Ron:  You know, this conversation that we’re having right now, if 
we could effect some change, and only two easy changes on behalf 
of the college—give us some feedback on how the junior student 
teaching went, and ask the supervising teacher to extend the first 
visit and meet with the cooperating teacher to talk back and forth.  
Those two things, I think, would set up a much more successful 
experience. 
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the hierarchy of the teacher education conduit.  I came away from this last interaction 
both excited and energized, with a renewed sense of purpose and direction that I feared 
had become lost in the shuffle of the logistics of the study.  Perhaps our reflections will 
trouble the waters enough to effect some real change, to allow us to share our personal 
practical knowledge, to claim our narrative authority, and to allow for a shift within our 
stories of tension to make way for stories of possibility.   
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REFLECTION 
To Be Continued 
Coming to the end of this narrative inquiry feels like coming to the end of a movie 
in which the plot does not resolve and we see the words “To be continued . . . ” gracefully 
scripted across the screen.  Although we know it is time to leave the darkened theater, our 
minds are still engaged with the stories and the characters, and we continue to reflect on 
the details and re-tell the stories as we anticipate the sequel and the conclusion of the 
story.  Clandinin (2013) claimed that narrative inquirers would never get to a final story 
because experience is continuous and lives are still lived while stories are told and retold.  
Even as we leave the field as researchers, we continue to be in relationship with the 
participants as we engage with their stories and seek to represent their voices in a manner 
that is responsible, rigorous, respectful, and resonant (Stauffer & Barrett, 2009).  It was 
these things that I had in mind as I worked to create the research texts within this project. 
I began this research journey with a strong desire to look big at the practices of 
cooperating teachers in music education.  As a cooperating teacher myself, I wanted to 
engage with others in the sharing of our professional knowledge, knowing these stories 
would become public.  Situating the research firmly within the narrative view of 
knowledge, I sought to discover within these stories how our narrative authority would be 
revealed and strengthened in the context of our knowledge community.  Further, I 
wondered about cooperating teachers’ personal practical knowledge, the continuity of 
experience between their stories, and their interaction with others in specific contexts.  I 
wondered what the features of the professional knowledge landscape for music teacher 
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education were and how tensions might arise from cooperating teachers’ positions on the 
landscape relative to the conduit.  Finally, I wondered how the acknowledgment of our 
narrative authority within the knowledge community would allow us to question taken-
for-granted notions of teacher education.   
Reflecting on the Wonderings 
From the beginning, I was impressed with each participant’s willingness to share 
stories.  Common experiences and our shared landscapes allowed us to bond more 
immediately, and our lives as instrumental music teachers provided shared language that 
facilitated discovery of how our practices as cooperating teachers had evolved in similar 
ways.  The stories of established practice were a starting point for discussion and an 
expression of our personal practical knowledge.  Clandinin et al. (2006) explained that 
“teachers’ stories, their personal practical knowledge, are the stories teachers live and tell 
of who they are and what they know” (p. 7).  When we each shared what we did as 
cooperating teachers in our classrooms, inevitably one story resonated with another story 
and even more stories were generated.  The more stories we told and heard, the more we 
came to recognize our own narrative authority over our personal practical knowledge, 
and to recognize one another’s narrative authority as well.  This led to a sense of trust and 
respect within the community that opened us up to further exploration of our experiences.  
Ron mentioned on more than one occasion that he sought out those whom he respected 
and trusted when he had moments of doubt or wonder, and he also iterated that he now 
thought of us as a part of that community. 
As we delved further into our experiences, each of us was able to point to others 
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in knowledge communities who had influenced the development of our narrative 
authority.  This kind of reflection often triggered memories of people and places that had 
not been foregrounded in our lives for a long time, so it reconnected us with the past.  
Clandinin (2013) wrote that there were four key terms for narrative inquiry:  living, 
telling, retelling, and reliving.  Reflection such as ours can lead to retelling stories, which 
in turn often leads to an opportunity to relive a story.  When we relive our stories, we 
may confirm and strengthen them or reframe them in some way.  Mark, in particular, had 
revealed some intentional and continuous relationships that had clearly impacted his 
teaching practices and his work with student teachers.  For example, his own cooperating 
teacher was now working with him as a university supervisor.  He was reminded through 
their continued relationship of the experiences they had shared during his practicum, and 
these stories of the past were intertwined with stories of their current relationship as well 
as Mark’s relationships with his student teachers.  As the teller, he was positioned to 
renew and strengthen his narrative authority.  As we experienced the telling, the rest of us 
affirmed his experience, and we were prompted to look back and reflect on the people 
and events that had shaped our own practices.   
The people, events, and experiences that shaped our practices also shaped the 
professional knowledge landscape on which we lived.  We shared this landscape with 
other teachers, yet as cooperating teachers, there seemed to be additional terrain for us.  I 
considered our stories as a map for understanding what the features of a professional 
knowledge landscape of music teacher education might look like.  In doing so, I saw our 
landscape as presented in high-definition with a broad aspect ratio.  As teachers, we 
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develop our personal practical knowledge on a day-to-day basis as we interact and reflect 
with others on the landscape.  As teacher educators, our landscape is widened by the 
presence of others and we are zoomed in on our personal practical knowledge because we 
want to make it visible to our student teachers as we help them develop their own 
personal practical knowledge.  We do not want student teachers simply to imitate our 
practices, as is assumed in much of the literature mentioned earlier in this study (Clarke 
et. al., 2014; Graham, 2006; Weasmer & Woods, 2003), but by making our practices 
public, we want our student teachers to understand how personal practical knowledge is 
constructed.  We want to help student teachers become aware of and tell their own 
stories.  Still, when student teachers enter our classrooms, we presume they bring with 
them paradigmatic knowing that they are supposed to apply in practice.  In reality, we 
aren’t sure what our student teachers know or believe because we have received little 
communication from the university.  Consequently, we doubt that we are doing the right 
things for our student teachers, and doubt becomes magnified when the university 
supervisor comes to observe.  We cannot simultaneously focus our lens on paradigmatic 
knowing and narrative knowing so we are caught between framing two different scenes 
on the landscape.  As we felt the safety and importance of our voices within the 
knowledge community we were able to begin sharing stories that exemplified such 
tensions.  
Clandinin et al. (2006) noted, “it [was] most often in moments of tension that the 
possibility of a shift in stories . . . was possible” (p. 132).  When we storied the tensions 
surrounding teacher education, we were naming the conduit and recognizing our position 
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at the bottom end.  For example, The College hosted a co-op teacher day that could have 
allowed us to share our personal practical knowledge with the university teacher 
educators, but instead, a guest speaker made a presentation in the language of 
paradigmatic knowing.  Thus, this experience was not worth the loss of teaching time for 
us.  Amidst the tension, however, we recognized the potential in this kind of coming 
together.  Because we had relationships with the university supervisors and other music 
education professors, there was the possibility of a conversation with the decision-
makers.  As a result, there was a shift in stories as we began to imagine other futures for 
the co-op teacher day that would alleviate some of the tensions we felt. 
One of our most significant stories of tension focused on the introduction of the 
edTPA onto our landscape.  Although the edTPA itself was a mandated assessment over 
which we had no control, the way it was handed down collided with our narrative 
authority and left us stranded.  There was very little communication from The College 
regarding the structure and execution of the assessment aside from a lengthy manual that 
was not presented in a timely manner.  We were told that the student teacher’s creation of 
the edTPA portfolio would not put any additional burden on us, but it instead would be 
shouldered by the university professors and the student teachers.  This seemed like a 
believable story until we were in the midst of guiding our student teachers through a part 
of the teacher education landscape that was completely fogged over.  Our stories shifted 
as the situation increased tensions.  Perhaps The College also lacked information, but 
they chose not to communicate, and we were left alone and adrift in the fog.  As a result, 
we were unable to provide effective guidance, and we waded through the mist and 
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watched helplessly as our student teachers struggled.  When the experience was over, we 
restoried our tensions, and our stories shifted again as we looked for avenues for 
increased communication so that our future experiences could be more informed.  Again, 
tension made way for a shift toward possibility. 
Some of our other less affirming stories were related to the impositions of 
government-mandated policies carried out by school districts, particularly with regard to 
budget cuts.  These policies were imposed in ways that cut into our planning and 
instructional time and made us feel helpless.  Ron and Dan, for example, experienced 
tremendous budget cuts that had programmatic implications; however, they navigated 
these tensions in divergent ways.  Ron went on the offensive, shouldering the burden of 
the cut in staffing, Dan went on the defensive, touting the benefits of music education to 
his administration.  The contrast between the two was one of the few discordant stories 
shared within the group.  Ron took on extra work while Dan stepped away.  Of course, 
they had very different personal stories that led them to these decisions, but nonetheless, 
Dan’s voice was silenced in a way by this contrast.  He told a cover story of his steadfast 
decision to withdraw from the marching program, but it was clear months later that he 
was feeling a great deal of conflict and guilt over this decision, especially in light of the 
fact that no one had stepped up to replace him. 
In fact, Dan’s voice often was absent or silenced throughout the research texts.  
He did not become as much a part of the fabric of the knowledge community as did the 
rest of us.  His stories were inconsistent, and there were times when his espoused theories 
did not align with his theories-in-use (Argyris & Schön, 1974).  For example, he told 
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stories of his philosophy that all student teachers should be given the opportunity to 
teach, and he was disdainful of the stories he heard of student teachers who were only 
given the opportunity to conduct warm-ups.  However, when I observed him in his 
classroom, it became evident that his own student teacher had not been on the podium 
much, if at all, in the first four weeks of her placement.  Dan may have been somewhat 
aware of the contrast between the stories he had told and the stories he was living, which 
may have also kept him on the outskirts of the group. 
The stories of tension told within our knowledge community characterized the 
struggle between our own narrative authority and the government policies being thrust 
upon us, as well as the tension of navigating between our narrative knowing and 
paradigmatic knowing.  Because we had no influence over government mandates, there 
was no sense that our stories could be re-written.  Our shifts simply reflected our method 
of survival on the landscape.  However, where there was the potential for interaction and 
influence with The College, we began to see those stories shift and relocate to a place of 
possibility.  Through continued conversations with the knowledge community, we began 
to raise more and more questions that wondered, what if?  How could some of our 
tensions be resolved through different actions on our part? 
As our narrative authority was strengthened within the knowledge community, we 
examined our stories of tension, and we were able to imagine a different future for 
ourselves.  It took time to reach this point, and we did so just at the end of the study, so 
the stories occupy very little space in the research text.  Although the stories were small, 
their potential was huge.  It was if we had broken through an invisible barrier and we 
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were now able to see avenues for change.  We had finally gotten to the point in our 
relationship that we could comfortably talk not just about what was, but what could be.  
Our stories of tension gave way to stories of possibility.  In particular, there was a real 
sense that given our narrative authority as cooperating teachers we could make 
suggestions to The College that would improve on the practicum experience for all 
involved.  Even just envisioning this possibility reshaped the dynamic of the group with a 
sense of empowerment and unity that put us on the precipice of change.   
Now What? 
The knowledge community in this study provided a place for cooperating teachers 
to share their stories of practice in a way that revealed and strengthened their narrative 
authority.  Through these stories we shared our personal practical knowledge as we 
reflected on the people and events that had shaped our situations.  Living, telling, 
reliving, and retelling these stories opened pathways for re-shaping practice and re-
imagining futures.  Therefore, the knowledge community may have practical benefits for 
cooperating teachers, and may also provide a basis for contributing to the research on 
music teacher education.  These implications are further explored along with suggestions 
for collaborative inquiry that expands the knowledge community and incorporates a 
colleague’s inquiry into narrative identity. 
Practical Benefits of a Knowledge Community 
Clandinin and Connelly (1995) argued that humans are natural storytellers and 
that teachers tell stories to make sense of their practice.  When they framed the 
professional lives of teachers in terms of human qualities they uncovered three basic 
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desires:  “the desire to tell stories [of practice]; the desire for relationship; and the desire 
to think again, to reflect on actions taken and things thought” (Clandinin & Connelly, 
1995, p. 154).  Knowledge communities, as the manifestation of these desires, cannot be 
and certainly should not be forced.  If there is no trust and respect amongst those in the 
community, there is no feeling of safety to be able to freely share stories, and therefore, 
no impetus for growth and for the development or strengthening of narrative authority.  
But as the present study demonstrates, when no one is forced to participate and when 
there is no deadline for a product or report, members of a knowledge community can 
develop capacity to listen for and respect one another’s experience and knowledge, 
particularly when their stories differ.  
This makes an intentionally formed knowledge community a particularly potent 
vehicle for teachers’ professional development.  Unlike math, English, science, and social 
studies teachers, music teachers typically teach alone in their buildings, without benefit of 
a department, and with very little opportunity to interact with other music teachers.  
Furthermore, school districts seldom provide subject-specific professional development 
for music teachers.  Intentionally formed knowledge communities could provide music 
teachers with a place to share stories and authorize meaning, reflect on their practices, 
and begin to question taken-for-granted notions of practice.   
Cooperating teachers, who are both teachers and teacher educators, occupy a 
unique place on the educational landscape.  Due to their professional isolation, music 
cooperating teachers, almost by definition, have only secret stories of practice, because 
there is no opportunity to share with others.  It seems particularly important that there 
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should be opportunities for them to share personal practical knowledge, and recognize 
and claim their narrative authority.  Our knowledge community took advantage of 
common festivals and conferences where we were serving as chaperones or presenters.  
This could be a good starting point for connecting those with similar teaching areas.  To 
ensure their relationships were intentional and continuous, communication would 
necessarily extend beyond these events.  In the review of literature, several possibilities 
for communication were represented, including conference calling, which worked for the 
knowledge community in this study.  However, the context of any particular knowledge 
community would have to match the goals of the individuals, their time, and place.  
Whatever the context, the opportunity to tell, retell, and relive our stories as cooperating 
teachers within a knowledge community could allow for individual growth, combat 
isolation, and strengthen narrative authority.  This opportunity would not only have 
personal and practical benefits for those participating, but also could contribute to 
extending the existing research base on music teacher education.   
Replication of This Study 
One of the primary goals of this research was to look big at cooperating teachers 
in music education, to give them a voice and to make their practices public.  I chose 
narrative inquiry because researchers are also the researched—in this particular study, I 
was not just an inquirer, but I was also a cooperating teacher who shared a commonality 
of experience with the participants in the knowledge community.  Although there is a 
body of research on cooperating teachers (cf. Clarke et al., 2014), little of that research is 
conducted by cooperating teachers in autobiographical methods such as narrative inquiry, 
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self-study, or autoethnography.  Because of the relational nature of narrative inquiry, it is 
uniquely positioned to allow cooperating teachers to become researchers and the 
knowledge community can provide a basis for the inquiry as a space for sharing stories.  
The knowledge community represented in this study was formed around the commonality 
of experience as cooperating teachers and as band directors.  There are many more 
possibilities.  For example, our knowledge community was spread out geographically.  It 
would be interesting to see how the commonality of a particular region would shape the 
knowledge community in similar or different ways.  Because the lines between the 
researcher and the researched are blurred, these types of inquiries would be potent 
vehicles for generating an awareness of how cooperating teachers make sense of their 
practices as an expression of their personal practical knowledge.  Narrative inquiry has 
the potential to reach multiple audiences with its resonances, and therefore can inspire 
reflection and inquiry for all the parties who read or participate in the research.  We need 
more research by cooperating teachers so their voices continue to be heard, and their 
narrative authority is recognized. 
 Of course, as was evidenced in the challenges of this study, time was a factor for 
cooperating teachers serving dual roles as music teachers and music teacher educators.  
When you consider that they are also fathers, mothers, husbands, wives, partners, and 
caregivers, time becomes even more of a precious commodity.  However, the cooperating 
teachers in this study were not unwilling to share their stories, in fact, they were glad to 
have the chance to tell their stories for this study in the hopes that it would benefit others.  
Maybe their initial reasons for participating in the study were to help me and to 
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contribute to our profession, but by the end of our time together, they recognized the 
benefits of building our relationships in the knowledge community and came to see it as a 
form of professional growth and development.  They also saw it as a more valuable 
experience than the professional development programs offered by schools.  Perhaps to 
facilitate an inquiry, an existing knowledge community could propose a plan to allow a 
narrative research project to take the place of mandated professional development.  
Knowledge communities of teachers could engage in the types of relationships and 
storying of experiences that would not only have personal and practical benefits, but also 
would extend the existing research base, providing insider accounts of cooperating 
teachers’ practices and meaning-making.   
Implications for Collaborative Research  
Laura Stanley, a member of my relational response community for this project, 
conducted a study on the identities of cooperating teachers.  She saw identity as a 
narrative construction and was interested in how social and institutional contexts were 
threaded within these narratives.  In the same manner as Olson and Craig blended their 
research contexts, I believe Stanley and I could investigate relationships between 
narrative authority and narrative identity as they are revealed in knowledge communities 
of cooperating teachers.  Considering the present study, an exploration of narrative 
identity may have helped Dan understand the connections and conflicts between his 
personal stories and his professional stories.  Awareness of narrative identity could lead 
individuals to form specific knowledge communities or enable them to find knowledge 
communities in which their experience has greater resonance.   
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Clandinin, Davies, Hogan, and Kennard (1993) wrote of a project in which they 
began by situating teacher education “in the gap between universities and schools” (p. 
210), and they framed teaching and learning to teach as ongoing inquiry.  They found that 
“if one of the participants, university supervisor or cooperating teacher, stood outside” 
the inquiry, “a sense of possibility was lost” (p. 211) for a new “middle ground of teacher 
education” (p. 213).  In order to find this middle ground, connections needed to be 
sustained between all the participants.  An intentionally formed knowledge community 
consisting of cooperating teachers and university supervisors could collectively explore 
how their professional identities are storied as they share experiences and seek to 
strengthen each individual’s narrative authority.  In doing so, cooperating teachers could 
gain a deeper and more contextual understanding of the university supervisor’s 
experience and identity, and perhaps they would come to feel less distanced.  Perhaps 
they would discover similar stories to their own, or at least some points of intersection.  
By understanding the narrative identities and recognizing the narrative authority of 
individual cooperating teachers, university supervisors could more intentionally place 
student teachers—practicum placements could be more than just happy accidents or 
potential disasters.  If we imagine, as Schwab (1983) did, collaboration among 
stakeholders, then we can imagine how ideas could flow freely between theories of 
education and practices of education and as such, new theory could emerge as theory in 
action.  This is the middle ground that Clandinin et al. (1993) sought, and the impetus for 
change could come from intentionally formed knowledge communities. 
Clandinin et al. (1993) also saw that in the traditional view of teacher education, 
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the practicum experience was supposed to “bridge the gap” between universities and 
schools (p. 210).  However, they also observed that “many of [the student teachers] . . . 
felt lost within it” (p. 210).  Student teachers also need to learn to see teaching and 
learning to teach as ongoing inquiry.  Creating an intentionally formed knowledge 
community between the cooperating teacher and the student teacher would create a space 
where student teachers could begin to make sense of their own practices and begin to 
develop their narrative authority.  This relational approach would eschew the traditional 
notion of the expert-novice relationship and allow student teachers to recognize their own 
personal knowledge as they storied their experiences in community with cooperating 
teachers who would listen and tell their own stories.  Embedded in these stories could be 
an exploration of narrative identity that would allow the cooperating teacher and the 
student teacher a greater understanding of the professional and personal contexts each 
brought to the experience.  In doing so, they might find common threads that resonate or 
they may acknowledge differences that lead to reflection.  If these conversations began 
even before the practicum, rich connections could be made that would allow student 
teachers and cooperating teachers to find the middle ground, rather than feel lost in the 
gap.  
In considering the gap between universities and schools, I came to realize that the 
hierarchical model of student teaching is perpetuated even through the language we use 
to identify the members of the triad.  The title “university supervisor” is indicative of a 
person in a position of power over others.  Similarly “cooperating teacher” implies 
assistance or compliance with the supervisor.  The student and teacher relationship has 
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typically been viewed as a hierarchical one, leaving a student teacher positioned at the 
lowest point of the triadic relationship.  As I troubled over the way these titles reinforced 
power differentials in an almost imperceptible way, I attended a conference presentation 
in which a relational model of student teaching was presented (Marlatt, 2015).  In this 
model, it was suggested that the following terms replace the more common usages:  
coordinator (instead of university supervisor), mentor (instead of cooperating teacher), 
and pre-professional (instead of student teacher).  There are certainly other possibilities, 
but these suggestions could provide a starting point for change.  I believe that in order to 
close the gap and find the middle ground we must begin to see each other differently.  In 
fact, it would be interesting to discover whether a change in nomenclature would impact 
identity stories or narrative authority.  At the very least, perhaps the relational model 
would encourage a round table approach to music teacher education that would allow a 
knowledge community to form among all three stakeholders. 
The possibilities and potential for collaborative inquiry in music teacher education 
employing the concepts of narrative authority, knowledge communities, and narrative 
identity are varied, but must be undertaken with care.  Knowledge communities are 
formed around a commonality of experience, not a particular topic area.  Through the 
stories told within the knowledge community, different perspectives can be considered 
that would have relevance and meaning within the community, taking narrative inquirers 
back to the existing field texts and adopting a different contextual frame that would bring 
new understandings to the stories.  Of course, this process must be carried out with a 
sense of responsibility to all parties involved in the inquiry, enacting all the principles of 
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resonant work in narrative inquiry in the field of music education. 
Reflecting Back and Looking Forward 
This study aimed to look big at cooperating teachers in music education through 
the lens of the knowledge community and of narrative authority.  It is not simply about 
telling the stories of practice, but the relationships within the knowledge community that 
made it a safe place for these stories to be told and for narrative authority to be 
recognized.  We often take for granted the relationships we share with others who have 
common interests and passions.  Putting these relationships in the foreground can develop 
and strengthen narrative authority in ways that, in turn, shape and re-shape our 
professional knowledge contexts.  Though not without challenges, it is worth examining 
more closely the implications and possibilities for supporting professional growth, 
expanding communities and knowledge sharing, re-imagining practice, and collaborative 
inquiry. 
Narrative Continuations 
My narrative beginnings made plain the personal justifications for embarking on 
this research journey and offered a way for my broader audience to contextualize my 
place in the study.  When I began it was as if I was looking through the binoculars the 
wrong way, seeing other cooperating teachers, university supervisors, and the professors 
who created the university curriculum from a great distance.  As a result of this study, I 
have been able to turn the binoculars around on other cooperating teachers, reducing this 
distance.  As I concluded the study, I could begin to see pathways to reduce the distance 
between others involved in music teacher education. 
   340 
Throughout my work, I have added my perspective while honoring the stories of 
my participants.  Being responsible and respectful of their stories has been very important 
to me as we have progressed through the research together.  I have developed such strong 
relationships with Ron, Mark, and Dan, that it is difficult to leave their stories.  I know 
that the study has made a lasting impression on me, and that our stories have the potential 
to influence others.  Perhaps through our research, others will be able to find the right end 
of the binoculars and develop their own knowledge communities to share stories of 
practice and strengthen their narrative authority.  By doing so, they may trouble certainty 
in ways we have yet to imagine. 
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H.S. Wind Ensemble, J.H. Symphonic Band, elementary band, 
jazz band, marching band, and pit orchestra. Additional 
teaching assignments of sixth grade general music and music 
theory. 
 Teaching Assistant: Fall 1990–Spring 1991, Ithaca College 
School of Music, Ithaca, NY.  Fully in charge of an 
undergraduate pedagogy course designed to train future 
educators to play and teach the horn. 
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 Student Teacher: Winter 1990, Wilson Memorial High School,  
Waynesboro, VA and Stuart’s Draft Middle School, Stuart’s 
Draft, VA. 
 High School: Led extensive woodwind sectionals, aided in 
seating auditions, and coached individuals in preparation for 
All-Regional and All-State Band. 
 Middle School: Solely responsible for all music classes 
including grading and testing.  Implemented a music theory 
program to supplement ensemble classes, and introduced a unit 
on program music. 
PROFESSIONAL • New York State School Music Educators Association 
AFFILIATION • National Association for Music Education 
 • Onondaga County Music Educators Association 
 • International Horn Society 
 • Sigma Alpha Iota – International Music Fraternity 
 
PROFESSIONAL NYSSMA Manual Selection Committee:  Fall 1998–Present. 
ACTIVITIES Responsible for reviewing and selecting horn literature for the 
NYSSMA Solo & Ensemble Manual, published once every 
three years. 
 NYSSMA All-State Selection Committee: Summer 2010–2015. 
Responsible fore reviewing All-State sheets for horns from 
across the state for the purpose of selecting the All-State 
groups. 
 Adjudicator: Fall 1994–Present, NY.  
 Certified NYSSMA Brass Adjudicator—Includes judging All 
County Auditions, In-House Solo Festivals and Regional Solo 
& Ensemble Festivals.  Received certification for NYSSMA 
Major Ensembles Spring 2003 and All-State Certification 
Winter 2006. 
 Clinician: Spring 1994–Present, Central NY. 
 Has included giving horn master classes, serving on panel 
discussions, and conducting reading sessions at colleges, public 
schools, and professional conferences. 
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VOLUNTEER General Manager: 1999 - Present, Central Winds, Central NY.  
LEADERSHIP Responsibilities include supervising the personnel and finance  
EXPERIENCE managers, engaging conductors, locating performance venues, 
and preparing application materials for conferences and 
symposia.  Other duties include chairing the Advisory Board. 
 President:  Fall 2006–Spring 2008, Onondaga County Music 
Teachers Association, NY.  Responsible for all OCMEA 
operations.  Re-vamped all county audition materials, and 
instituted an on-line management system for all festivals. 
 President Elect: Fall 2004-Spring 2006, Onondaga County 
Music Teachers Association, NY.  Primarily responsible for 
oversight of all county music festivals.  Developed a new 
festival rotation procedure while in office. 
 Board Member: 1997 – 2003, A Better Chance, Manlius, NY.  
 Served as student activities chair responsible for planning 
cultural, educational, and recreational activities for the ABC 
students.  Also served as entertainment chair for fundraisers. 
 President:  Fall 1993-Spring 1994, Cortland County Music 
Teachers Association, Cortland, NY.  Oversaw expansion in 
programming to include Elementary and Jazz All-County 
groups.  Successfully met with county superintendents to 
propose increase in funding.  Participated in NYSSMA day in 
Albany to lobby support for music education. 
SCHOOL Professional Learning Community:  Spring 2012.  Participated  
COMMUNITY in a small group formed to investigate the possibilities for 
INVOLVEMENT    including global perspectives across the disciplines. 
 Scheduling Committee: Spring 2012.  Served as a department 
 representative for a group formed by the principal for the 
 purpose of  examining creative scheduling possibilities. 
 Assessment Study Group: Fall 2007-Spring 2008.  Participated 
 in a year long project to investigate methods of assessment 
 based on the research of Douglas Reeves of The Leadership and 
 Learning Center. 
Site-Based Team:  Fall 2003-Spring 2005.  Served as a teacher 
representative to high school shared decision-making 
committee. 
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 Cooperating Teacher:  Spring 2000, Spring 2001, Fall 2003, 
Fall 2009–2014.  Responsible for guiding and evaluating 
graduate and undergraduate students seeking certification in 
instrumental music. 
 National Honor Society Selection Committee:  Fall 1998–
Spring 2005.  Duties include reviewing and considering student 
applications and deciding membership in NHS.  
 Block Scheduling Committee:  Fall 1997–Spring 1998.  Served 
on a committee of school personnel investigating the merits of 
block scheduling.  Included visits to other schools and drafting 
a recommendation to the superintendent. 
 Building Committee:  Fall 1995–Spring 2000.  Served as music 
department representative to committee on issues relevant to 
the high school community. 
 Peer Support Committee:  Fall 1995–Spring 1996; Fall 1998–
Spring 1999.  Served as a mentor to teachers new to the F-M 
Building.          
 Chamber Music Coach:  Fall 1994–Present.  Prepare and 
provide chamber musicians for school and community 
functions.         
CONFERENCE Looking Big at Cooperating Teachers in Music Education.  
PRESENTATIONS poster presentation at the NAfME 2015 Eastern Division   
 Conference, Providence, RI. (April) 
  
 Cooperating Teachers as Teacher Educators.  Co-presented at 
the 2015 Georgia Music Educators In-Service Conference, 
Savannah, GA. (January) 
 
 Looking Big at Cooperating Teachers in Music Education. 
Poster presentation at the NAfME 2014 Biennial Music 
Educators National Conference, St. Louis, MO. (April) 
 
 Looking Big at Cooperating Teachers in Music Education.  
Graduate poster presentation at the 2013 Society for Music 
Teacher Education Symposium, Greensboro, NC. (September) 
 
 Using Technology to Facilitate Music Mentoring.  Co-
presented at the 2012 Biennial Music Educators National 
Conference, St. Louis, MO. (March) 
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PUBLICATIONS NAfME Professional Development eKit, Contributing writer. 
Published on NAfME website September 2012. 
 
HONORS AND • Departmental HonorsAward–awarded by Boston University,  
AWARDS  April, 2015 
• Doctoral Grant–awarded by Sigma Alpha Iota  
  Philanthropies, June 2012 
• Curriculum Development Project Grant–awarded by FM, 
Summer 2007 
• Conference Grant–awarded by CNY Teacher Center, Fall 
2003 
 • Boston Brass Day Grant–awarded by FM Education 
Foundation, 2002 
 • Curriculum Development Project Grant–awarded by FM, 
Summer 2001 
 • Recital Series Grant–awarded by Cultural Resources   
  Council, 1997 
 • Curriculum Development Grant–awarded by DCS, Summer 
1992 
 • Phi Beta Kappa Honoree, 1990 
 • Sigma Alpha Iota Performance Awards–Winner, 1990 
 • JMU Department of Music Award–Outstanding Junior in 
Music, 1988 
PERFORMANCE • Central Winds: A Music Educators’ Wind Ensemble, 1993– 
EXPERIENCE  Present 
 • Hamilton College Operetta, Pit Orchestra 2011–Present  
• Rome Concert Band, 2003–2013 
• Utica Symphony, Substitute Horn, 1991–1995 
 • Syracuse Chamber Orchestra, Substitute Horn 
 • Ithaca College Brass Choir, Fall 1990–Spring 1991 
 • Montpelier Brass Quintet 
 • James Madison University Wind Symphony, Spring 1987–
Spring 1990 
 • James Madison University Brass Ensemble, Fall 1986–
Spring 1990 
• JMU Orchestra, Fall 1986–Spring 1987; Fall 1988–Spring 
1990  
     
